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Abstract
This thesis traces the origins and history of the Transport Workers' Union of
Australia between the early 1880s and 1975, analysing the factors that aided and
constrained its emergence as the predominant trade union organisation in Australia's road
transport sector.
In attempting to organise road transport workers the Transport Workers' Union
and its predecessor organisations have faced peculiar problems. Road transport is a
highly fragmented industry, with drivers spending a large part of their working lives
isolated from each other within their vehicles. While the Transport Workers' Union and
its predecessor organisations have found their strongest support amongst workers
employed by large professional carrying firms, the majority of drivers have been
employed by firms for whom transport has been merely an ancillary part of their
business. In addition the industry has remained characterised by the continued existence
of a large workforce of owner-drivers with interests and aspirations often different from
those of wage-earning drivers.
If Australia's pioneer road transport unions were forced to rely on unilateral or
collective bargaining backed by industrial action during the 1880s and 1890s in
attempting to regulate employment conditions, the union's subsequent development has
been largely shaped by the structures of compulsory arbitration, and the strategies which
the union has developed to utilise or oppose those structures. Politically support for
arbitration within the union was identified with the Labor Party, which sought to use the
regulation of working conditions through compulsory arbitration as an adjunct to
parliam entary reforms that would civilise, rather than overturn, capitalist social
relationships. By contrast, until 1956 supporters of industrial militancy and collective
bargaining backed by industrial action within the union tended to be associated with either
radical socialists or communists who sought to link industrial struggles with the
revolutionary transformation of society.

IV

Between the early 1900s and the mid-1950s tensions between an arbitrationoriented strategy and collective bargaining backed by industrial action provided the major
factor inhibiting attempts to create a single union covering all of Australia's road transport
workers. While supporters of laborism and an arbitration-oriented strategy dominated the
union's history between 1901 and 1956, rigid reliance on arbitration resulted in the
conservatisation and bureaucratisation of the union. This strategy did little for self
employed drivers who had provided the backbone of many of the pioneer road transport
unions during the late nineteenth century. Attempts by radical socialists between 1910
and 1914 to challenge the union's reliance on arbitration proved unsuccessful. Similarly,
communist efforts to dislodge the Labor leadership of the TWU during the 1940s initiated
a prolonged period of factional strife that seriously weakened the union's internal
cohesion without affecting its reliance on compulsory arbitration.
After 1956 the TWU witnessed the gradual disintegration of the communist
presence within the union. At the same time a new generation of industrially militant
Labor activists gained control of it. While remaining broadly divided between Left and
Right— divisions that contributed to a formal split between the Federal and NSW
Branches during 1969— these activists were able to successfully combine elements of
both an arbitration-oriented strategy and collective bargaining backed by industrial action.
By combining these two strategies the TWU was able to maximise its gains within
Australia's industrial relations system, securing major gains for both wage-earning and
self-employed drivers. These gains, however, resulted in the union civilising, rather than
overturning, capitalist social and economic relationships within the road transport
industry.
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IX

A Note on the Spelling of labour, Labor and laborism
In this thesis a distinction is made between the 'labour' movement as a whole and
the 'Labor' Party. Similarly 'laborism' is defined as the political current which seeks
parliamentary reform through the agency of the Labor Party. While laborism has been
the dominant ideology within the Australian labour movement it is by no means identical
with it. Like Labor, laborism is spelt without a 'u'.
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INTRODUCTION

This study has as its focus the unionisation of Australia's road transport workers
through the Transport W orkers' Union of A ustralia (TWU) and its predecessor
organisations— the Amalgamated Road Transport W orkers' Union (ARTWU), the
Federated Carters and Drivers' Industrial Union (FCDIU) and the pioneer drivers' unions
which developed from the early 1880s. In its essential features, therefore, this thesis has
a narrow scope, concentrating as it does on the organisation of one section of Australian
labour.
In the two hundred years of Australian white settlement it is technological change
that has provided the major factor in shaping the economic and industrial relationships
between road transport workers and the wider society. Originally the dominant form of
land transport, road transport steadily diminished in importance between the late 1850s
and 1914 as rail and tramway services developed, only to be restored to a position of pre
eminence through the spread of motorised transport after 1914. Yet if the changing
fortunes of road transport have defined the parameters for the interaction of the industry's
workers with the wider society, the ultimate industrial fate of these workers— and of the
unions which they created—has been determined by their own actions, by the way in
which they have overcome the obstacles before them and made the most of thenopportunities.
This thesis does not attempt to provide a total history of industrial relations within
the Australian road transport industry. Instead, as a work of labour history, and more
specifically as a trade union history, it focuses only on those who sought to shape their
own destinies through participation in the ranks of the TWU and its predecessor
organisations. Those sections of the workforce in road transport who decided to remain
outside the union are not part of this history except in the negative sense that their non
participation hindered the union's growth.
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The narrow scope of this thesis may attract its critics. The writing of labour
history in Australia, particularly of trade union history, has long found only a hesitant
acceptance. Until the 1950s the practitioners of trade union and labour history were to be
found largely outside of universities. 1 This was despite the fact that labour history's two
most powerful pioneers, V. Gordon Childe and Brian Fitzpatrick possessed university
training. While Childe was eventually to pursue a distinguished overseas career in the
study of human pre-history, after earlier being unable to secure an Australian university
position, Fitzpatrick was to remain excluded from academia.^
In Australia the writing of academic labour and trade union history dates from the
late 1950s and the early 1960s when its study was undertaken by a group of radical
scholars— commonly designated the 'old left'— whose commitment to their work often
stemmed from their own active involvement in the labour movement.3 Academic trade
union history was initiated in 1963 with the publication of Robin Gollan's The
Coalminers o f New South Wales. This was soon followed by Jim Hagan's Printers and
Politics in 1966. In the ensuing decade further academic trade union histories followed,
comprising yet another study of printers, two works on the Amalgamated Engineers, and
a history of the NSW Teacher's Federation.^
Prominent pioneer efforts in labour history include W.E. Murphy, History of the Eight-Hours
Movement, (Spectator Publishing Co. Ltd., Melbourne, 1896), J. Norton (Ed)The History of
Capital and Labour in All Lands and Ages, J Norton (Ed), (Oceanic Publishing Co, Sydney and
Melbourne, 1888) and W.G. Spence, Australia's Awakening, (Worker Trustees, Sydney, 1909).
Also by Spence was the first, and for almost fifty years the only, trade union history, The History
of the AWU, (Workers Trustees, Sydney, 1911).
Childe's reputation in labour history rests on a single, sweeping indictment of the politics and
organisation of Australian labour first published in 1923. See Vere Gordon Childe, How Labour
Governs, (Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 1968). Fitzpatrick, by contrast, while most
famous for his A Short History of the Australian Labour Movement, (Macmillan, Melbourne,
1940) also undertook wider studies of Australian economic relationships. See Brian Fitzpatrick,
The British Empire in Australia, (Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 1949). Also Brian
Fitzpatrick, British Imperialism and Australia, 1783-1833, (Allen and Unwin, London, 1939).
Amongst the major contributions of this group in the late 1950s and early 1960s were Robin
Gollan, Radical and Working Class Politics in Australia: A Study of Eastern Australia, 1850
1910 (Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 1960), Eric Fry, The Condition of the Urban
Wage-Earning Class in Australia in the 1880s, (Ph.D Thesis. ANU, 1956) and Ian Turner,
Industrial Labour and Politics (ANU Press, Canberra, 1965). For a detailed study of this group,
which also included Russel Ward, Lloyd Churchward and Jim Hagan, see Andrew Wells, "The Old
Left Intelligentsia, 1930 to 1960", in B. Head and J. Walter (Eds), Intellectual Movements and
Australian Society, (Oxford University Press, Melbourne, 1988).
Robin Gollan, The Coalminers of New South Wales, (ANU Press, Canberra, 1963), Jim Hagan,
Printers and Politics, (ANU Press, Canberra 1966). The ensuing works were: R.T. Fitzgerald,
The Printers of Melbourne, (Pitman, Melbourne, 1967), K.D. Buckley, the Amalgamated
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By the early 1970s, however, the writing of such academic labour history was
coming under criticism, most notably from the N ew Left'. Stuart Macintyre summed up
the short-comings that the New Left felt were inherent in the writing of labour history
when he declared:
The primary task of any Marxist historian should be the analysis of the
full complexity of class oppression and this cannot be achieved by
considering a class by itself—it must involve a consideration of class
relations. The radical academics have failed to do this.5
In fact it could be argued that the union histories of Hagan, Ken Buckley and Tom
Sheridan, through their demonstration of the importance of craft organisation, did as
much to explain the failure of a common class organisation to emerge in Australia as more
elaborate efforts to define class relations by R W Connell and T H Irving. 6
If criticism of labour history from the left has largely abated with the disintegration
of the New Left, the cudgels have been taken up by other critics. It is perhaps inevitable
that it is against those who would question the purpose of trade unions themselves as well
as the methodology of labour history that trade union historians have to mount their most
resolute defence. In the writing of trade union history the union's growth, additions to its
bargaining power, and its ability to wage successful strikes invariably become positive
values, proof of the organisation's success. Yet for capital and the intellectual Right the
successes o f unions are often viewed merely as restraints on individual liberty. In
condemning the labour historiography of the 'old left' in 1962 Peter Coleman challenged
their advocacy of the democratic ethos of Australian labour, noting "along with the
democratic 'innocence' went the snarl of the collectivist bully.1"7
In recent years the perception that unions inhibit the exercise of individual liberty
has been stated with renewed clarity with the emergence of the 'New Right'— an

5

6
7

Engineers in Australia, (ANU Press, Canberra, 1970), Tom Sheridan, Mindful Militants,
(Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1975), and B.H. Mitchell, Teachers, Education and
Politics: A History of Organisation of Public School Teachers in New South Wales, (University
of Queensland Press, Brisbane, 1975).
Stuart Macintyre, "Radical History and Bourgeois Hegemony", Intervention, No.2, October 1972,
p.66.
R.W Connell and T.H. Irving, Class Structures in Australian History, (Longman Cheshire,
Melbourne, 1980).
Peter Coleman, "Introduction: The New Australia," in Peter Coleman (Ed), Australian
Civilization, (F.W. Cheshire, Melbourne, 1962), p.2.
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intellectual current which has found its most forceful Australian advocates in the H R
Nicholls Society. Established in early 1986, and comprising some of the Nation's
leading public servants, businessmen and right-wing intellectuals, its members have
depicted unions as "tyrannical"^ and as "organising coercion and intimidation."9
In essence the 'New Right' identify individual freedom with the supposed free
operation of market forces. As Milton and Rose Friedman have declared: "Economic
freedom is an essential requisite for political freedom . . . if an exchange between two
parties is voluntary, it will not take place unless both believe they will benefit from it." ^
Yet under modem capitalism the economic relationship between an individual worker and
an employer can hardly be seen as that between two equal and voluntary parties. In
condemning the failure of the Friedmans and their supporters to acknowledge the power
of the large corporation John Kenneth Galbraith observes:
That the individual worker, needing regularly to eat, often committed
to a mortgage and in doubt as to the alternative, can deal on equal
terms with the large corporate buyer of labour can be believed only
after much careful training. **
For those working as employees, particularly in times of high unemployment, it is
not unions but the fear of dismissal which is the central 'tyranny' of their lives— a
tyranny which threatens the economic survival not only of individuals but of whole
communities. For such individuals freedom has a different meaning than it has for
management. Whereas management desires the freedom to maximise its profits, to
minimise its taxes, to pollute the air and water, ^ and to exercise its rights to hire and fire
whom it pleases, trade unions counterpose alternative freedoms— the freedom of their

^

9

19
11
12

G.O. Gutman, "The Hancock Report— A Last Hurrah for the System", in H.R. Nicholls Society,
Arbitration in Contempt: Proceedings of the HJZ. Nicholls Society, (H.R. Nicholls Society,
Melbourne, 1986), p.297.
Hugh M. Morgan, "The Nature of Trade Union Power", in Ibid , p.27. For a critique of the H.R.
Nicholls Society and the New Right see Braham Dabschek, "New Right or Old Wrong? Ideology
and Industrial Relations", JIR, Vol.29, No.4, December 1987.
Milton and Rose Friedman, Free to Choose, (Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, New York and London,
1980), pp.2, 13.
John Kenneth Galbraith, A Life in Our Times, (Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1981), p.286.
In opposing calls for a restraint on businesses' freedom to pollute the Friedmans contend: ". . .
'pollution' is not an objective phenomenon. One person's pollution may be another's pleasure."
See Milton and Rose Friedman, op.cit.., p.215.
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members to have a say in the distribution of the wealth which they produce; the freedom
of access to social security for those who are sick, injured, or unemployed; and the
freedom to breathe clean air and drink clean water.
Individually weak, workers c^n only assert their interests collectively.

In

asserting their interests collectively, however, workers rely on near unanimous solidarity,
for unless this is achieved their actions become ineffective. Here working class and trade
union desires for the obtainment of collective freedoms clash with norms of individual
freedom, so that the person who would work during a strike is seen as betraying the
interests of fellow workers for personal and selfish motives. 13 jn Gur society the
concepts of collective and individual freedom rest somewhat uneasily with each other.
Yet given the power of the state and the relative powerlessness of the individual in
modem society individual freedoms such as freedom of speech and the right to protest
can ultimately only be defended by collective action. In Australia, as elsewhere in the
world, trade unions have served as bulwarks for the defence of such freedoms.
While labour historians could perhaps be tempted to dismiss the criticisms of the
New Right as an extreme expression of the views held by organised labour's traditional
enemies amongst business, less easily dismissed are the critiques of unions and labour
history raised by feminists. Although broadly divided between radical feminism, reform
feminism and socialist feminism, feminist theorists have nevertheless been united in
placing a greater emphasis than has been traditional amongst labour historians on the
importance of sexual differences in the division of labour. 14
The emphasis by feminists on sexual rather than class differences has led them to
view both trade unions— traditionally male dominated— and labour history with some
ambiguity, if not outright hostility. Organised labour has been depicted as representing,
as Carol Lansbury has argued, "the organisation of men by men, with the voiced

Writing in 1909 W.G. Spence observed how the strike-breaker was frequently shunned by his
fellows, noting: "At many a country hall the girls have refused to dance with them, the barmaids
have refused them a drink, and the waitresses a meal." See Spence, Australia’s Awakening, p.78.
For radical feminists society is seen as a patriarchy where "every avenue of power within society
. . . is entirely in male hands." See Kate Millet, Sexual Politics, (Abacus, London, 1970)
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intention of driving out women." ^

Similarly labour history has been condemned for its

perceived tendency "to impede the study of gender" and for its willingness "to accept the
sexual division of labour as given." 16 Even where feminists have been prepared to
concede the need for trade union history authors such as Joanna Bomat and Sheila
Rowbotham have criticised its conventional methodology, calling for a greater emphasis
on the rank and file and for a reduction in the credence given to official records. 17
Feminists are certainly justified in pointing to the slowness of trade unions to
respond to the interests of women, 18 and for a tendency by labour historians to
concentrate on the more industrially powerful— and usually male— unions. But, as one
feminist labour historian has noted, if unions have sometimes acted to protect the interests
of their male members only "there are also historical instances in which the class interests
of male workers instead has prevailed in the policy and practice of unions." 19 Perhaps
more to the point, however, is the reality of female involvement in the workforce and
within organised labour itself which labour history has made some efforts to rescue from
obscurity.20
15

16

17

18
19

20

Carol Lansbury, "The Feminine Frontier: Women’s Suffrage and Economic Reality", Meanjin,
September 1972, p.291. Similar opinions are voiced in Millet, op.cit., pp.37-8. Also Sheila
Rowbotham, "The Women's Movement and Organising for Socialism", in Sheila Rowbotham,
Lynne Segal and Hilary Wainwright, (Eds), Beyond the Fragments, (Merlin Press, London, 1979),
pp.95-6. Also Heidi Harman, "Capitalism, Patriarchy, and Job Segregation by Sex", in Zillah R.
Eisenstein, (Ed), Capitalist Patriarchy and the Case for Socialist Feminism, (Monthly Review
Press, New York and London, 1979), pp.208-9.
Judith L. Newton, Mary P. Ryan and Judith R. Walkowitz, "Editor's Introduction", in Judith L.
Newton, Mary P. Ryan and Judith R. Walkowitz (Eds), Sex and Class in Women's History,
(Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1983), pp.2. Also Barbara Taylor," 'The Men Are as Bad as
Their Masters'. . Socialism in the 1830s", in Ibid, pp.187-220. Also Anna Davin, "Feminism
and Labour History", in Raphael Samuel (Ed), People's History and Socialist Theory, (Routledge
and Kegan Paul, London, 1981), pp. 176-87.
Joanna Bomat, "Home and Work: A New Context for Trade Union History", Radical America,
Vol.12, No.5, September-October 1978, p.54. Also Rowbotham, op.cit.., p.64. In Australia
these criticisms have been echoed by Laura Bennett in a review of Bradon Ellem, In Women's
Hands? A History of Clothing Trades Unionism in Australia. See Labour History, No.58, May
1990, pp.16-7.
Roberta Goldberg, Organizing Women Office Workers: Dissatisfaction, Consciousness and
Action, (Praegar, New York, 1983), p.21.
Ruth Milkman, "Redefining Women's Work: The Sexual Divison of Labour in the Auto Industry
During World War II", Feminist Studies, Vol.8, No.2, Summer 1982, p.339.
See, for example, Angela V. John, By the Sweat of Their Brow: Women Workers at Victoria
Coal Mines, (¿room Helm, London, 1980). Also Jo Ann Ashley, Hospitals, Paternalism and the
Role of the Nurse, (Teachers College Press, New York, 1976). Also Wendy Chapkis and Cynthia
Enloe, Of Common Cloth: Women in the Global Textile Industry, (Transnational Institute,
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It remains a fact, however, given the past and present organisation of much of the
workforce along sexual lines that the study of many unions will have little to say about
women except to note their non-participation. Such is the case with the TWU and its
predecessor organisations. While, as with other traditionally male trade unions, changes
in technology and community attitudes can be expected to lead to greater future
involvement in road transport, the industry remains to date overwhelmingly male in
composition. In 1981 women still comprised barely five per cent of the workforce.21
Given the constant criticisms to which labour and trade union history have been
subjected to from the Right, the New Left and feminists alike it is not surprising to
discover that its practitioners are sometimes left feeling that they are the poor relations of
historical research. Indeed one trade union historian has gone as far as to declare that:
"Trade union history has made few advances in Australia in the last twenty years."22
In considered review such comments would seem to exaggerate the deficiencies of
trade union history, particularly given recent studies of unskilled, semi-skilled and whitecollar u n i o n s . Trade union history, with its emphasis on the often sordid, sectionalised
and compromising reality of working class organisation, stands as a ready corrective to
those seeking more sweeping reviews of class relations in Australia. Moreover, it can be
argued in answering criticisms such as those made by Bom at and Rowbotham that
institutional trade union history can still provide insights into the ways in which labour
has organised against capital and the means by which that challenge has been contained,
for it is only through organisation that the power of the rank and file takes historical form.
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As Ian Turner has noted: "The labour movement is the institutional method by which the
masses transform themselves from passive to active elements in society."24 if workers
take action outside of an institutional framework it is inevitable that their action will be
diffuse, short-lived and localised. If such a rank and file movement of the working-class
is to survive it must produce its own leaders, develop a coherent strategy and secure a
financial base for future actions.

Unions and Society

If we are to see road transport workers as developing their own historically
distinct identity through unionisation then their history can only be understood— and here
the criticisms of labour history by the New Left must be acknowledged— by examining
the social and economic forces against which they defined themselves and which limited
their field of action. Essential to an account of the relationship between the union and the
wider society is an analysis of the nature of unionism itself, for it is through the
organisational form of unionism that the economic interests of capital and labour are
mediated. Involved in this process of mediation are the opposed themes of conflict and
social integration that are central to most theoretical explanations of the relationship
between capital and labour.
Of the attempts to explain the relationship between capital and labour it is perhaps
Marxism that has had the most pervasive influence, both through the central position
which its analysis places on class conflict and through the active role Marxists have had in
the labour movement. For Marx the differences between capital and labour were by their
very nature irreconcilable, with the separation of labour from the commodities which it
produces being seen as both the starting point and the basis for the perpetuation of
capitalist production and its unequal social relationships. 25 With the individual labourer
proving incapable of regulating his or her conditions of employment under capitalism
24
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workers discovered that it was only collective actions that would bring results. Such
collective efforts at workplace regulation were seen by Marx as inevitably leading to "a
protracted civil war, more or less dissembled, between the capitalist class and the
working class.1"26 At the same time Marx recognised that such struggles for regulated
conditions of employment helped fulfil a necessary precondition for capitalist expansion,
noting: " . . . the first birthright of capital is equal exploitation of labour-power by all
capitalists."^
This contradiction can thus be seen as inherent in Marx's work. On the one hand
struggles for workplace regulation lead to "a protracted civil war", while on the other they
restore "the first birthright of capital". The practical solution to this dichotomy appeared
to be provided by V.I. Lenin and the Russian Bolsheviks during the first two decades of
the twentieth century. Lenin's strategy for the building of a revolutionary party provided
a link between work-place battles and the developm ent of the wider political
consciousness necessary for the transformation of these sectional battles into a wider
class struggle.
With the collapse of the post-1918 revolutionary movements, however, a shift of
emphasis became evident amongst Western Marxist intellectuals. Instead of stressing the
irreconcilable nature of conflict in capitalist societies they sought to explain why these
societies had proved so impervious to revolutionary change. This analysis concentrated
on emphasising the strength of cultural and political institutions in the West—the
'superstructures' of society— and the pervading influence of ideology in supporting the
existing order. Georg Lukács wrote about the importance of consciousness,^ Antonio
Gramsci developed the concept of hegemony, 29 Herbert Marcuse discussed the impact
of technology on con scio u sn ess,^ and Louis Althusser reviewed the importance of
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superstructures and ideology.31 Of all Marxist theorists it was Marcuse who was to go
the furthest in stressing the integration of labour into capitalist society, noting:

.

containm ent of social change is perhaps the most singular achievement of advanced
industrial society."32
In highlighting the im portance of ideological and political factors these
theoreticians helped explain the continued survival of capitalism despite recurrent wars
and economic crises. However ideological and political hegemony could hardly survive
if there were not also powerful forces in action to contain the "protracted civil war"
between capital and labour at the workplace.
Bodies of theory capable of explaining the ability of modem society to contain
industrial conflict are to be found in the ideas of modem industrial relations theory. Hugh
Clegg, in expressing the 'pluralist' ideas developed by the 'Oxford School' during the
1960s comments " . . . some mechanism is at work which binds the competing groups
together and holds them back from rending their societies to pieces. For the pluralist this
m echanism is the continuous process of concession and com prom ise."33

a

more

comprehensive theory— stressing the inter-relationship of economics, politics, and
ideology in creating a functioning industrial relations 'system'— was pioneered by the
American John Dunlop during the late 1950s and later adapted by Allan Flanders and
Alan Fox in England. Dunlop's writings on industrial relations were a conscious effort to
apply the ideas of the sociologist Talcott Parsons— a theorist who believed that stability
was the social norm and that society was held together by shared values. 34
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The intellectual origins of 'system' theory shapes the direction of its analysis.
Dunlop focuses primarily on "the adaptive function of an industrial-relations system"35
and the mechanism by which the "achievement of stability and survival in the industrialrelations system in turn contributes to the capacity of the society to achieve its goals."36
Industrial conflict becomes conflict over the rules of job management,37 rather than about
the nature of the system itself, with Flanders condemning the "conceit" of Marxists who
would direct unions towards radical social change. 3 8 Inevitably trade unions become in
this analysis, as Fox and Flanders note, "managers of conflict . . . an essential part of
the mechanism of social control."39 The state becomes not, as in the Marxist analysis the
embodiment of class rule, but rather the expression of an undefined public interest which
"has in the last resort to protect its economy against large-scale disruption."4^
In describing the usefulness of a systems framework S. Deery and D. Plowman,
two of its Australian exponents, conclude: "It offers an ordered and structured approach
to the organisational and institutional features of Australian industrial relations."4,1 The
problem with such a formula is that, in implicitly drawing on Parsons' conception that
order and stability are natural social conditions, it tends to regard social relationships and
institutional structures in a static fashion. This approach would seem particularly
inadequate for analysing trade unions, institutions shaped by their dual role as both agents
and mediators of often deep-seated social conflicts— conflicts whose focus in constantly
shifting under the impact of technological, political and economic change. As E.P.
Thompson has observed:

" . . . the notion of class entails the notion of historical

relationship. Like any other relationship, it is a fluency which evades analysis if we
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attempt to stop it dead at any given moment and atomise its structure."42 The emphasis
by industrial relations theory on organisation and structure thus provides us with a
description of the reality of present trade union incorporation without describing the
historical process through which that incorporation occurred.
Despite its deficiencies, industrial relations theory has influenced the way in which
a number of Australian trade union historians have dealt with the vexed question of trade
union organisation. John Merritt, Bradon Ellem and Chris Sheil all begin their histories
by drawing on a formula advocated by Allan Flanders.43 Flanders argues that union
survival is dependent on the need "to convert temporary movement into permanent
organisation."^ For Flanders permanent organisation can ultimately only come through
"sanctions strong enough to sustain continuous membership."45 These sanctions in turn
are made possible by the participation of unions in the process of joint job regulation with
employers, with Flanders concluding " . . .

the deeper and more extensive that

participation the greater the service they can offer."46 Richard Hyman, however, in
pointing to the ability of a number of English unions to survive even when denied
participation in job regulation warns: " . . . it would be rash to suppose that an everwidening involvement in job regulation was a necessary development for trade unionism
as a whole. "47
In particular it would seem that the formula advocated by Flanders is deficient in
describing how trade union organisation fits into the wider relationship between capital
and labour. As Eric Hobsbawm has concluded:
. . . the necessary mediation of organisation implies a difference, and,
. . . a divergence, between 'class' and 'organisation' . . . The crucial
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problem for socialists . . . arises not out o f class, but out of the
characteristic combination of class and organisation.^

A useful corrective to the formulation used by Flanders is to be found in the work of
Robert Michels. Like Flanders, Michels sees organisation as the essential component for
efforts to express working class interests. Michels differs from Flanders, however, in
seeing organisation as invariably destroying the movement that produced it, leading not to
the creation of greater liberty but rather to the formation of a new oligarchy. Michels
warns that any efforts at working class organisation will ultimately be self-defeating,
noting: "The preponderant elements of the m ovem ent. . . end by undergoing a gradual
detachm ent from the masses, and are attached within the orbit of the 'Political
classes'."49
Michels' analysis is so sweeping in its pessimism that it offers little prospect for
further development. A more positive and useful perspective for viewing the role of
unions in society than that formulated by either Michels or Flanders is the one developed
by the Italian socialist intellectual Antonio Gramsci. Gramsci believed that the complex
structure of laws, institutions and ideologies that comprise modem 'civil society' are
normally resistant to any frontal attack by labour. He concluded, however, that a 'war of
position' could be waged by the working class to entrench its interests in that society,
commenting: "The super-structures of civil society are like the trench-systems of modem
w arfare. "50

As such this analysis shares much in common with the ideas of the

Australian historian Bede Naim, who saw labour as building institutional structures to
restrain or 'civilise' capitalism.^ 1 Where Gramsci differed from his reformist counter
parts such as Naim was to point to the ways in which the entrenched structures of society
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contained labour as well as capital, and by linking the 'war of position' to a decisive
resolution of the conflict between capital and labour.^2
Institutionally trade unions can thus be seen as forces for both rebellion and
constraint, providing the framework whereby labour entrenches its position in society
while being at the same time contained by it. In Australia the relationship between
unions, their members and the wider society has been largely shaped by the legal
authority granted to unions under the various Conciliation and Arbitration Acts, both
Federal and State. Given this context the conflicting themes of rebellion and constraint
have come to be focused around the alternative industrial strategies of compulsory
arbitration and collective bargaining backed by industrial action. While institutional
survival for unions in Australia has proved virtually impossible if they are denied the
legally enforceable awards and enrolment rights which accrue through participation in the
arbitration system, collective bargaining backed by industrial action has nevertheless
beckoned for those dissatisfied with the constraints of arbitration, whether for ideological
or pragmatic reasons.
Neither of the two strategies that are open to unions in Australia— arbitration or
collective bargaining backed by industrial action—are in themselves either conservative or
revolutionary, left-wing or right-wing in their political significance. Trade unions are by
their very nature narrowly-based institutions, with gains for the unionised doing nothing
for the unemployed, the sick or the aged. A centralised system of wage fixation thus
provides a forum whereby the trade union movement as a whole can negotiate an accord
that secures benefits for a wider section of society than those represented in its own
ranks, covering such issues as spending on social welfare, health and education as well
as traditional union concerns about wages and conditions.
All too often, however, a radical arbitration-oriented strategy degenerates into
mere window-dressing for a policy of wage restraint. Although capable of being used as
a forum for labour to state its wider concerns, compulsory arbitration in Australia has
tended to define a narrow role for unions, with action over political and social concerns
Gramsci, op.cit., pp.238-9.
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being seen as the responsibility of labour's political representatives in parliament. In
addition there is little doubt that a reliance on arbitration procedures has had a generally
conservatising influence on trade unions. Examining the internal degeneration of the
powerful Australian Workers' Union (AWU) long-term labor activist Clyde Cameron has
concluded:
In one sense it was the Union's registration under the Conciliation and
Arbitration Act which destroyed the AWU, because its leaders soon
found themselves more reliant upon the monopoly rights of enrolment
than upon the goodwill of their members.53
Collective bargaining backed by industrial action has provided a more dynamic
model for action in Australia than an orientation towards arbitration, requiring as it does a
direct participation of the membership to support the union's claim.

But in itself

industrial militancy for improved wages and conditions is— like an arbitration-oriented
strategy— neither left nor right-wing in its political significance. The long history of
collective bargaining in the United States and Great Britain demonstrates that it poses no
intrinsic threat to the social order. Moreover, in seeking to impose on industry employers
wage rates or conditions of employment higher than those set by the centralised wages
system, unions invariably find that it is the larger or more strategically placed
employers— who can more readily absorb or pass on wage costs— that are the most
likely to concede the union's demands. Thus, paradoxically, the pursuit of a militant
strategy to enforce wage rates above the previous norm tends to accelerate the domination
of industry by monopolistic or oligopolistic giants as the smaller firms depart the scene
through their inability to meet higher wages.
If industrial militancy and resort to collective bargaining thus has no intrinsically
revolutionary dimension— having as it does the aim of forcing an accord with one section
of capital on the behalf of a fragment of the working class—the process by which that
accord is sought nevertheless opens up the possibility of a wider conflict emerging. In
times of war, economic depression or general mass dissatisfaction the chances increase
that workplace struggles about industrial goals will develop a social or political
53
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dimension. It is this dimension of the collective bargaining process that makes the study
of labour history more than an examination of industrial relations.

Conflict in the History of the TWU

If we see all unions in Australia as being tom between two alternative industrial
strategies then we can expect that these divisions will be felt with particular force in a
union such as the TWU. The strategic placement of the TWU and its predecessor
organisations in the economy— with nearly all goods being moved by road at some stage
— has the potential to place the union at the centre of wider struggles between capital and
labour. Not infrequently, therefore, the history of the union has been shaped by a
political struggle between those— whether radical socialists or communists— who sought
to use the union's strategic position to help bring about radical social change and those
who sought a more cautious path for labour's advancement. But the attitude of the union
towards arbitration and collective bargaining was not shaped solely by a battle of ideas
about the purpose of unions in society. Of at least equal importance was the suitability of
each alternative model for dealing with the specific industrial problems the union faced in
the road transport industry.
Road transport is perhaps the most fragmented of all industries. In part this stems
from the nature of the labour process involved in road transport. Isolated for a large part
of their working life within their trucks, the work experience of drivers is fundamentally
different from that of a factory worker, miner or seaman. Relatively free from direct
supervision, drivers work primarily as individuals rather than as part of a collective unit.
In attempting to develop a collective consciousness amongst this highly atomised
workforce the union was hindered by the fact that road transport comprises a series of
quite distinct sectors with different interests and concerns.^4 To understand these
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divisions and their impact on the union's history it is necessary to examine how the
transport task is fulfilled.
Basically there are two ways a firm can meet its transport needs. It can either do it
itself or it can contract others to do it. The former—those firms who use their own trucks
— are called ancillary operators. Alternatively they may contract their work out to a
transport firm whose only business is transport— the professional or hire and reward
carrier. This prime contractor can in turn either fulfil the contract directly with the use of
his own trucks and employee drivers or he can sub-contract, either to a smaller carrying
firm or to an owner-driver.
These divisions pose peculiar problems for union organisation.

Ancillary

operators have continued to provide the bulk of transport operators, despite the
emergence of large specialist transport companies, outnumbering hire and reward
operators by up to four to one.^5 In 1981 such firms still employed almost sixty-four
per cent of all truck and van drivers in Australia.56 These firms, however—whether they
are farmers, metal shops, or retail stores— are not primarily transport operators, but
rather see transport as merely an adjunct to their main business. For these firms their
industrial relations with their drivers is secondary to their management of their larger
workforce. Their main industrial concern with regard to their drivers is to ensure that
drivers do not win wages or conditions superior to their other workers, which would in
turn flow through their workforce. Nor is the driver employed by the ancillary operator
necessarily going to identify primarily with other drivers, particularly as a driver may be
given other tasks when he is not driving.
If ancillary operators provide the bulk of businesses engaged in road transport and
employ the majority of drivers, it is nevertheless the hire and reward operators who carry
out the bulk of the freight task. In 1982 it was estimated that ancillary operators—fifty-
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five per cent of whose vehicles comprise low capacity utilities or panel vans^7 —carried
out a mere twenty per cent of the freight task as measured by tonne-kilometres.58 For
the professional carrier road transport is normally their sole business,59 and— for those
who employ labour— their drivers and loaders are their central industrial relations
concern. This means that they tend to view industrial relations in a different light to the
ancillary operator, making it difficult for the union to develop a strategy which can
simultaneously encompass both ancillary and hire and reward operators.
If the division between ancillary operators and hire and reward operators is a
major barrier to unity amongst drivers, an even greater obstacle is the division within the
hire and reward sector between employers, wage and salary earners, and the self
employed owner-driver. While in other industries the small firm has tended to be
displaced this has not happened in road transport, despite the domination of the industry
by a few giants—TNT, Mayne Nickless and Brambles. In 1981 only 56.3 per cent of
those engaged in the hire and reward sector of the industry were wage and salary earners,
as opposed to 38.7 per cent who were self-employed.60
In part the survival of the owner-driver has been a deliberate ploy by larger firms
seeking to limit the growth of union power in the industry, as the leading employer
representative responsible for negotiating with the Federal TWU between 1961 and 1984,
A.P. Beamish, concluded: "Our side created them."61 Yet in other industries the self
employed have disappeared despite their usefulness as a buffer between labour and
capital. As H.M. Kolson, a leading academic commentator on road transport, has noted:
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" . . . had there been any substantial economies of scale moves toward concentration
would surely have begun, and the sm aller firm could hardly have continued in
business."62
In road transport the actual movement of freight by truck (line-haul) is only one
part of the transport operation. While concentration has happened in road transport it has
been due to the consolidation of loads and the provision of a single door to door service
through the emergence of large freight forwarders, rather than through the elimination of
the small firm from actual line-haul. For in line-haul the normal benefits of concentration
of scale only operate to a limited extent, being largely economies of vehicle size. In road
transport fifty trucks owned by individual owners can shift a load just as efficiently as
fifty trucks owned by one firm.
The continued economic viability of the small operator in road transport,
combined with the ease of entry into the industry through the relatively low cost of plant
and the ready availability of finance, has presented the industry with a constant supply of
new entrants ready to compete for contracts. This has in turn made the industry highly
competitive and difficult to regulate whether by unions or governments, with a constant
evasion of legal restraints by industry operators.63
With employers in road transport split between ancillary operators and hire and
reward carriers, and with the workforce atomised by its workplace function and divided
between employee drivers and self-employed owner-drivers, road transport is further
fragmented by divisions between country and urban drivers, short-haul and long-distance
operations, and between firms engaged in passenger and freight movements. These
divisions, and the eventual domination of the industry by a small number of home grown
multi-nationals, would seem to indicate that only a powerful federal union could weld this
diverse workforce into a force capable of overcoming the divisions imposed by the nature
of the industry itself. Yet despite the first Federal Conference of the union being held in
62
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1909 institutional cohesion was to prove difficult to achieve. Instead the union's history
has been characterised by factional divisions and institutional disharmony, publicly
highlighted by the Moore v Doyle case which established a legally separate TWU in
New South Wales in 1969.
Having previously identified the division between the alternative industrial
strategies of compulsory arbitration and collective bargaining backed by industrial action
as representing the central industrial issue facing all unions in Australia, the central
question that this thesis must therefore answer is:

Did the tensions between the

alternative industrial strategies of compulsory arbitration and collective bargaining backed
by industrial action affect attempts to create a single union covering all of Australia's
highly fragmented road transport industry?
In attempting to answer this central question it is necessary to relate the union's
history to the society and economy in which it operated. Each chapter therefore contains
a section which places the union's development within this wider context, identifying the
economic trends, industrial changes and political ideas which set the historical parameters
within which the union acted. Having placed the union within a wider historical context a
further effort is made to trace the impact of changes within the road transport industry
upon the union's history. In attempting to trace the union's response to these outside
determinants and to therefore answer the central question of this thesis a chronological
treatment is used.
Chapter one traces the development of road transport prior to 1890, examining
why the road transport unions which emerged between 1883 and 1898 involved the
unionisation of self-employed carriers as well as employee drivers. As these pioneer
road transport unions relied almost entirely upon collective bargaining backed by
industrial action for their advancement the chapter identifies the successes and limitations
of such a strategy when applied to road transport. The second chapter studies how the
revival of union organisation amongst road transport workers between 1900 and 1914
was linked to the development of compulsory arbitration and wages boards. It examines
how the arbitration-oriented strategy adopted at the first federal drivers' union conference
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in 1909 was challenged by radical socialists between 1910 and 1912 and why this
challenge failed. Chapter three concerns itself with the industrial and institutional
consequences of the union's arbitration-oriented strategy between 1914 and 1939.
During the period 1939 and 1956 the TWU witnessed a major internal power
struggle between communists, traditional Labor supporters, and the Industrial Groups.
Chapter four examines this conflict, which resulted in the TWU once again reaffirming its
support for arbitration. Chapter five discusses the decline of communist influence within
the TWU between 1956 and 1966 as both left and right-wing factions combined support
for arbitrated awards with collective bargaining and the use of industrially militant tactics.
In the final chapter the thesis studies how the TWU overcame internal factional divisions
between 1966 and 1975 to become an industrial leader through its wage campaigns,
embracing both employee and self-employed drivers.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE PIONEER ROAD TRANSPORT UNIONS:
EXPERIENCES IN COLLECTIVE INDUSTRIAL
ACTION

1: THE ROAD TRANSPORT INDUSTRY:
HISTORICAL ORIGINS AND STRUCTURE 1788-1890
Convicts and Bullock Drivers

The history of labour relations in Australian road transport has its origins in the
technologically primitive and socially repressive environment of convict settlement. With the
beginning of white settlement in 1788 the transported convict population soon discovered that
the colony's surviving collection of animal stock was too precious to be used for draft
purposes.^ Instead it was the convicts themselves who were harnessed as beasts of burden,
hauling heavy loads of bricks and timber through Sydney's rough-hewn streets.2 Not until
1820 had the colony's stock of horses and oxen developed sufficiently for their use to become
common place in road haulage.^ Hindered by the continuing shortage of animal stock and the
penal status of the settlement itself, Australia's first commercial road transport operation does
not seem to have commenced until 1805 when a service was established between Sydney and
W indsor.^ 1234
1

2
3
4
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With the gradual replacement of humans as the main source of motive power, it was to
be the economics of bullock transport^ that shaped the development not only of road transport
but of the colonial economy as a whole. In a continent lacking the large navigable riverways of
Europe, and where the early roads were mere rough-cut tracks in the forests, the ability of
bullocks to survive for long periods on grass along the road made them the only practicable
animals for harness work.6 Normally pulling a two-wheeled dray which could be easily
pushed out of the primitive roads when bogged— unlike the larger capacity four-wheeled
wagon— their slow and measured progress of around seventeen miles per day determined the
limits of early colonial expansion far more decisively than the physical barriers of the Blue
Mountains. Even with the construction of public turnpikes by Governor Macquarie between
1810 and 1821 it still proved as cheap to ship wheat 700 miles by sea from Tasmania as it did
to haul it forty miles by road from the Hawkesbury.7
The establishment of Australia's wool industry during the 1820s transformed the slowmoving bullock and his driver into key figures in the nation's economic development. In
assessing their role Olaf Ruhen notes: "Australia's ride to riches was on the sheep's back . . .;
but outback wool would have rotted in the field without the bullock to deliver it to the ships." 8
Hard-bitten, laconic, and free from supervision on the open road, the bullock driver became
one of the central characters in the Australian historical imagination. In restating the traditional
image of the 'bullocky' Russel Ward observes that they developed "a certain pre-eminence not
only as the most highly skilled workers, but as composers and singers of ballads."9
Like many myths, the exalted position of the independent bullock driver in legend and
literature does not fully correspond with reality. The cost of buying a cart and team in the mid1820s was prohibitive at over fifty pounds, or the equivalent of a year's pay for a bullock
driver.
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contemporary observed: "The carriers get barely a living, looking after their teams; the loss of
bullocks and wear of dray . . . being very heavy."* 1 Even the supposed freedom of life on the
open road proved largely illusory, as many independent carriers have since discovered to their
cost. Bound by their contracts of engagement self-employed carriers faced severe penalties for
any delays or losses, one pioneer teamster later complaining: "There is a stiff penalty for
dilatoriness, ranging up to one pound per day. Sometimes the drivers are docked so much per
ton for every day over contract time." *2
If the position of the bush carrier was less than exalted, the situation of the bullock
driver hired for his labour alone seems to have been even more precarious. Although Rachael
Henning, writing in 1863, has recorded that bullock drivers "get 40s. a week, as much a year
as some clerks and curates have to live on at hom e", 13 much of this higher wage would have
been swallowed up by higher prices in the bush— often at least double Sydney prices. 14 Any
attempts by bush drivers to bargain for higher wages seem to have been effectively curtailed
until at least the 1860s by the provisions of the Masters and Servants Acts, as Henning's own
accounts of the flogging of her workforce indicate. First enacted in New South Wales in 1828
the M asters and Servants Acts enabled employers to establish control over the growing
population of free labourers. Modelled on similar British enactments this legislation attempted
to create in Australia the personal yet highly unequal relationships that had been the hallmark of
the traditional English village. *5
Hindered by the application of the Masters and Servants Acts, Australia's road transport
industry was to witness only one significant attempt at industrial combination by drivers before
the 1880s. In South Australia during the 1840s the Burra Burra copper mine— briefly the
richest in the world—had seen the concentration of a large force of drivers earning high wages.
W hen the South Australian Mining Association cut wages in October 1848 its workforce of 12345
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carters and drivers struck work to demand a return to the previous rate—the first recorded strike
by road transport workers in Australia. 16 While the strike was eventually broken by the return
to work of one o f the large carrying companies employed on the project, 17 the episode
dem onstrated the likely consequences if large numbers of road transport workers were
concentrated around an industrially significant focal point. The subsequent development of the
Australian economy and the creation of a large rail network was to create numerous such focal
points.

Economic Development 1861-1890

Boosted first by the gold rushes of the 1850s, Australia was to witness a more
substantial and enduring process of economic growth and social development between 1861
and 1889. During these years the economy expanded at an annual rate of five per cent, with
real gross domestic product (GDP) rising a total of 390 per cent. 18 The social effect of this
economic growth was accentuated by the fact that it telescoped two stages of capitalist
development— witnessing not only the development of a system of factory production such as
was pioneered in Britain during the late eighteenth century but also the advent of the age of
railway construction with its demand for coal, iron and skilled metal workers.
The economic expansion between 1861 and 1889 fundamentally altered the relative
balance of the various sectors of the colonial economy. Despite continuing to provide the bulk
of the exports needed to cover capital repayments and imports, 19 the pastoral industry's growth
slowed after 1876, its share of GDP falling to 12.8 per cent by 1886-90.16178920 By contrast,
manufacturing's share of GDP more than doubled from 5.3 per cent in 1861 to 11.8 per cent in
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the same period.21

Although industrial expansion remained concentrated in the basic

processing of primary materials, the manufacture of food-stuffs and beverages, and import
replacement, a steady increase occurred in the size of factory establishments. In Victoria, the
most industrialised State, the average number of employees so engaged by factories rose from
eleven in 1871 to eighteen in 1891.22
The relative decline in the importance of primary production in the colonial economy
between 1861 and 1890 was matched by a shift in employment away from the rural and mining
sectors. W ith capital investment in fencing and dams reducing the need for a permanent
pastoral workforce to tend to the needs of sheep, the percentage of the workforce engaged in
primary production fell from fifty per cent to thirty per cent between 1861 and 1891, while
secondary and tertiary employment rose to thirty per cent and forty per cent respectively.23
This shift away from employment in the primary sector accelerated the urbanisation of
Australian society, and by 1891 almost two-thirds of the population lived in towns and cities.24W hile these cities lacked the heavy industry capabilities of their more industrialised counter
parts in western Europe, they were nevertheless complex centres of industry, commerce and
trade, with a diversity of occupations and ways of life.

The Coming of the Railways

At the cutting edge of the process of industrialisation and urbanisation that marked late
nineteenth century Australia was the development of the railways. The impact of railway
development can scarcely be exaggerated. As Eric Hobsbawm has observed, rail
. . . reached into some of the remotest areas of the countryside and the
centres of the greatest cities. It transformed the speed of movement—indeed
of human life— from one measured in single miles per hour to one measured
in scores of miles per hour . . . It revealed the possibilities of technical
progress as nothing else had done . . . organisation and methods were on a
scale unparalleled in any other industry.2521345
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Between 1871 and 1890 Australia's total railway mileage increased from 1038 miles of
track to 10135.5 miles.26 This expansion left few segments of the economy untouched. The
demand of the rail system for supplies of coal to power its steam-driven engines helped make
coal a commodity scarcely less vital to the colonial economy than wool, with coal also being
sought by the new steam ships, the steam-powered factories, and the coal-fired gas works that
lit the expanding cities. While the rail system’s equipment was imported the need for skilled
metal workers to service and repair it contributed towards making metal tradesmen the new
aristocrats of Australian labour.27 Industrially the railways helped destroy the viability of
strictly local unions by making possible the rapid shift of labour from point to point.
Far-reaching as the impact of railway development was there were few workers who
were affected more immediately or profoundly by its development than those engaged in road
transport. Although Noel Butlin has questioned the contribution of the railways to the creation
of an efficient transport system, arguing that excessive investment in rail undermined viable
river and road networks,28 the technological limitations of road transport left it powerless to
resist the advance of the railways. Despite dramatic improvements in road transport during the
late 1850s and early 1860s, which saw cartage costs more than halved to reach 7-1/2 pence per
ton mile in 1864, further substantial gains were made impossible by the physical limits set by a
horse's muscles. In 1908 the Commonwealth Year Book observed: "Since 1864 the cost of
carriage by ro a d . . . has not been further reduced."^
Publicly subsidised and reliable in all weather, the railways rapidly reduced road
transport to the position of a feeder service, offering rates as low as 1.81 pence per ton mile by
1886.30 Writing in 1887 Timothy Coghlan, the NSW statistician, noted of the colony's major
roads:
None of these roads have now the importance they formerly possessed. The
railways of the Colony, for the most part, follow the direction of the main2678930
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roads, and attract to themselves nearly all the through traffic, so that the
roads now have merely a local importances^
Railway development perfected the great chain of production which saw the sheep's
fleece move successively through the hands of shearers, rural carriers or drivers, railway
workers, urban carters, wharf labourers, and seamen on its way towards its overseas markets.
The position of carriers, carters and drivers in this chain of pastoral production distinguished
them from other carriers and drivers, both in their physical concentration around the railways
and waterfronts and in the potential industrial power that their position gave them. Outside the
pastoral sector only coal carters possessed the strategic placement necessary for the formation
of industrially significant road transport unions, given the reliance of shipping, rail and industry
upon coal. This was particularly the case in Melbourne and Adelaide where industry relied on
imported coal supplies, and where coal importers emerged as some of the largest employers of
drivers.
In establishing the focal points around which the most industrially significant sections
of road transport were to be found the railways provided the geographical setting for the later
development of road transport unionism. The most important consequence of this was the
concentration of road transport workers around the major rail centres in localised feeder
services where no contact was to be had with the other drivers at the other end of the rail
system. As a union consciousness emerged amongst carriers and drivers it reflected the
localised work-practices and concerns of drivers, hindering the development of the wider union
organisation which came more naturally to rail or maritime workers with their wider horizons of
work.
Along the coastal fringe in New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia railway
development accentuated the importance of the capital cities as centres for the trans-shipment of
both imports and exports.^2 In Queensland, however, the reverse occurred, with three truck
lines extending into the interior from Brisbane, Rockhampton and Townsville respectively.
Rockhampton in particular, as the coastal terminus for the rich pastoral districts of central312
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Queensland, emerged as a major rival to Brisbane. In 1890 exports through Rockhampton still
exceeded those passing through the capital. 33
In the remaining two colonies of Western Australia and Tasmania railway development
lagged behind that of the four eastern mainland colonies, reflecting their smaller populations
and more backward economic state. Perth in 1891 possessed a mere 8447 inhabitants while in
both colonies the percentage of the population living in the capital cities was less than twentyfive per cent,34 with Hobart facing a major rival in the northern port city of Launceston. In
both colonies railway track amounted to less than 170 miles in 1881 and though it increased
som ewhat in the following decade it proved insufficient to bring about the large and
concentrated workforces of carters and drivers such as existed in the eastern mainland.35
Hindered in addition by the relatively weak state of unionism in these colonies, there is no
evidence that any carters or drivers unions established themselves in Tasmania or Western
Australia during the nineteenth century.
In the interior of the four eastern mainland colonies the effect of the railways was to be
more varied than along the coast. In the closely settled colony of Victoria a highly developed
network of rail-lines left road transport with only a limited industrial role.36 A similar situation
existed in South Australia where settlement was concentrated in the south-eastern comer of the
colony.

In western Queensland and New South Wales, however, the vast extent of the

occupied countryside ensured a continuing vital role for road transport— at least until the
creation of a system of branch lines in the early twentieth century. While the key inland centres
for road transport tended to shift further into the interior as the railways advanced,37 by the
1880s a number of rural townships had established themselves as major transport centres. In
Queensland the most important of these were the western termini for the three great trunk
lines—Hughenden in the north, Charleville in the south and Barcaldine in the centre—while34567
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Hay, Young, Bourke, Nyngan and Broken Hill emerged as major inland transport centres in
New South Wales.

Rural Carriers in the 1880s

In rural areas, particularly in the pastoral districts, the effect of railway development on
road transport was the reverse of that which normally accompanies the advance of capitalist
productive forces— the growth of wage-labour through the displacement of the small operator
who lacks the capital to compete with his larger rivals. Prior to the expansion of the railways,
wage-labour seems to have predominated amongst rural transport workers as pastoralists
employed their own drays on a continual shuttle to the coastal seaboard, hauling down bales of
wool and bringing back the supplies needed for survival.38 With the expansion of the railways
this transport task was greatly simplified as supplies could now be picked up at the nearest rail
station. The permanent station workforce of drivers was slashed. At the large Jondaryan
station in southern Queensland the number of drivers fell from twenty-one in 1863 to only one
in 1883 following the arrival of the railway.39
The economic status, and class interests, of these rural carriers varied enormously.
W ith the cost of a large team of horses and a heavy wagon requiring several hundred
pounds,40 some carriers were themselves large sheep and cattle owners.41 In many instances,
however, the rural carrier was merely a lessee, with the drays and teams remaining the property
of country storekeepers.42 For carriers in pastoral districts the seasonal nature of the wool
industry and the often fierce competition for work made life precarious. Even in one of the
wealthiest areas, the Mitchell district of Queensland, a survey in 1890 observed that the 464
local teams hauled an average of only thirty tons per year with an average earning of only 1513894012
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pounds per year, or just over three pounds per week— barely enough to feed and maintain a
team .43445
By the end of the 1880s these rural carriers were being forced to abandon their
traditional individualistic orientation, seeking instead—like their rural urban and wage-earning
counterparts— to bargain collectively with their employers to ensure their economic survival.

Urban Carters and Drivers

One of the consequences of railway development was to clearly differentiate urban
carriers and drivers from their rural counterparts for the first time. Previously urban and rural
transport workers had continued to rub shoulders together in the city streets, with observers
commenting on the essentially rural origins of most carters hauling in the city. 44
With the growing complexity of Australian society between 1861 and 1890 the tasks
undertaken by this urban class of carters and drivers developed accordingly, transforming
urban road transport into a highly diversified— and fragmented—industry. In contrast with the
bush where teamsters developed a common sense of identity through shared skills in handling
large teams of bullocks or horses, the variety of tasks undertaken in the city hindered such a
common consciousness.
Carrying passengers as well as freight— and loads as diverse as laundry, firewood,
coal, wool and building supplies— the types of vehicles used by drivers varied enormously,
from horse-drawn omnibuses to one-horse carts to multi-teamed wagons .4 5 The skills
involved in such work were as varied as the vehicles used. Coal carters, for example, were
expected to be strong enough to load and deliver heavy bags of coal, with a NSW Arbitration
Court later describing such work as being "of an extremely laborious kind ." 4 6 Omnibus
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drivers, by contrast, were expected to show skill in handling passengers and money alike, '^
although one official report described them as "slovenly, ignorant and Irish. "48
The fragmentation of urban road transport was exacerbated by the fact that the majority
of firms undertaking transport tasks would not have considered themselves primarily as
transport operators.

N or would their employees engaged in such transport tasks have

necessarily considered themselves as drivers, thus hindering the development of a sense of
community amongst urban road transport workers.
Traditionally Australian firms had met their transport needs by self-delivery or pick-up,
often delegating an existing employee as a part-time carter.49 While some ancillary operators—
particularly the large shipping companies and retail emporiums— were to develop large work
forces of drivers, in most cases the number of drivers employed by such firms would have
been extremely small.^O Liable to be relocated to work as shop-assistants or storemen when no
transport tasks were required, such drivers were apt to identify themselves with fellow shopassistants or storemen rather than with drivers employed by some other firm. With the growth
of unionism these drivers were also likely to be regarded as being rightfully members of the
union covering the majority of their colleagues whether they be shop-assistants, storemen or
metal workers— a fact which was to cause innumerable troubles for future drivers' unions.
The problem with a firm providing its own transport was that it increasingly tied up the
firm's existing personnel and capital in drivers and vehicles. As firms expanded they found
that their transport needs also grew, with retail businesses discovering that they needed one
carter for every four hands .^ 1 While most firms continued to meet their own transport needs,
others decided to contract out their transport work to a professional or hire and reward operator.4789501
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Such operators could in turn be either a self-employed carrier or a company employing its own
drivers. For the hire and reward firm transport was their sole business. The drivers, loaders
and other workers employed by such firms could not but identify themselves primarily as
transport workers, becoming the core membership around which most future drivers' unions
were built.
In the 1880s, however, the hire and reward sector of the road transport industry
rem ained at an immature stage of development, reflecting the transitional nature of the
Australian economy as a whole as it gradually shifted to larger units of production. Indeed the
emergence of a class of wage-labourers in road transport lagged behind such developments in
the wider economy, with the continued domination of the industry by the self-employed or
small-scale employer hindering and blurring the development of a class relationship between
capital and labour.
In 1891, when wage-earners comprised up to sixty per cent of all breadwinners, the
NSW Census demonstrated that self-employed were the largest sector of the industry in that
colony, there being 2359 self-employed carriers, compared to 767 employers and 1823 wageearners.^ While other colonies failed to publish separate figures indicating employment
status, there is no reason to suspect that this ratio was significantly lower in the other colonies.
On the contrary, the subsequent dominance achieved by self-employed carriers' unions in
Queensland over their wage-earning counterparts suggests that the percentage of self-employed
carriers was considerably higher there.
By the 1880s the professional carrying firms employing wage-labour were making their
most serious impact in the 'shipping trade', hauling goods to and from the wharves. In this
section of the industry, as with the large retail emporiums, the sheer volume of work began to
demand a more organised system of pick-up and delivery than that provided by the self
employed carrier. Even here, however, generalisations are difficult. In Sydney fourteen
'heavy carrying' firms developed a certain pre-eminence within the trade. The largest of these
firms— James McMahon, Sutton and Sons, Shortland and Sons, and the City Carrying 52
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C om pany— were concentrated around C ircular Quay.53

in Melbourne, by contrast,

employment of drivers in the 'shipping trade' was still dominated by the powerful shipping
companies such as Howard Smith and Sons, Huddart Parker and Co., James Paterson and
Co., and Piggott and Sons,54 although by the end of the 1880s these firms had begun to
contract out some of their carrying work.

Howard Smith, for example, gave the Port

Melbourne carrying firm of Morley and Co. the industrially vital work of hauling coal between
the waterfront and the city's gasworks.55
While the larger transport firms in Melbourne and Sydney faced competition from large
numbers of self-employed carriers, in the smaller centres of Brisbane and Port Adelaide the
small master carrier continued to predominate, partly through an alliance with local unions. The
same could be said for non-capital ports such as Newcastle, Rockhampton and Townsville.
Outside of Melbourne and Sydney the most important carrying firms were to be found along
Adelaide's Port Road, where a number of firms were to build up a monopoly of the carrying
trade through this vital thoroughfare.

The Self-Employed:

Neither Capital Nor Labour

The continuing domination of road transport by the self-employed or small operator in
the late nineteenth century was an indication of the relative ease with which entry could be
obtained into the industry. The utilitarian two-wheeled cart or tip dray could be purchased for
ten to twelve pounds.56 Occasionally tip drays could be purchased for as little as five
pounds,57 or about three weeks wages for even a poorly paid labourer. Horses, too, were
cheap, obtainable for between two and eight pounds.58 Altogether a carter could set himself up534678
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with a cart and horse for less than twenty pounds— a process made easier for those of modest
means by the practice of time payment.59
The most direct effect of hundreds of self-employed carriers on the industry was to
make it extremely competitive, with carriers competing for available work by offering cut-throat
rates. The rates offered were often so low that the contracting firms were known to remark on
occasion that they were "almost ashamed to receive stuff from carriers which carried at such
ridiculously low prices."60 Such low rates forced down the prices charged by the larger firms,
making them extremely reluctant to increase wages unless they could be guaranteed that such
wages would be enforced on their rivals.
Perhaps even more important than the economic effects of large numbers of self
employed in the industry were the industrial consequences. Their sheer weight of numbers
made their attitudes decisive in any conflict between employers and drivers in road transport.
Until the self-employed were either unionised or driven from the industry the position of the
unionised, wage-earning drivers would remain precarious.
The self-employed were nevertheless not completely blind to the effects of unregulated
competition, and during the 1880s increasing numbers began to organise themselves to improve
their lot through collective action. Such organisation basically took one or two forms. One
course of action was to align themselves to the large carriers against organised labour to keep
wage costs low— which did little for the self-employed— and to set minimum rates. The
affiliation o f numbers of self-employed to the Master Carriers' Association established in
Sydney to defeat the Maritime Strike is the clearest example of this course of action. Such
actions were, however, atypical. Far more prevalent were independent organisations of earners
that sought to either align themselves with organised labour or steer an independent course
between the two parties.

W hile carriers' unions were to find their greatest success in

establishing regulated rates through an alliance with organised labour, the relationship between5960
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the two parties reflected the ambivalent class position of the small carrier. Essentially he
remained a small businessman, often bound by a formal contract that he was loath to break.

Conditions of Employment

If there is some room for historical debate in examining the position of the bush bullock
driver, there is little doubting the position of the urban carter or driver—it was firmly placed at
the bottom o f the economic and social order. So low was the status of driving that the
acceptance of such work was often seen as proof of social failure, with one Sydney alderman
warning that if the city's youth was given such work it "would only bring them up to vagrancy
in a large number of cases."61
Carters and drivers were expected to start early and finish late. Long before the first
load of the day was undertaken the carter was already in the stables, feeding and harnessing his
horse in a necessary ritual that added at least an hour to his d ay. 62 The carter's day only
finished when the final load of the day was delivered, perhaps three or four hours after most
other workers had finished u p . 63 The total hours worked by drivers little resembled those
celebrated by unionists in their eight-hour day marches. The norm for waterfront drivers was
around fourteen hours per day,64 while milk carters worked up to 108 hours per week.65
Often their hours of work were such that drivers were forced to sleep in vermin-ridden stables
with their horses. It is no surprise to learn that the first victim of the bubonic plague outbreak
in Sydney in 1900 was a waterfront van driver, Arthur Paine. 66
The financial rewards for these long hours were meagre, often no more than twenty-five
or thirty shillings per week, and seldom exceeding thirty-five shillings67— in an era when even6123457
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employers identified thirty shillings as a low wage below which life became precarious. 6 8
Employers defended these low wages by emphasising the unskilled nature of driving, with
Francis Clapp, the largest employer of drivers in Melbourne in 1885, declaring on one
occasion: "driving . . . is not laborious work, and does not require skilled labour, any person
of steady habits who can drive a horse being eligible for a drivers' position."69
In a society where most workers fancied they could handle a horse-drawn vehicle there
was never a shortage of men to fill the vacancy of any driver who objected to his conditions of
employment. Chronic over-supply or drivers was a long established feature of the industry,70
often acting as a refuge for those unable to find work in their normal occupations.71 This
'reserve army' of drivers was to provide a source of strike-breakers in nearly every dispute
undertaken by drivers throughout the 1880s and 1890s.
Of all the features of their work it was the casual nature of their employment that posed
the greatest threat to the personal security of drivers. The daily fluctuations in work that are an
inevitable part of any transport operation were exacerbated by the reliance of many 'heavy'
carriers on the wool season. In attempting to meet these daily and seasonal variations firms
responded by operating with a skeleton staff, hiring casual drivers as need arose. As H.
Graves, Adelaide's largest carrier explained: "our work ebbs and flows so that we frequently
have to put on additional hands . . . it would be very hard in cases of emergency if we could
not relieve the glut by taking on these men."72
The ability of master carriers to hire and fire at will was seen as an essential element in
their managerial authority, making them implacable foes of unionism. Graves summed up the
general attitude of master carriers towards trade unions when he told his men: "the only union I
want is between them and me".73 Despite this employer hostility, the total supremacy of 68970123
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management in the transport industry was nevertheless under challenge by 1890 from attempts
at union organisation by drivers in all four eastern mainland colonies.

2:

CONTEXT OF LABOUR RELATIONS 1880-1890

Changing Employment Relationships

The period between 1861 and 1890 was, as we have previously observed, one of
considerable economic growth— a process which was to lead to a gradual transformation of
economic and social relationships.

As industrialisation and urbanisation advanced the

employment relationships which had previously been defined by the Masters and Servants Acts
no longer sufficed. In the place of the personal relationship between master and servant
emerged the need to define a new collective relationship between employers and employees.
Expressing a recognition of the need to negotiate and enforce collective agreements with labour
Charles C. Kingston, who became Premier of South Australia in 1893, testified: " . . . it is
difficult to deal with individuals, but not so difficult to deal with bodies."^
The preparedness of some sections of capital and their liberal, middle class
representatives to accept a more regulated industrial environment in which trade unions would
have a place as the representatives of labour had an economic rationale. As Australian
manufacturing firms developed they found their survival threatened from two sides—from
foreign imports on the one hand and from smaller, less capitalised firms undercutting their
prices on the other. An alliance with labour offered a mechanism by which these threats could
be overcome to the mutual benefit of both the emerging industrial bourgeoisie and labour.
Tariffs would provide protection from overseas competition while the implementation of the
provisions of the various Shops and Factories Acts would force certain minimum standards of*
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employment on all employers. 75 The existence of such liberal sentiments amongst employers
helped convince labour leaders of the possibility of an accord between themselves and the more
'respectable' employers aimed against the 'sweater' who unduly exploited his workers.76
Despite the gradual emergence of new employment relationships in the latter decades of
the nineteenth century the extent of the change should not be exaggerated. The period is best
regarded as one of transition. Earlier restrictive laws against trade unions were eased and partly
lifted but without any accompanying moves to codify their right to intervene in the relationship
between employers and their workers such as was to occur in the first decade of the twentieth
century.
Labour relations continued to operate largely under the principles of 'laissez-faire'
capitalism, with the various Shops and Factories Acts concerning themselves primarily with
issues such as safety, ventilation and the employment of women and juveniles rather than with
hours, wages and general employment conditions. No legislation existed to limit hours of
work for adult males or to provide for minimum wages for such workers. Nor were there any
legal provisions for overtime, sick pay, annual holidays or long-service p ay. 77 For those who
were sick, old or injured there was no social security, only private charity or occasional
government relief work.

Collective Bargaining and the Labour Market

In the absence of government regulation of employment conditions trade unions were
forced to rely on collective bargaining in attempting to improve their conditions of employment.
Here, once again, the law offered unions little support. Collective agreements between unions756*
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and employers were purely voluntary settlements which would be discarded at whim. The
position of trade unions themselves remained legally precarious until the 1880s in most
colonies, with Queensland and Victorian unionists remaining open to prosecution under
conspiracy laws until 1886.78
Given the absence of legal pressures on employers to negotiate with their workers, the
survival and effectiveness of trade unions often initially depended on their members' ability to
engage in unilateral bargaining, enforcing an agreed set of union rules and rates in each
individual workplace or industry. Where such efforts were successful, employers found
themselves entering into a process of collective bargaining as the initial agreements expired or
came up for review. The primary aim of most unions was the creation of a 'union shop' where
employers were forced to recognise and deal with the union concerned in offering terms of
employment to their workers.79
The success of these union attempts at unilateral or collective bargaining were in the
final analysis dependent on the supply and demand for labour. During the latter half of the
nineteenth century demand for labour in Australia fluctuated markedly in line with the seasonal
needs of the pastoral industry, leading to considerable casual or seasonal employment.80 Few
sectors of the economy were more vulnerable to this seasonal demand for employment than the
transport industry, responsible for the movement of the annual wool crop. Employment
opportunities for rural carriers, railway workers, urban carriers, railway workers, urban carters
and maritime workers all reflected the needs of the pastoral sector. In giving evidence to the
Royal Commission into Strikes during 1891 trade union witnesses constantly contrasted the
busy period during the wool season with the rest of the year, when weeks could go by with no
work. 81
If seasonal demands for labour tended to undermine labour's overall bargaining position
then the rapid growth in population between 1861 and 1891, from 1,156,000 to 3,690,000
eroded substantial increases in living standards. While growth in real GDP was certainly78901
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exceptional between 1861 and 1889, averaging five per cent per annum, growth in real GDP
per head was far more modest at 1.4 per cent per annu m .8 ^
Rather than having been in a position to dictate events due to a shortage of labour it
would appear that the ready availability of a reserve army of unemployed outside the gates was
the major factor in shaping the development of trade unions during the latter decades of the
nineteenth century. Perhaps the most important point to emphasise in examining industrial
relations in late nineteenth century Australia is that the majority of employers continued to
oppose union organisation by their workers, and that on the whole they did so successfully.
Union membership remained confined to a minority of the workforce.

Although union

membership perhaps peaked at twenty per cent of the workforce during the 1890 Maritime
Strike, effective union strength would have normally been well below this level.8283485

The Shape of Organised Labour

Given the adverse conditions prevailing in the labour market and the lack of a
countervailing intervention by the state, unions were normally only able to substantially
influence their employment conditions through unilateral or collective bargaining in those areas
of the workforce where special skills or strategic placement gave them exceptional bargaining
power. Until the 1880s trade unions were normally the preserve of skilled tradesmen such as
engineers, stonemasons or printers who sought to defend their craft privileges by restricting
entry into their trades .84 Outside of the circle of craft unions only the coal miners of New
South Wales had demonstrated the ability for effective union organisation before the late
1870s__their unusual power stemming from both the closed nature of the mining communities
and the value of coal as a commodity for the functioning of industry .85
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Despite their tendency towards trade exclusiveness the craft unions provided the basis
for the key organisations of Australian labour, the trades and labour councils, the formation of
which had been achieved in all colonies except Western Australia by

18 8 4 .8 6

The labour

council provided the essential mechanism by which a fragmented collection of unions were
turned into something socially and politically distinct—an organised labour movement. Acting
as the medium for the exchange of organisational, financial and industrial support between the
various sections of organised labour, the labour councils also served during the 1880s as
sponsors for the spread of unionism to previously unorganised sections of labour. 87 jn
addition the labour councils acted as a forum for the advancement of labour's interests through
political action, both through lobbying existing parliamentary members and through the
sponsorship of its own 'labor' candidates. By 1890 such candidates had found their way into
the parliaments of all eastern mainland colonies, although continuing to fall short of establishing
a distinct Labor party .88
Despite the expansion of unionism to unskilled workers during the 1880s under the
auspices of the trades and labour councils, most of the 'new unions' of the period possessed
little if any bargaining power. As June Phillipp has concluded from a study of unions affiliated
to the Melbourne Trades Hall Council (THC): "On the eve of the Maritime Strike most of the
unskilled unions were small and local bodies enjoying only a precarious life."89
While the labour councils remained the most important co-ordinating centres for labour
during the 1880s their position was increasingly rivalled by new unions amongst pastoral and
maritime workers. Unlike the majority of new unions which emerged in the 1880s the pastoral
and maritime unions were, like the coal miners, mass organisations whose strategic position
gave them considerable industrial power. By 1886 the maritime workers of Sydney and Port8679
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Adelaide had established their own separate Maritime Councils, encompassing seamen, wharf
labourers, and other waterfront workers.
The shearers and the maritime workers both soon realised that their own industrial
power could be consolidated by encouraging the formation of unions to cover other workers
engaged in the pastoral sector or around the waterfront. With the largest and most industrially
significant sections of road transport being concentrated around the pastoral rail centres or the
coastal waterfronts it was inevitable that their strategic placement would draw the attention of
maritime and pastoral unions. In consequence it was these unions, rather than the labour
councils, which emerged as the major sponsors, advocates and influences upon the formation
of carriers' and drivers' unions. The major exception to this process were the carriers and
drivers of Melbourne, whose efforts at unionisation continued to be shaped by the intervention
of the THC; a fact which perhaps explains the more hesitant advance of road transport unionism
in that city after an early start.
Generally more dynamic and aggressive than the unions associated with the labour
councils, the strategic position of the pastoral and maritime unions placed them both in a
relatively strong bargaining position and at the likely centre of any wider conflict between
capital and labour. By coming within the ambit of attempts by maritime and pastoral unionists
to forge a closer alliance of labour, the road transport unions of the 1880s and 1890s found
their fate interwoven with that of their sponsors and allies.

3:

THE PIONEER ROAD TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION

Melbourne:

First Attempts 1883-1890

On 12 February 1883 the coal importers of Melbourne found themselves confronted
with an unprecedented occurrence— a strike by their yardmen and drivers. When one manager,
David Conlon, ventured out to discover why there was no response to the starting bell he found
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that there was no one there except a striker, Michael Kellahan, who was holding a union
placard attached to a piece of galvanised iron. Kellahan promptly hit Conlon on the head with
his pole. In another yard the men entered the premises, emptied carts, and threatened to drown
in the Yarra anyone who continued working.90
The strike had resulted from the formation of the Coal Carters' Union some two weeks
previously and their demand for an eight-hour day from 12 February 1883.91 Some 140
yardmen and drivers went on strike when this demand was rejected, with employers advertising
for new workers to replace the striking unionists. The strike galvanised other waterfront
workers, with wharf labourers declaring that they would consider support action . 92 The
hoped-for solidarity failed to eventuate and by 20 February the coal drivers had been
defeated. 93
A decisive feature in the failure of the strike was the decision of the Melbourne THC not
to support it, declaring instead "that as it required no skilled or special labour for coal carting
the employers could be to a great extent independent of the strike."94 This statement reflected
the low esteem drivers were held in by their more skilled counterparts in the THC, and posed a
major obstacle for future carters' and drivers' unions in Victoria.
While historically significant as the first attempt by wage-earning drivers to organise
themselves during the 1880s,95 the Coal Carters' Union did not survive for long after its defeat
in the February 1883 strike. A union of self-employed carriers established at the same time, the
Melbourne Carriers' Union, also seems to have enjoyed only a brief ex isten ce. 96

a

more

enduring union was established on 26 July 1885 with the formation of the Coach Drivers'
U n ion . 92 Initially formed to represent the employees of the Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus

Company, the union quickly won 150 adherents amongst its workforce, building on discontent901234567
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by omnibus drivers with their hours of work, with 7:20 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. shifts being
regularly worked. 9 8
Unlike the previous Coal Carters' Union, the THC was involved with the Coach
Drivers' Union almost from the outset. However, its main representative at meetings of the
Coach Drivers, Mr. P. Edersham, was more interested in averting any possible dispute than
securing a favourable resolution of the members' demands for shorter hours and improved
wages.99 Edersham counselled against any strike, hoping "that the men would be discreet in
their movements and show no bullying or uncivil tone towards their employers. He did not
believe in strikes." *00
Despite Edersham's urgings of restraint a strike broke out on 2 August 1885 with two
hundred drivers stopping work for an eight hour day and a uniform wage of two pounds, two
shillings. 101 Concerned with the possibility of a lengthy transport strike, William Trenwith
intervened to organise a conciliated settlement and a return to work on 9 August. 102
Trenwith was to have an increasingly important role in the Coach Drivers' Union. Then
the Secretary of the Operative Bootmakers' Union, he was just beginning the rise to
prominence that was to mark him as the leading Victorian labor activist of his generation. 103
Having recently settled a strike involving his own Bootmakers' Union through voluntary
conciliation and arbitration, Trenwith sought to apply these principles to road transport. The
results, however, were to be less than successful.
Although the omnibus drivers gained a 17-1/2 per cent reduction in hours through
Trenwith's settlement, many of the Coach Drivers' leading activists were victimised, with the
men soon complaining that they had been misled. 104 Faced with a progressive decline in their
influence amongst omnibus drivers, the Coach Drivers' Union decided to expand their coverage981023*
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to include other carters and drivers. On Saturday,

6

February 1886 a mass meeting of two

hundred drivers voted to change the name of the union to the Melbourne United Drivers'
Society . 105 In the process the THC’s representatives strengthened their hold over the union.
Trenwith was elected Treasurer while Henry MacDonald, who had emerged as the most vocal
critic of their policy of conciliation, was replaced as Secretary by the more pliable W.
Robertson.10^ MacDonald had previously identified the pursuit of a policy of conciliation as
the main factor in the declining power of the Coach Drivers' Union . 107 1089
The United Drivers' were to show promising signs of growth during early 1886. By
the end of April Robertson could declare "that when he was elected. . . the society was chiefly
composed of omnibus drivers, but since then so many new members had joined that the
majority of the members were general carriers."10^ However there were ominous signs for the
union's future. Trenwith's continued support for conciliation and his opposition towards any
strike action10^ left union activists open to continual victimisation and by May 1886 the
union's initial base amongst omnibus drivers had largely been destroyed . 1 10 As victimisations
continued the United Drivers became increasingly dependent on Edersham and Trenwith for
leadership, with Edersham being elected Secretary in December 1886.11112 Even their interest in
the union was waning, however, as Trenwith found his time being taken up by his new duties
as THC President in 1886, while Edersham became involved in a dispute in the Cigar Trades.
The union does not appear to have survived past the end of 1886.
In commenting on the failure of the United Drivers' the Secretary of the THC, David
Bennet, wrote in June 1890 that the union had "only passed out of existence through the apathy
of the men themselves after they had obtained the greater part of what they then wanted . " 1 ^
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This comment is misleading. The union failed because it followed a strategy that allowed the
men to be progressively victimised while gaining few benefits in return. While the absence of
any legal mechanism for forcing employers to recognise and deal with unions remained the
greatest obstacle faced by drivers' unions during the 1880s, the history of the United Drivers'
Society demonstrated that a blind commitment to the principles of conciliation also posed
dangers for future efforts at unionisation. The opposition of Henry MacDonald to Edersham
and Trenwith's support for conciliation was to be but the first manifestation of an enduring
conflict over industrial strategy that was to tear at future efforts at institutional unity by road
transport unions.
With the collapse of the United Drivers' and with THC officials once again seeming to
lose interest in road transport, Melbourne's drivers were to remain largely unorganised until the
1890 Maritime Strike. 113 in addition the disintegration of the union destroyed the institutional
link between omnibus drivers and other drivers. By 1885 cable trams were beginning to
operate in Melbourne and the future of this workforce was to largely belong to the Melbourne
Tramway Employees' Union. 114

South Australia 1887-1890:

A Militant Approach

Between 1887 and 1890 carters and drivers in Port Adelaide and along Adelaide's Port
Road were to establish a union presence and win wages and conditions unequalled by any other
drivers in Australia at the time, representing the success of an industrially militant approach
which benefited from a combination of unique local circumstances.
Unlike elsewhere in Australia, the construction of a railway between Adelaide and Port
Adelaide in 1856 did little to undermine the local road carrying trade. With only eight miles
between the two centres companies found that it was often cheaper to ship goods direcdy along
the Port road than engage in double-handling through the rail system.
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'railway-carrier', H. Graves and Co., found it more convenient to haul goods by road,
especially for "express w o r k " . I n s t e a d Graves emerged as one of the leading Port road
carriers, along with Rofe and Co., H. Hill and Co., Willsmore and Co., and Bushell and Co.
All of these firms were of considerable size, employing up to sixty drivers each . 16 17 18920
One of the peculiar features of South Australia was the emergence of an association of
small employers, the Licensed Carters, as the first bastion of unionism amongst the colony's
road transport industry. Registered as a trade union on

6

May 1879,11 ^ the Licensed Carters

affiliated with the Port Adelaide Maritime Labour Council (MLC) in 1886.1 ^ With the thirtyfour members of the Licensed Carters enjoying a near monopoly of Port Adelaide's carrying
trade, they were to provide the MLC with a major source of strength during the colony's 1887
Maritime Strike. In a dispute that foreshadowed the wider battles of 1890 the MLC attempted
to force shipping companies to accept the affiliation to the council of ship's officers. While this
campaign was unsuccessful, the MLC could not but have been impressed by the contribution of
the Licensed Carters, their stoppage having paralysed local commerce. 12^
With the events of 1887 having demonstrated the importance of road transport in the
Port Adelaide region, the MLC subsequently commenced a campaign to consolidate and extend
the influence of unionism in the carrying trade. Between 1887 and 1890 the business rivals of
the Licensed Carters in Port Adelaide were systematically pushed out, with H. Graves
complaining in 1890: "I acceded lately to the request of the Maritime Council in regard to
carrying against the licensed carters of the Port, and they are very pleased at my taking all my
carrying plant away from Port Adelaide . " 12 1 The MLC also encouraged the growth of the Port
Adelaide Drivers' Association, a body established on 15 September 1887 under the leadership
of Geo. Wilkes to cover the drivers employed by the Licensed Carters. 122 By December 1889
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the MLC was prepared to collaborate with Adelaide's United Trades and Labour Council
(UTLC) in extending unionism to the drivers employed along the strategic Port Road.
The battle between the Port Road carriers and their drivers commenced in December
1889 when the drivers declared their intention to establish their own union. 123 The Port Road
carriers responded to this announcement by threatening to lock their men out. On 17 January
1890 a delegation of drivers appealed to the UTLC for assistance. 124 After some initial
hesitancy a combined UTLC-MLC meeting on 18 January decided to throw their united weight
behind the drivers. 125
Following the special UTLC-MLC meeting the assembled delegates immediately
proceeded to the Half-Way House Hotel on the Port Road to participate in the inaugural meeting
of the Adelaide and Suburban Port Road Drivers' Association (ASPRDA).126 The meeting
elected the founder of the South Australia Typographical Association, A.A Kirkpatrick, as the
Society's first President, with C.N. Loader being chosen as Secretary, Thos. Luscombe, as
Vice-President and a Mr. Williams as Assistant-Secretary. The Rules adopted at the meeting
sought a minimum wage of two pounds, two shillings and a ten hour working day. 127
On returning to work on Monday 20 January the drivers found themselves faced with
dismissal and victimisation, as had the Melbourne Coach Drivers following the establishment of
their union. With the drivers receiving the militant backing of other unions, however, these
threats proved ineffective in breaking adherence to the new union. Instead it was the employers
who found themselves isolated, with the editorial of the Adelaide Advertiser predicting their
defeat, noting that "there cannot be a doubt that the employers will be obliged to withdraw from
an untenable position." 128
The predictions of the Adelaide Advertiser proved correct.

Rebuffed when they

appealed to the local Employers' Union for support the Port Road carriers had little option other
than complete capitulation. 129 Under the terms of an agreement accepted by the earners in123456789
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February 1890 a virtual 'closed shop' was conceded for union drivers. Non-union labour
could be employed in an emergency but after two weeks it became the responsibility of the
employer to see that such workers joined the union. The union's demands for a ten hour day
and a wage of two pounds, two shillings per week was also conceded in full. 130 All work
after 7 pm was to be paid overtime.
The conditions and union recognition won by the ASPRDA was unequalled by
employee drivers anywhere else in Australia during the nineteenth century. In part this success
rested on a number of unique circumstances. The support of the Licensed Carters provided a
mutually beneficial alliance between one section of road transport employers and organised
labour, while the Port Road drivers were easier to organise than their counterparts in
Melbourne, Sydney or Brisbane. They operated in a limited geographical area, worked for a
small num ber o f employers, and possessed considerable potential industrial strength,
controlling as they did the sole road link between Adelaide and its port. But the success of
three road transport unions in the Port Adelaide-Port Road area had also depended on their
militant alliance with the unions affiliated with the MLC, which took selective industrial action
against employers in the Port area. The trouble with this strategy was that it tended to provoke
an eventual counter-attack by capital as a whole.

Sydney 1888-1890:

A Partial Success

By the 1880s Sydney had supplanted Melbourne as Australia's premier port, with the
rich products of the New South Wales interior arriving by rail at Darling Harbour for the short
trip by road to the waiting ships.

This gave Sydney's waterfront workforce of wharf

labourers, carters and seamen a position of considerable latent industrial power. In 1884 this
latent power was given substance with the formation of the Sydney Maritime Labour Council.
On 24 July 1888 the position of the maritime unions was to be further strengthened when a
number of maritime and mining unions participated in the launching of the Sydney Trolley and
Draymen's Union in Sydney's Maritime Hall. Drawing a crowd of over one thousand the130
130
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inaugural meeting elected A.J. (Andy) Kelly as the union's first President, while Moses
W heeler became Secretary, P. Cleary the Vice-President, T. Doyle the Assistant-Secretary and
A. Roberts the Treasurer. 131
Despite the fact that the Trolley and Draymen's Union was, as Mark Bray and Malcolm
Rimmer note, "sponsored by Sydney's established waterfront u n i o n s " , t h e Sydney MLC
failed to provide the active support received by the ASPRDA and the other road transport
unions in South Australia. When the Trolley and Draymen's Union tried to enforce the union's
Rules on the city's carrying companies— including a demand for a base rate for drivers of forty
shillings— the drivers found themselves left to their own resources. 133 Their cause suffered
accordingly. When one of the larger firms, the City Carrying Company, successfully resisted a
union strike during October-November 1 8 8 8 ^ 4 the union's hopes of securing union rates
from the other carrying firms— whose earlier provisional agreement to pay higher rates was
made conditional upon compliance by all master carriers 135— also collapsed.
Industrially defeated, the Trolley and Draymen's Union battled to survive. Bray and
Rimmer have concluded from a study of the union's balance sheets that financial membership
peaked in October 1888, prior to the Maritime Strike, with 407 members, before plummeting to
128 members in June 1890.136
The failures of the Trolley and Draymen's Union seemed to confirm that unless drivers
could count on the assistance of more powerful allies they lacked the power in the 1880s to
force concessions from employers. Yet there were some positive signs for the future. Despite
the continued hostility of Sydney's master carriers toward union organisation they had shown a
willingness to consider higher rates if uniformity could be ensured, thus alleviating some of the
competitive pressures under which they operated. Unfortunately the union lacked the ability to
discipline employers who undercut wages and the possibility of an accord was lost.132456
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Brisbane:

1888-1890

During the 1880s Brisbane's population grew from 31,109 in 1881 to 101,564 in 1891,
making it Australia's fourth largest city. ^ 7

Despite this growth observers continued to

comment on the provincial, small-time nature of this "drowsy capital with its far-stretching
suburbs." *38 Largely by-passed by the exports of central and northern Queensland, Brisbane
failed to develop the large labour force of drivers which characterised Melbourne, Sydney and
Adelaide. Hire and reward carrying in Brisbane remained largely the preserve of self-employed
carriers. The bulk of these carriers were to be found either transporting goods to and from the
wharves or in carting ballast for the construction of the city's suburban railway. 139 Even these
numbers were relatively small. Of Queensland's 5,035 carters, draymen, and carriers in 1891
only 568 were in Brisbane. 140
Given the domination of hire and reward carrying in Brisbane by the self-employed, the
history of road transport unionism in that city during the 1880s is largely synonymous with the
unionisation of the self-employed. As in South Australia and Sydney it was Brisbane's
maritime unionists who emerged as the leading advocates of unionism for the city's road
transport workers. Speaking to a meeting of Brisbane TLC on 5 October 1888, W. Marbott,
Secretary of the local wharf labourers' union, declared that "he thought it was time something
was done by the Organising Committee to organise the draymen of the city." 141
Marbott's speech seems to have had some effect. The Organising Committee attended a
meeting in the Maritime Hall on 7 December 1888 which saw the establishment of a Navvies
and Draymen's U nion . 142 This union, however, proved to be short-lived, drawing recruits
from workers on the suburban rail lines rather than from the city's carrying trade. The efforts
to organise the carrying trade were, nevertheless, not to be without substantive result. By
August 1890 the city's 120 waterfront carriers had been organised as the Licensed Carriers. 14313789402
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It was these self-employed carriers who were to find themselves at the forefront of the Maritime
Strike in Brisbane.

Rural Carriers

Although unions of self-em ployed carriers were of considerable importance in
Australia's m ajor capital cities during the late 1880s, it was to be in the western pastoral
districts that such unions were to achieve their greatest impact. In dismissing these rural
carriers' unions Bray and Rimmer declare: "All were small and short-lived . " i 4 4 74165 This is hardly
an accurate assessment. Many of the rural carriers' unions were larger, more long-lived and
wielded greater industrial muscle than their urban counterparts. In western New South Wales
the most prominent carriers' unions in existence in 1890 were the Bourke-based Central
Australian and Queensland Carriers' Union with 420 members, the Riverina Carriers' Union
with 287 financial members, the Bogan River Carriers' Union with 148 members, the Youngbased Amalgamated Carriers' Union of Australasia with seventy members, and Broken Hill’s
Albert Teamsters and Carriers' Association encompassing 300 carriers. ^4^
In Queensland the largest carriers' unions were centred on the western termini of the
colony's three trunk lines at Charleville, Barcaldine and Hughenden, embracing a total of 650
unionised carriers in September 1890.*4 ^ The unionisation of Queensland's carriers was
extended during early 1890 when carriers' unions were established in Charters Towers,
Townsville, Rockhampton, Bundaberg and Mackay as the result of an organising campaign by
the Australian Labour Federation (ALF)— a body which had replaced the Brisbane TLC during
June 1889.14 7 Altogether at least two thousand carriers were organised into unions in
Queensland and western New South Wales by August 1890.
The primary purpose of these rural carriers' unions was to challenge the pastoralists
concept of 'freedom of contract' in allocating cartage contracts. By the late 1880s rural earners
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could no longer afford to compete for contracts allocated through forwarding agencies,
particularly as these firms deducted up to five shillings per ton as commission. 148 Banding
together, and allying themselves with the other bush unions, they sought instead to force
pastoralists to direct all work through the local carriers' unions at a standard rate.
The carriers' union most successful in achieving this goal was the Central Queensland
Carriers' Union (CQCU). Established in Barcaldine in late 1887 under Arthur Parnell 149
8
4
1 4
5
13
2
0 the
CQCU became the focal point for the unionisation of western Queensland's carriers. Delegates
from the CQCU were influential in establishing carriers' unions in Charleville, Hughenden and
Clermont— Queensland's other key pastoral centres—during 1889. In January 1890 the annual
meeting of the Barcaldine, Charleville and Hughenden carriers unions were all held within a
week of each other to demand an agreement with pastoralists whereby all loading was to pass
through the hands of the carriers' agents in return for a ten per cent reduction in rates. ^ 0 The
Central Queensland Employers Association's agreement to this demand represented, as one
historian of industrial relations in Queensland's pastoral sector has noted, "another cruel blow
to 'freedom of contract', but the wool teams were the pastoralists life-lines, and it was in their
interest to arrive at some accommodation with the carriers." 151
During the first half of 1890 the CQCU established itself as one of the key bush unions
in Queensland. In January 1890 it joined the QSU and the Queensland Labourers' Union
(QLU) in creating the Barcoo District Council of the ALF— a move which added the resources
of the powerful bush unions to what had previously been a Brisbane-based organisation. *52
Ties were particularly close between the CQCU and the QLU, with Parnell serving as Secretary
of both for a tim e. ^ 3 it was this latter organisation which was responsible for organising the
numerous wage-earning drivers of western Queensland, covering drivers employed both by the
pastoralists and the larger carries . 1 ^4 Despite the close ties between the carriers and the other
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bush unions their interests were not necessarily identical, as the carriers' unions sought to act as
both industrial unions and commercial forwarding agencies. The great strikes of the early
1890s were to test how far these unions of non-wage earners were to go in defence of the
principles of unionism.

Road Transport Unionism Before the Maritime Strike: A Summary

On the eve of the Maritime Strike attempts at union organisation amongst Australia's
road transport workers had achieved only limited success. Their greatest success had been in
the Port Adelaide-Port Road area of South Australia where an interlocking network of unions
covering master carriers, drivers and maritime workers gave them control of the transport
corridor that linked Adelaide with its port. Elsewhere unionism had been more successful
amongst the self-employed than amongst employee drivers.
No evidence exists of any attempts at either national or colony-wide organisation of
drivers, although the CQCU acted as a co-ordinating centre for western Queensland's carriers.
With the exception of drivers employed by the shipping firms and coal importers of Melbourne
and Port Adelaide, and the bush drivers of western Queensland, unionisation had been
restricted to the hire and reward sector of the industry.
In the absence of national or colony-wide unions to bargain for road transport workers
the attempts to regulate working conditions through unilateral or collective bargaining depended
on local organisation and peculiarities and upon the degree of assistance received from other
unions. Where these favoured carriers and drivers, as in the Port Adelaide-Port Road area and
amongst the carriers of western Queensland, employers were forced to abandon the concept of
'freedom of contract', recognise the union's right to bargain for its members, and make major
concessions as to conditions of employment. In most centres, however, local conditions were
not favourable and few inroads were made into managerial authority.
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4:

ROAD TRANSPORT UNIONS IN THE GREAT STRIKES

The industrial victories scored by the road transport workers of both South Australia
and western Queensland during early 1890 reflected the wider gains being made by an
increasingly aggressive and self-confident labour movement during the closing years of the
1880s. During the 1889 wool season some ninety per cent of sheds had 'shorn union', while
in May 1890 pastoralists suffered a major defeat when Queensland unionists blocked the
movement of non-union wool from Jondaryan station. This latter dispute in particular served,
as the historian of the affair has concluded, "as an alarm which alerted capital to the newlydemonstrated strength of federated labour." 155 Between May and August 1890 employers
rapidly developed their own organisations to counter the advance of labour, with one major
em ployer testifying the following year:

"Eventually the employers were forced into

combination to resist the increasing demands of the unions." 156
Although the economy had already begun its slide into depression by 1890, conditions
outside Victoria were not appreciably worse during 1890 than they had been the year
before. 1^7 Rather than being a dispute over specific wage demands that employers could not
afford to meet, the Maritime Strike appears to have erupted primarily as a struggle about the
total framework of relations between labour and capital. 158
While employers were still prepared to make concessions as late as July 1890 when
pastoralists indicated to the ASU that they would 'shear union' after 1890,159 they drew the
line when W.G. Spence demanded immediate acceptance of his union's demands. Rebuffed,
Spence issued an appeal "to every unionist to assist by giving such co-operation as . . . to draw
a cordon of unionism around the Australian continent as will effectively prevent a bale of wool
leaving unless shorn by union shearers." 1501567890
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The final spark that was to ignite the conflict between capital and organised labour was
to come not from the shearers, however, but from a demand by ship's officers that they be
allowed to affiliate with the Melbourne THC, triggering a general conflict when they left their
vessels on 16 August 1890.

Once commenced the dispute escalated rapidly, spreading

throughout the colonies, ultimately involving shearers, miners, maritime unionists and transport
workers. Multi-focused though the Maritime Strike was, the conflict essentially hinged on the
ability of organised labour to control the production and movement of the two commodities
upon which the colonial economy depended for its survival— coal and wool. The importance
of carriers and drivers in controlling the movement of these commodities placed them at the
forefront of the struggle, briefly lifting road transport unions to a pinnacle of power before the
final, crushing defeat.
For carriers and drivers the battle was to be fought in two parts. During the Maritime '
Strike itself it was the urban carriers and drivers along the coastal fringe who bore the brunt of
the conflict as the rural carriers largely sat on the sidelines. Eventually, however, the rural
carriers were to find that they were unable to avoid being drawn into the wider social conflict.
Forced to side with the other bush unions in the Queensland Shearers' strike of 1891 they too
went down in defeat.

Queensland

Amongst the first road transport workers involved in the Maritime Strike were those of
Brisbane and Rockhampton.

In Brisbane the Licensed Carriers were quick to commit

themselves, passing a resolution on 15 August warning members "not to take loading from any
ship that is manned by officers who are not members of the Mercantile Marine Officers'
A ssociation ." 161 By 23 August the Licensed Carriers' 120 members had stopped work, 162

forcing employers to canvas amongst city businesses for the use of their drays and drivers. 163
The consequences of the failure to organise these drivers were soon revealed, as the drivers1623
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employed by these ancillary operators were swung into action to defeat the strike. With
employers moving their goods to and from their wharves with relative ease by mid-September
the strike was clearly lost in Brisbane, although the unions failed to concede defeat until 29
October.
If the union carriers of Brisbane made a solid if ultimately unsuccessful contribution to
the cause of organised labour this was not the case in Rockhampton. A meeting called by
Rockhampton's Lorry, Van and Draymen's Union to discuss joining the strike ended in a
violent brawl that only abated when the police were called. *64 The anti-strike faction seems to
have had the better of this argument as the union decided not to join the stoppage.1^
A particularly disappointing feature of the Maritime Strike for Queensland unionists was
the attitude adopted by the powerful CQCU. Despite voting 700 pounds to the strike during its
early stages the CQCU rejected an appeal from other bush unionists that it join them in a
stoppage from 24 September. 166 in justifying the refusal to join the strike Parnell—who was
both the union's Secretary and forwarding agent— declared that "if the carriers agreed to strike
it would only affect a few, as the majority are under contract." 167 The alienation of the CQCU
from the rest of the union movement was highlighted by their decision to withdraw from the
ALF, taken at their annual meeting on

6

January 1891.168

Melbourne

In Melbourne the outbreak of the Maritime Strike acted to revitalise unionism amongst
the city's drivers. A week after the commencement of the strike, on Saturday 23 August, over
300 drivers and draymen met at Trades Hall, forming the United Drivers' Union of Victoria to
cover men employed by "importing, shipping and other firms". 169 ft was announced by the
THC "that this union will complete the blockage of the shipping trade, as its members are1645789
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prepared to strike if necessary in the interests of the labour party." 170

This suciden

appreciation by the THC of the strategic position occupied by carters and drivers contrasted
sharply with their contemptuous dismissal of the coal drivers' strike some seven years
previously.
Demonstrating a breadth of vision that was rare amongst nineteenth century road
transport workers, the new United Drivers' Union declared its intention to admit all drivers of
carts, drays and lorries, including self-employed carriers . 107 7 1 571432 Response to the formation of the
union was enthusiastic and by

6

September 1890 the organisation could boast some 692

financial members.17^
As in 1883 the most industrially significant section of the Melbourne carrying trade
were the coal drivers, particularly those hauling loads to the gas works which provided lighting
for the city. It was to be around the gas works that some of the fiercest battles of the Maritime
Strike were waged in Melbourne, with the unions banning the supply of coal needed to fuel its
operation. By 29 August the gas works was described as a 'beleaguered citadel', it being
recorded that "the sudden failure of the gas supply created the utmost consternation in the
city."17^
On 5 September an attempt was made by Morley and Co., contractors to Howard
Smith, to shift 4000 tons of coal from the wharves to the gas works. The drivers, who were
union members, refused to handle it.17^ Howard Smith responded by sending down onehorse carts driven by clerks. Despite a slow start these drivers were shifting 200 tons per day
by 22 September.17^ By this stage the coal drivers had already begun to drift back to work
and it was becoming clear that the strike was facing defeat.
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Sydney

As in Melbourne the Maritime Strike initially boosted the flagging fortunes of road
transport unionism amongst Sydney's carters and drivers, the membership of the Trolley and
Draymen rising from 156 in August 1890 to 1221 in October.1^

On coming out on strike on

14 September 1890 the Trolley and Draymen's Union decided to link the stoppage with
demands of their own, insisting upon a base rate of forty shillings, a twelve hour day with an
hour for lunch, overtime payments, and the employment of union only labour. 167 7 7 18097 To enforce
these demands some 600 pickets were mounted outside the yards of the master carriers, with
one major carrier condemning "the illegal, arbitrary and cruel manner in which the unionists
have threatened employees." 17&
Unfortunately for the Trolley and Draymen's Union it was to be confronted by the most
formidable organisation of carrying trade employers in Australia, the Sydney Master Carriers'
Association. Established on 20 August 1890 under the Presidency of James McMahon, the
MCA proved to be an implacable foe of unionism, its rules stating unequivocally: "That we do
not recognise the right of any person or persons to interfere with our employees."17^
The determination of McMahon and the MCA to resist the further expansion of
unionism led to what was perhaps the most dramatic event of the whole Maritime Strike. On 19
September, accompanied by an escort of special constables and mounted troopers, McMahon
led a procession of trolleys from Darling Harbour to Circular Quay, transporting the first wool
of the season. The successful attempt infuriated the assembled crowd of over ten thousand. A
full scale riot ensued which was quelled only after considerable violence. ^ 0
In the fortnight following McMahon's successful foray unionists had to stand by
helplessly as the wool crop was ferried to the wharves by non-union drivers with ever
increasing ease . 1 ^ 1 In the same period master carriers also successfully filled most vacancies
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left by striking drivers . 18 2 4813 By 15 October the Trolley and Draymen's Union could resist no
longer, attempting to put a brave face on its return to work by declaring that drivers "have
obtained all their demands from the employers . " 185 The Sydney Morning Herald quite rightly
condemned these assertions as being "too transparent to exclude from sight the failure of their
undertaking . " 18 4 The MCA certainly had no intention of granting the union drivers anything,
curtly dismissing their claim by observing that "the men are not now in our employ . " 185

South Australia

Nowhere in Australia were carriers and drivers to put up such a prolonged resistance to
employers during the Maritime Strike as in their strong-hold in the Port Adelaide-Port Road
area. As early as 20 August 1890 the Licensed Carters and the Port Adelaide Drivers' Union
had both agreed to support the stand taken by Maritime unions by refusing to handle 'black
g o o d s'.18^ So strong was the union control of the waterfront that employers made few
attempts to challenge it during the first month of the strike, their caution being reinforced by the
reluctance of the liberal Tom Playford government to become involved in the dispute as long as
violence was avoided.18^
By 20 September the patience of South Australian employers had worn thin and, no
doubt encouraged by union reverses elsewhere, they decided to begin the recruitment of non
union labour. From 23 September drivers found themselves under order to handle 'non-union'
cargo . 188 0918 By early October most drivers were on strike, with employers advertising for non
union replacem ents.18^ The employers' cause was bolstered by the arrival of non-union
labour from Melbourne on board the 'Chemnitz' on 22 September and thereafter by a steady
stream of non-unionists arriving from Adelaide.1^
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The attempts by employers to introduce non-union workers into the carrying trade
provoked stiff resistance. Serious violence broke out on a number of occasions in early
October, with non-union trolleys being surrounded and their horses taken away. 191 By
October, however, the initiative was in the hands of employers, with it being observed in Port
Adelaide that "trolleys were driving about the streets in larger numbers than have been seen
from some time past." 192 Nevertheless it was not until

11

November that union carriers and

drivers endorsed a return to work, accepting employer demands for the recognition of 'freedom
of contract.'193

Defeat of the Rural Carriers

With the conclusion of the Maritime Strike the industrial power of the carriers and
drivers' unions along the coastal fringe lay shattered.

Only in the pastoral interior of

Queensland and New South Wales did the organisations covering carriers and drivers survive
with their power more or less intact. This was particularly the case in western Queensland
where the CQCU and the other carriers' unions had preserved their closed-shop arrangement
with the pastoralists by abstaining from active involvement in the Maritime Strike. In January
1891, however, a new industrial conflict began which Queensland's bush carriers could not
avoid.
Meeting in Sydney in December 1890 pastoralists decided to enforce a new contract for
shearers and labourers, effectively enforcing 'freedom of contract' although the actual term was
avoided. ^94 The carriers' hopes of abstaining from this conflict were soon dashed. On 12
January 1891 a committee of pastoral employers informed two delegates from the CQCU that
they intended repudiating their closed shop agreement with the carriers. *95 The repudiation of
this agreement brought to the surface internal tensions within the CQCU. A number of its
members, including Parnell and the Treasurer, Henry Ellis,were employers in their own right192345
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and sought to have nothing to do with the strike. 196 Others, angered by the repudiation,
favoured industrial action. On 21 February the GLU helped to settle the issue by threatening to
withdraw its drivers from the teams of the larger carriers unless they endorsed strike action. 197
When a general call-out of bush unionists was made on 23 March the CQCU joined the
stoppage, as did the other carriers' unions in Charleville, Hughenden and Clermont. *98
By early May 1891 the pastoralists were finding the resistance of the carriers' unions,
particularly of the powerful CQCU, a major obstacle to their success.

On 12 May the

pastoralists issued the CQCU with an ultimatum, ordering them to return to work or be
replaced. To enforce this ultimatum the pastoralists began to hire non-union teams from the
south, culminating in the establishment of their own carrying company, the Carriers Company
Ltd, in Melbourne on 29 May 1891 with a capital of one hundred thousand pounds. 199
Despite the intense pressure placed upon it the CQCU refused to buckle, voting fifty to
thirty-four to reject a return to work on the terms offered by the pastoralists.200 The act of
defiance, however, split the union. Led by Parnell and Ellis most of the union's officials
resigned, establishing a new union which began to work on the employers' terms.201 By

6

June the rump CQCU had also capitulated.202

5: DISINTEGRATION

In the immediate aftermath of the Maritime Strike the Sydney TLC announced a historic
change o f direction, declaring that as its members had been compelled to return to work
defeated "it would be better to transfer the fight to the House of Parliament."203 Although the19678203
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labour council had sponsored labour candidates even before the Maritime Strike their political
involvement was to be qualitatively different in its aftermath. In New South Wales Labor
Electoral Leagues were established and a platform adopted which candidates were pledged to
support.

At elections held in June 1891 Labor won thirty-five of the ninety-nine seats

contested. 204
While in the other colonies support for Labor parties was initially to fall short of that
achieved in New South Wales, and even slipped back in New South Wales during the
remainder of the century, the success of June 1891 confirmed the emergence of laborism as a
political current. Containing within itself a conflicting amalgam of ideological views of which a
loosely defined socialism was perhaps the most important, laborism differed from the socialdemocratic parties of western Europe in that its origins and functioning were directly shaped by
the institutionalised involvement of the trade unions. Essentially seeking reform and legislative
concessions for labour through constitutional means, laborism has provided the main focus for
political action by organised labour while at the same time containing that action within
constitutional norms.
The legislative advances offered by laborism, however, provided little comfort for
Australia's pioneer carriers' and drivers unions as the Australian economy slipped into
depression. The economic downturn was to be of major proportions, with Australia's GDP in
1895 standing at only eighty per cent of its 1891 peak.205 Coming as it did on top of the
industrial defeats of 1890-91, the depression virtually doomed the first generation of Australian
road transport unions.
In a number of instances, such as with the Licensed Carriers of Brisbane, road transport
unionism did not survive the initial defeats of 1890.206 Even where carriers and drivers'
unions did survive the great strikes of 1890 and 1891 they did so with their industrial power
destroyed, their membership decimated and their chances of long-term survival severely dented.
In Sydney the already grave position of the Trolley and Draymen's Union was weakened20456
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further by the election of its President, Andy Kelly, to Parliament in June 1891—a move which
seems to have had more to do with Kelly's personal ambitions than with the development of a
political consciousness amongst the union's remaining members .202 gy October 1892 the
position of the union had so deteriorated that the TLC unsuccessfully attempted to reform it as
the Trolley and Draymen and General Carters’ Union of NSW— a move which failed to save it
from oblivion.20^
The demise of the United Drivers' Union of Victoria was, if anything, even more rapid
than that of the Trolley and Draymen. Most members failed to continue their financial
contributions after the conclusion of the Maritime Strike, and by December 1890 barely fifty
drivers remained in the union .2209
8
0
2
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3
0 While the union battled to survive through 1891 under its
Secretary, J. Trail, its cause was hopeless. On 14 May 1892 only five members remained and
the union folded.2 1 °
In the pastoral interior the surviving carriers' unions proved powerless to resist a series
of rate reductions forced upon them in the months and years after 1891.2 ^

Commenting on

their plight in November 1892 the Brisbane Worker observed:
The carriers' unions should have known that fair rates can only be
obtained— like liberty— by eternal vigilance and solidarity. That gone,
they're like maidens who have surrendered everything— and can obtain
nothing except by selling body and soul.2 *2
By early 1895 the great network of carriers' unions which has once covered western
Queensland had collapsed entirely, their registration being either cancelled or listed under the
category of "existence doubtful ."2 * 2 Their counterparts in New South Wales seem to have
fared little better, either disappearing or surviving in greatly reduce circumstances.2^
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After the 1891 Shearers' strike the only organisations which could claim to represent
Australia’s bush drivers were the Australian Workers Union (AWU) and the Amalgamated
Workers Union of Queensland— both these bodies having resulted from the fusion of the
previously distinct shearers and general labourers unions.215 The emergence of the AWU—
with the New South Wales and Queensland bodies merging into a single entity in 1904— was to
have major consequences for the future organisation of Australia's road transport workers. In
the late 1880s and early 1890s the strength of carriers and drivers' unions, at least in New
South Wales and Queensland, had rested as much upon the transport workers of the pastoral
interior as upon those in the large coastal towns. The formation of the AWU as a general
purpose union covering most bush workers meant that these rural drivers were to be largely
excluded from any future carters and drivers' unions.
Of all Australia's carriers and drivers' unions only those in South Australia seemed to
have survived the industrial defeats of 1890-91 with their organisational structure, although not
their industrial power, more or less intact. The ASPRDA in particular maintained its presence
amongst drivers through a system of yard d e l e g a t e s , w h i l e the union's leadership remained
stable under the Secretaryship of C.N. Loader. 2 17 Even relations with employers seemed to
have remained relatively cordial with a dispute between the ASPRDA and master carriers in
January 1892 over the payment of overtime being settled by conciliation.218
Despite its continued survival it was clear that the ASPRDA could no longer rely on the
support of other unions to supplant its bargaining power. Instead it sought to compensate for
its declining industrial power by supporting the United Labor Party (ULP), established in early
1891.^19 By January 1893 the ASPRDA had formally affiliated to the ULP, its interests at
ULP meetings being represented by four elected delegates headed by J.W. Dyett, the union's
President.220 w ith the election of the liberal Charles Kingston in 1893 hopes were raised for21567890
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an alleviation of organised labour's plight through the passage of a Conciliation and Arbitration
Act. These hopes, however, were dashed with the emasculation of the bill by the conservative
upper-house.
Deprived of the expected benefits of Kingston's arbitration bill South Australia's road
transport unions battled to survive. The Port Adelaide Drivers' Union does not seem to have
survived past the end of 1892,221 while by 1894 the Licensed Carters had also disappeared.
Between 1894 and 1897 the ASPRDA was the sole survivor of the once powerful network of
carriers and drivers' unions in the Port Adelaide-Port Road area. It was by then also almost
certainly the last surviving drivers' union to be found anywhere in Australia. By 1898 it too
had disappeared.222

Conclusion

During the 1880s and 1890s the tactics of industrial militancy and unilateral or collective
bargaining were the only ones available to those Australian road transport workers seeking
redress of their industrial grievances. Unfortunately these tactics proved to be of only limited
applicability, benefiting only those road transport workers whose strategic placement gave them
exceptional bargaining power. Such strategically placed road transport workers were largely
engaged in carting either wool or coal— the two commodities vital to the functioning of the
colonial economy. Yet even these carriers and drivers seldom found that their industrial
strength was normally sufficient to force employers to the bargaining table.
If a militant industrial strategy that relied for its success upon the bargaining power of
the workers involved did little for the majority of road transport workers lacking strategic
importance, there was one area in which a reliance on collective bargaining backed by industrial
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pressure proved superior to the subsequent reliance on arbitration after 1900—the organisation
of the small, independent carriers. Largely neglected by drivers' unions between 1900 and
1939, unions of self-employed carriers during the 1880s and 1890s proved to be generally
more stable, long-lived and industrially powerful than their counterparts covering wage-earning
drivers. Their ownership of their own carts or wagons gave them an additional, albeit limited,
protection from replacement in times of industrial action by forcing employers to find a new cart
as well as a driver. In rural areas in particular, where all local drivers were unionised, this
could involve employers in considerable inconvenience if industrial action threatened to
coincide with the peak of the season.

While their ambivalent class position as small,

independent contractors made the alliance of carriers with organised labour a sometimes uneasy
one, on the whole they provided a valuable addition to the strength of labour.
If the tactics of industrial militancy and unilateral or collective bargaining ultimately
proved deficient in protecting unions from the consequences of industrial defeat or economic
depression, they also failed to overcome the limited political and geographic vision that
rem ained the hallm ark of road transport workers.

In a highly fragmented industry,

characterised by short-haul work following the development of the railways, unions of carriers
and drivers showed little inclination to extend their organisation beyond the specific locality in
which they had emerged. Certainly there was no attempt to link industrial militancy with any
sort of social or political objective. Fragmented, essentially apolitical, and with a merely local
consciousness, Australia's pioneer road transport unions remained organisations of limited
vision, incapable of evolving either an organisational structure or an industrial strategy that
could either civilise or overturn the social relationships in which they found themselves.
Yet, although defeated in the great strikes of 1890 and 1891 and destroyed by the
ensuing Depression, Australia's carriers and drivers had demonstrated that they could play a
decisive role in influencing the future direction of the overall industrial relationship between
capital and labour. If they abstained from involving themselves in any repetition of the
Maritime Strike then such strikes were unlikely to succeed. On the other hand, if road transport
unions could be strengthened and united around politically and industrially militant policies than
any future industrial struggles between labour and capital were more likely to result in a labour
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victory, When road transport unions reorganised after 1900, therefore, their industrial direction
became increasingly a political as well as an industrial issue, with both laborists and radical
socialists focusing their attention on the reorganised unions.
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CHAPTER 2

TOWARDS A FEDERAL DRIVERS’ UNION 1900-1914:
EXPERIENCES IN ARBITRATION, WAGES BOARDS
AND INDUSTRIAL MILITANCY

INTRODUCTION
Overshadowed by the development of the railways during the latter half of the
nineteenth century, Australian road transport had been characterised by a relative immaturity in
its economic and industrial organisation. Where possible, employers had sought to maintain a
personal— and unequal—relationship with their workforce, engaging in collective bargaining
over employment conditions only when forced by rare instances of union pressure. Although
by 1914 only the first faint signs of the technological revolution that was to transform road
transport were evident, the growing scale, complexity and sophistication of the industry
demanded the creation of a new collective relationship between master and transport worker. If
in 1900 both employers and drivers were still unorganised industrially, by 1914 both groups
had established their own federal organisations with each attempting to define its attitude
towards the involvement of the State in the regulation of industrial relations and working
conditions.
For Australia's revived drivers' unions, the attempt to define an appropriate response to
the introduction of arbitration courts and wages boards was to have divisive consequences,
leading to a prolonged estrangement between the federal union and its counterparts in New
South Wales and Port Adelaide. The union itself later explained the dispute between the federal
and New South Wales unions by depicting it as the outcome of a personality clash. Long-term
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Federal Secretary, Rudolf 'Bob' Cheney recalled that the estrangement had resulted from his
defeat of W illiam M orris 'Billy' Hughes, the NSW President, in the ballot for Federal
President at the union's 'first Federal Conference' held in 1910.1 These recollections are
incorrect. Federal founding conferences were held in 1909 and 1911, not 1910. It was
Hughes, not Cheney, who was elected Federal President at the first Federal Conference.
Rather than being the product of personality clashes, the institutional divisions within
the federal drivers' union after 1909 were essentially differences of industrial and political
orientation. The early success of the NSW leadership and its later marginalisation are related.
While Hughes, with his commitment to industrial moderation and arbitration, was able to
dominate the 1909 Federal Conference, the failure of industrially moderate policies to achieve a
rapid and sustained improvement in drivers' conditions of employment resulted in the rapid
erosion of his support within the federal union. Instead the leadership of the federal union
passed into the hands of a radical group of union activists who sought to force concessions
from employers through industrial action and direct collective bargaining. With the federal
union pursuing an aggressively militant course between 1910 and 1912 the NSW union under
Hughes found itself isolated from its counterparts in the other states, continuing to seek its own
advancement through state arbitration. Ultimately, despite a brief rapprochement with the
federal union during 1913 and 1914, it decided to pursue a separate course.
Unfortunately for the radical socialists who replaced Hughes in the leadership of the
federal union after 1909 the benefits of collective bargaining and industrial militancy proved to
be less than expected, despite a number of industrial victories. With an arbitration-oriented
strategy that had focused on state arbitration or wages boards and industrial militancy both
having failed to achieve their desired results the federal union became confused as to its future
direction, although the pursuit of a federal award was being seen as a solution to its problems.
Devoid of a clear sense of industrial purpose the federal union, never strongly constituted,
began to show signs of disintegration.

The South Australian and Queensland branches

threatened to defect while the industrially powerful Port Adelaide Sub-Branch succeeded in
breaking away to form a separate union.
1

The Union Carter, May 1944.
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ARBITRATION COURTS AND WAGES BOARDS—
A NEW CONTEXT FOR LABOUR RELATIONS

Left without any union organisation to defend their interests after the industrial defeats
and Depression of the 1890s, road transport workers were to benefit from a general
revitalisation of Australian unionism after 1900 as total union membership rose from 97,174 in
1901 to nearly half a million in 1913.23456 In part this revival in the cause of unionism can be
attributed to a general economic recovery, with real GDP surpassing its 1891 peak in 1903-04
and advancing a further forty-one per cent by 1913-14.3

Though important, economic

expansion in itself does not explain the extent of union growth. Of at least equal importance
was the introduction of arbitration courts or wages boards throughout Australia after 1900,
allowing the extension of regulated employment conditions to those workers who lacked any
real industrial power.
In understanding the labour movement's relationship to schemes for wage regulation
and dispute settlement, the conventional wisdom has been to see 1890 as "the turning point in
Australian labour history"^— a year in which trade unions, following their defeat in the
Maritime Strike, turned away from industrial action towards arbitration and political action. In
fact support by trade unionists for arbitration in the wake of the Maritime Strike was neither
firmly held nor unanimous.^ Similarly the legislation that created Australia's regulated system
of industrial relations was a product primarily of liberal middle class opinion, not working class
agitation .6 Amongst the labour movement it was to be the political leadership— men such as
Billy Hughes and William Hollman— who emerged as the strongest advocates of arbitration,
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not its weakened industrial wing. Seeking like their liberal counterparts to avoid a repetition of
the social discord that had characterised the Maritime Strike, these labor leaders were successful
in making support for state regulation of industrial affairs an essential component of the laborist
ideology that was to dominate Australia's trade unions after 19007
W hatever its political origins, state involvement and regulations soon provided the
central feature of the Australian industrial relations scene. Two forms of wage and labour
regulation were developed, each approaching the problem from a different perspective. The
wages board system, pioneered in Victoria and copied for varying periods in all states except
Western Australia before 1914, concentrated on the legal establishment of minimum working
conditions, including wage rates and hours of work. Such a system gave no formal recognition
to unions as representatives of labour nor provided any direct mechanism for dispute
settlement. By contrast, the systems of conciliation and arbitration developed in Western
Australia and New South Wales from 1900 and 1901 respectively, and federally from 1904,
were primarily concerned with dispute settlement. Only slowly did these later systems develop
a comprehensive approach to wage regulation, culminating in Justice Higgins' historic
Harvester Judgement in the Commonwealth Arbitration Court in 1907. In this judgement
Higgins advocated the concept of a 'living wage' based on "the normal needs of the average
employee regarded as a human being in a civilized com m u n ity" . ^ Higgins' standard, however,
was not adopted outside the Commonwealth Arbitration System before 1914, and even within it
remained "little more than another pious expressions of a social id eal. "9
The advantages of compulsory arbitration for labour over a wages board framework
was that, in demanding a legally binding contract between capital and labour, it rested on the
legal recognition of unions as the representatives of the nation's employees. In an article
published in 1915 Justice Higgins stressed that: "The system of arbitration . . . is based on
unionism. Indeed, without unions, it is hard to conceive how arbitration could be worked . ..
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it follows that the Court will not assist an employer in decisions to stamp out u n io n ism ." ^
Such a legal standing implied not only a new relationship between employers and unions but
also between unions and their members. Unions ceased to be purely voluntary associations
with union membership often becoming, through union preference clauses in awards, a
condition for employment, and with unions being granted legal powers to discipline, sue and
fine their members. 1 1

•

While the legal status given to awards and determinations promised both employers and
workers a more stable and predictable economic environment, jurisdiction over Australia's
industrial relations system proved to be diffuse rather than centralised, resulting in a maze of
over-lapping and often contradictory laws and judgements. Despite the federation of the six
Australian colonies in 1900 each state maintained the ability to regulate working conditions and
industrial relations within its domain. In consequence a diversity of arbitration and wages
board structures developed throughout the Commonwealth.
To add to the confusion the Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Act of 1904
imposed a Federal arbitration system on top of the disparate state systems. While the
supremacy of federal awards was assured by Section 106 of the Constitution, which gave
precedence to Federal laws over State ones where they were in conflict, the federal system
nevertheless laboured under a number of major legal limitations.
Unlike state governments the Federal parliament lacked the ability to legislate directly on
working conditions or industrial issues outside its own territories, its powers being restricted
by Section 51, placitum xxxv of the Constitution to "conciliation and arbitration for the
prevention and settlement of industrial disputes extending beyond the limits of any one state."
While any union with over one hundred members could seek registration before the Court,

to

obtain a federal award a union had to prove the existence of an interstate dispute. Such disputes
had to be "of real substance", 13 and were restricted to the parties actually involved in the*4
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dispute. In the 1911 ’Boot Trade' case the High Court explicitly rejected the concept that the
Commonwealth Arbitration Court could grant a common rule— similar to those operating under
state arbitration systems— that would be binding on all industry participants.14 This decision
forced unions to serve logs of claims on each individual employer to bring them within the
scope of the federal arbitration system.
Although approaches to the Commonwealth Arbitration Court involved, as Justice
Higgins noted in 1910, "a veritable Serbonian bog of technicalities", 15 federal arbitration
possessed attractions for organised labour. Following Justice Higgins' Harvester Judgement in
1907 the federal arbitration system appeared to unions as a relatively sympathetic arena for the
redress of their grievances. An added benefit of federal arbitration was the legal authority it
gave to those who registered under its provisions. Unions which achieved federal registration
were given virtual monopoly rights to represent their designated workforce before the court,
any potential rivals having their applications rejected if it could be shown that they could
'conveniently belong' to a previously registered body.
While arbitration courts and wages boards helped establish trade unions as a permanent
feature of Australian industrial life they nevertheless posed a number of major problems for all
unions. Perhaps the greatest danger was that, with conditions of employment being decided by
industrial tribunals, unions would rely on them rather than on their own membership to achieve
their goals. Any resulting tendencies towards conservatism and bureaucratisation were
reinforced by arbitration's delineation of what was, and what was not, the proper concern of
trade unions. While unions could argue for higher wages, shorter hours, and safer working
conditions they could not question managerial authority or the system of wage labour itself. As
Justice Higgins declared in his historic Harvester Judgement:
The employer . . . can make the work as monotonous and mind-stupefying
as he thinks to be for his advantage. He has absolute power of choice of
men and of dismissal. He is allowed . . . to make any profits he can, and
they are not subject to investigation. 161456
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A major disappointment for the advocates of arbitration and wages boards was that
neither system proved capable of guaranteeing increases in real wages. In most industries
awards and determinations proved more effective in generalising 'ruling rates' previously
determined by market forces than in substantial lifting the underlying wage r a te .^ In the
longer-term any sustained increases in real wages were constrained by the fact that advances in
real GDP between 1890 and 1939 did little more than keep pace with increases in population.
Nevertheless, the years accompanying the introduction of compulsory arbitration into the
Australian industrial relations system between 1901 and 1913/14 proved to be a period of rising
prosperity in a half century otherwise characterised by largely stagnant living standards, with
rapid economic growth and low unemployment enabling arbitration to become, as Colin Foster
observes, "an established part of the economic landscape, in a period when both employers and
employees could feel that it was not incompatible with their interests." 19

Road Transport—Peculiar Problems

Like other sections of the organised labour movement the drivers' unions which
emerged in Australia after 1900 shared in both the general benefits and limitations of state
regulation of industrial affairs. For these unions, however, arbitration and wages boards were
to bring a number of problems that were peculiar to road transport.
During the 1880s and the 1890s the reliance on unilateral or collective bargaining had
largely restricted road transport unionism to the hire and reward sector of the industry. Awards
and determinations offered for the first time a mechanism for winning benefits for the majority
of drivers employed by ancillary operators— a section of the industry which had little
bargaining power. In seeking coverage of these workers, however, road transport unions were
to discover that awards and determinations consolidated not only an extension of their own
power but that of a number of rival unions as well. These rivals consisted of two types—small*
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specialist or localised road transport unions and large industry or general purpose unions that
cut across craft lines.
The emergence of a large number of small specialised drivers' unions after 1900
represented the most obvious barrier to any union attempting to cover all sections of road
transport. Covering groups such as milk carters, bread carters and fuel and fodder carters,
these unions were individually small but in total they amounted to a large section of the
industry. In 1912, for example, while 4,600 New South Wales drivers belonged to the Trolley
and Draymen's Union almost 3,500 belonged to other road transport unions. 20 Small and
industrially weak as these unions were the security given to them by the arbitration system
made them difficult to dislodge. A similar problem was faced from industry unions such as the
Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union (AMIEU) who successfully sought to cover all
workers, including drivers, within their industry.21 An even greater threat, however, came
from Australia's largest union, the AWU.
During the late nineteenth century some of the most powerful Australian carriers and
drivers' unions were to be found in the pastoral districts of western New South Wales and
Queensland. With the collapse of road transport unionism during the 1890s the AWU was
given a free hand to organise these workers into its own ranks. By 1911 the AWU had
enrolled sufficient numbers of pastoral drivers for it to attempt to incorporate them into its
federal award, albeit unsuccessfully.^
The AWU's position was strongest in Queensland where the AWU(Q) merged with
Edward 'Ted' Theodore's Amalgamated Workers Association in July 1913. Established in
1907, Theodore's union had organised the great bulk of the workforce in north Queensland,
drivers included.23 In recognition of this fact, and of the AWU's immense political and
industrial power in the State, the Queensland Industrial Court was to grant the AWU a virtual2013
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monopoly of all awards north of the central Queensland town of St. Lawrence. 24 with the
Queensland AWU also having control of most awards in the state's western divisions, drivers'
unions in Queensland were effectively restricted to the coastal strip between Rockhampton and
Brisbane. Even here transport awards were not safe from AWU encroachment, with the AWU
gaining control of most drivers employed by local councils and municipalities.^
The AWU's ability to exploit the arbitration system for its own benefit left it with a
viable claim to be the pre-eminent organisation covering Australia's road transport workers,
although the TWU's predecessor organisations dominated the hire and reward carrying trade in
the capital cities. In 1925, for example, the AWU claimed coverage of some forty thousand
road transport workers throughout Australia at a time when the Federal Drivers' Union could
claim barely eleven thousand members.26

Arbitration and the Self-Employed

If the ability of other unions to secure awards and determinations for drivers hindered
the emergence of a single union that could cover all Australia's road transport workers, a
further obstacle came from the legal inability of either arbitration courts or wages boards to
regulate those workers outside of a direct employer-employee relationship. During the 1880s
and the 1890s carriers' unions had been, if anything, of greater industrial importance than
unions covering wage-earning drivers. After 1900, however, the preoccupation of drivers'
unions with securing awards and determinations for wage-earning drivers led them to neglect
the plight of the self-employed. In fact the only serious attempt to organise this section of the
industry came from the AWU.
During 1912 a number of rural carriers' unions which had re-established themselves
around Hay, Nyngan and Bourke in New South Wales and Charleville in Queensland2456
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amalgamated to form the Australian Carriers' Union (ACU).27 Attempting to enforce a return
to the union controlled loading won by rural carriers in 1889, the members of the ACU found
themselves locked out by pastoralists and forwarding agents from 7 January 1913.28 Unable
to enforce its authority unaided the ACU decided to amalgamate with the AWU, forming a
separate section with it.29
The AWU took its responsibilities to its carrier section seriously. Its rules dictated:
"All loading shall be sent through the union office or agency."30 To implement this rule the
AWU sent out organisers to enforce union-only loading and to organise boycotts of
storekeepers employing non-union carriers.21 The AWU's campaign was to come to an abrupt
halt, however, after an employer's application to the Commonwealth Arbitration Court.
On 1 September, 1914 a pastoralist, W illiam Killen, applied for the federal
deregistration of the AWU, arguing that it had breached its rules by enrolling non
e m p lo y ee s. 22 in responding to this request Justice Powers ordered the AWU to ensure that

from 1 July 1915 "employees only . . . shall be allowed to become members" or face
deregistration. 23 The AWU had little option but to com p ly. 24 Powers' decision effectively

destroyed the old-time rural carriers' unions which had once been a source of great strength to
organised labour. Industrially isolated, the rural carriers' unions gradually disappeared.
Powers' judgement also meant that not only the AWU but no other federal union could seek to
organise self-employed carriers and still hope to retain its registration.
The legal inability of trade unions to enrol and obtain awards for self-employed earners
meant that a large sections of road transport could not be regulated. Despite a relative decline in
their economic importance with the growth of the professional carrying firm, the self-employed
continued to make up a large percentage of the total industry workforce. In 1902, for example,
300 out of the 750 carriers plying for hire in Melbourne were owner-drivers. 25 in arguing278930145
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against awards and determinations for wage-earning drivers, employers invariably stressed that
the introduction of higher wages and shorter hours would leave them unable to compete with
the owner-driver. As one road transport employer testified to a Victorian Royal Commission:
"A large man could not compete with a one-cart man. It does not matter how long he [the
owner-driver] works. He may do so half the night through."36
Despite its inherent limitations, the benefits of State regulation of industrial relations and
working conditions through awards and determinations appeared to outweigh any shortcomings
in the eyes of drivers' unions between 1900 and 1909. Indeed, given the initially limited
industrial strength of these unions, pursuit of industrial objectives through legal means seemed
the only realistic course.

2:

ROAD TRANSPORT
TECHNOLOGY AND ECONOMIC STRUCTURE

If arbitration courts and wages boards provided key factors in defining and limiting the
actions of Australia's drivers' unions after 1900 another major determinant was the impact of
changing technology on road transport. Throughout the second half of the nineteenth century
the economic and industrial importance of road transport had steadily diminished throughout
Australia. While it was long distance road transport that was worst affected by technological
change before 1890, as the railways reduced road transport's role to that of a feeder service, by
1900 mechanisation was also having a serious impact on urban road transport.
The sector of the industry that was to bear the brunt of these changes was passenger
transport. In England it was to be omnibus drivers, whether horse drawn or motorised, who
were to make up the militant core of the Transport and General Workers' Union (T&GWU).^^
This was not to be the case in Australia. Within a few years of 1900, and for a number of367
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decades afterwards, omnibuses were to be virtually eliminated from the centre of Australia's
capital cities by tramway services powered by either steam, cable or electricity.38
By comparison with passenger transport Australia's road freight industry was to be
only slightly affected by the impact of new technology before the end of World War I, despite
the invention of the internal combustion engine by Karl Benz in 1885. In July 1909 the Sydney
Morning Herald observed the motorised vehicles had only appeared on Australian roads
"during the last few months."39 Similarly a survey by the Victorian Ministry of Labour during
1912 could identify only forty-seven employers using motor vehicles commercially, employing
a total of 292 drivers.40 Those firms that did decide to buy motor vans normally regretted the
decision as these early models proved both expensive and unreliable.41
While motorised road transport was to have only a minimal impact before 1914 its
introduction nevertheless signified the beginning of a revolutionary change for Australia's
drivers. Previously the skills involved in road transport were those of an agricultural age; in
future they were to be those of an industrialised society. In the past the speed of work, the
distance travelled in a day and the number of trips performed were all determined in the final
analysis by the stamina of a horse's muscles; in future they would be determined by the speed
of a machine. Given that all drivers' unions in Australia were initially based on horse-drivers
their ultimate survival depended on their ability to adapt to and exploit the possibilities of the
spread of motorised transport within the industry.
If technological change was to have only a limited impact on the carrying trade before
1914 the industry nevertheless witnessed a considerable transformation in its economic and
industrial organisation. By the first years of the twentieth century a significant expansion had
occurred in the number of professional carrying firms operating in Australia's major cities,
boosting the number of wage-earning drivers in the hire and reward sector of the industry. In
Brisbane, where self-employed carriers possessed a virtual monopoly of hire and reward389401
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transport in 1890, the firms of H.G. Noble, Bob Jackson, G.V. Cowan and J. Soden had won
a position of pre-eminence by 1907.42 Hobart's carrying trade in 1911 comprised some
seventy firms who employed some four hundred workers, providing a pool of recruits for
Tasmania’s first drivers', union .43 It was Melbourne, however, that perhaps best signified the
growing importance of the professional carrying firm. By 1913 Melbourne's master carriers
were claiming that they were employing seventy-five per cent of the city's drivers.44 *645
The expansion in the number of professional carrying firms seems to have stemmed in
large part from growth in manufacturing, which by 1900-01 were contributing

12.1

per cent of

Australia's GDP. When George Osbourne, an official of the Victorian Carters and Drivers'
Union was asked in 1902 what the members of his union did he replied: " . . . we cart pig-iron
blocks and so on about town ."43 While the wharves and railway depots continued to provide
the single most important source of work for hire and reward firms,4^ the demand by the
growing manufacturing industry for transport services reduced the reliance of the industry on
the seasonal wool industry— a prime cause of the insecurity of employment in the late
nineteenth century. While casual work did not disappear from road transport the Final Report
o f the Victorian Royal Commission into Factories and Shops' Laws nevertheless concluded in
1903 with regard to the carrying trade: "In many cases men were . . . employed continuously
throughout the year."42

Employer-Employee Relationships

During the 1880s and 1890s industrial relations in road transport had been fluid and
informal, with employment conditions being determined largely by personal negotiations
between master and driver. After 1900 this earlier informality in industrial relations rapidly
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disappeared from the industry. Employment conditions became primarily those set down by
awards and determinations.
While there is little doubt that arbitration courts and wages boards provided the major
mechanisms for creating a more structured and formalised set of industrial relations in road
transport there were other factors at work as well. The gradual displacement of the small carrier
by larger professional transport firms made impracticable a continuation of the personal
employment relationships that had characterised the industry. Although there was initially no
consensus amongst Australia's various master carriers' associations as to how they should deal
with State intervention in labour relations, by 1910 they had all come to realise the connection
between stability of cartage rates and uniform wage rates and hours of work. This realisation
was to transform them into strong supporters of regulated employment conditions.
If master carriers gradually came to support uniformity of employment conditions for all
road transport workers this strategy was resolutely opposed by ancillary operators represented
by the various Chambers of Commerce, Chambers of Manufacturers, and Employers'
Federations. Such employers invariably favoured having their drivers covered by the same
award as the rest of their employees, thus insulating them from receiving any advances scored
by drivers' unions that would upset workplace relativities. In seeking this result they could
normally count on the co-operation of the industry union concerned, anxious as it was to boost
its membership by including drivers within its ranks.

Conditions of Employment

If awards and determinations aided the regulation of employment conditions it was
nevertheless the often atrocious nature of these employment conditions within road transport
that provided the major impetus for unionism within the industry between 1900 and 1914. In
1900 working conditions for road transport workers were as bad, if not worse, than they had
been in the early 1880s, with some drivers working up to nineteen hours per day.48 Wages,48
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while ijormally between twenty-five and thirty-five shillings per week, could be as low as
fifteen shillings.49

3:

TOWARDS A FEDERAL DRIVERS' UNION 1900-1909

Until 1910 the unionisation of road transport workers in Australia was largely
restricted— as it had been in the late nineteenth century— to Victoria, South Australia,
Queensland and New South Wales. In general the leadership of these unions was to rest with
men who were industrially moderate and committed supporters of the Labor Party. The major
exception to this was to be found in Victoria. More pragmatic and less political than its
counterparts in the other states, it was to be the Victorian union that first achieved federal
registration, providing the organisational focus around which a federal drivers' union
developed. Successful as it was in gaining federal registration, however, the early Victorian
leadership lacked the experience and vision to guide a true federal union. By 1909 the
leadership of the federal union had passed to the politically more sophisticated Billy Hughes
and the NSW Trolley, Draymen and Carters' Union.

Victoria: The Emergence of the FCDIU

The disintegration of the United Drivers' Union in 1891 left Victorian drivers
unorganised for the rest of the century, subject to long hours and low pay. The first light at the
end of the tunnel came with the passage of an amended Factories and Shops' Act in 1900,
providing for an extension to other trades of the wages boards first established for five
'sweated' industries in 1896. The amended Act had particular relevance for carters and drivers49
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by limiting the working week for drivers to sixty hours. The Act also conceded carters and
drivers a weekly half-day holiday.50
The amended Act of 1900 operated as a catalyst for union organisation.

On 1

September 1900 over two hundred drivers met in Melbourne's Trades Hall to declare that their
hours were excessive and that the time had come "to bring the calling under the operation of the
Factories and Shops' Act."505 1 5234 To achieve this goal a provisional committee was elected to draw
up the rules for a new union, the United Drivers, Carters and Lorrymen's Union—a title
shortened to the Victorian Carters and Drivers U nion.5 ^
The most pressing concerns for the new union involved negotiating an immediate
improvement in wages and hours of work with employers while simultaneously campaigning
for a wages board. Unfortunately the union was to find itself frustrated in its efforts to achieve
these goals. Attempts to regulate the employment conditions of drivers, and to unionise the
workforce, had provoked a swift response from Melbourne's master carriers. On

6

May 1900

they organised a meeting which sent a deputation to the Chief Secretary of Victoria declaring
their opposition to anything less than a seventy hour week for drivers .5 5 This counter
organisation by master carriers was to provide the nucleus for the formation on 23 May 1902 of
the major employer body in Victorian road transport, the General Carriage and Cartage
Contractors' Association (GC&CCA)— a name it was to change in 1914 to the Victorian Master
Carriers' Association.5^
Although its position was to moderate over time the GC&CCA initially proved
extremely hostile to the unionisation of its workforce, refusing to negotiate with the fledging
union .5 5 With the Victorian government refusing to grant drivers their own wages board the
union found itself in a bind, being too weak to engage in direct action.
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The Victorian Leadership

The responsibility for finding a way out of this strategic dilemma fell on a small group
of part-time union activists. Unlike drivers' unions in other states, no dominating personality
emerged in Victoria to guide the union in a fixed industrial or political direction. While J.E.
Baker and William Wilmott were elected as the first Secretary and President of the union
respectively— holding these positions until 9 August 1902565789— neither position was full time.
Instead Baker and Wilmott seemed to have shared power with a group of fellow drivers that
included J. Budge, W.K. Phillips, George Osbourne, Maurice Barrett and James Morse.
Although the Secretary's position became a permanent one in August 1902 this change led to no
real concentration of power within the union as the inner group rotated the key official positions
amongst themselves. Maurice Barrett served as Secretary for a year before being replaced by
Baker in September 1903, while Phillips, Budge and J. Bailey all served one year terms as
President between 1902 and 1905.57
Politically the group seems to have been lukewarm in its commitment to the Labor
Party, cancelling its affiliation in March 1906 and not renewing it until February 1911.58 if
support for radical socialism provided a boost for anti-labour sentiments after 1909 it
nevertheless appears that the bulk of the opposition to affiliation rested on a general disinterest
in political affairs within the union.59 Approaching problems in a pragmatic fashion, the
Victorian leadership proved capable of sudden shifts in industrial orientation, fluctuating
between support for collective bargaining, state wages boards and federal arbitration.
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Federal Registration

Between 1900 and 1905 the dedication of the Victorian leadership ensured the survival
of the union but little more, with the organisation lacking the strength to engage in collective
bargaining or force the government to concede a wages board. By February 1905 an outsider,
Patrick McGrath— the Secretary of the Bread Carters' Union—had been appointed Secretary in
an attempt to give the union a new sense of direction,60 although real power remained in the
hands of the union's 'old guard’. McGrath brought with him a strategy that seemed to offer a
way out of the impasse in which the union found itself in 1905—federal registration. It was a
strategy which McGrath had already applied to his own Bread Carters' Union the previous year
after it had likewise failed to secure any advances through either collective bargaining or the
Victorian wages board system.61
The idea of a federal union was not entirely new for the Victorian Carters and Drivers'
Union. In August 1902 W.M. Hughes, Federal member of parliament and President of the
Sydney Trolley and Draymen's Union, had addressed the union on the need for the federation
of the carters and drivers' unions in the various states.62 Hughes, however, played no role in
the decision by the Victorian Carters and Drivers' Union to seek federal registration. In fact,
Hughes was fiercely opposed to the proposal, advising them that it could not occur unless they
had previously affiliated with the Sydney union.63 The planned federal registration disrupted
Hughes' scheme for a wider union of transport workers, and in July 1906 Hughes attempted to
counter the proposal by informing the Victorian union of "a great scheme of federation which
could embrace every section of waterside workers."64 The Victorian union was, however,
uninterested in such grandiose ideas. McGrath advised against any affiliation with the Sydney
Trolley and Draymen's Union, stressing that an interstate union was not necessary for federal
registration. 656012345
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"In securing the certificate of registration for the Federated Carters' and Drivers'
Industrial Union (FCDIU)— as the union was subsequently known— on

8

September 1906,66

McGrath gained for the Victorian body a document of incalculable importance. In future,
unions attempting to gain federal registration in the area of 'carting and driving' would have to
demonstrate why their members could not 'conveniently belong' to the FCDIU. It also meant
that no movement towards federation by Australia's drivers' unions could realistically occur
unless it involved the Victorian union.

Back to the Wages Board Option

The FC D IU 's new federal status left it well short of a federal award but it did prompt
the GC&CCA into abandoning its long standing opposition to the establishment of a wages
board for Victorian drivers. On 31 August 1906— eight days before the FCDIU gained its
federal registration— a special general meeting of the GC&CCA was warned that "if the drivers
were not successful in obtaining a wages board .. . they would endeavour to bring the industry
under the Commonwealth Arbitration Act, which would be much worse."67 in response to
this warning the meeting immediately passed a motion informing the FCDIU that it would no
longer oppose a wages board for the industry.68
Although fear of a federal award acted as a catalyst for change it is clear that a strategic
reappraisal was already occurring within the ranks of Victorian master earners prior to the
FCDIU's application for federal registration.

By August 1906 the leadership of the

GC&CCA were appreciating that wages boards and unionism did not in themselves threaten
their economic survival. Rather they could be used as disciplinary agents to enforce higher
costs on their smaller business rivals. In pointing to the likely advantages of a wages board
Mr. C.A. Puckwell, Chief Executive Officer of the GC&CCA, informed his fellow master
carriers:678
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"By the trade being regulated the fair employer would be assisted, as it would
ensure more uniformity, as regards wages, hours, payment for overtime,
holidays etc. There was no doubt that at present the rates for cartage were
. . . much too low, and as long as reputable employers had to compete, with
employers who notoriously underpaid their employees, and worked them
long hours, there would be no improvements.69
The combination of federal registration, employer recognition and the prospect of a wages
board seemed to have acted as a boost to union organisation. After a period of stagnation the
union embarked on a policy of geographical expansion, with new branches being established in
Port Melbourne, Geelong, Footscray, Ballarat and Bendigo between July 1906 and December
1907.70 The union also expanded its industrial base in this period by actively taking up the
concerns of milk carters, stablehands and drivers employed by ancillary operators.71
As its expansion continued, so the FCDIU seems to have lost all interest in the concept
of a federal union. By late 1908, however, it was becoming clear that the FCDIU was not
having any success in achieving a wages board— an object that had been the central goal of the
union since its formation.
Despite the concept of a wages board for carters and drivers being supported by the
union and master carriers alike, the Victorian government had failed to act on this vital measure.
While master carriers had come to favour some measure of industrial regulation for drivers
these sentim ents were not shared by other employers of road transport workers.
Representatives of the Victorian Employers Federation (VEF), the Chamber of Manufacturers,
and the Chamber of Commerce successfully campaigned for the Victorian government to resist
any extension of wages board legislation to road transport. 72

Towards a Federal Conference

With the chances of obtaining a wages board once again diminishing, the Victorian
union began to show a renewed interest in the idea of a federal union. At the union's executive
meeting on 2 October 1908 it was resolved: "That the Secretary open up communication with697012
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the other states' Carters and Drivers' Unions with a view to federation throughout the
Commonwealth."73 The FCDIU, however, evidently lacked confidence in Patrick McGrath's
continued ability to lead the union. At the first meeting of 1909 he was evicted from the
leadership in a coup organised by the union's 'old guard'. He was replaced as Secretary by Ed
Schmidt.737 4 765 In the eyes of the Victorian leadership the proposed federal union was clearly seen
as a stepping stone to achieving a federal award. When members queried the benefits of
federation they were told: "That by federating the Preference to Unionist Clause would be
carried out in its entirety."7^
The call issued by the Victorian FCDIU on October 1908 for the formation of a genuine
federal drivers' union soon brought a positive response from other states. By early 1909
correspondence had been received from drivers' unions in Adelaide, Brisbane and Sydney. All
were enthusiastic in their support for a federal union.7^
Central as the Victorian union was in bringing about the first federal drivers' union
conference, which was held in Melbourne on 26 August 1909, there was little indication that it
possessed either the men or the ideas that could turn the concept of a federal union into a
practical reality. Indeed its very support for a federal union remained fitful, as future events
were only to confirm. Whenever there emerged the slightest prospect of achieving a wages
board the enthusiasm of the Victorian union for federation rapidly ebbed. To discover the men
and policies capable of guiding a genuine federal drivers' union in 1909 it is necessary,
therefore, to look outside Victoria.

The Brisbane Trolley, Draymen and Carters' Union

The attendance of representatives from the Brisbane Trolley, Draymen and Carters'
Union (TDCU) at the 1909 federal conference ensured that any policies advocating industrial
and political moderation would be given strong support. Indeed, according to oral accounts
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handed down within the Queensland Branch of the TWU, the union was established in late
1907 with the active support of the large local carrying firms. According to this tradition the
founder of the union, George Lawson, was given money and time off to organise his fellow
workers, leading to accusations that the organisation he established was a bosses' u n io n .? 7
While Lawson himself contended that he had formed the union"to the annoyance of the
c a r r ie r s" ,ties between the Brisbane TDCU and master carriers were certainly close. Lawson
recalled that he collaborated in the formation of the Queensland Master Carriers' Association in
May 1908, noting: "Competition at the time was very keen."?9 in fact the formation of both
the TDCU and the MCA(Q) seems to have been part of a common strategy by Lawson and the
master carriers to stabilise both employment conditions and cartage rates.
A veteran of the Boer War and a committed supporter of laborism, Lawson normally
showed little sympathy with either industrial militancy or radical socialism. 80 Under Lawson's
leadership the Brisbane TDCU got off to a cautious and conciliatory start, negotiating an
agreement in January 1908 for a sixty hour week and a base rate of 37s.6 d.^ l

The

establishment of a wages board system in Queensland in April 1908, and the creation of a
Brisbane Carting Board the following November, enabled the union to give this agreement legal
force, helping boost union membership from 151 in 1907 to 694 in 1909.82
The fact that the Brisbane Carting Board determination varied little from the earlier
agreement suggests, however, that it did little more than enforce existing industry standards.
While this favoured the larger operator against his smaller competitor it did little to raise the
'ruling rate' at which drivers were employed. Certainly the union's members had little reason
for satisfaction after their first experience with the wages board system, with many categories
of drivers receiving under two pounds per week— less than that set down for an unskilled
labourer by Justice Higgins in the Commonwealth Arbitration Court.789012
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In participating in the first federal drivers' conference in 1909 the Brisbane TDCU, like
the Victorian FCDIU, seems to have been driven by growing dissatisfaction within the union
with its state wages board system. It would also appear likely, however, that Lawson—a
politically ambitious individual who was to hold the federal seat of Brisbane from 1931 to
1960— saw in the federal union a mechanism for consolidating and advancing his own power.
In 1909, however, he was too inexperienced an operator to contend with the more established
leaders of the New South Wales and South Australian unions.

The South Australian Drivers' Association

A bastion for road transport unionism during the 1880s and 1890s, effective union
organisation was re-established amongst South Australia's drivers with the formation of the
South Australian Drivers' Association on 1 October 1904.83 The new union was centred on
\

Adelaide rather than the old drivers' stronghold of Port Adelaide, and owed its creation largely
to the efforts of an English immigrant, C.H. Marshall, who became the union's first President,
with W. Gilbert acting as Secretary. 84
Although the SADA attracted only twenty-nine recruits on its formation,85 0n 30
August 1905 a branch of the union was established in Port Adelaide, representing the first
occasion in which drivers in Adelaide and Port Adelaide had belonged to the one union.86 The
key figure in the Port Adelaide branch was James Stephens, a figure who was to dominate
much of the subsequent history of the union in the Port district. Between 1910 and 1937
Stephens was to transform the Port Adelaide branch into his personal fiefdom, leading it in and
out of the state and federal union as whim commanded.
By the time the Port branch was established Gilbert had retired as Secretary of the
SADA, to be replaced by Reginald Pole Blundell.87 A tobacco-twister by trade, Blundell was
a leading figure in both the political and industrial wings of the South Australian labour834567
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movement, serving as UTLC President in 1905 and holding the state seat of Adelaide from
January 1907 to

1 9 1 8 .8 8

During 1908 and 1909 Blundell also served as Secretary of the

United Labor Party (ULP).89
Blundell's election as Secretary gave the SADA a high profile and dynamic leader who
was to bring about a rapid growth in the union's membership— and commit it to a policy of
industrial moderation. By September 1906 the union was already being described as "one of
the largest and most progressive trade unions in A delaide." 90 The passage of an amended
Factories Act with provisions for wages boards in July 1906 cleared the way for the creation of
a Carriers and Drivers' Board on 14 July 1907.91 A board determination followed soon after
on 18 July 1907 setting a base rate for drivers of nineteen shillings with a working week of
fifty-eight hours.92 On 31 October the base rate was increased to two pounds.93
The success of the SADA in securing a wages board and the growth in membership—
numbering over seven hundred in September 1906— cemented Blundell's authority within the
union. An official photo taken of the SADA's officers in March 1908 seems to confirm the
respectable, almost middle-class air that pervaded the union at this time, with officials posing
before the camera in three-piece suits, stiff collars and ties. 94 The union appeared to be very
much based on the traditional 'craft' model, providing an accident fund for members as well as
a solicitor to handle industrial problems stemming from the wages board.95 in 1909 the SADA
therefore had a natural affinity for the industrially moderate policies that were to be advocated at
the 1909 federal drivers' conference by Billy Hughes and his NSW union.89012345
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W.M. ^Hughes and the NSW Trolley, Draymen and Carters' Union

Of all those who attended the 1909 federal drivers' conference there was no one who
could equal the President of the Sydney Trolley, Draymen and Carters' Union (TDCU), Billy
Hughes, for reputation, strategic vision or political experience. A future Prime Minister,
Hughes was in 1909 at the zenith of his influence within the Australian trade union
m ovem ent.96 Like few other Labor leaders either before or since, Hughes successfully
bridged the political and industrial wings of the labour movement. Elected to the NSW
parliament in 1894 and the Commonwealth parliament in 1901, Hughes had in 1899 also
founded the Sydney W harf Labourers' Union (WLU), being elected General-Secretary.97 On
2 February 1901 Hughes' influence amongst Sydney's waterfront workers was reinforced
when the founding meeting of the Trolley, Draymen and Carters' Union of Sydney and
Suburbs (TDCU) elected him as their first President.98 Hughes position amongst Australia's
maritime workers was extended even further when he was elected President of the Waterside
Workers' Federation (WWF) in 1902.99
To Hughes the obtainment of positions of power within both the political and industrial
wings of organised labour provided more than just a personal empire— it provided the
necessary framework to apply the perceived political and industrial lessons of the 1890s. Of
particular importance in shaping Hughes' future policies was the example of the 1890 Maritime
Strike, when industrial militancy had led the union movement to disaster. 100 Unlike many
other advocates of arbitration, Hughes realised that arbitration would rest on sand if it depended
for its application merely on legislative enactments and legal sanctions. Instead he sought to
build a disciplined body of support for the principles of arbitration within the union movement
itself.967810
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The organisational structures that Hughes sought to build within the Australian labour
movement were guided by another important lesson that he had learnt from the 1890 Maritime
Strike— the key role of maritime and transport workers in any industrial dispute. For it was
through the involvement of transport workers that the conflict had spread to involve the whole
labour movement. If rigid control could be exercised over the transport sector then any
potential disputes could be isolated and dealt with piecemeal in arbitrated settlements. While
Hughes did not believe that effective federation of labour as a whole was possible, he did argue
that it was possible "to secure united action of . . . the whole maritime and transport workers
throughout the Commonwealth." 101
Hughes realised that in attempting to establish control over Australia's key transport
unions he could not supervise in detail every union under his command. Instead, as Hughes'
biographer, L.F. Fitzhardinge, observes, he "confined himself to matters of general policy and
work of negotiation, leaving the day-to-day industrial and secretarial work" to others. 102 To
carry out these tasks Hughes' moulded in the unions under his leadership a generation of
officials who bore the imprint of his influence in their beliefs in the benefits of arbitration,
industrial peace and union discipline.
Hughes' key lieutenant within the Sydney TDCU was Michael (Mick) Connington. A
highly capable figure in his own right, Connington served as Secretary of the TDCU from
November 1901 to October 1916, emerging as a skilled practitioner in the NSW arbitration
system . 103 Although Connington, like a number of other NSW officials, was to leave the

union when Hughes was expelled in October 1916, the influence of the Hughes' period was to
have an enduring impact on the NSW union. When a particularly difficult problem was
encountered at the 1929 federal conference of the union, Frank Miller, the then NSW Secretary,
called for an adjournment so that he could have "the benefit of the advice of Mr.
Connington." 10410234
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New South Wales 1901-1909:

Arbitration in Practice

Although Hughes failed to achieve his goal of a national transport federation prior to
1909, his control over NSW drivers and wharf labourers nevertheless provided him with a
testing ground for his organisational principles and the merits of an arbitration-oriented
strategy.
Hughes and the TDCU were fortunate in that their advocacy of arbitration found a ready
ground for application with the operation of the NSW Industrial Arbitration Act from February
1902 to July 1908. Also, unlike Victoria for example, the master carriers in New South Wales
from the start showed a willingness both to accept the union's authority and support the
introduction of a compulsory arbitration system. Reorganised on 27 August 1900,105 the
Sydney Master Carriers' Association sought to restrain competition within the industry,
gradually seeking to impose a series of binding rate schedules on the industry. 106 The MCA
eagerly secured its registration under the NSW Arbitration Act, declaring proudly in February
1902 that "the members now had the full protection of the Court." 107
Given these favourable industrial circumstances what is surprising is how limited were
the gains achieved by the union for its members. The key factor, perhaps, is that to Hughes
arbitration was an end in itself, with the union under his direction showing little willingness to
push employers to a position where conflict ensued. This was indicated by the union's
acceptance of an agreement with the MCA for a sixty-six hour week in August 1901108— a
standard six hours longer than that laid down under the amended Victorian Factories and
Shops' Act the previous year.
Even when the union was able to secure its first legally binding award in November
1904 it did materially little better, with an effective working week of sixty-three hours being
ordered. 109 The union did somewhat better under the wages board system introduced in 1908,1056789
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but the, gains were by no means spectacular. The union's determination obtained in October
1909 still set a sixty hour week in summer and a fifty-eight hour week in winter, with a
minimum wage of forty-three shillings for a one-horse driver110—conditions roughly equal to
those won by Adelaide drivers in 1890. These modest industrial gains were reflected in a
relatively slow growth in the union's membership from 951 in 1901 to 1,703 in 1908.1111234

The 1908 Maritime Strike

Modest though the gains of Hughes' arbitration-oriented strategy were in terms of
winning improved working conditions for drivers, a more serious test for Hughes’ overall
strategy came on 11 March 1908 when a stoppage of Sydney wharf labourers threatened to lead
to a repeat of the 1890 Maritime Strike.
Hughes, however, was to prove the master of the situation, using his control of the
TDCU and the maritime unions to. manoeuvre the various labour organisations around like
pieces on a chess board, with unions striking one moment, returning to work the next. It was a
strategy that was to leave employers floundering. The key to the strike was Hughes' control
over Sydney's carters and drivers. On Sunday 15 March, Hughes was able to persuade
striking wharf labourers to return to work after a meeting of 1100 carters and drivers the
previous day had voted to 'black' goods at three disputed wharves on the condition of a prior
return to work by wharf labourers.11^ Hughes' strategy was explained to employers by
Connington at a conference between the TDCU and the MCA, with Connington confiding:
". . . we are going to minimise the trouble and probably prevent a repetition of a the great
maritime strike of 1890."1^
When the MCA decided to dismiss Connington's conciliatory comments and order its
drivers to handle 'black goods' it was amazed to discover that they carried out their duties as
directed.1
110
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focus of the dispute, with the striking carters being replaced by striking seamen. The 'black'
goods were soon piling up on the wharves and by 12 April the employers had had enough,
agreeing to a settlement.1151678 The 1908 Maritime Strike brought Hughes' prestige in the labour
movement to a new peak. Even the Sydney Morning Herald joined in the praise with a
"merited tribute". 116

Hughes and the 1909 Federal Conference

In the wake of his success in the 1908 Maritime Strike Hughes was no doubt eager to
spread his principles for the joint organisation of maritime and transport unions to a national
level. The holding of Australia's first federal drivers' union conference in 1909 at the initiative
of the Victorian FCDIU offered Hughes an unequalled opportunity to bring to fruition his
scheme for the formation of a Transport Workers' Federation firmly committed to an
arbitration-oriented strategy. Having been rebuffed by the Victorian union in 1906 when it had
secured federal registration against his wishes, Hughes was determined that any federal union
that emerged in 1909 would do so under his auspices.
By early 1909 the Victorian union had received a draft constitution from Hughes, along
with a request for Schmidt—the new Victorian Secretary—to meet Hughes to finalise the details
of the proposed federation. 117 On 20 February 1909 a general meeting of the FCDIU formally
adopted the Hughes' constitution, while shortly afterwards Hughes and Schmidt met to
organise the holding of a conference.! 18 Following these preparations delegates from the
Sydney TDCU, the Brisbane TDCU, the Victorian FCDIU and the SADA met in the federal
parliament in Melbourne on 26 August 1909 to form a federal union.
The conference, although adopting the title of the Victorian union as its own—the
FCDIU— was to prove to be a New South Wales dominated affair. Hughes took for himself
the Federal Presidency while Connington became the first Federal Secretary. Schmidt and
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Blundell, the SA Secretary, contented themselves with the lesser positions of Vice-Presidents
while Queensland missed out completely in the allocation of offices. The influence of Hughes
and the NSW union is evident in the future projected for the union as well as in the distribution
of official positions. Delegates were appointed from the conference to represent carters and
drivers at a conference to be held with the WWF, with the ultimate aim of forming a Transport
Workers' Federation.1 19 Clearly this new federation of drivers' unions was not, to Hughes at
least, to be an end in itself, but rather a stepping stone to a wider union that would cement in
place support for arbitration amongst Australia's key transport unions.
In the wake of the conference two major tasks remained to be achieved by the new
federation—the final endorsement of the federal constitution adopted at the conference, and the
transformation of the interest expressed at the conference into a functioning organisation. The
first of these two tasks appears to have been undertaken, with the Victorian union endorsing the
federation proposals at a special meeting on 2 October 1909.120 However, the attempt to build
a working organisation was to prove an abject failure, with even the proposed changes in the
registration and constitution of the FCDIU failing to eventuate. *21
While the 1909 federal conference is of historical importance in that it was the first
occasion in which the various state drivers' unions met to form a federal union the effort was,
on this occasion, to be largely fruitless. Committed to an arbitration-oriented strategy, the
federal union established in August 1909 proved irrelevant in the face of growing radical and
militant challenges from within Australia's drivers' unions between 1910 and 1912. Although
Hughes was to maintain a firm control over the Sydney TDCU, elsewhere drivers' unions
increasingly sought to advance the position of their membership through collective bargaining
backed by industrial action. The principal advocates of this more militant direction were to be a
core of radical socialists who by 1911 had gained effective control of a revived federal union.
Inevitably, as support in the federal union for radical socialism and industrial militancy grew,
so too did the position of Hughes and the NSW union become increasingly marginalised.1920
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4:

RADICAL CHALLENGES 1909-1912

The growth in support for industrial militancy and radical socialism that was to
characterise most Australian drivers' unions between 1909 and 1912 was in part a reflection of
a growing dissatisfaction within the wider labour movement with the policies of laborism. For
in an effort to win the middle class support necessaiy to achieve political office the Labor Party
had, as Robin Gollan notes, "elevated industrial peace into the position of the supreme social
good." 122
The catalyst for the transformation of existing labour discontents into a militant and
sometimes revolutionary form was to come from the United States in the shape of a dynamic
model for labour activists— the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW). Established in
Chicago on 27 June 1905, the IWW issued a challenge to traditional, craft-oriented methods of
organising workers, with its Preamble stating that workers' interests could only be upheld "by
an organisation formed in such a way that all its members in any one industry, or in all
industries, if necessary, cease work whenever a strike or lockout is on." 123
In Australia the initial impact of the IWW came through its influence on pre-existing
socialist organisations.

During July 1907 the Socialist Federation of Australia, which

incorporated the majority of Australia's socialist groups, issued a declaration emphasising:
"That to win economic freedom the . .. working class organise along the lines of the Industrial
Workers of the World." 124 The spread of these ideas added a new dimension to industrial
relations in Australia, helping to polarise the labour movement between those who sought
industrial progress through legislative and arbitrated means, and those who were prepared to
resort to direct militant action.
For Hughes the growth in support for the industrial principles advocated by the IWW
came at a particularly inopportune time. In September 1909, a month after the first federal1234
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drivers' conference, the Sydney IWW Club published An Open Letter to the Australian
Working Class specifically rejecting proposals such as those by Hughes for "a federation of
craft union" as being merely a "substitute for revolutionary industrial unionism." 1251261278 signs of
Hughes’ changing fortunes came with a strike in NSW's northern coal fields in November
1909. The strike was crushed with Hughes receiving much of the blame for the defeat. After
the 1909 coal strike Hughes' prestige in the labour movement was severely dented as he lost
effective control of the Sydney WWF to a more militant candidate, J. Woods.126

South Australia 1909-1911:

A Militant Direction

If Melbourne was to provide the organising centre for the creation of a federal drivers'
union, it was Adelaide which, by 1910, was to most clearly demonstrate the radical ideas and
militant impulses that were gripping key sections of Australia's road transport workers. The
militant upsurge in the SAD A after 1909 was to prove decisive in shifting the balance of power
within any prospective federal drivers' union away from Hughes and the NSW union to a more
radical body of officials in Melbourne, Adelaide and Hobart.
Although the SADA had benefited through its formative years from the leadership of
R.P. Blundell, by 1910 his political pre-occupations were leading to a neglect of his union
duties. With the union's membership complaining of a lack of leadership Blundell stepped
down from the Secretaryship on 10 September 1910, being granted life membership for his
services. 127
One of the consequences of Blundell's resignation was that it provided an opportunity
for a relative newcomer, John Gunn, to gain control of the SADA. A twenty-five year old
former Victorian who had only arrived in South Australia the previous year, Gunn was elected
President of the union on 17 September 1910.12^ In this position he soon overshadowed
Blundell's replacement as Secretary, G. Baird, demonstrating the personal brilliance that was to
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take him to the leadership of the South Australian Labor Party at the age of thirty-three and the
Premiership before he was forty. 139
Gunn was a leading member of the Socialist Party of South Australia, an organisation
formed by the English socialist Tom Mann during a visit to Adelaide in January 1908, and
which was affiliated to the Socialist Federation of Australia with its support for the organisation
of workers along IWW lines.129130 By the latter half of 1910 Gunn was collaborating closely
with the officials of the United Labourers' Union (ULU)—a militant organisation of railway
navvies, construction labourers and fruit pickers modelled along lines similar to the IWW—to
co-ordinate a general stoppage by drivers.

The 1910 Drivers' Strike

Gunn had little trouble finding support amongst drivers for industrial action. Despite its
initial promise the Carriers and Drivers Board soon proved a disappointment. As the Inspector
of Factories reported in 1909: "This board was early in trouble .. . The determination of this
board has, with one exception, given more trouble than any other determination so far
m ade."131 Although an appeal to the state Industrial Court in December 1909 brought an
increase of three shillings in wages and a reduction in hours from fifty-eight to fifty-four per
week—except on the Port road where fifty-six applied13^—it was soon being noted that the
determination was being widely evaded by employers, particularly by ancillary operators.133134
On 3 December 1910 a joint meeting of the Adelaide and Port Branches decided to issue
an ultimatum to the local Master Carriers' Association demanding a forty-eight hour week and a
five shilling increase in wages.13^ When the MCA rejected this demand Gunn promptly
announced that a mass meeting would be held on Sunday, 11 December to consider strike
action. It soon became clear that the strike involved more than a fight for shorter hours and
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better pay, but was rather a planned challenge to the whole system of wage regulation as it then
existed in Australia. Speaking in favour of strike action by drivers before the UTLC on 9
December, Harry Clarke, a member of the SPSA and the ULU, announced that "it was
particularly pleasing . . . to see that drivers had recognised the true way to fight the class war—
that was to get away from wages boards, arbitration courts, and all such devices."135136 Gunn
also emphasised the wider implications of the strike when he told the mass meeting of drivers
on 11 December: "They were setting the pace for the Commonwealth."135
Endorsing Gunn's call for a general stoppage over three thousand drivers stopped work
from 12 December 1910, paralysing all commerce. The Daily Herald declared the strike to be
"the greatest upheaval. . . known in the history of the state,"137138940later adding that: "A strike
conducted on the lines of industrial unionism is quite novel in A ustralia."13^ The
Observer was not so complimentary. It blamed the problem on "revolutionary socialism",
describing how "hundreds of non-union drivers were pulled up by industrial highwaymen and
forced to join the union." 139
As the strike continued employers increased the pressure on the Verran Labor
government to use the police and the courts against the strikers. With the Government moving
towards a confrontation with the union a key figure became its former General Secretary, R.P.
Blundell.

Blundell was faced with the prospect of choosing between supporting the

government or endorsing the strike. He unreservedly chose the latter course, resigning his
office as government whip and advising the men they must be prepared to stay out for four to
six months.1^
Despite Blundell's solidarity with the strike he was unable to prevent the government
from using the powers of the courts to bring the strike to an end. On 21 December Cabinet
decided to intervene, referring the strike to the Industrial Court which immediately issued writs
against Gunn and the President of the MCA. The following day the union voted to return to
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work, leaving the resolution of their dispute to the Industrial Court. Although the strike
leadership had been well prepared for dealing with opposition from employers and police, it
found itself unable to cope with the combined opposition of the Labor Party and the Courts.

The Strike's Aftermath

The Industrial Court's decision announced on 20 February 1911 was a disappointment
for the union. Although they were successful in their wage claim, obtaining eight shillings per
day for a one-horse driver, their demand for shorter hours was rejected . 14 1 1423 While the union
could not be said to have been defeated, neither was the hoped for industrial breakthrough
achieved. Gunn, in particular, greeted the decision with a bitter broadside against the concept
of court-based arbitration, emphasising that: "Mr. Justice Homburg has signed the death
warrant of the Industrial Appeals Court . . . If our going to court has done nothing else, it has
provided the workers with a lesson that it is folly to leave their case to the tender mercies of the
capitalist legal machinery."14^ Nevertheless, it was clear that Gunn's industrial strategy had
come to at least a temporary dead-end. It was Blundell who mapped out a new path for the
SAD A based on the recreation of a Federal Carters and Drivers' Union. Immediately after the
Industrial Court decision Blundell told the waiting press: "I am inclined to think the matter now
rests entirely in the hands of the conference that meets in Melbourne on March

8,

where

representatives from the various states will be present and a plan of campaign will be
arranged.14^

Bob Cheney, Socialism and the 1911 Federal Conference

The federal drivers' conference in which Blundell placed the future hopes of his SA
union had been organised, as in 1909, by the Victorian FCDIU. Although the Victorian
parliament had finally passed legislation allowing for the formation of a carters and drivers
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wages board on 4 January 1910, no determination had been granted over twelve months later.
Even when a determination was finally granted in late March 1911, clauses dealing with ownerdrivers were struck out by H.M. Murphy, the Chief Inspector of Factories, as being beyond the
power of a wages board, while hours for drivers employed by master carriers were raised from
a proposed fifty-two hours per week back up to fifty-eight hours . 144
Frustrated by its attempts to obtain a wages board determination acceptable to its
members, the Victorian FCDIU began efforts to revive a federal drivers' union during February
1911, sending out invitations to other state drivers' unions . 1414 5 14678 In seeking to rebuild a federal
drivers' union the Victorian FCDIU was seeking an organisation that would support rather than
constrain direct militant action by drivers, as Hughes had attempted to do in August 1909. For
as enthusiasm had waned for wages boards in the Victorian union so had support grown for
industrial militancy and radical socialism.
The most forceful advocate of militant and socialist beliefs within the Victorian union
was Fred Katz, a long-time socialist activist who had belonged to the Social Democratic Party
of Victoria . 1 4 6 Publicly dedicated to the overthrow of capitalism, Katz began to rapidly
increase his power within the union from 1909, being elected Melbourne Branch Assistant
Secretary in June 1909, Tasmanian Branch General-Secretary in early 1911 and Federal Vice
President in July 1912.147
Despite Katz's rapid rise through the union's ranks he was overshadowed by another
rising star within the union, Bob Cheney. Elected Melbourne Sub-Branch President in June
1909, Cheney replaced Ed Schmidt as Victorian Secretary on 28 May

1 9 1 0 .148

Although

Cheney shared the non-ideological, pragmatic perspective of the 'old guard' Victorian
leadership, he was in 1911 willing to support the more radical views within the South
Australian and Victorian unions. During the Adelaide drivers' strike Cheney had telegraphed
his support for their actions, declaring:
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heartedly. Yours in u n i t y . " These remarks had contrasted with the attitude taken to the
strike by Hughes who had condemned it as being "not only unjustifiable and unreasonable; it is
ridiculous." 150
While condemning the Adelaide drivers' strike, Hughes and the NSW union once
sought to seize control of the proposed federal union, with Hughes and Connington deputising
themselves to draft rules for the proposed federation." 151 These efforts, however, came to
nothing. When the federal conference met on

8

March 1911 it saw the exclusion of the NSW

union from any positions of influence within it, power being transferred to a more radical South
Australian-Victorian axis through the election of Blundell as Federal Secretary and Cheney as
Federal President. 152

Tasmania—A Militant Victory

In the aftermath of the 1911 federal drivers' conference it was to be Tasmania, hitherto
virtually devoid of union organisation amongst drivers, that was to provide the federal union
with the most successful example of what could be achieved by a policy of collective bargaining
backed by industrial action.

Although a Hobart Carters and Drivers' Union had been

established in June 1910 it had been too weak to send a delegate to the 1911 conference.
Instead it had appealed in February 1911 to the Victorian FCDIU for someone to be sent over
"to organise the drivers of the state." 153 The man selected for this task was Fred Katz, the
FCDIU's leading exponent of radical action. 154
The arrival of Katz in Tasmania in March 1911 transformed the local union. Within a
month Katz had been appointed General Secretary of the Hobart Branch, with Hobart being
regarded as a fully fledged affiliate to the federal union from April 1911 onwards. 155 indeed
much of Katz's subsequent success can be attributed to the authority he possessed as the1495023
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representative of the federal union, with Katz declaring that "he could rely on the utmost
support they could give . " 15 6 The most pressing concern for Katz on his arrival in Tasmania
was to devise a strategy that could lift the wage level of Hobart's drivers, which were restricted
by the Tasmanian wages board system to a thirty-five shillings 'ruling rate’ paid by 'reputable
employers .’ 1 5 7 1589 In devising such a strategy Katz decided to ignore the wages board system and
instead rely on direct bargaining with employers, backing up his demands with industrial
action.
The precondition for success in a strategy of collective bargaining backed by industrial
action is effective union organisation. This Katz rapidly secured, transforming the branch in a
few short months from one with only thirty members to one with over four hundred.15^
Determined to bring about a dispute that would assert the union's authority in the carrying
trade, Katz ordered an 'all-out' strike from Monday, 31 July 1911. So successful was the
response to the strike call that the Hobart Mercury declared the conflict to be: "The first serious
strike which has occurred in Hobart for the last twenty years."15^ Enthusiasm for the strike
amongst drivers was so high that by the second day of the dispute the union's membership had
grown to over six hundred . 1611
After three days the employers were ready to throw in the towel. They offered the
union two pounds for one-horse drivers and two pounds, five shillings for two-horse drivers,
promising that if a wages board eventually approved a higher increase they would make the
decision retrospective . 1 6 1 162 The following day the union voted to accept the offer. The
completeness of the union's victory was confirmed in April 1912 when the determination of the
Carters and Drivers' Board granted in full the union's wages claim along with provisions for a
fifty-four hour week.16^
While the union's victory in Hobart was complete it was not immediately reproduced
outside the capital. The Launceston Branch, which had been formed shortly after the one in
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Hobart, cautiously sought a conference with local employers to negotiate for working
conditions similar to those operating in Hobart. 163 1645 Katz showed little patience for such a tame
approach. In a lightning three day visit to Launceston from 22 August 1911 he reorganised the
local branch, forced the resignation of its Secretary, E.L. Bailey, and issued an ultimatum to
Launceston's master carriers' demanding that they accept the union's terms or face the
consequences.

The employers quickly came to heel, agreeing to accept the union's

demands.16^
The victory in Launceston brought to an end a highly successful campaign by Katz. In
the wake of the strike Tasmanian Branch membership peaked at over eight hundred, with two
hundred of these being in Launceston . 166 1678 Yet in its very success Katz's victory was to reveal
major shortcomings in a strategy of collective bargaining backed by industrial action. Although
such a strategy had achieved a rapid growth in union power it could not create institutional
mechanisms through which the gains won in industrial battle could be preserved and advanced
after the battles were over. Nor could the high state of militancy demonstrated by the
membership during the strike be maintained. Katz seems to have recognised this by having the
final settlement laid out in a wages board determination.
As militant enthusiasm abated on the aftermath of the strike so did a decline begin in the
branch's membership. The Launceston Sub-Branch slipped quietly out of existence, 166 while
the Hobart Sub-Branch also seems to have had trouble in meeting the expenses of a full-time
official. Facing the gradual disintegration of his branch Katz suddenly resigned all his
positions in the union in January 1914,16? returning to the mainland to build a career outside
the union's ranks.16^
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Victoria—A Militant Defence

While Tasmanian drivers were engaging in militant campaigns during mid-1911 thencounterparts in Victoria were undertaking similar actions. Yet whereas the strikes undertaken
by Tasmanian drivers were an attempt to win concessions outside the formal industrial
relations, the militant campaign in Victoria was aimed at preserving their position under the state
wages board system.
Although the Victorian FCDIU was unhappy with the revised determination finally
gazetted in April 1911, it did at least provide a mechanism for covering all the state's
drivers. 169 As such it seemed to provide an avenue for the future advancement of all drivers
within Victoria, whether employed by master carriers or ancillary operators. This hope was,
however, soon dashed.
On 2 June 1911a mass deputation of employers waited upon the Victorian government
to campaign for the dismantling of the Carters and Drivers Board. Representing a wide range
of ancillary transport operators, they were alarmed by the increased wages that had accrued to
their drivers as a result of the Board's determination. 170 w hile the forty-five shillings
stipulated for one-horse drivers in the determination was still less than that required to match the
'living wage' established by Justice Higgins when adjusted for inflation, 1*71 it was up to ten
shillings more than what ancillary operators were used to paying under a variety of industry
determinations. 1*72 Unable to pass on higher wages through increased cartage rates, they
demanded that drivers outside the hire and reward sector be placed under other determinations
with lower wage rates for drivers.
The employers' campaign soon yielded results. By 10 June 1911 pastrycook's drivers
had been withdrawn from the Board and on 15 July quarrymen's carters were also
withdrawn. 173 Within a week of the latter decision the Master Drapers' Association, the1697023
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Tim ber Merchants' Association and the Aerated W ater Manufacturers' all notified the
governm ent o f their desire for the withdrawal of their drivers from the Board's
determination. 174
The partial breakup of the Carters and Drivers' Board meant the end of the union's
chances of working effectively under the Victorian wages board system. A letter by Cheney on
22 July 1911 to the Age indicated that a fundamental turning point had been reached. Cheney
declared: "No body of workers has been subjected to more intolerable treatment at the hands of
the government than the carters and drivers . . . No body of workers has displayed more
patience under trying conditions. But that patience is exhausted." 175
Cheney's implied threat to undertake industrial action was one that had to be taken
seriously by both government and employers. By July 1911 the Victorian union was a mass
industrial organisation with an estimated 4000 members. 176 With perhaps half of these
members having joined during 1910 or early 1911 in expectation of a wages board
determination, 177 the threat to disband the board evoked considerable bitterness. Declaring
themselves "hoodwinked", a mass meeting of the union's members held on 30 July 1911 voted
to support a general strike. The chances of this dispute becoming a national drivers' strike
seemed to become a real prospect when Blundell arrived from Adelaide to declare "the fight
would extend all over Australia." 178
Concerned at the prospect of a national drivers' strike the Victorian government ordered
a six month delay in the break up of the board. 179 Clearly, however, further attacks on the
board could be expected when the reprieve ended. Once again the Victorian FCDIU was in a
strategic bind. While a wages board orientation was no longer a viable strategy on which to
base the union's future, a reliance on collective bargaining would only leave rival unions free to
bring drivers under their own industry determinations and awards. Increasingly, federal
arbitration appeared to be the only solution to the union's problems. It was a strategy which the1745689
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union was to argue for at the federal drivers’ conference set to meet in Adelaide during July
1912.

The 1912 Conference—A Turning Point

The July 1912 conference was to prove a turning point in the history of the federal
union, representing both the zenith of socialist influence within the union prior to World War I
and the point at which industrial militancy was abandoned in favour of federal arbitration. The
conference began with what seemed an enthusiastic endorsement of the militant policies that had
characterised the previous two years. Cheney and Katz, elected Federal Secretary and Federal
Vice-President respectively by the conference, were particularly keen to announce the
impending overthrow of the capitalist order. Cheney declared that Katz's victory in Hobart had
shown that "as soon as the employers found that the men were ready to fight they literally went
down on their knees." 180 Even the normally conservative Queensland union was caught up in
the euphoria, having played a vital role in the 1912 Brisbane Tramways' strike when its
members had joined a general stoppage. 181 Only the lone NSW delegate, J. Rudd, raised his
voice in protest against such ideas, emphasising the commitment of his union to laborism.182
Despite the socialist rhetoric the conference, by adopting a Victorian resolution to place
a log of claims before the Commonwealth Arbitration Court, 1^3 was implicitly recognising that
the militant policies of the previous two years had failed to achieve their expected results. To
ensure that this resort to federal arbitration would succeed the conference endorsed new federal
rules to be registered with the Commonwealth Registrar. This task was necessary as the only
body then registered before the Court was the Victorian entity of 1906, which could hardly lay
claim to an interstate dispute. The rules adopted at the conference were historically important in
defining the relationship between the federal union and its state branches. The rules, as
registered, unequivocally asserted the primacy of the federal union, stating: "The supreme18023
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control of the union shall be vested in a Federal Council." 184 g y

end of 1914 the

Tasmanian, Queensland, South Australian, and Victorian unions had all endorsed these rules,
formally becoming branches of the federal union. 185
The 1912 conference was to prove a turning point for the FCDIU in terms of leadership
as well as strategic orientation. Between 1909 and 1912 control of the federal union had
seemed to be a contest between the strongly laborist Hughes and the socialists Gunn and Katz.
Yet the relative failure of both arbitration and industrial militancy to achieve substantial and
sustained improvements in wages and hours for drivers had undermined the standing of both
groups. Despite the NSW union remaining marginalised within the federal union during 1912,
the socialist grouping around Gunn and Katz began to disintegrate. On the eve of the
conference Gunn distanced himself from Katz by declaring before his own union that "they
could get just as good conditions through wages boards as if they were to cease work." *86 in
the end it was Bob Cheney who was to emerge the victor in the union's factional battle.
Pragmatic rather than ideological in his views despite his brief flirtation with socialism during
1912, Cheney was to hold the Federal Secretary's office— with one brief gap— for the next
thirty-two years.
Around Cheney there gradually coalesced a conservative laborist leadership that
included George Lawson in Queensland, Frank McIntyre and Alf Angel in South Australia, and
Oscar Nilsson in Western Australia. Politically and industrially the vision of this leadership
was far narrower than that of either Hughes or his more radical opponents such as Gunn and
Katz. While Gunn and Katz had tried to directly link industrial struggles with radical political
change, it was disillusionment with the results of collective bargaining backed by industrial
action that led Cheney to support an arbitration-oriented strategy and abandon his earlier
support for radical socialism. But whereas for Hughes support for arbitration had been part of
a wider political strategy for civilising rather than overthrowing capitalism, under Cheney an
arbitration-oriented strategy became a mechanism for separating political and industrial issues.
Inherent in the subsequent orientation of Cheney and the FCDIU was an essentially passive18456
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conception of unionism, in which industrial disputes were simply directed to arbitration for
resolution while political problems remained the preserve of the Labor Party.

5: MILITANCY ON THE WANE 1912-1914

Defeat in the Commonwealth Arbitration Court

If by the July 1912 federal conference Australia's drivers' unions had begun another
review of their industrial orientation, a setback suffered by the federal FCDIU in the immediate
wake o f the conference dem onstrated that the union could continue to ignore the
Commonwealth arbitration system only at the expense of its own future survival.
On 20 August 1912 the Commonwealth Industrial Registrar granted federal registration
to the Motor Transport and Chauffeur's Association (MT&CA)187— a Victorian union which
claimed to represent Australia's motor drivers. The FCDIU promptly appealed against this
decision. In the subsequent hearing before the Court's President, Justice Higgins, the FCDIU
claimed that it held the legal right to represent all road transport workers involved in the cartage
of goods under its 1906 registered rules. Higgins, however, ruled against the FCDIU,
contending that "motormen constitute a special craft" clearly distinct from "the carters and
drivers craft". 188 To Higgins the "natural distinction is between those who have a motor and
those who have the function of driving a horse." 189
Higgins' decision should have theoretically doomed the FCDIU to gradual extinction as
a union covering a branch of industry destined to disappear before the onslaught of changing
technology. In fact the MT&CA was not to prove a serious rival to the FCDIU, being largely
restricted to the coverage of Victorian bus drivers. Nevertheless the episode demonstrated that
unless the FCDIU could secure its own federal award it would face a steady erosion of its1879
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membership base as rival unions exploited the Commonwealth arbitration system for their own
advantage.

Western Australia and Queensland—New Forces for Arbitration

If many of the strongest advocates of industrial militancy in the federal FCDIU such as
Fred Katz and John Gunn either left the union or revised their earlier orientation between 1912
and 1914, then there also appeared within the union new forces who were to demand that the
union concentrate its attention on obtaining a federal award. The most important of these forces
were to come from Queensland and Western Australia.
In October 1912 delegates from drivers’ unions in Bundaberg, Maryborough, Gympie,
Ipswich, Warwick, Toowoomba and Rockhampton met with representatives from the Brisbane
FCDIU to establish a "federation of all carters' unions throughout the state." 190 There is little
doubt that the Brisbane union's federal connections— and the prospect of a federal award—
provided the main attraction for the country drivers' unions in their decision to affiliate with
Brisbane and accept it as the 'head centre' for the state branch. 191 Dissatisfied with their
progress under the state wages board system, 192 the provincial drivers' union forcefully
expressed the need for a federal award at the inaugural state conference. 193
If the prospect of a federal award was the major attraction in bringing Queensland
country drivers' unions into the state branch, they quickly made it clear that their continued
membership depended on rapid progress in obtaining such an award. At the second state
conference in 1913 Lawson was warned by the country sub-branch secretaries that: "The
country members were losing faith in the Brisbane executive through their delay in dealing with
this question." 194190234
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If the affiliation of Queensland's provincial drivers' unions was directly linked to the
achievement of a federal award by the FCDIU then a similar assessment may be made about the
decision of Western Australia's largest drivers' union, the Horse and Motor Drivers' Union
(H&MDU), that it too would affiliate with the federal union.
Established in Perth’s Trades Hall on 12 August 1911,195 the WA union had had
unhappy experiences with both state arbitration and industrial militancy. Its first industrial
agreement, registered in March 1912, had been described in the local press as "one of the worst
ever made between employee and employer " , 1959 6 with provisions for a sixty hour week and
dismissal after two hours notice. When the union's Secretary, J.P. Singleton, decided to
engage in direct collective bargaining with employers in February 1913 he was rebuffed . 19 7 19820
Attempts to back up the union's demands by staging a general stoppage of drivers from

4

March 1913 only ended in a crushing defeat.19^
Forced to return to state arbitration, the union faced long delays in its hearing.
Frustrated by these delays the H&MDU telegraphed its intention to affiliate with the federal
body in December 1913.19 9 A final decision on federal affiliation, however, seems to have
been delayed until after the announcement of the state award finally handed down on 30 April
1914. When this proved unsatisfactory, largely due to the bungling of the union's wage claim
by Singleton,200 the union decided to respond to a request by Cheney in June 1914 that it
clarify its position with the federal union.201

Although the H&MDU was to be only

represented by a proxy at the Brisbane conference, its addition to the federal unions
strengthened the move towards federal arbitration within the FCDIU.
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New South Wales—A Failed Leadership Bid

The return to an arbitration-oriented strategy within the FCDIU after 1912 allowed
Hughes and the NSW union an opportunity to rebuild their power within the federal
organisation. By December 1913 a revived NSW influence was evidenced not only by the fact
that the union's federal conference was being held in Sydney but also by the election of Thomas
Weir, a NSW official, as Federal President—the first major position held by New South Wales
in the federal union since

1909.202

Despite the rapprochement between the New South Wales and federal unions in 1913 it
soon became clear that a number of substantive differences separated the two bodies. While the
breach between the New South Wales and federal unions between 1909 and 1912 can be
attributed largely to the militant policies advocated by the federal union, the emergence of a
general consensus on the benefits of arbitration failed to bring about institutional unity. Unlike
the other state drivers' unions, the union in New South Wales was not prepared to commit itself
to the campaign for a federal award. By 1913 the NSW arbitration system was proving itself
superior to any other industrial system in Australia in terms of providing award coverage for all
sections of road transport. Although conditions won under the system remained relatively
modest— the TDCU's 1913 parent award still stipulated a 56-1/2 hour week203— these
deficiencies were more than compensated for in the eyes of the union's leadership by the
preference clauses that were inserted in the union's award from February 1913.204 With their
awards covering over 4,800 drivers employed by a wide range of ancillary operators and
master carriers, in both country and urban areas, the NSW union was understandably reluctant
to abandon these benefits for the uncertainties of a federal award.
In the end the rapprochement between the federal and NSW drivers' unions turned out
to be something of an illusion. The July 1914 federal conference in Brisbane saw New South
Wales again lose its representation at the higher levels in the federal union. The NSW delegates2034
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were revealed as continuing to aim at different goals from those sought by other states. Rather
than concern itself with the issue of a federal award, New South Wales was preoccupied with
winning conference's endorsement for Hughes' latest scheme for the federation of labour, the
Australian Union F ed eration . 205 w hile the conference endorsed the proposals, obviously
wishing to maintain New South Wales' involvement, it was evident of the fact that it was an
involvement premised on different grounds from the other states. In a reflection of its separate
industrial and political goals the NSW union failed to formalise its position with the federal
union before the Commonwealth Industrial Registrar. With Western Australia also having
failed to formalise its position the federal union in 1914 remained restricted to four states—
Victoria with 5,400 members, South Australia with 3,400, Queensland with 2,350, and
Tasmania, which encompassed 500 drivers. 206

Employer Responses—Federal Structures

Between 1912 and 1914 Australia's master carriers became increasingly alarmed at
suggestions that their drivers would soon be brought under a federal award. Although the
various state master carriers' associations had all gradually come to support state industrial
regulation of working conditions for drivers they remained fearful of the federal award system
under Justice Higgins. Employers' concern culminated in a special meeting held in Sydney on
19 February 1914 by the secretaries of the master carriers associations of Melbourne, Brisbane,
Sydney and Adelaide "to consider the question of drivers seeking application to the Federal
Arbitration Act."207 The meeting resolved to form a Federal Council of Master Carriers'
Associations, the first federal conference being held in Melbourne on 9 April 1914.208
Although premised on opposition to a federal drivers' award, the emergence of the
federal MCA in April 1914 brought a step closer the establishment of a national industrial
relations system within Australian road transport. By early 1914 the existence of a federal205678
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drivers' union, a federal MCA and a commonwealth arbitration system all made possible a
formalised, and federal, pattern of negotiation, collective bargaining and award fixation for
transport workers.

Signs of Union Disintegration

While by 1914 opportunities existed for the FCDIU to work within a national context
there were signs that it would not survive long enough to exploit these opportunities. Despite
the endorsement of the need for a federal award by federal conferences, no step had been taken
to achieve this goal before the outbreak of World War I. The result was confusion as to the
direction of industrial strategy and an undermining in commitment to the federal union.
As early as August 1912 the SA union was considering an amalgamation with the
Distributing Trades Union— a state-based union of storeman and packers—as an alternative to
participating in the FCDIU.209 w hile the SA union ultimately decided on 30 August 1913 to
reaffirm its commitment to the federal FCDIU^IO this sentiment was not shared by the
powerful Port Adelaide Sub-Branch. By April 1914 the Port Adelaide FCDIU—while still
using the federal title as its own—had broken away.^H Frequently upstaging the SA Branch
through its more aggressive tactics, the Port Adelaide FCDIU's independent course was to
seriously undermine the federal union's credibility when it sought a Commonwealth award for
South Australia.
If the defection of the Port Adelaide FCDIU and the continued non-commitment of the
New South Wales TDCU provided major setbacks for the federal union, an even greater
calamity threatened to occur in Queensland during 1914. Amongst the speakers at the FCDIU's
1913 Queensland state conference were Ted Theodore and W.J. Dunstan, the Queensland
leaders of the AWU. In addressing the conference Theodore and Dunstan appealed for an
amalgamation of the AWU and the Queensland Branch of the FCDIU.212 The sole barrier to2091
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the AWU's absolute control of the state's road transport workers, an amalgamation with the
Queensland FCDIU would provide the AWU with the basis for a national challenge to the
FCDIU and the subsequent incorporation of all Australian drivers within the AWU's awards.
Despite the Queensland Branch's previous commitment to the FCDIU the pressure for a
workable award from provincial sub-branches resulted in a decision being made in August
1914 to prepare for amalgamation through a formal membership ballot.213 Held in February
1915 the ballot came within the barest of margins of endorsing amalgamation, the vote being
tied 108-108.21^

Although a subsequent ballot held in December 1915— after the

commencement of federal award proceedings—decided to reject the AWU's overtures, the
episode nevertheless demonstrated the need for the federal union to implement an effective
industrial strategy if it was to ensure the continued commitment of its state branches.

Conclusion

As Australia's drivers' unions reorganised after 1900 they found themselves confronted
with the need to choose between a number of conflicting industrial strategies, with state-based
systems of arbitration and wages boards vying with federal arbitration in providing a formalised
framework through which road transport workers could advance their industrial interests.
Alternatively drivers' unions could continue to seek industrial redress outside the formalised
industrial relations system through collective bargaining backed by industrial action.
Institutionally and industrially the emergence of a formalised industrial relations system
acted to both consolidate and fragment the development of Australian road transport unionism.
Although registration under state or federal systems of compulsory arbitration gave drivers'
unions legal authority to represent the industrial interests of their members, arbitrated awards
also consolidated the position of other rival trade unions seeking to represent certain categories2134
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of road transport workers, the most important of these rival unions being the AWU. Perhaps
even more seriously, awards and determinations did nothing to regulate the working conditions
of self-employed carriers, with Justice Powers eventually excluding such workers from
membership of federally-registered unions. Even when Australia's key drivers' unions met
together to consider the formation of a federal drivers' union the existence of separate federal
and state systems of arbitration and wages' boards acted to divide as well as unite them, with
support for federal awards being linked with support for federal unionism while support for
state arbitration or wages board led in the opposite direction.
If the adoption of an arbitration-oriented strategy by Australia's drivers' unions after
1900 in itself implied neither support nor opposition for the concept of a federal drivers' union,
the formation of such a union eventually hinged as much on political as on industrial
considerations. Although federal registration of the FCDIU was initially achieved by the
politically unsophisticated Victorian union in 1906, the dominating personality at the first
Federal Drivers' Conference in 1909 was Billy Hughes. Hughes sought to use the formation
of the federal union to secure his control of the vital transport sector, hoping to cement support
for arbitration and thus avoid a repetition of the 1890 Maritime Strike. Such an achievement
would help ensure that any industrial advances secured by the Australian labour movement
would come through arbitrated awards rather than through class conflict, while political change
would come through the election of Labor governments—governments that would seek to
civilise rather than overthrow capitalism.
Hughes' attempt to incorporate Australia's drivers' unions into a grand, arbitrationoriented trade union alliance was to be singularly unsuccessful. By 1911 radical socialists had
managed to exploit rank and file dissatisfaction with the industrial gains being secured through
awards and determinations to seize control of the federal union, seeking to use collective
bargaining backed by industrial action as a strategy for directly linking industrial struggles with
the concept of revolutionary social change. Despite major industrial struggles in South
Australia in 1910 and Tasmania in 1911, this more radical industrial strategy proved ultimately
unsuccessful. Any industrial victories secured by the radical Left were localised and short
lived, leaving them with the continued need to adapt to the reality of Australia's formal
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industrial relations system.

By attempting to place the union outside this system, they

jeopardised its legal rights to represent and obtain awards for transport workers.
When Justice Higgins announced his decision to award the MT&CA the right to enrol
Australia’s motor drivers, he demonstrated to the FCDIU that if they did not use the federal
arbitration system to secure awards for road transport workers then other unions would soon
usurp its place. By 1912 the FCDIU had reached a consensus that an arbitration-oriented
strategy was the only one that would ensure the union's survival within the existing industrial
and social order.
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CHAPTER 3

ARBITRATION AND STAGNATION:
FROM THE FCDIU TO THE TWU 1914-1939

INTRODUCTION
The beginning of World War I was to catch the FCDIU in the process of attempting a
major change in industrial orientation, from one which had involved the liberal use of strike
action during the period 1909 to 1914, towards industrial advancement through the use of the
federal arbitration system. It was not perhaps an opportune time to attempt such a change of
course, with rising prices soon leading to mounting rank and file dissatisfaction. Nevertheless,
the unions' leadership remained committed to a single federal award application that would set
uniform rates of employment for members throughout Australia. By 1921, however, this
attempt to use federal arbitration as a mechanism to achieve the sustained advance of the
interests of the FCDIU and its membership had collapsed in the face of a series of disappointing
judgements.
After 1921 the union was to split into two distinct camps, one based on federal awards,
the other on state awards. This division, combined with a leadership that became increasingly
bureaucratised and unimaginative as it structured its activities to suit award servicing and dues
collection, left the Federation largely unprepared to meet the consequences of either the
Depression or the dramatic transformation of the role of road transport in the Australian
economy in the inter-war years.
While an arbitration-oriented strategy consolidated the union's institutional standing
before Australia's various federal and state industrial tribunals it did little to advance the union s
standing amongst rank and file transport workers. Despite the formal addition of Western
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Australian and New South Wales Branches to the Federation, and the extension of the union's
constitution to cover bus drivers and airline industry workers, national membership was only
marginally higher in 1940 than it had been in 1913.
Given the virtually total commitment of the union to an arbitration-oriented strategy
between 1914 and 1939 it is difficult to guage the possible effectiveness of a more militant
strategy based on collective bargaining backed by industrial action. The few militant actions
undertaken by the union were usually poorly co-ordinated and ended in defeat, confirming
support for arbitration rather than providing an alternative to it. Yet a comparison with the
experience of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters (EBT) in the United States suggests
that an attempt to combine collective bargaining and industrial militancy with formalised
agreements or awards would have won the union greater gains. By pursuing such a militant
policy the American union was to transform itself into the leading labour organisation in the
United States and win benefits for its members that were sometimes not matched in Australia
for almost thirty years—when the Australian union adopted similar tactics.

1:

THE IMPACT OF ECONOMIC CHANGE ON LABOUR
RELATIONS

If the railways had provided the cutting edge for economic change during the latter half
of the nineteenth century it was to be the motor vehicle that was to be at the forefront of
industrial development during the twentieth century. Both private citizens and business
discovered that the advent of affordable and reliable motor transport heralded a new mobility,
causing the Sydney Morning Herald to proclaim in December 1926: "Verily we live in the age
of the motor car " . 1 Whereas the railways had demanded fixed routes, complex social and
industrial organisation and state ownership, motor vehicles could alter routes at will, were
operated by a single individual, and were privately owned.
1
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/The demand for motor vehicles helped create new industries and destroyed the viability
of old ones. Led by Henry Ford in the United States, the manufacture of motor vehicles
pioneered new techniques for mass production and workplace management. Partly in response
to the needs of the motor vehicle assembly and road transport industries the production and sale
of steel, chemicals and petroleum products all boomed in Australia after 1914^, with the outline
of a modem, industrialised economy emerging for the first time.
With the spread of new manufacturing industries there flowed new ideas for the
management of labour—ideas that were to help shape the total context of industrial relations in
Australia between 1914 and 1939 by transforming the economic and industrial objectives of the
Australian arbitration system. In its formative years around the turn of the century arbitration
had been primarily concerned with the liberal ideas of ending industrial disputes and the
extreme forms of wage-labour exploitation. From 1914 these goals became increasingly
overshadowed by a concern that was to progressively preoccupy arbitration through the
century—how to use arbitration to increase productivity while minimising industrial disputes.
The demands of World War I soon imposed on Australian governments the need to
consider the application of 'scientific management' to Australian industry.3 An attempt to
introduce a 'time-card' system into New South Wales railway workshops, however, soon
demonstrated the level of working class opposition to changed work practices, provoking a
general strike amongst New South Wales trade unionists during August 1917. Nevertheless
'scientific management' seemed to provide a mechanism for the resolution of two seemingly
contradictory demands— the need to concede to organised labour improved hours of work and
increased real wages in order to contain industrial and political militancy, while simultaneously
increasing productivity.23
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-In the wake of the 1917 General Strike, the New South Wales government sent George
Beeby, a former Labor minister who had played a major role in crushing the strike, to study
United States production methods. Beeby returned convinced of the need to make major
concessions to a radicalised working class, believing that this could be achieved without
disrupting production. Beeby reported in 1919 that: "The system of capitalistic production, the
wage system, is on tria l. . . It must prove itself capable of meeting the reasonable aspirations
of all classes ." 4 5678 Beeby went on to call for prompt introduction of the eight-hour day, stating
that this could be achieved "without any serious effect on production."^

A New Basis for Arbitration

Beeby was not alone in seeking to make increased efficiency a major component in any
review of hours, wages or conditions. Concern about economic efficiency had already been a
key component of pre-1914 Federal arbitration, with Justice Higgins praising the Sunshine
Harvester Company for its "devices for economy in labour" in his 1907 Harvester Judgement.^
During World W ar I Higgins had been further influenced with regard to the need for greater
industrial efficiency through his contacts with two American jurists, Louis Brandeis and Felix
Frankfurter.7 In his 1920 hearing of the Timber Workers' Case, which resulted in Higgins
granting a forty-four hour week to timber workers, Higgins demonstrated that his concern was
as much for increased efficiency as for the well-being of the workforce. Throughout the case
Higgins constantly called upon both union and employer representatives to demonstrate the link
between the proposed changes to hours and output, expressing his dismay at the lack of
"scientific evidence". 8
Federal arbitration's gradual shift from being a system concerned with ensuring "the
normal needs of the average employee regarded as a human being in a civilized community" to
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one that emphasised increased production and industry's 'capacity to pay' was confirmed by
Higgins' successors. These however, failed to share his belief that shorter hours could lead to
increased production, with Chief Justice Powers rejecting a forty-four hour week application in
the 1921 Standard Hours' Case.9 For the FCDIU the movement away from a 'needs' concept
in federal arbitration had a disastrous impact, for it was on an extension of this concept that its
first two federal award applications were made. The rejection of the union's arguments, despite
their being endorsed by the 1920 Piddington Royal Commission, was to destroy the concensus
of support within the union for federal arbitration. Although the union's leadership remained
committed to an arbitration-oriented strategy, it no longer did so in a united fashion, with some
state branches remaining under federal awards while others sought state awards.
If the growing preoccupation of federal arbitration with increased production and
'capacity to pay' had detrimental consequences for the union during the 1920s and the
Depression, in the longer term the union was to benefit from this orientation. Representing
workers in an industry that came to be characterised by rapid technological change, the union
discovered in 1939 that the Commonwealth Arbitration Court was prepared to award it
substantial increases in recognition of the industry's improved productivity, restoring the
union's faith in its arbitration-oriented strategy after the traumatic events of the previous decade.

The Revolutionary Alternative

Despite the shift away from the liberal concept of a 'living wage' towards concern about
industry's 'capacity to pay', trade unions made solid gains in the wake of World War I.
Having purged itself of its conservative political leadership when Hughes attempted to
introduce military conscription during 1916, organised labour was in a militant mood. Strikes,
driven by an inflationary spiral which saw 1920 prices 56.5 per cent above their 1914 level, ^
resulted in a record 6,308,226 work-days being lost in 1919.91011 Support for radical political
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and industrial ideas embodied in the concept of the One Big Union movement was also strong,
contributing to the formation in 1927 of a National Peak Council representing Australia's bluecollar workers— the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU).
The reality of a revolutionary alternative to the existing economic and social order
following the Bolshevik revolution in Russia was soon reflected in Australia's industrial
awards. In granting Australia's carters and drivers a forty-eight hour week for the first time,
Justice Powers admitted in his 1919 judgement that "many old conditions are passing away in
all countries [either] by granting fair conditions to workers or by revolution." 12
Reaping the benefits of the upsurge in working class militancy, a majority of Australia's
adult male wage earners were by 1921 receiving the 'living wage' for the first tim e, 13 while the
introduction of quarterly basic wage adjustments ensured that this level would be largely
retained. Even when the militant upsurge began to abate in Australia after 1921 a core of
revolutionary activists remained with the formation of the Communist Party of Australia (CPA)
in 1 9 2 0 ,1 4 providing a lasting challenge to the established moderate laborist tradition.
Within the FCDIU and its successor organisations the formation of the Communist
Party was to lead to a revival of the revolutionary tradition that had been in abeyance since
1912. For from the early 1920s until the late 1960s the Communist Party was to continually
maintain an organised presence in the union, no matter how small, persecuted and marginalised
that presence was. The communist threat to the laborist leadership of the union meant that from
the early 1910s to the late 1950s, when the Communist Party itself began to disintegrate as a
revolutionary force, any debate over industrial strategy possessed a political as well as an
industrial dimension. If support for arbitration implied at least a tacit acceptance of the capitalist
order then the strategy of collective-bargaining backed by industrial action came to be seen by
many of its advocates and opponents as representing the basis on which a revolutionary social
alternative could be built.1234
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Unionism on the Defensive

The substantial industrial gains secured by organised labour in Australia between 1919
and 1921 were not to last. By the mid-1920s Australian wages were fifty to one hundred per
cent higher than comparative wages in Britain, ^ leaving Australian industry unable to compete
with foreign imports despite a sixty-six per cent increase in tariff protection between 1920 and
1929-30.16 Employers in industries covered by overlapping federal or state awards also found
themselves paying the highest minimum wage and the shortest standard week stipulated by
either state industrial law or federal award.

To address these combined problems the

conservative Bruce-Page government sought a fundamental restructuring of Australia's
industrial relations system.
To eliminate the overlapping of federal and state industrial awards the Bruce
government sought an extension of the Commonwealth's constitutional powers through a
referendum in 1926. While this was unsuccessful, the overlapping of federal and state awards
was substantially reduced as a result of a High Court ruling in 'Cowbum's Case' during 1926.
This freed employers from the need to obey both federal awards and state law, the High Court
determining that state industrial law did not apply to workers covered by federal awards. 17 By
April 1927 Bruce had also completely restructured the composition of the Commonwealth
Arbitration Court, with the appointment of Chief Justice J. Dethridge, and Justices L.O. Lukin,
Beeby, and E.A. Drake-Brockman. Throughout 1928 and early 1929 Australia's industrial
relations climate steadily worsened as the Bruce government and the Commonwealth
Arbitration Court sought to introduce changed work practices by restructuring a number of key
awards, provoking major industrial disputes in the maritime and timber industries

disputes

which witnessed the defeat of the labour movement and left it prostrate even before the full
onset of the Depression.1567
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Depression

Although the attempts by the Bruce government and the Commonwealth Arbitration
Court to restructure key awards provoked intense trade union hostility, they were seldom
enough for employers concerned with the steady deterioration in Australia's economic position.
During 1928 the Central Council of Employers, Chambers of Manufacturers, the Associated
Chambers of Commerce, the Australian Mines and Metals Association, and the Metal Trades
Employers' Association all declared "that they found arbitration intolerable" and established an
Advisory Committee of Employers "to ensure an end to arbitration" . 1 8
While employer attempts to dismantle the arbitration system and replace it with a
deregulated labour market were frustrated by the election of the Scullin Labor government in
1929, the onset of the Depression ensured that organised labour's position continued to
deteriorate. The Scullin government soon revealed that it possessed neither the programme nor
the will necessary for the implementation of policies capable of defending labour's interests.
Nor did the arbitration system, state or federal, prove capable of sustaining pre-Depression
wage rates and conditions. In January 1931 the Commonwealth Arbitration Court announced a
ten per cent cut in wages, declaring: "All must adapt themselves to the fundamental fall in
national income and national wealth and to our changed trading relationships with other
countries."19
For individual workers and unions alike the depression years were extraordinarily
difficult times, with simple survival often becoming the main issue. Even in 1939 Australian
living standards as measured in terms of real product per head hardly differed from those
existing in 1890.20 Yet for the TWU and its predecessor organisations the period between
1914 and 1939 offered opportunities as well as obstacles, as technological change helped make
road transport one of Australia's most dynamic and rapidly growing industries. How it
exploited these opportunities, and overcame the obstacles presented, depended on the union18920
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itself and the effectiveness of the strategies that they devised to advance the cause of their
members.

2:

ROAD TRANSPORTNEW TECHNOLOGY AND EXPANSION

Until 1914 changing technology had steadily reduced the economic and industrial
importance of road transport in Australia. While motor vehicles were used for freight and
passenger transport in Australia since before 1910, they had proved unreliable and expensive,
making few inroads into rail or tramway services. The First World War was to transform this .
situation, forcing manufacturers to abandon previous custom-built designs in favour of mass
produced trucks and buses modelled on the world's first true truck assembly line, pioneered at
Dearborn, Michigan by Henry Ford in 1914.21
With standardisation came a number of major advances in vehicle component design.
The construction of multi-wheeled goods and passenger vehicles brought large increases in
carrying capacity. By 1925 companies such as Ley land were producing buses with a carrying
capacity of fifty-two passengers, while Leyland's 'Hippo' trucks had a capacity of over twelve
tons.22

a

range of relatively cheap but powerfully engined light commercial vehicles marketed

by Ford and Chevrolet brought the ownership of new commercial vehicles within the reach of
wage-earners, particularly as these dealers offered: "Easy and convenient purchase terms."23
Second-hand trucks could be purchased in the 1920s and 1930s for as little as forty pounds.24
Accessories and parts such as tyres were also offered for sale on: "The easiest system in the
world for deferred payment."25 Fuel costs for motorised vehicles were kept at around two21345
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shillings per gallon due to stiff competition amongst suppliers in the twenties and thirties. 26
These costs compared more than favourably with the expenses involved in maintaining and
feeding a horse, with firms having discovered even in the late nineteenth century that it could
cost more to maintain a horse than pay for its driver. 27
In technological advance lay the basis for an explosion in the use of commercial motor
vehicles in Australia during the 1920s, with the number of such vehicles registered rising from
13,438 in 1922-23 to 104,487 in 1929-30.28 in few countries in the world did the expansion
of motor transport have the impact that it did in Australia. By 1931 the total number of motor
vehicles in Australia was double that of Italy, almost equal to that of Germany, and only
exceeded by the United States, Britain, Canada, France and Germany.29 Even the onset of the
Depression did little to slow the advance in the use of commercial motor vehicles. 30 Despite an
approximately ten per cent drop in registrations between 1929-30 and 1930-31, pre-Depression
levels were exceeded as early as 1932-33,31 and by 1939 there were 258,025 commercial
vehicles on Australian roads.32
The advances in truck design and construction during the 1920s and 1930s made road
transport a serious competitor to the railways for the first time. By 1929 the NSW Railway
Commissioner, James Fraser, was complaining: "Motor vehicles . . . have already reduced
railway revenues to a very considerable extent."33 So deep were the inroads of road transport
into railway profitability that it seriously undermined the financial viability of state
governments. As NSW Premier, Jack Lang, later observed: "When I was Treasurer I quickly
learned the solvency of the state depended on the state of the Railway finances. If the Railways
were losing money, the Treasury was in trouble."34 To defend the railway's monopoly of 267893014
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long-distance land transport state governments introduced a variety of legislative restrictions on
the operation of road transport where it competed with rail. These included prohibitive taxes
and charges, licencing quotas, and uncompetitive speed control limits. 35
Despite these restrictions, continued technological advances ensured the long-term
viability of road transport as an alternative to rail and sea transport. Special weight-bearing
additions to the chassis meant that axles no longer had to bear the weight of the load carried,
increasing carrying capacity and speed, while the growing use of diesels during the 1930s
reduced fuel costs.36 Improved service facilities, including the development of an engine
exchange system for reconditioned motors,3*7 also acted to reduce costs. By 1938 semi
articulated vehicles with large capacity V -8 motors were also operating in Australia, offering
added flexibility in the handling of heavy freight. 3 8
The total effect of these technological advances was to dramatically reduce wage costs in
the industry. By 1939 employers were conceding: 'T hat the wages cost per ton in motorised
transport had been reduced by half over the past fifteen years."39 It is doubtful if few other
sections of the Australian economy matched these advances in productivity during the 1920s
and the 1930s.40 For the FCDIU/ARTWU such advances were something of a double-edged
sword. On the one hand, the advances undermined employer arguments that high industry
costs demanded that their employees must work longer hours that most other workers. The
improvements in productivity in the industry were to prove decisive in the Commonwealth
Arbitration Court's decision to grant the industry an eighty-eight hour fortnight in August
1939.41 On the other hand, although the industry became far more sophisticated and complex,
the union's officials still belonged to the horse-drawn era, with Lawson, the Queensland
Secretary, admitting in 1924 that "he did not know anything about cars."423567894012
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"The growing sophistication of road transport was revealed by the 1933 Census.
Although horse-operating carters and carriers still comprised a majority of those engaged in
'carting and carrying', they were rapidly being overtaken by the industry's 13,062 motor
drivers .434 5 Indeed, if the 4,459 drivers of taxis and buses were added, it is clear that by 1933
horse-drawn operators were a minority of the total workforce in road transport.44
1933 Census also indicated that only approximately twenty per cent of commercial
motor vehicles were being used by professional carriers ,4 5 a figure which seems to have
remained fairly consistent to the present

464
9
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It can be assumed that the majority of users of

commercial vehicles in 1933 were ancillary operators, a group of employers the union had not
traditionally had great success with. As well, a large proportion of commercial vehicle owners
were owner-drivers,4^ another group the union had made few serious efforts to organise.
Even as late as 1937 delegates to the federation's federal council were still declaring in relation
to owner-drivers that they "did not think they were worth helping."4^ This attitude contrasted
with the stand of the AWU which, by 1937, was winning union wage rates and holiday pay for
owner-drivers employed by public authorities in Queensland and Western Australia.4^
Despite the dramatic expansion in motorised transport and marked improvements in
driver productivity during the 1920s and 1930s there was to be remarkably little change in the
social and industrial relationships between the union and the established carrying firms who
employed the bulk of its membership. For such relationships are not determined simply by
technological change but rather by the response of human beings and their social institutions to
that change. Until the m id-1940s most professional carrying firms, inhibited by legislative
restrictions on long-distance transport, remained small or medium-sized family firms or
partnerships engaged in local cartage.
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arbitration and its lack of national cohesion also restricted it from recruiting in areas in which
motorised transport was having some of its most far-reaching effects— amongst long-distance
and country road transport and owner-drivers. As a result of its failure to respond to the new
opportunities in road transport the union continued to stagnate throughout the 1920s and 1930s.

3:

INTO FEDERAL ARBITRATION

During the period between 1900 and 1914 neither collective bargaining supported by
industrial action nor state-based systems of arbitration or wages boards had proved entirely
suitable for regulating employment conditions within Australian road transport. To find a way
out of the industrial impasse in which it found itself the policy of applying for a federal award
was one that was adopted by successive Federal Conferences of the FCDIU after 1912, yet by
1915 no substantial progress had been made towards the achievement of this goal. Increasingly
concerned that such delays were threatening the continued viability of the union, delegates from
all states except New South Wales met in Hobart during September 1915 to hasten the process,
with all the rules of the Federation being placed on the agenda paper for review and amendment
to ensure that no legal problems would delay the federal award application.5^
The care with which the Conference approached this task was rewarded when the
revised rules were submitted to A.M. Stewart, the Commonwealth Registrar. Stewart declared
"that all the Rules were properly gone through at the Hobart conference . . . He was of the
opinion that the Federation was quite legally sound."5 ! Stewart went on to assure the union's
representatives that the past participation of the NSW union "did not invalidate the
Federation ."5051 2 With Western Australia having formalised its relationship with the FCDIU in
Hobart, it appeared as if no major barriers remained for the citation and obtaining of a federal
award.
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-Yet despite the progress made by the Hobart Conference, a number of obstacles in fact
remained. The continued non-participation of New South Wales was recognised by all as a
major weakness, and a delegation was appointed from the 1915 Conference "to wait upon the
Executive of [the] Sydney Trolley and Draymen's Union to urge them into the Federation .**55
This delegation seems to have met with some success, and in January 1916 New South Wales
sent a representative, J. Rudd, to a special Federal Council meeting. Despite Rudd expressing
the opinion "that the New South Wales carters would soon come under the banner of the
Federation"5^, unity failed to eventuate. The subsequent departure of the long established
Hughes' leadership from the Trolley and Draymen's Union in October 1916 as a result of
Hughes' stand on conscription heralded a lengthy period of turmoil in the NSW union that
ensured that its participation would be indefinitely postponed .55
If the continued non-participation of the NSW Trolley and Draym en’s Union
represented a major if not altogether unexpected obstacle to the FCDIU’s hopes for a national,
all-embracing federal award, an addition obstacle emerged when Bob Cheney announced to the
Hobart Conference his intention to stand down as Federal Secretary due to ill-health.5^ R.
McCormack, a Brisbane organiser, was elected as his replacement, with the Federal Office
being transferred to Brisbane .57 Initially McCormack carried out his duties competently,
commencing the federal award application, serving logs of claims on employers, registering the
claim before the Court and applying for a Compulsory Conference with employers .5 8
However, on 22 May 1916 a crisis struck the union when the Queensland Branch first
demanded the resignation of and then subsequently expelled McCormack for the use of
unfinancial FCDIU members in the ballot rigging of a Labor Party plebiscite.59
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The FCDIU's Federal President, John Gunn, and the recently retired Cheney were
hastily called upon to tidy up the mess left by McCormack's removal from office. The sorry
episode of McCormack's Secretaryship demonstrated clearly the need for a permanent, full-time
Secretary based close to the Commonwealth Arbitration Court in Melbourne. The lesson was
not long lost on the union, and in December 1916 Cheney was re-elected Federal Secretary,60 a
position he was to hold for the next twenty-eight years without interruption, with the office
being declared a full-time position in 1918.61
It was not, however, to be either organisational imperfections or the confusion that
surrounded McCormack's term in office that provided the major internal obstacle to the
obtaining of a federal award during World War I, but rather the opposition of the rank and file
to the union's new arbitration-oriented strategy.

Between 1910 and 1912 officials had

encouraged militant action by drivers, building unions with considerable industrial striking
power in the process. Now they desired to curtail these same militant sentiments at a time when
rising prices were placing renewed pressure on drivers' living standards.
By the time of the 1915 Federal Conference all state officials were already reporting
"great dissatisfaction" amongst the membership.62 This discontent exploded before the
Victorian officials during December 1915 when a rank and file petition was raised for a mass
meeting to be held on 5 December to consider strike action.63 At the meeting, as Cheney later
recalled, the membership "derided the idea of going to the Court, they wanted something which
would afford them speedier relief. They heckled the officers, said the executive was too
slow ." 64

Only the threat of the mass resignation of all the Victorian Branch officials was able

to narrowly avert a majority in favour of immediate strike action.65
Although strike action was narrowly averted at the end of 1915, the pressure for direct
action continued, not only in Victoria but in every branch of the Federation. In 1917 one
official was to tell the Commonwealth Arbitration Court that "at nearly every meeting of the6012345
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organisation . . . sections of members come along and attack the officers because they believe
they are standing between them and the strike which they consider would get them justice in
their eyes."6 6
Why did the union's officials endure the long delays of the federal arbitration system
when they were under such intense pressure for direct action from the rank and file? Partly it
was due to the fact that their previous experience in strike action had shown the limitations of
such a strategy in securing long-term gains. As well the union seemed to have an exaggerated
idea of the gains to be made under federal arbitration, with Cheney informing Powers in the
course of hearings in 1917 that the Court generally fixed higher rates than the state courts,
despite warnings from Powers that this could not be assumed.67
But perhaps more important, the FCDIU was under pressure to secure an award that
would consolidate its coverage of its designated workforce and protect it from encroachment by
other unions. In 1916, for example, the Queensland Industrial Court granted the FEDFA
coverage of all motor vehicle drivers in South-East Queensland outside the metropolitan area,68
while, as we have seen, Higgins' judgement in 1912 had rejected the FCDIU's federal claim to
cover such drivers. A federal award was one way of overcoming the consequences of such
decisions. The AWU was also steadily encroaching on the FCDIU's preserve, particularly in
Queensland where they showed particular success in gaining coverage of drivers engaged in
road and waterways construction, sanitary drivers and municipal carters.69
In short, the FCDIU was trapped. To reject strike action in favour of a federal award
was to alienate many of the rank and file, while the failure to secure a federal award would
almost certainly guarantee the marginalisation of the union before encroachments from other
unions, and its permanent exclusion from the industrial relations mainstream. Not surprisingly,
the FCDIU accepted the short-term alienation of the rank and file as the lesser of two evils.
Nevertheless, the move into federal arbitration confirmed a right-ward drift in the union's
orientation, reinforcing support for laborist rather than revolutionary politics within the union.6789
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W hen -Cheney informed Justice Powers in 1917 how he and the FCDIU's Federal Council
deplored strike action7^ it demonstrated the ground the union had covered since the 1912
Federal Conference, when Cheney and Katz had spoken about the impending overthrow of the
capitalist system.

Arbitration Court Strategy

Clearly a lot rested on the FCDIU's first venture into federal arbitration, with the
union's continued support from its rank and file and from its constituent branches, as well as its
ability to resist encroachment from other unions, all resting on the outcome. When hearings
finally commenced on 17 April 1917, Bob Cheney submitted a single claim for all horse
drivers, whether employed by professional carriers or ancillary operators, along with an
application for a unified rate for drivers in all states, despite the variation in the cost of living
from state to state.7 1 Cheney went on to inform the presiding judge, Justice Powers, that "it is
not really necessary to take every particular industrial section into account and deal with them
separately . . . you can recognise a certain principle of uniformity running right through
o u t." ^
Cheney's arguments spelt out a major effort to overcome the divisions, both between
one section o f drivers and another and between the various state drivers' unions, which had
bedevilled the previous history of unionism in road transport. The application of this strategy,
however, demanded that the federation and its officials show a unified approach to employers,
with a firm commitment to remain behind a single claim before the Commonwealth Arbitration
Court. This they were unable to do.
In January 1917 the Port Adelaide FCDIU, a union the Federation no longer had any
connection with or control over, threatened a campaign of strike action to improve the wages of
its m em bers.7^ With members of the official SA Branch also indicating that they would70123
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support a strike, the SA Branch officials decided to join the Port Adelaide union in a common
claim before the State Industrial Court, in return for the proposed strike action being called off.
In taking such action the SA Branch was endorsing a claim which differed markedly from the
federal claim, seeking as it did a forty-eight hour week rather than the forty-four hours
stipulated in the federal log.74
The employers' representatives in the Commonwealth Court soon exploited the SA
Branch's departure from the federal claim, asking the branch's Assistant-Secretary, F.
McIntyre: "I suppose if the State Arbitration Court gives you what you ask for you will be
satisfied."75 For McIntyre to answer yes to this question would be to indicate that a dispute no
longer existed between the SA Branch and employers. When he did so answer, confirming his
response to Justice Powers, the chances of a unified federal award almost immediately
disappeared. 76
When Powers handed down his judgem ent on 26 June 1917 he excluded South
Australia and Queensland from the terms of the award, pending separate hearings as to whether
disputes actually existed between the FCDIU and employers in those states.77 Fearful of being
left with nothing, the Queensland Branch came to accept a separate agreement with employers
which, while registered as a federal award, contained provisions for hours considerably worse
than the main award.78
While Powers eventually granted South Australian drivers a federal award, it too was
separated from the main award, and Powers concluded his judgem ent with a scathing
indictment of the widely varying conditions of employment that the union's divided industrial
tactics had resulted in, noting: "I have never had a case in which employers have had greater
cause to complain of the effect of federal and state arbitration awards operating on the same
industry, fixing different sets of conditions of work, and hours of labour—and wages awarded
on different basic and other rates."797456*89
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-'Overall, the conditions granted in the award were a disappointment. The wages for
horse-drivers were set only one shilling above the ’living wage’ of three pounds, while hours
were to remain above the community average at fifty-one hours per week until 1 January 1918,
and thereafter be set at fifty per week.80 To add to the union's general disappointment no
preference clause was granted. The main beneficiaries under the award were motor drivers,
who were granted a forty-eight hour week and a wage level at least five shillings above that of a
horse driver. 81 Although the higher wages awarded to motor drivers had little meaning as the
overwhelming majority of drivers were still engaged in handling horse-drawn vehicles , the
court's decision reflected an early appreciation that the nature of a drivers' work was being
transformed by the mechanisation of the industry.
The FCDIU's first venture into federal arbitration was thus not particularly successful.
Despite a carefully planned strategy to set uniform hours, wages and conditions for drivers
throughout all the states covered by the union, the FCDIU demonstrated that it lacked the unity
and sense of purpose to carry through such an undertaking. Nevertheless, whatever the
failings of an arbitration-oriented strategy in this instance, the granting of a federal award at
least established the federation's presence in the Court, consolidated its right to represent
Australia's carters, drivers and motor vehicle operators, and laid the ground-work for further
gains in the future. Indeed one could conclude that if the union had not implemented an
arbitration-oriented strategy at this time its changes of survival would have been extremely
problematic. Another positive gain from the FCDIU's first experience of federal arbitration
was that it seemed to have demonstrated to the two feuding branches in South Australia the
need for unity. On 13 December 1917 a Conference of the two branches' executives brought
about the reunification of the South Australia Branch.828012
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The Cost of Federal Award Unity

The greatest single achievement of the FCDIU's first federal award was to be found in
its coverage of drivers outside the hire and reward sector, something which the union had had
great difficulty in achieving either through collective bargaining or through state systems of
arbitration or wages boards. The federal award accepted no difference in the work of drivers,
whether employed by master carriers or ancillary operators, stipulating the same conditions for
both. The industrial and award unity the FCDIU had achieved, however, came at a heavy cost.
Previously the union had always had greater success in gaining concessions—whether
through collective bargaining, wages boards or state arbitration— from master carriers, who
could pass on wage increases through higher cartage costs, than from ancillary operators, who
could not. By seeking a comprehensive federal award that would ensure them a wider coverage
of members the FCDIU inadvertently forced transport employers to close ranks against it in a
common block— the Carters and Drivers Employers' Arbitration Defence Committee
(CDEADC).
Originally established to provide a means of meeting employer financial costs in the
federal award hearing, 83 the CDEADC survived as the major strategic forum for road transport
employers covered by the FCDIU's federal awards. In this committee the interests of master
carriers were completely subsumed by those of ancillary operators, with effective leadership of
the CDEADC passing to the Employers' Federation. 84 While in the decades to come the MCA
was to continually express within the committee the need for greater industrial flexibility than
was possible through arbitration— supporting extra concessions to the union to ensure
industrial peace and to stop a drift of experienced drivers away from the industry*^ — these
suggestions were continually overridden by other employer representatives. Instead the
CDEADC united in insisting that conditions of employment in the industry be strictly those set8345
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by arbitrated awards while endeavouring to ensure that those award rates were kept as low as
possible.

Until an industrial strategy could be devised to breach this united employer

opposition without threatening award coverage for all drivers the federal union was to find that
it would extract only minimal concessions from the federal arbitration system. In the meantime
the FCDIU discovered that the paucity of conditions under its first federal award brought it few
new recruits from drivers employed by ancillary operators while doing little to stem defections
from its original base amongst hire and reward firms.

Membership and Branch Dissatisfaction

As W orld W ar I continued the FCDIU's membership began to express their
dissatisfaction with the union's arbitration-oriented strategy by voting with their feet. FCDIU
national membership, which had stood at 11,650 in December 1913, plumeted to 6,212 at the
end of 1917.86 Although the FCDIU's second federal award, granted on 25 July 1919, was to
mark a considerable advance on the first—Justice Powers awarding a forty-eight hour week,
overtime rates of time and a half, and a five shilling basic wage increase^?— the award
remained a poor one. Margins remained extremely low, with a driver's base rate being only
one shilling above the 'living wage'. Hours also remained a source of concern despite the
introduction of a forty-eight hour week. Under the federal award drivers could be asked to
work nine hours and forty minutes without overtime, compared with eight hours and forty
minutes in most other awards.88
While the improvement in award conditions was sufficient to induce a slow return to the
union of the membership lost between 1914 and 1917 it did little to expand its overall base.
Membership in December 1919 still stood at only 8,108 and it was to be December 1926 before
national membership crept above the level of 1913.89 To add to the federal union's woes the
Queensland Branch began to make it clear that it was contemplating abandoning the federal8679
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award in favour of a return to its state arbitration sy ste m ^ — a system made more sympathetic
to union claims following the election of the Ryan Labor government in 1915.

The Piddington Commission

With the federal arbitration system having failed to deliver its expected results, and with
CDEADC refusing to countenance collective bargaining ,^ 1 Bob Cheney had to devise a
strategy that would bring the union greater industrial gains. To fail to do so would result in a
gradual stagnation in the union's membership and a defection of state branches towards state
arbitration. Such defections would inevitably reduce the relevance of the union's federal
structure and virtually ensure widely varying conditions of employment for road transport
workers throughout the Commonwealth.
In devising such a strategy Cheney decided to reject a return to the industrial militancy
that had characterised the union between 1910 and 1912. Instead, in a novel approach, he
sought to transform the very nature of the federal arbitration system itself. It was on the need
for a fundamental overhaul of the principles upon which federal wage-fixing was based that
Bob Cheney concentrated much of his attention in the union's first and second award
applications; an overhaul which would result in the federal system remaining attractive to all
state branches. As Powers noted in his 1917 Judgement, Cheney challenged "for the first time
in this Court the basic wage . . . fixed in 1907 by the P resid en t." ^
In his arguments before the Court Cheney was not content with merely demonstrating
that current wages were well below the Harvester equivalent, but rather was intent on proving
that the Harvester Judgement itself was inadequate as the basis for a 'living wage'. Cheney
revealed that the cost of living figures upon which the Harvester Judgement were based covered
only sixty per cent of the total expenses of a worker and his family and, perhaps more
importantly, made no provision for periods of unem ploym ent.^ 90123
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„Although Powers lacked the authority to establish new principles for the setting of the
basic wage without a m ajor inquiry, he was sufficiently impressed by Cheney's case to
recommend that: "The statements and arguments submitted to me by Mr. Cheney would be
very valuable indeed before a Commission sitting to inquire into the cost of living."94 When
Hughes, by now Australia's Nationalist Party Prime Minister, agreed to such a Commission in
October 1919, Cheney was appointed one of the Royal Commissioners. 95 While the
Commission's Final Report endorsed Cheney's criticism of the Harvester Judgement as being
an inadequate basis for a 'living wage', the Government's subsequent rejection of the
Commission's findings destroyed the concensus within the union's leadership in favour of
federal arbitration. Not until 1968 would the Federation again seek a five-state parent award
through the Commonwealth arbitration system.
Whereas the adoption of an arbitration-oriented strategy had acted to unite the various
state drivers' unions between 1912 and 1919, by the early 1920s it was having a divisive
impact, with the union splitting into two industrial camps. On one side were the 'federal award
states'— South Australia, Victoria and Tasmania. Opposed to them were the 'state award
states' of Queensland, W estern Australia and, when it joined the Federation, New South
Wales. Following the High Court's ruling in 'Cowbum's Case', these two groups often came
to regard each other with distrust and suspicion, with the 'state award states' usually fearful that
the generally inferior federal awards could be used to undermine their own conditions, showing
a reluctance to support either the extension of federal awards or the power of the federal branch
of the union; a reluctance which hindered the Federation's ability to co-ordinate a national
response to industrial problems.

Queensland—A Separate Path

The first state to defect from the federal award was Queensland. In January 1920 the
Queensland Branch applied for a separate state award, guaranteeing "that no proceedings will945
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be taken against any employer under the award of the Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and
Arbitration now in force, and that every effort will be made . . . to have . . . Queensland
excluded from its operation." 96 The Queensland Branch was to prove more than happy with
its decision when the award was handed down, with George Lawson, the State Secretary,
declaring; "the rates agreed upon [being] above all expectation."97
In the following two decades Queensland was to set the pace for the federation, causing
Cheney to comment as early as 1924 that the Queensland awards were "the best in the
Commonwealth".98 The gains secured by the Queensland Branch included the winning of a
five shilling margin for drivers from 1924,99 a forty-four hour week from 1 July 1925,100 a
week's annual leave in some awards from as early as 1925,101 along with wages which were
significantly in advance of federal rates. 102 in addition, the branch was awarded a preference
clause in its parent award that was regarded by the State Industrial Court as one of the best in ■
Queensland, 103 as well as award coverage of some owner-operators, although they had to
share membership of these drivers with the AWU.104

Western Australia—A Conservative Strategy

Western Australia was the next state to withdraw from the federal award, with the state
no longer participating in proceedings before the Commonwealth Arbitration Court after
1921.105 The change involved no sharp break with past practices, as the WA Branch had
concluded a number of interim agreements before the Western Australian Arbitration Court9678102345
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while waiting for the outcome of federal award hearings. 106 The major gain secured for WA
drivers from their separate state awards came from the high basic wage fixed by Justice Walter
Dwyer after his appointment as Industrial Court President in 1926. Dwyer fixed a wage which
stood between the Harvester equivalent and that advocated by the Piddington Commission. 107
In 1931 this wage was almost twelve shillings above the federal award equivalent. 108
W hile the basic wage received by WA drivers under state awards after 1926 was
considerably higher than the federal basic wage, the hours worked by WA drivers ended up
being the worst in Australia. Despite the declaration of the Court in 1926 that it intended to
endorse a forty-four week standard throughout all awards, 109 the state's commercial drivers
continued to work a forty-eight hour week until 1938. HO For drivers of passenger vehicles it
was even worse, with a fifty-six hour week being set.l 11 By 1936 even the WA Industrial
Court was forced to admit that the awards of the branch, particularly for passenger drivers,
were "an anachronism." 1 1 2
The person most responsible for the generally poor industrial performance of the WA
Branch was Oscar Nilsson, who seized control of the union from the old-guard leadership of
Singleton and Sidebottom in November 1918.113 Nilsson was to prove to be perhaps the most
autocratic, fiercely anti-communist and industrially conservative of all the Federation's officials.
In his thirty-six years in office Nilsson was to be highly successful in maintaining his position
against internal competitors. Under him, however, the WA Branch remained small and
industrially weak during the 1920s and the 1930s. Only its 1927 amalgamation with the local
Bread Carters' Union enabled it to lift his membership above five hundred,! 14 while during the106789234
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Depression the figure was to sink as low as 278.115 Even in 1940 the Branch contained only
416 members. H 6
So

intent was Nilsson on implementing a non-confrontationist approach in his dealin

with employers that he failed to even have them cited for award hearings, simply having the
WA Arbitration Court register industrial agreements he had concluded with employers through
private deals. This approach brought together the worst elements of both an arbitration-oriented
strategy and collective bargaining backed by industrial action, with little pressure being placed
on employers to grant concessions.

4:

PASSENGER DRIVERS AND THE FORMATION OF THE
ARTWU

Despite the withdrawal of Western Australia and Queensland from federal awards in the
early 1920s, the FCDIU as a whole continued to make steady if unspectacular progress. Stable
leaderships had emerged in all branches, membership figures slowly returned to pre-war levels,
and amalgamation negotiations with the Sydney Trolley and Draymen, while remaining
unsuccessful,* 17 offered the possibility of a major addition to the FCDIU's strength. Regular

basic wage adjustments assured that the union's membership could at least keep pace with
inflation, and in March 1925 the federal margin for a one-horse driver was doubled to two
shillings, although this margin remained a poor one, with the Commonwealth Arbitration Court
admitting "that in no other award in the Commonwealth is so low a margin awarded." 1.18
The union's ability to make steady if unspectacular industrial gains through federal
arbitration was brought to an abrupt halt after 1925. As the economy began its slide into
depression the personnel of the Commonwealth Arbitration Court under the conservative Bruce15678
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government showed themselves less sympathetic to trade union interests. Between 1925 and
August 1939, when an interim award was granted, conditions of employment under the union's
federal awards were virtually frozen, the only significant advance coming in 1934 when a two
shilling margin increase was awarded. Even this increase did little more than help compensate
for the ten per cent basic wage cut handed down by the Full Bench during 1931.
If the Commonwealth arbitration system proved largely ineffective in improving the
employment conditions of the union's members during the 1920s it nevertheless remained a
viable system for advancing the institutional interests of the union. By the mid-1920s both the
FCDIU and the NSW Trolley and Draymen's Union were seeking to extend their constitutions
to give them the legal right to represent Australia's omnibus drivers before the Commonwealth
Arbitration Court. It was this common need that finally united the FCDIU with its New South
Wales counter-part, the FCDIU being transformed into the Amalgamated Road Transport
Workers' Union (ARTWU).

New South Wales Developments

Although the adaption of the union to changes in the road transport industry was
generally painfully slow, such delays were not possible if the union was to gain coverage of
passenger transport, as no provisions to cover such workers existed in the FCDIU's
constitution. Such pressures were also imposing themselves upon the NSW Trolley and
Draymen's Union, as half the total Australian bus fleet was found in New South Wales.
Since the 1916 departure of the Hughes-Connington leadership the NSW union had
gone through a period of industrial and organisational turmoil. The union's involvement in the
1917 General Strike had been followed by its deregistration and the cancellation of all its
awards in September 1917.120 The Master Carriers' Association was also able to successfully
intervene in the union's affairs at this time, using the weakened state of the union to win1920
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assurances from its officials that they would not seek to join the FCDIU in a common federal
award application. 1 2 1
Although the TDCU's state registration was restored in 1918 the union's membership
remained in a militant frame of mind. NSW drivers continued to work a fifty-six hour week
with a wage rate for a single horse driver that was three shillings less than that in the federal
award. Threats of industrial action forced the local MCA to concede a five shilling increase in
September 1919 through collective bargaining although this gain was eventually absorbed into a
seventeen shilling state 'living wage' increase the following month. 122
Despite the gains of September 1919 the union's leadership under A.C. Brightfield,
who had been a Vice-President with Hughes, seems to have been disturbed by the militancy of
the membership. In November 1919 the leadership attempted to reassert its authority by
expelling striking coal carters from the union. 123 Mick Connington, despite his resignation as
Secretary in 1916, also continued to exercise considerable influence upon the union's
leadership, handling industrial negotiations and award cases for the union throughout the
1920s.

Through Connington's influence, Bray and Rimmer conclude, the industrially

moderate policies of the Hughes-Connington era continued to "cast a long shadow" over the
TDCU's strategic direction. *24
While the TDCU's leadership remained unsettled, with five Secretaries succeeding one
another between late 1916 and 1925,125 the union had by 1920 rejected industrial militancy in
favour of a renewed commitment to state arbitration. This commitment was made acceptable to
the membership as a result of substantial award improvements that followed the election of the
Storey Labor government in 1920 and the Lang Labor government in 1925. In March 1921 the
NSW Arbitration Court reduced the working week for the state's drivers to forty-eight
hours, 126 while in December 1925 the Lang government legislated for a forty-four hour week123456
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for all workers under NSW awards. Margins for NSW drivers also improved, being 4s.6 d.
higher than those under federal awards between 1921 and 1925.127
From 1922 to 1924 the FCDIU began serious efforts to induce the NSW union to link
up with the federal body, but with conditions in the NSW award generally superior to those in
the federal one the NSW membership could not see the benefit of such an amalgamation, while
the union's officials lacked the authority to persuade them. 128 This picture was to change in
early 1925. The election of Frank Miller as NSW Secretary brought to an end, at least until
1931, the leadership problems of the NSW union. Miller started talks with the Tramway
Employees' Union on who should organise the growing numbers of Sydney bus drivers. The
breakdown of these talks, however, and the subsequent application of the Tramway Employees
for a federal Bus Drivers' Award, were to convince Miller that only through a federal union
could coverage of the road passenger industry be secured. 129

The ARTWU—Formation

The application of the Tramway Employees for a federal Bus Drivers' Award brought
objections from the FCDIU, the Trolley and Draymen and the MT&CA. Faced with such
disputed claims for coverage, the Commonwealth Registrar advised that the four unions
organise a conference to try to resolve the issue through n eg o tiatio n s.!^ The subsequent
conference, in June 1925, although boycotted by the Tramway Employees, proved a highly
successful affair. The three participating unions agreed on the need for their amalgamation into
a common organisation, the Amalgamated Road Transport Workers' Union. 131 A provisional
constitution was drawn up to cover all persons employed in connection with the transport of
goods or passengers by road, with a major effort being made to assure prospective members1278930
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from the passenger sector that their separate interests would be recognised, by dividing the
proposed union into passenger and commercial sections. 132
In January 1926 representatives of the FCDIU, the NSW Trolley and Draymen, and the
MT&CA once again met in Melbourne to formally establish the ARTWU. Officers were
elected, with Bob Cheney becoming the union’s first Federal Secretary and Frank Miller the
Federal President. Provisions were also made for the establishment of state branches, and a
motion was carried for "the registration of the union . . . at the earliest opportunity." 133
Despite these achievements, and despite the formation of ARTWU Branches in New South
Wales, Victoria, Western Australia and Queensland by the end of 1927,134 ¿t was not unt[\ 3
August 1928 that federal registration finally occurred. 135
In July 1927 the Commonwealth registrar had decided that the rules and procedures
adopted for the formation of the ARTWU were invalid. 136 By the time this problem was
resolved the MT&CA had moved from support for the proposed amalgamation to an attitude of
outright hostility, emerging as the main opponent to the ARTWU's registration. 137 When the
Registrar finally granted the ARTWU's registration on 3 August 1928, recognising it as the
"representative organisation of road transport workers", 138 the new amalgamated organisation
was to incorporate only the FCDIU and the NSW Trolley and Draymen.

The ARTWU and Passenger Drivers

Although the ARTWU's constitution gave it the right to cover passenger drivers, the
withdrawal of the MT&CA seriously effected the credibility of the union's claim, denying it a
ready-made base in the industry.

Forced to start from scratch, the union's record with

passenger drivers was not to prove a happy one with no federal passenger award eventuating13245678
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until the 1960s. The Victorian Branch found itself unable to make any headway against the
MT&CA,139 while in New South Wales the bulk o f the union's passenger members defected
to the Motor Omnibus Employees' Association during the

1 9 3 0 s. 140

jn Tasmania the failure

of the branch to organise passenger drivers enabled the MT&CA to move across Bass Strait in
1939 and establish a rival organisation to the ARTWU in Hobart. 104934 1 South Australia was also
unable to establish a passenger section during the 1920s and the 1930s.142
Even in Queensland and W estern Australia, where the ARTWU was to prove most
successful in organising the passenger industry, conditions remained poor, with drivers
working up to twelve hours per day without any provision for overtime rates. 143 Union
coverage of taxi drivers remained even more difficult, with cab companies using contract
employment in an attempt to defeat the application of awards, arguing that such workers were
bailees rather than employees, as no master-servant relationship existed . 1 4 4 6415 Employers
success in adopting this tactic varied considerably. In New South Wales their arguments were
accepted by the Courts, while in Queensland and Western Australia they were not and union
awards were granted.14^
The most significant advances for the ARTWU in the passenger sector were to come in
Western Australia after 1936 when the branch's leadership under Nilsson was forced to
temporarily abandon its rigid adherence to arbitration under pressure from rank and file bus
drivers and conductors. A month long strike by metropolitan bus drivers from

6

October 1936

saw the first example of bus drivers forcing concessions from employers through industrial
action, with drivers and conductors winning reductions in the spread of shifts and improved
overtime paym ents.14^ Following this, in January 1939, the WA Industrial Court granted
passenger drivers a forty-four hour week, even though Nilsson, the WA Secretary, had failed
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to ask for this in the union's log. 147 Another positive experience for the ARTWU with
passenger drivers was to occur in Canberra, with the 1936 Federal Council accepting
representatives from a Canberra Branch for the first time.148 Although the Canberra Branch
remained small, with only forty-seven members in 1936,149 its base amongst the capital's bus
and ministerial drivers made it unique within the ARTWU.

5:

BUREAUCRATISATION

Although the affiliation of the NSW Trolley and Draymen's Union represented a major
advance for the Federation, in practice the ARTWU proved even less capable of co-ordinated
action than its predecessor. In part this reflected confusion over the union's legal and industrial
identity after amalgamation, with the union's federal awards remaining in the name of the
FCDIU, not the ARTWU. Even when a new federal award was achieved in June 1934 it was
in the name of the FCDIU, not the ARTWU. 150 jn consequence the South Australian,
Tasmanian and Victorian Branches continued to effectively operate as branches of the FCDIU,
with Bill Turner, Melbourne's Assistant Secretary, observing in 1931: "The present position
was grotesque. This union was really two unions." 151 To add to the general confusion J.E.
Stephens once again declared Port Adelaide's independence from the state and federal union
during 1931. Not until September 1937 was Port Adelaide to rejoin the Federation, with
Stephens subsequent election to State Parliament the following year, removing a long-running
barrier to unity in the branch. 152
If part of the ARTWU's institutional and industrial difficulties can be attributed to
peculiar problems of legal identity, a more fundamental factor was the union's rigid and14789502
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unimaginative pursuit of an arbitration-oriented strategy. Having experimented with state
arbitration or wages boards, collective bargaining backed by industrial action and federal
arbitration only to find them all wanting, the union was by the late 1920s prepared to passively
accept whatever gains came its way through arbitration. This in return reflected the growing
conservatism of its leadership, with new men and ideas being actively discouraged from the
union's internal decision-making process. The period between 1914 and 1939 was one that
saw few changes in the leadership of the union, either at the federal or the state level. Basically
the men who were leading the union in 1939 were the same as those who had led it in 1914, or
their carefully chosen successors.
In Queensland the branch's founder, George Lawson, was replaced on his election to
Federal Parliament in 1932 by the branch's President and close Lawson ally, Alf Milton. 153
Similarly in South Australia, F. McIntyre, who had succeeded John Gunn as Secretary in
1918, was replaced without fuss on his death in 1936 by Alf Angel, an organiser with the
union since 1911.154 The Tasmanian Branch's fortunes were presided over by John O'Neil
from 1914 to 1933, when his resignation to concentrate on his duties as THC Secretary added
to the branch's already considerable problems. 155 Western Australia saw Oscar Nilsson reign
supreme after 1918.
A sim ilar picture was reproduced in Victoria following Cheney's election as a
permanent Federal Secretary in 1918. Control of the branch rested in the hands of a group of
officials elected around 1912, with J. Stack serving as Melbourne Secretary from 1918-1924,
Arthur Lewis from 1924-1929, and John Behan from 1929-1945.156 Bill Turner contributed
to the stability of the leadership by serving as Assistant Secretary without interruption during
the period, until his election as Federal Secretary in 1944.157 Even in New South Wales, the
most faction-ridden branch during the period, power tended to change hands as the result of153467
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struggles between a small group of officials, rather than as a result of outside challenges to the
control of the inner group. 158
The prolonged grip of these officials over their respective branches enabled them to
effectively assert their independence from both the federal union and the union's membership,
with the FCDIU/ARTWU coming to resemble a collection of semi-independent fiefdoms. By
the late 1920s members were speaking openly of the emergence of "the paid officials
association" that acted to assert its own interests over the concerns of the m em b ersh ip s w^h
the FCDIU/ARTWU's reliance on arbitration rather than direct action to achieve its goals
having made it less dependent on active rank and file involvement. For following the granting
of union preference and award coverage union organisers no longer actively recruited new
members, with their role degenerating into that of dues collectors, a fact admitted to by the
organisers themselves. 160
Another sign of the growing conservatism of the FCDIU/ARTWU during the 1920s
and 1930s was the gradual strengthening of organisational barriers to restrict any potential
opposition to the incumbent leadership. With the exception of Victoria, branch elections were
held at general meetings where officials could normally ensure the 'numbers' rather than by
postal ballots of the whole membership. In 1939 Queensland Branch officials could still
declare, with a certain misguided pride: "We have never had the popular ballot here." 161

a

particular focus of the leadership's attention were communists or other left-wingers who were
liable to challenge in an organised fashion the growing political and industrial conservatism of
the union.
In Queensland attacks on left-wingers had long characterised the Lawson regime, with
purges of communists simply representing an extension of techniques used previously to
handle IWW supporters. By 1926 Queensland officials were declaring themselves to be "very
keen on the anti-Communist question." 162 Ten years later they could proudly announce:1589602
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"This organisation is governed so . . . that the Communist element would not have any
chance."163 Similarly the WA branch under Nilsson proved, if anything, more hostile to any
left-wing dissent than Queensland.
If the purging of communists in Queensland and Western Australia represented a
continuation of traditionally conservative politics within these branches, this was not the case in
South Australia. Although the branch had drifted steadily to the right since the 1910 drivers'
strike, it continued to accept revolutionary activists in its ranks. By passing a motion to exclude
communists from the branch in September 1930, however, the SA leadership brought to an end
a long tradition of socialist involvement in the organisation . 1 6 4 561 With communists led by Jim
Cullen advocating that control of industrial disputes pass from the hands of officials to elected
strike committees 166 8617the SA leadership was making it clear through the communist exclusion
motion that it was not prepared to have its authority or the moderate industrial direction of the
branch compromised.

The SA Branch leadership was particularly concerned that the

establishment of strike committees would see the branch drawn into destructive industrial
battles similar to the one which occurred amongst maritime workers during 1928-29.166
By the beginning of the 1930s the Communist Party had been excluded from all
branches except Victoria, where it managed to maintain a toe-hold in the Melbourne Sub
Branch during the 1930s and early 1940s. The purging of the radical Left from the union's
internal processes effectively closed the door on those activists who could have mobilised the
union's membership around militant policies. Instead the union became renowned for its
industrial as well as political conservatism. More militant unions such as the Timber Workers
and the WWF came to openly despise the ARTWU, describing it as "unreliable in the industrial
movement"16^ and equating its leadership with "Judas" and "Jack McScab".16^
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^Occasionally the union's strategic position meant it could avoid being drawn into wider
disputes, but such disputes were rare and failed to have any significant impact on the union's
basic pro-arbitration orientation. The major industrial dispute the union found itself involved in
during the inter-war period was the 1928-29 timber strike— a dispute which the union could not
avoid due to its coverage of a number of metropolitan timber carters. Unfortunately the strike
ended in a crushing defeat with the Victorian Branch, which had bom the brunt of the struggle,
finding itself virtually bankrupt. *69 This defeat only tended to confirm the belief within the
union's leadership that any departure from an arbitration-oriented strategy would be a rash and
fool-hardy manoeuvre that could only endanger the union's survival.

6:

THE DEPRESSION

By the late 1920s the FCDIU/ARTWU had become a conservative and bureaucratised
structure, with a leadership that was lacking in organisational dynamism and fearful of
involving itself in any industrial conflict.

Instead the union had become dependent on

arbitration, whether state or federal, to defend and advance the interests of its members. It was
a situation which left the Federation little prepared for the shock of the Depression.
For the FCDIU/ARTWU the Depression began early and hit hard. An examination of
the membership records of the powerful Victorian Branch, which had been the largest branch of
the ARTWU in 1928, gives an impression of the Depression's effect. With a peak membership
of 5,309 in 1927, of whom

2,002

were financial, the branch was to witness a rapid erosion of

its strength in the following years. Between 1927 and 1928 financial membership dropped by
nearly twenty-five per cent, reaching a lowpoint of 838 financial members in 1933 before
slowly recovering. 17016970
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.T he fortunes o f the other branches mirrored those of Victoria, with total national
membership in 1935, when economic recovery was already discernible, still only 8,873.17*
This contrasted markedly with the 14,392 members the ARTWU had possessed on its
registration in 1928,1711721734568and, indeed, was less than the 11,650 members the Federation had
possessed in 1913, when neither New South Wales nor Western Australia had been members.
The onset of the Depression evoked an 'every branch for itself response from the
ARTWU/FCDIU, with the continued effectiveness of each branch largely dependent on local
levels of unemployment and the degree of sympathy they could expect from their respective
state governments and local Industrial Courts. The 'federal award states' were left the most
exposed by the Depression.

The conditions stipulated in the disappointing 1925 award

remained in force until October 1934 when a major review was held. Even then, however, the
Commonwealth Arbitration Court was reluctant to update the award with the economy
remaining in depression.* 73
Although the Victorian Branch's membership was seriously eroded, it at least possessed
the organisational resources for survival, with eight full-time officials in Melbourne alone. *7^
Tasmania, however, lacked these resources and by 1934 the Hobart Branch had become
defunct, with only a small Launceston Sub-Branch under James Grant continuing to fly the
union's flag.*75 The decision by the Victorian Branch to sponsor a Victorian, John O'Reilly,
as a full-time organiser in Hobart led to a temporary revival.*7^ However, by 1939 O'Reilly
had fallen out with both the local THC and the ARTWU, with the ARTWU's Federal Council
intervening to force O'Reilly's resignation . * 7 7 Unfortunately, the Hobart Branch decided to
follow O'Reilly out of the ARTWU, and established a rival organisation, the Horse and Motor
D rivers' U nion.*7 ^ The episode was the first serious effort by the Federal Council to
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discipline a recalcitrant branch and its failure demonstrated the ability of entrenched Branch
Secretaries to thumb their noses at the decisions of the Federal Council.
O f all the branches, Queensland was in the best position to survive the Depression.
Unemployment in Queensland was the lowest in the Commonwealth throughout the 1930s,
officially standing at 18.8 per cent in 1933, whilst the rest of Australia averaged twenty-nine
per cent.179 The election of the conservative Moore Government between 1929 and 1932
proved to be only a short interruption of the long Labor domination of the State between 1915
and 1957, leaving the branch with a generally sympathetic Government for the bulk of the
Depression years. So successful was the Queensland Branch at handling the Depression's
effects by comparison with the other States that by the Depression's end it was the largest
branch in the Federation, with almost a third of the union's 12,400 national members. 18^
Yet if Queensland was the most successful state branch in handling the effects of the
Depression, it also demonstrated the limited protection award conditions provided in the face of
mass unemployment, with employers replacing awards with individual agreements in many
workplaces. By early 1937 the Queensland Branch estimated that seventy-five per cent of
bread carters were operating under such agreements . 18
0
8
19
7 1 Such agreements were also common
in freight haulage, and were effective in returning working conditions for many drivers to the
levels of the 1880s. By the mid-1930s large numbers of drivers throughout Australia were
signing contracts that bound them to work up to twelve hours a day without a lunch break for
as little as thirty shillings per week. 18^
The most detailed study of the effect of the Depression on the FCDIU/ARTWU was one
prepared by the Victorian Branch in 1936-37. The study concluded that casual employment had
once again become the norm in the industry, noting: "most of the large carriers have gangs of
men hanging around the yard all day and every day on the chance of getting some work by the
hour ' . " 1 8 3 O f the branch's total paper membership of 4200 the study discovered only 1,498
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who were in full-time employment. 184 jn these circumstances the maintenance of the union's
membership became extraordinarily difficult, with the Victorian study commenting: "Many
cases occur of employers bringing pressure to bear on their men to leave the union. "185 Such
were the conditions in 1937 that the Victorian Secretary took the Federal Council to task for
their citing of award rates and conditions, reminding them that "at p resen t. . . no conditions
except employers' prevailed." 186
Throughout the Depression of the 1930s arbitrated awards thus provided little more
protection for Australia’s road transport than collective bargaining backed by industrial action
had done during the 1890s Depression. Despite the widespread reversion to individual work
contracts within road transport few attempts were made to mobilise the members to defend their
conditions or employment.

Instead the union simply concentrated on ensuring its own

institutional survival.

Long-Distance Transport

The commitment of the union to a rigid arbitration-oriented strategy meant that although
it survived the Depression it did so with a conservative and bureaucratised leadership that was
slow to adapt the organisation to technological and social change. By the mid-1930s even the
union's leadership was having to admit to a general failing to recruit new members, particularly
amongst the "younger generation." 187 it Was in the area of long-distance road transport,
however, that the long-term consequences of the union's arbitration-oriented strategy was
perhaps most clearly revealed.
Despite legislation designed to protect the railways from competition from road
transport, long-distance country and interstate road transport continued to grow during the
1930s. By 1937 the Victorian Branch had targeted the organisation of these drivers as a major184567
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goal, declaring in its journal: "country motor transport has come to stay. At present the
industry is carried on under the worst sweating conditions." 188
The Victorian Branch soon discovered that, given the interstate movement of these
hauliers, coverage of their drivers would be ineffective without a federal award or agreement
that 'roped-in' all states, a development vehemently opposed by the New South Wales and
Queensland Branches which had become fearful that any extension of federal awards would
threaten to undermine the generally superior conditions in their state awards. 189 Although the
1938 Federal Council unanimously approved a national policy for organising country motor
transport, the policy merely provided for the regulation of conditions "by awards or agreements
with the appropriate union."
When the Road Transport W orkers (Road Hauliers) Award was finally granted on 31
August 1939 its coverage was restricted to V ic to r ia . 191 Even here this award proved largely
ineffective. Few efforts were made to actively organise these drivers, many of whom, as
owner-drivers, were beyond the union's constitution and the scope of any award.

A Comparison:

The International Brotherhood of Teamsters

While the rigid adherence to an arbitration-oriented strategy can be directly linked to the
bureaucratisation and stagnation of the union the question remains to be asked: Was there any
alternative to such a policy given the unfavourable effects of the Depression on union
organisation? A comparison with the United States suggests there was. For during the 1930s
the International Brotherhood of Teamsters (IBT) combined a policy of collective bargaining
backed by industrial action with formalised industrial agreements that won its members benefits
that were sometimes a generation ahead of those in Australia, particularly with regard to ownerdrivers and long-distance road transport. The success of these tactics transformed the IBT into1890
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the largest and m ost powerful labour organisation in the United States, with its national
membership rising from eighty thousand in 1933 to half a million in 1939.192
In the early 1930s the IBT closely resembled its Australian counter-part, following a
generally ineffective policy of industrial moderation under long-term General President, Daniel
Tobin. Its internal organisation was also remarkably similar to Australia's, with the IBT’s
major internal critic, Farrel Dobbs, later noting:
The IBT's focus had been determined by earlier conditions, when cartage
by dray or truck was confined to local operations, and railroads handled
long distance hauling generally. Under these circumstances union activists
in a given city rem ained sealed off from those in other localities.
Structurally, therefore, the organisation as a whole was little more than a
loose Federation of city formations. 193
The turning point in the IBT's history came when Dobbs and a number of fellow
Trotskyists from the C om m unist League of Am erica led a ten-day drivers’ strike in
Minneapolis during May 1934. Successfully resisting attacks on union picket lines by police
and special deputies, the IBT forced local trucking companies to concede significant increases
in wages to drivers. *94 Having won a base in Minneapolis, Dobbs began to campaign for
similar m ilitant policies to be adopted elsewhere. The major means for the extension of
industrial m ilitancy was through the medium of long-distance drivers, hitherto— as in
Australia— virtually ignored by the IBT. As Dobbs later observed: "Overland truck drivers
occupy a position in the industry very similar to that of the railroad w orker. . . unionisation of
long-distance drivers in turn gave the union a toe-hold in areas devoid of a union
presence." ^95
By 1938 Dobbs had negotiated a formal agreement with trucking companies covering
125,000 long-distance drivers in eleven mid-west states. 196 Under the agreement hours for
long-distance drivers were reduced from up to

12 0

hours per week to fifty-four, with rest

facilities being provided to end continuous driving. 192 As the larger trucking firms were
forced into union agreements Dobbs discovered that they soon became supporters of the union,19234567
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noting; M . . . they usually want to see their competitors in the same fix." 198

a

major

component in Dobbs' ability to force the trucking companies to the bargaining table was his
success in organising the owner-operators who had previously been used by employers to
underm ine the union.

Dobbs established special owner-driver sections within the IBT,

securing them agreements that guaranteed them union wage rates with extra payments to cover
the cost of operating their vehicles. 199
So successful was Dobbs' tactics that they were adopted by Tobin and the national
union, with Dobbs himself being appointed national IBT Organiser for long-distance transport
in 1939.^00 Even though Dobbs and his Trotskyist supporters were eventually hounded out
of the union in the early 1940s, their industrial tactics continued to be followed by their right
wing successors— men such as David Beck and Jimmy Hoffa. Until his jailing for jury
tampering in 1967 Hoffa continued to ensure that American road transport workers remained
amongst the best paid workers in the nation. Targeting the larger companies in national Master
Freight Agreements, and then allying the union with these companies to force the same union
rates on their smaller competitors, Hoffa ensured that the gains won by collective bargaining
and industrial militancy in the areas where the union was strong flowed through to all sections
of the industry .20 1
In assessing the relevance of the Teamster experience for the ARTWU it must be
conceded that there were a number of marked dissimilarities between the industrial relations
frameworks in which the two unions operated. America lacked a formalised arbitration system
that could constrain dramatic wage increases, while the Roosevelt administration in the United
States was generally more supportive of union organisation than the conservative Lyons
government in Australia. Yet if anything the organising task faced by the IBT was a more
daunting one than that confronting the ARTWU. Certainly Australian road transport unions19820
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have never had to face the organised violence and company 'goons' that were a regular feature
of life for IBT activists.
While there were differences between the United States and Australian experience there
were also striking similarities. Outside of North America the number of motorised commercial
vehicles per capita was higher in Australia than anywhere else in the world during the 1930s.
Through the 1930s and early 1940s successful road transport firms in Australia such as Ansett
Roadways, Colliers and F.H. Stephens consciously copied the advances in America road
transport.202 By the early 1940s the main employer association in Australian road transport,
the Australian Road Transport Federation (ARTF), was also regularly sending its officials on
trips to study Am erican developments.203 Only the union seems to have been blissfully
unaware of the US experience. Yet when the TWU finally achieved industrial leadership in the
early 1970s it was through the repetition of many of the tactics pioneered by the IBT,
organising its own owner-driver sections and transforming benefits won through industrial
action and collective bargaining into formal agreements or awards. The application of these
tactics in Australia, however, seems to have owed nothing to the IBT experience.204 instead
the union was to eventually evolve such tactics independently in response to similar problems.

7:

RECOVERY AND THE FORMATION OF THE TWU

Despite the industrial conservatism of the ARTWU, the gradual recovery of the
A ustralian econom y from the depths of the D epression in 1932-33 ensured a slow
improvement in the union's position. With the recovery of the economy the ARTWU began to
reap the benefits of the expansion of road transport during the 1920s and 1930s, ensuring an
improvement in award conditions for road transport workers despite minimal efforts by the2034
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union on its own behalf. For the ARTWU one of the most industrially significant effects of the
expansion in road transport was to be found in the delivery of fuel and oil products by the
major oil companies. Industrially weak as the union was during the 1930s, the oil companies
were nevertheless fearful of the consequences of any industrial disruption by their drivers.
Even during the worst o f the Depression the oil companies had not applied the ten per cent
federal wage reduction, and their apprehensiveness only increased as the union slowly rebuilt
its strength. In a letter to the ARTW U dated 30 August 1937 the oil companies reacted to a
union claim by offering margins of sixteen to eighteen shillings for oil company drivers, as
well as a forty-four hour week in return for a prompt settlement. 205 Qn top of these gains the
ARTWU was also able to secure a week's annual leave when a separate Oil Drivers' Award
was handed down in the Commonwealth Arbitration Court during October 1937.206
The Federal Oil Drivers' Award became the pace-setter for further industrial gains, and
in 1939-40 the benefits first won in the oil industry in regard to hours and annual leave flowed
on to m ost other federal award drivers and employees when the federal Road Transport
Workers (General) Award was overhauled.207 Although margins for drivers of horse-drawn
vehicles remained low despite the review, with a six shilling margin being stipulated for a onehorse driver, these rates became less relevant as most road transport workers found themselves
transferred to motor vehicles by the late 1930s. When the long-running review of the federal
General Award was finally completed in December 1940 the eighteen shilling margin already
obtained by oil company drivers was awarded to all drivers of large three to six ton capacity
motor vehicles, while those driving twenty-five hundred weight motor vehicles received a
fifteen shilling margin for skill.208 This meant that margins for drivers of medium-sized
trucks became roughly comparable with those stipulated for semi-skilled workers under the
metal trades award, where second and third class mechanists received margins for skill of
twenty shillings and fourteen shillings respectively.209 Even the driver of a twenty-five 2056789
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hundred weight utility or light truck received an eleven shilling margin under the 1940
aw ard .2 1 0

The Formation of the Transport Workers' Union

During the late 1930s the ARTW U's success with the oil industry drivers seems to
have encouraged it to seek coverage of another growth sector— air transport. On 29 April 1937
the union was granted the right to cover persons engaged in the transport of passengers and/or
goods by air.211 The following year a further application was made to change the name of the
union to the Transport W orkers' Union (TWU) to accord with its new status as a body
covering workers engaged in the transport of passengers and good by both road and air— an
application granted on 26 June 1938.212
The name change to the TWU was accomplished without any of the confusion that
accompanied its previous change of identity, largely because there was — in practice—little
more than a name change involved. The attempt to cover airline crews was to be an overly
ambitious one for a union whose past and future were firmly tied to road transport. Although
the union was to make m ajor gains in the airline industry, it was to be in the coverage of
baggage handlers and refuellers who serviced the airplanes, rather than through the recruitment
of the aircrews themselves.213
Despite the extension of the unions constitution and major improvements in award
conditions the union as a whole continued to stagnate. Few, if any, efforts were being made to
organise owner-drivers, country drivers, and long-distance hauliers— areas which were to
expand dram atically as road transport began to supplant rail services. Instead the union s
membership remained concentrated amongst those employed by professional earners operating
within a relatively small radius of the centres of Australia's five mainland capital cities, with
smaller memberships in Launceston, Canberra and some Victorian and Queensland provincial2103
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tow ns.. Total membership in 1940 stood at only 12,400, barely above 1913 levels despite the
addition of two state branches and the extension of the union's constitution to cover passenger
drivers and air transport workers.

Conclusion

Between 1914 and 1939 the TWU and its predecessor organisations became firmly tied
to an arbitration-oriented strategy. The implementation of this strategy secured the union's
place in Australia's formal industrial relations system. The changes in the eligibility for
membership that accompanied its successive name changes, and which gave it coverage of both
road passenger transport and airline crews, seemed to indicate that the union was making
serious efforts to adjust itself to the rapid changes that occurred in the transport industry in the
inter-war years. Similarly the incorporation of the NSW Trolley and Draymen's Union into the
Federation between 1926 and 1928 suggested a major consolidation of organisational strength.
These achievements, while important for the future viability of the union, tended to
disguise the fact that adherence to an arbitration-oriented strategy had contributed to the general
stagnation o f the union. Organisationally, branches remained hide-bound, geared towards
Arbitration Court procedures and dues collection, and giving little indication that they were
preparing to m eet the challenge posed by the expansion of road transport. Institutionally,
support for compulsory arbitration resulted in the fragmentation rather than the unification of
the union, with some branches being bound by federal awards while others favoured state
awards. Politically, support for a strict arbitration-oriented strategy had consolidated support
for a conservative brand o f laborism that resulted in the union distancing itself wherever
possible from wider industrial or political struggles. Conversely, the advocates of more
militant industrial policies within the union tended to be firmly identified with the Communist
Party— a party whose members saw a greater commitment to collective bargaining backed by
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industrial action not as an end in itself but merely as a tactic from which a revolutionary
challenge to the existing social order could be built.
Despite the tremendous expansion in motorised road transport in Australia during the
1920s and the 1930s, the strength and industrial power o f the union failed to reflect this
change, with the union less capable of actively organising its members in industrial campaigns
in 1939 than it had been a quarter o f a century earlier. While a narrow application of both
collective bargaining backed by industrial action and an arbitration-oriented strategy had both
failed to fully overcome the obstacles facing the union in attempting to organise Australia's
highly fragm ented road transport industry by 1939, the United States Teamster experience
suggested that these two strategies were not mutually exclusive. Although the Teamsters relied
on formalised industrial agreements to spread gains won through industrial action throughout
the industry rather than on arbitration as such, Australia's award system could be used for the
same purpose. Such awards would have an added benefit in that they would have legal force,
something lacking in the United States.
By using industrial pressure to force concessions from selected trucking companies,
and then seeking to spread these increases through awards, the union could hope to exploit
strategic differences amongst road transport employers. This would break up the employer
block around the CDEADC that stood as the major barrier to the union maximising its gains
from the arbitration system. The evolution of such a strategy in Australia, however, was to be
delayed by a bitter political struggle for the control of the union between Left and Right that
was to last for decades.
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CHAPTER 4

ORGANISATIONAL REFORM, ARBITRATION AND
INDUSTRIAL MILITANCY IN THE TWU
1939-1956:
THE IMPACT OF LABORISM, COMMUNISM AND THE
MOVEMENT

INTRODUCTION

In the years between 1914 and 1939 the FCDIU/ARTWU virtually abandoned attempts
to actively assert its authority in Australia's road transport industry through industrial militancy
and collective bargaining. Instead it came to passively rely on arbitration court procedures to do
the job for it, becoming increasingly conservative and bureaucratised in the process. This
strategy ensured the stagnation of the union despite the transformation of road transport through
the spread of motorised vehicles
If a passive reliance on arbitration— whether state or federal— led to stagnation during
the inter-war years it nevertheless proved a viable means of protecting the union's base amongst
the professional carrying firms concentrated in Australia's capital cities. Throughout the 1920s
and 1930s legislative restrictions by state governments had impeded the ability of professional
carriers to compete with sea and rail services for a national market. Operating in a localised
environment these firms could be regulated with equal ease by federal or state awards. By the
early 1950s this was no longer the case. Despite the continuation of legislative restraints on
road transport until 1954 the emergence of a number of large national freight forwarders led to
the rapid decline in the importance of the traditional local cartage firm. Using rail and sea
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services as well as road transport, these national freight forwarders could not be adequately
controlled by the union's traditional mix of state and federal awards.
Influenced by the organisational successes of left-wing 'progressives', wide sections of
the TWU's leadership during the 1940s came to see that the union's very survival as a serious
industrial force depended on a m ajor programme o f organisational and institutional reform.
>
This involved a recognition of the need for increased national co-ordination through a
strengthened federal union, if the problems facing the union were to be adequately addressed.
The continuation o f this support for a national approach to industrial problems, however,
ultimately depended on federal awards or agreements proving superior to state awards in
dealing with the union's new industrial problems. This in turn hinged on the federal union's
ability to break up the conservative employer bloc around the Transport Employers' Committee
(formerly the CDEADC). To achieve this the TWU could not simply rely on arbitration court
procedures. Instead it had to place industrial pressure on employers as the American Teamsters
had done during the 1930s, winning advances in specific areas through the strategy of
collective bargaining supported by industrial action that could then be spread throughout the
industry through awards or agreements.
Any attempts by the TWU to engage in strike action during the 1940s or the early
1950s, however, inevitably entangled it in wider issues o f political and class conflict, since
during the 1940s the Communist Party of Australia (CPA) was at the peak of its power, posing
an apparent threat to the established social order through concerted industrial action. For the
TWU's politically conservative leadership any attempt to endorse industrially militant tactics at
this time was seen as playing into the hands of communists. In this context support for a
greater reliance on collective bargaining backed by industrial action became primarily a political
rather than an industrial issue within the TWU.
W hile communists and other left-wing 'progressives' were at the forefront of efforts to
reform the TWU during the early 1940s, a new breed of right-wing activists—either members
of, or politically close to the Industrial Groups or the Catholic-dominated Movement

came

to join the union's traditional labourist leadership in reaffirming TWU support for arbitration.
Defeating the communist challenge they turned the union once again into a bastion of support
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for an arbitration-oriented strategy, only to see it splinter into competing political factions
during the 1950s. By rejecting the use of more militant tactics the TWU's leadership, however,
ensured that the union would remain in an industrial backwater during the 1940s and 1950s.

1: CONTEXT—THE IMPACT OF POLITICAL CONFLICT

Throughout their formative years between 1883 and 1914 Australia's road transport
unions had laboured under two broad economic constraints, with technological change steadily
eroding the industrial importance of road transport while slow economic growth undermined
chances o f winning job security and sustained advances in real wages.

The spread of

motorised transport after 1914 freed the union from the first of these constraints, substantially
widening the parameters of its future development. With the beginning of World War II in
1939 the second m ajor economic restraint on the union's advancement was lifted as the
Australian economy entered on an unprecedented period of sustained expansion, gradually
making unemployment a distant memory for most workers. Whereas Australia's GDP at factor
cost had taken twenty-five years to register a two fold increase from $830 million in 1913-14 to
$1,697 million in 1938-39, it almost trebled between 1938-39 and 1948-49 and then more than
doubled again by 1955-56 to stand at $9,483 million.! Similarly, real GDP per head, which in
1938/39 was virtually identical with the level of 1913-14, by 1958-59 stood sixty-nine per cent
above the pre-war figure.^
The economic changes that Australia experienced in the post-1939 period were not just
quantitative but qualitative, with manufacturing's contribution to total GDP rising from 18.5 per
cent in 1938-39 to twenty-eight per cent in 1955-56. By contrast, primary industry's share of
total GDP fell from 19.5 per cent to 15.9 per cent in the corresponding period .132 This steady
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growth in the importance of manufacturing helped complete a shift in the orientation of road
transport from an industry that relied heavily on the needs of the primary sector to one that
primarily serviced manufacturing— a development that helped eliminate the seasonal work that
had once cursed road transport unions.

Communism and Industrial Militancy

Despite the commencement o f the 'long boom' heralding full employment and rising
prosperity the immediate post-war years in Australia were characterised by industrial militancy,
acute class conflict and political turmoil. With the ending of the Second World War in 1945 the
very purpose and direction of the labour movement came under question from a resurgent
Communist Party. By early 1945 the CPA had emerged as a mass party with some 23,000
members and support amongst some forty per cent of all trade unionists.^
The rise in support for the CPA was directly linked to the Second World War.
Following the German invasion of the USSR in June 1941 the CPA abandoned its previous
opposition to the war, becoming a forceful advocate of an enhanced war effort and basking in
the reflected glory o f Russian victories in Europe.

With the war's end, however, rising

tensions between the former war-time allies soon foreshadowed the commencement of the Cold
War, leading to Australian communists once again linking industrial struggles over improved
working conditions with wider issues of class conflict and revolutionary change. Even before
the war's end a new wave of militancy was becoming evident amongst Australian workers,
despite calls for restraint from government, the ACTU, and communists alike. From a low
point o f 378,195 work days lost in 1942, the number of work days lost because of strike action
rose to exceed 900,000 in every year from 1943 to 1949.5
Although the vast majority of these strikes had their origins in genuine dissatisfactions
about the pace o f post-w ar improvements in wages, hours and working conditions, the
com m unist leadership of many of the unions engaged in strike action only reinforced
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perceptions that industrial disruption was part of a comm unist conspiracy to overthrow the
established order. It is also true that within the Communist Party itself industrial militancy was
seen as the m ajor mechanism through which workers would gain a sense of their own social
power and an awareness of wider issues of class conflict— experiences which the Communist
Party believed would transform Australian workers into supporters of revolutionary changed
The existence of a mass communist party advocating revolutionary change through class
conflict between 1945 and 1949 meant that few unions could take industrial action without
having to consider the complexities of the situation within the wider labour movement. This
was particularly the case in the transport sector which, as Billy Hughes had previously realised,
held the key to the overall industrial situation. For if communists could win support within the
transport sector they could move to impose boycotts and secondary strikes to support striking
workers elsewhere.

By contrast if enough transport unions remained in the hands of anti

communist activists then any major strikes could be isolated and doomed to certain defeat.
With technological change having made road transport the key to control of the overall transport
system, it was inevitable that the wider political and industrial struggle would dominate the
TWU's history during the 1940s and the early 1950s.

Labor and Arbitration

In moving to resist the extension of communist influence into its traditional base
amongst Australia's organised labour movement the Labor Party could count on a number of
advantages. The foremost of these was the prestige of the Curtin-Chifley government which
had replaced the discredited Menzies' conservative administration in October 1941. Leading
Australia successfully through the remainder of the war, the Curtin-Chifley governments ^
progressively laid down the framework for a new system of social welfare which helped bring
about a revitalisation of the laborist model in Australian politics. All the social services
established by Labor, including unemployment and sickness benefits, widow's pensions, and
6
7
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hospital benefits, were provided as a right rather than as a charity, removing much of the
insecurity that had previously marred working class life. The credibility of the laborist model
was also enhanced through the use of Keynesian economic principles that legitimised post-war
state intervention in the economy in the interests of stability and growth. A central component
of this intervention, as spelt out in the White Paper on Full Employment tabled by the
government in May 1945, was aimed at eliminating the worst feature of unrestrained capitalism
by seeking to ensure continued full-employment in the post-war economy.
With the war's end the economic concerns of the Chifley Labor government about
continued growth and full employment combined with its antipathy towards communism to
make it a resolute opponent of industrial militancy. For in a booming economy characterised by
full or even over-full employment the application of market forces would have allowed unions
the opportunity to win rapid improvements in wages, hours and working conditions. Anxious
to contain such developments in the interest of business profitability and future private
investment the Chifley government fulfilled, as Tom Sheridan has concluded, "the classic
integrationist role of social democratic ministries." 8
In calling for industrial relations to be conducted strictly through the arbitration system
rather than through collective bargaining backed by industrial action the Labor government
could normally rely upon the support of the ACTU, the trade union movement's leading
organ. 9 Having had its own power boosted by its war-time alliance with government, the
ACTU was to remain a force for industrial moderation even after the eventual defeat of the
Chifley government in December 1949. A continued basis for government-union collaboration
was assured when the second Menzies' government committed itself to the principles of fullemployment, the maintenance of which was the prime concern of the ACTU leadership. 10
Employers also proved willing to abandon their traditional suspicion of federal arbitration,
seeing in the Court a bulwark against union bargaining power in an over-stretched labour
market. 1 1 1098
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Reflecting the concerns of government, employers and, to a lesser degree, even the
ACTU, the post-war decisions of the Commonwealth Arbitration Court were marked by
caution and restraint. With the exception of the adoption of the principle of two weeks annual
leave in Novem ber 1945,12 the other major industrial gains of the period— a seven shilling
interim basic wage increase in December 1946,13 the granting of a forty hour week and the
winning of a sixteen shillings margin increase by metal trades workers during 1947, a one
pound basic wage increase in October 1950,14 and a further metal trades margin increase in
February 195413— all came only after considerable delays.
Despite the transferring of the bulk of federal arbitration's duties to lay Conciliation
Commissioners in 1947, reserving only the hearing of standard hours, male and female basic
wage rates, and annual leave for the Court's Full Bench, 13 the new appointees soon proved, as
Sheridan notes, "more Catholic than the Pope." 17 The conservative tone of federal arbitration •
was reinforced by the appointment in 1949 of Raymond Kelly as Chief Justice, a position he
held until the Court's replacem ent by the Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration
Commission in 1956. Influenced by his close ties with the right-wing Catholic Social Studies
M ovement, 18 Kelly identified the need to contain inflation as the prime task facing federal
arbitration, calling for a rejection of any wage increases during the 1950 basic wage
judgement. 19 Although Kelly's recommendations were not accepted in 1950, the subsequent
decisions of the Commonwealth Arbitration Court reflected growing support for his ideas,
leading to the 1953 decision to abandon quarterly basic wage fixation.20
If federal arbitration proved an effective mechanism for restraining wages and industrial
militancy it also provided a means for directly dealing with communist trade union power.
Amendments to the Commonwealth Arbitration Act in 1949 allowed the Arbitration Court to set
aside union elections where doubts existed as to the propriety of the result, while from 1951 the1234567890
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Court was em pow ered to enforce elections through postal ballot.^ 1 Two of the most
significant defeats suffered by the Communist Party during the late 1940s and the early
1950s— the loss of the FIA and the Federated Clerks' Union to anti-communist 'Groupers'—
both stemmed from such Court interventions in union ballots. 22 in addition leading communist
trade union officials such as Jack McPhillipps and Ted Roach were jailed for contempt by the
Court for advocating industrial action outside the arbitration system. Where necessary the
Chifley Labor government was also prepared to throw the full power of the state against what it
saw as communist attempts to sidestep arbitration, leading to a crushing defeat of striking
communist-led coal miners in 1949.

T he ’M o v em en t'

Important as arbitration court procedures were in restraining industrial militancy, they
did not in themselves seriously threaten the entrenched power of the Communist Party within
the trade union movement, resting as it did on thousands of dedicated activists. Indeed court
intervention to unseat an incumbent communist leadership could only succeed if there was an
organised challenge from within a union appealing for the redress of unfair electoral practices.
Although state Labor Party branches in New South Wales, Victoria, and Queensland officially
sponsored anti-communist Industrial Groups in trade union elections after 1945, the driving
force within the Groups proved to be the Catholic Social Studies Movement.
Providing between thirty and ninety per cent of active Industrial Group members,23 the
'Movement' had been established in August 1941 by B.A. Santamaria, a young Catholic
intellectual who enjoyed the full support of Australia's Catholic bishops.24 Despite its avowed
defence of Labor through the Groups, the Movement's political and social goals differed from213*
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those traditionally associated with laborism, seeking instead to reform capitalism along
Christian-Democratic lines by encouraging small-scale ownership and the development of a
closer, corporatist relationship between unions and employers. 25
By 1953 the Industrial Groups and their supporters— including the powerful AWU—
had clear majorities on the ALP state executives of Australia's three largest states, and were
wielding a direct and pervasive influence on the Australian labour movement. 26 Within the
unions in which they operated the 'groupers' came to be recognised, even by many of their
communist opponents, as dedicated and often selfless unionists,27 committed to what they saw
as the reform and revitalisation of the labour movement. Nevertheless, the Movement's
strategy of deliberately seeking to polarise internal union affairs by targeting left-wing ALP
members as well as comm unists^ added much to the poisoned and embittered atmosphere
within a great many Australian unions at the time, including the TWU. By 1954 the Groups
and their supporters had alienated many in both the political and industrial wings of the labour
♦

movement, where growing numbers felt their own positions under threat from the power of the
Groups. Increasing disquiet as to the activities of the Groups culminated in their being
effectively disbanded by the ALP Federal Conference held in Hobart during March 1955, with
their remaining supporters being subsequently driven out of the party.29
Throughout the 1940s and early 1950s the battles between communists and anti
communist 'groupers', and then between 'groupers' and traditional Labor supporters, was to
overshadow the need for the TWU to reappraise the effectiveness of its traditional arbitrationoriented strategy in dealing with new developments in road transport. While owner-drivers
remained in most instances beyond the scope of any award, even the industrial advancement of
the union’s wage-earning members depended on the TWU's ability to drive a wedge between
hire and reward carriers, who were often prepared to engage in collective bargaining and offer256789
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enhanced working conditions, and ancillary operators, who were not. Yet any attempt to shift
the weight of the union's industrial orientation towards a greater emphasis on industrial
m ilitancy and collective bargaining was liable to involve it in a political and industrial
maelstrom, winning it the approbation of governments, arbitration courts and Industrial Groups
alike.

2: THE DEVELOPMENT OF ROAD TRANSPORT 1939-1956

During the 1920s and 1930s road transport had witnessed remarkable technological
advances, expanding dramatically in the process. Despite this growth, Australia's state and
federal governments continued to regard sea and rail links as the nation's prime transport
modes, actively discouraging road transport operators from competing for long-distance
transport contracts. With the commencement of the Pacific W ar in December 1941 such
restraints were no longer feasible.

Australia's road transport industry soon found itself

straining to the limit of its resources to fill the deficiencies left by overburdened rail and sea
services. Employers in the industry were rapidly confronted with acute labour shortages, with
drivers being called upon to work up to eighteen hours per day to maintain the flow of materials
needed for war-time production.30 It was soon recognised by such employers that labour
shortages had undermined their industrial bargaining power, with the industry's main journal,
Truck and Bus Transportation, observing that "the employee is now in a position to dictate to
the boss."31
The enhanced bargaining power of their employees forced employers in the industry to
reconsider their industrial relations strategy, previously premised on a continued oversupply of
drivers. On 14 February 1944 the central body for the organisation of employers in road
transport, the Federal Council of the MCA, dissolved itself, being replaced by the Australian301
30
31
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Road Transport Federation (ARTF).32 The new body issued a declaration which committed it
to providing "the best possible conditions of employment for those engaged. . envisaging as
a part of such a policy a clear recognition of the place of industrial unions of employees in the
structure of industry. "33
The industrial position of the TWU was also abetted by the creation from July 1942 of
government-supervised W ar Transport Pools in all the mainland capitals, as well as in a number
of provincial centres, temporarily abolishing the largely unregulated competition within the
industry.34 Although the Pools did not long survive the war’s end, they and a number of other
war-time organisations— such as the Allied Works’ Service— seem to have been responsible for
engendering a more collective consciousness amongst owner-drivers that survived the war's
end. Significantly, as the war continued, two branches, Queensland and New South Wales,
were able to make the TWU’s first serious inroads into the ranks of owner-drivers.

The Challenge:

Towards an Integrated Industry

If war-time changes in road transport held a number of short-term benefits for the
TWU, longer-term developments in the industry posed a significant challenge to the union.
Since the victory of the railways over the horse and bullock teams in the 1880s, the
development o f integrated state-wide drivers' unions, let alone a federal union, had been
hindered by the fragmentation of the industry into a multitude of short-haul operations, which
left drivers in one locality with little contact or sense of community with drivers in another. The
Australian economy as a whole, hindered by the lack of a rapid land-based transit system,
tended to function in practice as a collection of self-sufficient islands.35 This situation,
prolonged by the use of regulatory restrictions on road transport during the 1930s, acted to3245
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confine the TWU prior to 1939 to its base amongst urban drivers from which it had sprung in
the first decade of the century.
During the war this situation began to change significantly, with the process accelerating
after 1945. W ith the return to peace-time conditions the railways battled to defend their
previous pre-eminent position in land transport. Between 1945 and 1955-56 the number of
commercial vehicles in Australia rose from 290,961 to 678,857, with 250,630 of the latter
being lorries or trucks. 36 Such was the expansion of Australia's stock of commercial vehicles
that between 1946 and 1955 some £457 million was spent on the purchase of commercial
vehicles, compared with £259.5 million spent on capital works by Australia's rail w a y s, 3 7
helping to make Australia's trucking industry the sixth largest in the world in 1958.

Technological and Organisational Change

In seeking to explain this dramatic growth in road transport most commentators have
stressed the importance of the running down of rail services, the temporary lifting of
restrictions on road transport during a number of rail strikes during the late 1940s, and the entry
into the industry of up to 30,000 ex-servicemen driving war-surplus v e h ic le s. 38 While all
these factors were important, of at least as equal importance was the adoption of new advanced
techniques and equipment within the industry.
By the late 1940s the most successful Australian transport firms were those such as
Colliers’ Interstate Transport, Antill Rangers, and Ansett/Pioneer, whose founders consciously
set out to apply American road transport techniques in Australia. 39 In freight transportation the
most important developments were the replacement of hand-loading by the combined use of 36789
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fork-lifts and pallets, the use of mobile cranes to aid loading and unloading at wharves and
railway yards, and the arrival from 1947 onwards of a new generation of lorries and articulated
vehicles from Britain and the United States. Following a visit to the United States during 1948,
James Collier of Colliers' Transport was to pioneer a number of services that were to be copied
by other large operators, including the use of light vans for the day-time pick-up of goods to
provide loadings for the night-time dispatch of large semi-trailers on interstate runs.40 Other
services pioneered by Colliers' included the provision of rest depots for crews on interstate
routes, the use of specialised bulk tankers and refrigerated transports, and the creation of a fleet
of trucks for the delivery of ready-mix concrete.41
Despite the rapid post-war expansion of long-distance and interstate road transport
through the entry of large numbers of owner-drivers using war-surplus equipment, most
owner-drivers soon found themselves disadvantaged by comparison with the larger operators
through their inability to secure guaranteed back-loading at profitable rates, the key to success
in interstate haulage.

Observers were soon commenting on the "transient nature of the

business. Lured by big profits then disillusioned by hard experience, men with second-hand
vehicles of doubtful safety enter and leave the business with regularity. "42
The dom ination of the large operators in long-distance transport was confirmed
following the re-equipment of the rail system by 1952, leading to improved rail schedules and
the more stringent application of road taxes as state governments sought to redirect freight
traffic to the rail system.43 While small operators found it difficult to survive, a number of
larger concerns— such as Thomas Nationwide Transport (TNT), F.H. Stephens, and Young's
Transport— were able to establish themselves as freight-forwarders, negotiating the Forwarding
Agents Scheme with the railways. Under this agreement the freight-forwarders obtained the
use of rail vans at discounted rates, to offer three day door-to-door services between Melbourne
and Sydney and Sydney and B risbane. 4440123
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The partnership between the freight-forw arders and the railways increased the
com petitive pressures on small and m edium -sized transport firms, pressures that were
exacerbated after the total deregulation of interstate transport in 1954 following a ruling by the
Privy Council that the previous regulation of the industry was invalid under Section 92 of the
Constitution .4 5 The ultimate effect of these competitive pressures was to polarise the road
transport industry into a relatively small number of freight-forwarders providing a wide range
of services— heavy haulage, refrigerated and insulated transport, car carrying, furniture
removal, overnight express services, dry and liquid cartage, and armoured car services—
surrounded by a large number of marginal operators, most of whom were owner-drivers.
These smaller operators often found themselves forced to become sub-contractors to the larger
concerns.

The Implications for the TWU

The growth in road transport between 1939 and 1956 offered the TWU major
opportunities. But the realisation of these opportunities was fraught with difficulties. While
the economy had moved into a situation of full employment by 1945, the entry into the industry
of large numbers of owner-drivers gave employers the option of substituting owner-drivers
working on a contractual basis for employee drivers. To complicate matters coverage of
owner-drivers remained beyond the scope of the TWU's federal constitution.
During the 1930s the United States Teamsters had successfully responded to similar
developments after undertaking major organisational reforms, with Teamster organisers
establishing separate owner-driver sections, actively organising long-distance drivers and
forming rank and file yard committees. For the radical Teamsters who pioneered these reforms
organisational change was not seen, however, as an end in itself but rather as a mere pre
condition for the winning of substantial industrial gains through collective bargaining backed by
industrial action.
45
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^In Australia after 1939 many of the organisational techniques used by the Teamsters
were reproduced, apparently as an independent response to similar problems. Yet despite the
fact that these reforms were initiated by communist-dominated 'progressives', no sustained
attempt was made to steer the union away from its narrow reliance on an arbitration-oriented
strategy. In consequence, although organisational reform resulted in an expansion of the
TWU's membership, the union failed to reproduce the industrial successes of the American
Teamsters.

3: THE RISE OF THE 'PROGRESSIVES'

Continuing Inertia

The TWU's initial response to the onset of World War II was marked by the same
inertia that had come to characterise its performance during the 1930s. So incapable was the
TWU of reacting to the changed industrial and political conditions that in January 1942, over
two years after the war's onset, one official was forced to admit that "the organisation has not
yet determined its war policy."46
The same ineptitude also characterised the federal TWU's performance before the
Commonwealth Arbitration Court. Although in September 1941 members under federal
awards in South Australia and Victoria were granted a three shilling war loading, this seems to
have been despite rather than because of the quality of the union's case, with Chief Justice
Piper warning:

"I point out to the union for its future guidance that the Court requires

something more than evidence which is second hand or even more rem ote."^ 467
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The immediate cause of the TWU's problems was the continued paralysis of the federal
office under Bob Cheney. By the early 1940s Cheney was a sick and decrepit figure, forced to
defend his inaction by declaring to Federal Council that he was "even now far from well."48
Despite his ill-health Cheney clung to power, apparently driven by financial circumstances,49
but perhaps also by a desire to keep the seat warm for his son, Bill Cheney, an organiser and
rising force in the Victorian Branch.
On 15 July 1943 Cheney collapsed in his office and never again actively returned to
work. Nevertheless, so tenacious was his grip on the position that it was only on 1 April 1944
that he finally submitted his resignation, being eventually prised out of office by the lure of a
three pound per week pension for life.50 A final victory for Cheney was to come a few days
after his resignation when Federal Council elected Bill Cheney as Federal Assistant-Secretary,
only one step from his father's form er position.51

The younger Cheney was to find

unexpected obstacles to his succession, however, and it was not until 1956 that the leadership
of the TWU eventually returned to the Cheney family.
The departure of Bob Cheney was an indication of the gradual disintegration of the 'old
guard' laborist leadership that had led the union since 1912. Partly this disintegration was
simply a reflection of the age of the leadership, with Cheney's successor as Federal Secretary,
William 'Bill' Turner, being only four years younger than Cheney. Having declared prior to his
election that "he could not start learning Federal Court work at his age",52 Turner was to have
little impact on the union's direction before his death in November 1947.
If age was an element in the declining influence of the TWU's 'old guard' a more
decisive factor was the emergence of new left-wing 'progressive' factions exploiting
membership dissatisfactions with the past performance of the TWU. By the time of Cheney's
resignation 'progressives' had already won office in New South Wales and Brisbane, seeking a
more active approach to industrial problems. Yet despite being overshadowed by first the4895012
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'progressives' and then by a new generation of right-wing activists associated with the
Movement or the Industrial Groups, the TWU's 'old guard' was hardly a spent force during the
1940s and 1950s. Containing younger officials such as Bill Cheney it was able to use its
entrenched power to maintain control over the Western Australian, Queensland and South
Australian Branches, allowing it to recapture the federal leadership of the union in 1956 when
factional battles left the union internally exhausted.

The 'Progressives'

The highly-organised 'progressive' factions which emerged to challenge the incumbent
TWU leaderships in Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria during the early 1940s
contained a variety of left-wing activists, as their chosen title suggested, but their core
membership was communist. W hile the Communist Party publicly supported the TWU
'progressives' a decision seems to have been made to place non-communists in the leadership
of these factions, apparently fearing that a blatantly communist ticket would not succeed in a
right-wing union such as the TWU.
Organisationally the impact of the 'progressives' was to be immense, representing a
turning point in the history of the union, with branches under 'progressive' control seeking to
recruit owner-drivers, establish a network of yard delegates, and use teams of organisers
equipped with union-owned motor cars to build support for the TWU in country areas.
Although the progressives were defeated during 1945-46 the organisational techniques that they
pioneered were adopted by their right-wing opponents, leaving the union better equipped
organisationally despite a change in political direction.
If the 'progressives' were to have a major role in shaping the organisational structure of
the TWU they failed to seriously challenge the TWU's arbitration-oriented approach to
industrial problem s.

Following the entry of the USSR into the war in June 1941 the

communists joined their traditional factional enemies within the TWU in advocating full support
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for the-w ar effort and the avoidance of industrial disruption.53 Instead the 'progressives'
concentrated on the need for organisational change to distinguish themselves from their political
opponents, rather than challenging the union's reliance on arbitration.

Reform in Queensland—A Failed Attempt

The largest branch in 1939, with almost one-third of the TWU's national membership,
the Queensland Branch was also the first to see the emergence of a 'progressive' faction which
was committed to organisational reform. Even before the outbreak of war the long established
domination of the branch by State Secretary, A lf Milton, and Brisbane organiser, Bemie
Hough, was under threat from a 'progressive' faction led by Edward 'Ed' Brady, a left-wing
ALP member, but dominated by communists, the most notable of whom were Ted Combey and
M. C r o w e d
Throughout the first three years of the war the entrenched branch leadership was to hold
the 'progressives' at bay, with the strongly anti-communist T. Rasey occupying the Presidency
of the Brisbane Sub-Branch. By December 1942, however, Brady had defeated Rasey as Sub
Branch President, with Crowe winning election as Vice-President.^^ Once established in the
Brisbane Sub-Branch, the 'progressives' attempted to secure a thorough going organisational
reform of the Queensland Branch, advocating the election of officials by ballots of the financial
m e m b e r s h ip ,the appointment of an additional organiser to co-ordinate a system of yard
d e le g a te s ,a n d the recruitment of owner-drivers.
Disgust at the domination of the Brisbane War Transport Pool by master earners, with
one member declaring "the Pool was a master carriers' outfit"^, seems to have contributed to
the success of the policy of owner-driver recruitment. By February 1946 one official of the534678
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union was claim ing 1,200 members for the ow ner-driver section in Q u eenslan d . 5 9 A
significant feature of the recruitment of owner-drivers into the Queensland Branch was the
tendency of at least their most articulate representatives to support the cause of communism
within the branch, with N. Hoffman, an owner-driver elected to the Brisbane Sub-Branch
Executive, declaring in June 1944: "The future belongs to the working class. This is a class
struggle and owner drivers must be shown their class interests."^
Despite some success in their recruitment of owner-drivers, the reform programme of
the 'progressives' was frustrated by the fact that although Brady and his supporters controlled
the Brisbane Sub-Branch, their factional rivals continued to dominate the branch's main
governing body, the Board of Control. Although the Brisbane Sub-Branch in 1944 contained
2,692 o f the Queensland TWU's 4,000 members,61 the smaller country sub-branches were
guaranteed a majority of the positions on the Board of Control.62 With full-time positions
within the Queensland Branch being elected by the Board of Control, and with the country sub
branches remaining strongly anti-communist, there was little chance of the Brady-led faction
winning control of the Queensland Branch.
In the end the reform programme of the Brady-led 'progressives' was to have only a
limited impact in the Brisbane area, and virtually none outside it. Committed to a passive
arbitration-oriented strategy, the subsequent performance of the Queensland Branch was to be
disappointing, effective membership growing from 4,120 in 1940 to only 4,816 in 1947.
Industrially the branch also lagged behind, being condemned by other branches for retarding
the progress of the TWU elsewhere through its acceptance of the lowest-margin rate of any
TWU branch.63 While the Brisbane Sub-Branch still considered itself to be "in the vanguard5960123
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. . . with regard to the progress of the Organisation"64 throughout 1944, in fact this was no
longer the case, with the primary impetus for reform coming instead from the NSW Branch.

New South Wales—A Successful Reform Programme

In July 1942 the Communist Party newspaper, Tribune, gleefully announced the
success of a 'progressive' ticket in an election for a number of positions within the New South
Wales Branch of the TWU.65 The main beneficiary of the 'progressive' victory was A.G.
'Barney' Platt, who was elected Branch President. The incumbent leadership of the branch,
already weakened by the departure of long-term Secretary, Alf Birkinshaw, in June 1942 for a
government position, found itself struggling to limit further gains by the 'progressives'.
Despite the promises of Birkinshaw's successor, T.E. Gilbert, to carry out a programme of
reform, including the completion of an amalgamation with the Newcastle Trolley and
Draymen's Union ,66 the 'progressives' rapidly advanced their control over the branch during
late 1942 and early 1943. Platt replaced Gilbert as provisional Secretary towards the end of
1942,67 quickly completing the long-delayed amalgamation with the Newcastle union; a merger
which strengthened the factional position of the 'progressives', with the President of the
Newcastle body, Frank Ticehurst, being a prominent communist.68
The amalgamation with Newcastle allowed Platt and his supporters to draw up a new
set of rules at a State Conference held in January 1943,69 with the governing body of the
branch becoming a State Council. Also provided for in the new rules was a biennial postal
ballot for the election of all official positions. The first election under the new rules was held in645789
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April 1943, with the 'progressives' sweeping most positions within the branch and Platt's
occupation of the Secretary's office being confirmed. 70
The position of the 'progressives' within the NSW Branch was further strengthened, at
least in the short-term, by two additional mergers between 1942 and 1944 which were to give
the branch a ready-made base amongst owner-drivers and taxi-drivers. The first of these came
during 1942 when the NSW Taxi-drivers' Association dissolved itself to operate as a separate
section within the TWU; a course which was duplicated when the Owner Motor Lorry Drivers'
Association (OMLDA) merged with the NSW Branch in May 1944.71 This latter body's
decision to merge with the TWU seems to have been influenced by amendments to the NSW
Industrial Arbitration Act during 1943. These amendments sought to "deem" as employees
"persons plying for hire or reward in the delivery of goods with any vehicle or vessel the use of
which is obtained under a contract of bailment."72 in speaking to the TWU's Federal Council
the OMLDA's former Secretary, F. Watson, identified the passage of this legislation as the
major attraction for TWU membership amongst owner-drivers, declaring: "As an owner-driver
for

20

years he recognised that this section was among the most backward industrially of all

workers. These men had not had a fair go and the amendment of the NSW Arbitration Act
gives an opportunity for the union to do something for them".73 Significantly for the TWU's
factional balance both Watson and J. Doyle, the Secretary of the Taxi-Drivers' Association,
were— as in the case of the most articulate owner-drivers in Brisbane— either communists or
close communist supporters.74
Buttressed by the amalgamations with the Newcastle Trolley and Draymen's Union, the
Taxi-Drivers' Association, and the OMLDA, Platt undertook an aggressive organising
campaign between 1943 and 1945, aimed at expanding the branch's strength amongst country
drivers, owner-drivers, and in the field of work place organisation. By March 1945 the NSW 701234
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Branch: had nine full-time officials and a fleet of eight modem cars to attend to this organising
work, resulting in the formation of a system of yard delegates in

2 1 0 w ork-places. 75

Throughout 1945 recruitm ent of new members, whether wage-earners or ownerdrivers, was aided by changes to the branch's state awards. Changes to the state parent award
in May and Septem ber 1945 lifted the base margin paid to NSW drivers to twenty-three
shillings,76 compared to the fourteen shillings received under the equivalent classification in the
TWU's federal award.77 in September 1945 the NSW Industrial Court also inserted a clause
in the branch's parent award to regulate rates and employment conditions for owner-drivers for
the first time,78 although these clauses proved to be of limited effectiveness, being
subsequently undermined by legal challenges. Nevertheless, these award variations acted to
consolidate support for arbitration within the NSW Branch, with the organisational changes
undertaken by the com m unist-dom inated 'progressives' building on and improving an
arbitration-oriented strategy rather than becoming a means for challenging it.

The 'Progressive' Model:

The Federal Reaction

The performance of the 'progressive'-led NSW Branch stood out like a beacon against
the generally lack-lustre performance of the other TWU branches during the Second World
War. W hile the TWU's national strength rose from 12,089 in 1939 to 17,754 in March 1945,
4,304 of this increase came from New South W a les, 79 making the NSW Branch the largest in
the Federation.

In this context the em ulation of the successful 'progressive' model

recommended itself to even the more conservative sections of the TWU's Federal Council,
while Platt actively sought the reorganisation of the federal TWU following his election as
Federal President in March 1945.80756890
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-At the TWU's Federal Council meeting in March 1945 Platt launched a devastating
broadside against the internal administration and industrial performance of the TWU, declaring:
"In the opinion of NSW this union is not a unified body. In some sta te s. . . they had become
hide-bound and were not m oving with the times.

The whole machinery needed

overhauling." 81
To overcome this problem the NSW Branch proposed the holding of a special Federal
Conference of the union which would undertake a major reform of the TWU's internal
structure, with the aim of establishing "a progressive and vigorous organisation, centrally
controlled and administered, actively guiding and assisting the branches."82 The proposal was
regarded with considerable suspicion by the union's 'old guard', particularly in Western
Australia and Queensland. The WA Secretary declared that reforms were "unnecessary",83
while the Queensland attitude was summed up later in the year when one official told the
Branch's State Conference that "if we give . . . power to the Federal people we are going to
have a smack in the neck."84 Nevertheless, the Federal Council was persuaded to endorse the
holding of a Special Council meeting, subsequently held in Melbourne from 30 April 1945.85

A 'Progressive' Victory in Victoria

The most important and enduring effect of the Special Federal Council was its decision
to intervene in the affairs of the Victorian Branch, seeking to build a state-wide organisation by
transferring authority from the Melbourne Sub-Branch to the Victorian Branch, a body which
had previously enjoyed only a symbolic existence.86 This issue was a pressing one for the
NSW Branch in particular, with Platt explaining to the Melbourne Sub-Branch: "New South
Wales had reorganised right down to the border, but on the Victorian side of the border no
organising had been done, due to the peculiar nature of the Victorian Branch."8781234567
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In a series of meetings with the members and officials of the Melbourne Sub-Branch the
federal officials found strong support for intervention, with state officials declaring that the
coverage of drivers outside Melbourne had largely fallen to the A W U .8 8

a

State Conference

was set for June 1945 to formalise the transfer of authority to the Victorian Branch, while
provision was made for the establishment of shop committees in every yard. It was decided
that these latter bodies would become responsible for the collection of dues, thus freeing
organisers from much of their routine work.89
As the process of reform continued in Victoria a communist-dominated 'progressive'
faction was able to exploit the situation by winning the vote for a new leadership for the
Victorian Branch at the State Conference held on 14 June.90 The strategy followed in the
election of this leadership closely followed that used in the 'progressive' tickets in New South
Wales and Brisbane, where non-communists Platt and Brady headed communist-dominated
teams. In Victoria it was to be the non-communist, T.J. 'Tom' Doyle who was elected as
Secretary/Treasurer, while communists held the positions of President, Vice-President and
Assistant-Secretary .91
The victory of the Doyle-led 'progressives' in Victoria meant that communist-dominated
leaderships had won control of the Victorian and New South Wales Branches as well as of the
large Brisbane Sub-Branch.

This base, which encompassed the bulk of the TWU's

membership, should have ensured them control of the post-war direction of the union. This
was, however, not to be the case.8901
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4:

A BATTLE FOR CONTROL 1945-1948

Although it was perhaps inevitable that the growing communist influence within the
TWU would ultimately provoke a right-wing counter-attack, with the Movement having
organised its own TWU Group within the Victorian Branch by m id-1945,92 the ultimate
demise of the 'progressives' also reflected their own failure to address the central strategic
problem facing the union— the need to strike a balance between collective bargaining supported
by industrial action and an arbitration-oriented strategy.
During the war 'progressive' support for an enhanced war effort had helped contain the
development of any industrial militancy within the road transport industry. Employers were not
unappreciative, with one m ajor em ployer in Brisbane— an area of strong communist
influence—noting in 1944:
Tribute must be made to the loyalty and co-operation by the officials and
members of the Transport Workers' Union of Australia. Not one minute
has been lost in Brisbane due to industrial disputes since the Pacific war
commenced.9^
By early 1945, however, the 'progressives' could no longer sweep the question of
industrial strategy under the carpet by concentrating on issues of organisational reform with a
number of industrial disputes occurring amongst road transport workers in Western Australia
and New South Wales reflecting growing rank-and-file dissatisfaction with long war-time
hours of work. These disputes owed little to communist or 'progressive' influence, with
longest dispute in the industry during 1945— an eighteen week ban on Saturday work—
occurring in W estern A ustralia, where progressive influence was non-existent .9 4
Nevertheless, by late 1945 a number of anti-communist groups were circulating leaflets within
the NSW Branch blaming communist manipulation for bans placed on printing houses to aid
the campaign for a forty-hour week for drivers employed in the delivery of newspaper.9^ A92345
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leading anti-com m unist TWU activist of the time, Jack Kane, later recalled: "more than
anything else, what motivated ALP members to take up arms . . . against the Communists in
the trade unions were wild-cat strikes which plagued the eastern States in the mid-forties. "96
Under assault from anti-communist activists, the 'progressives' previous failure to win
support for a defined, militant alternative to the arbitration-oriented strategy of their opponents
left them rudderless and often divided. The placement of non-communists in the leadership of
the 'progressives' meant that they lacked the cohesion to rapidly shift from being opponents to
advocates of industrial militancy, with a damaging split soon emerging between Barney Platt
and his former communist allies in New South Wales. It was in Victoria, however, that the
communists were to first lose their battle for control of the TWU.

J.P. Horan and the Movement

The key figure responsible for the defeat of the 'progressives' in Victoria was to be J.P.
'Jack' Horan, a large, heavily-built man of immense talent elected as an organiser only the
previous year. Immediately following the election of the Doyle-led 'progressives’ on 14 June
1945, Horan handed in his union belongings to the Melbourne Sub-Branch Secretary, J.
Behan, declaring he "would not work with an executive controlled by communists."97 Joined
by another recent appointee as organiser, Gordon Hill, Horan distributed widely amongst the
membership a letter calling for the overturning of the State Conference decisions at a meeting
scheduled for 17 J u n e. 98

Both sides m obilised for the show-down, which was won

convincingly by Horan and his supporters by 110 votes to sixty-six. 99 The previous election
of Conference delegates was declared invalid, with new ones subsequently being elected by
postal ballot. A second State Conference held on 25-26 August 1945 confirmed the anti
communist victory, with Bill Cheney replacing Doyle as Secretary /Treasurer, while Horan was
elected as Assistant-Secretary. 100967810
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-Following their victory, Cheney and Horan began a thorough purge of communists and
their supporters. Amongst the victims was the long-serving Behan, who was removed from
office after attempting to fence-sit during the factional battle, with Cheney subsequently
combining the positions of Secretary for Melbourne and Victoria. 101 Miraculously, the leader
of the communist ticket, Tom Doyle, not only survived the axe but was elected as an organiser
in October 1945,102 apparently owing his survival to a seventeen year old friendship with
Horan. 103 Not for the last time in his career, Doyle was to make a rapid switch of political
camps, condemning his former allies 104 in a move that was to mark him as one of the great
survivors in the TWU's factional wars and which was to eventually lead him, once more, to the
leadership of the Victorian Branch.
While Bill Cheney was elected as Secretary of the Victorian Branch it was Horan who
emerged as the key power-broker. Although not himself a member of the Movement, Horan
was nevertheless politically close to it, his victory in m id-1945 apparently the result of a
M ovement m obilisation of support. 105 Certainly Horan's victory helped the Movement
achieve one of its major industrial objectives since its newspaper, Freedom, had previously
identified the maintenance of a non-communist TWU as a key battle in the struggle to stop total
communist domination of Australia's transport unions. 106

New South Wales:

Platt and the Defeat of the 'Progressives'

The factional conflict that divided the Victorian Branch was soon reproduced in New
South Wales, where the battle was to be waged with much greater intensity and destructive
effects. By the end of 1945 the Communist Party had developed a stranglehold on the
positions within the NSW Branch, with it being estimated that they and their supporters
controlled fifteen out of the twenty-five positions on the branch's State Council, seven out of 1023456
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ten salaried positions, as well as all the branch's Trustees. 107 Despite this strength, the
communists found their positions threatened by a deterioration in their relationship with Platt.
A key factor in this rupture seems to have been the virtual bankruptcy of the NSW Branch,
with Platt trying to shift the responsibility to his former allies. 10^ Even without these financial
strains, however, the continuation of the war-time alliance between Platt and the Communist
Party would have been unlikely. A practising Catholic, Platt was unwilling to see his union
drawn into post-war industrial disputes directed by communists.
By November 1945 Platt had decided to throw in his lot with a growing number of anti
communist activists within the branch . 1078109 While allying himself with these anti-communists,
Platt form ed a separate, ALP sponsored Industrial Group— the ALP Road Transport
Discussion G roup 1 1 0 — which excluded from its ranks those anti-communists perceived by
Platt as not being personal supporters, the most prominent of these being an owner-driver
activist, Jack Kane . 1 1 1 123 As a result a factionally distinct Group emerged around Kane— the
TWU Anti-Communist Group . 1 ^
In the resulting conflict between the communists and their combined Group opponents
at the branch's State Council meeting in January 1946, the Group supporters were able to
negate the numerical supremacy of the communists through an appeal to the NSW Industrial
Registrar. In a ruling on 21 January 1946 the latter held that not only were fourteen out of the
twenty-five Conference delegates invalidly elected, but that the branch itself was improperly
constituted as the rules had no provisions for sub-branches on an industrial rather than a district
basis, i 1^
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The improperly constituted nature of the State Branch allowed Platt to secure his
ultimate victory by playing on the separate existence of the Federal Branch— a move that was to
set a terrible precedent for the TWU. On

8

February 1946 the TWU's Federal Committee of

Management intervened, dissolving the NSW Branch "owing to the flagrant disregard of its
own state rules . " 1 1 4

Platt was then given power to reconstitute the branch, establish a

provincial council and provide direction for the branch in his role as Federal President.
Bolstered by these new powers, Platt and his Group supporters scored a convincing victory
over their communist opponents in an election held during August 1946.1151678 This victory was
to be followed by an even more resounding success in January 1948 when the communists lost
their last remaining stronghold in the branch with the defeat of William Sherry as Newcastle
Sub-Branch Secretary . 1 ^

The Progressives Defeated

By early 1948 the victories of the right-wing factions had reduced the once powerful
position of the Communist Party within the TWU to that of a marginalised rump. Only in the
Brisbane Sub-Branch were the communists able to maintain a significant presence within the
union, with Brady defeating the moderate E. Kelly in a ballot within the Sub-Branch for the
position of organiser during February 1948; a position which had become vacant when the
former organiser, Bemie Hough, replaced Alf Milton as State Secretary following the latter's
death . 1 ^

However, even here the incumbent leadership began to show increased firmness in

dealing with Brady and his supporters, using their domination of the branch's Board of Control
to overturn Brady’s election as organiser 1 1 8 and effectively by-passing the Brisbane Sub
Branch in the subsequent formulation and implementation of Queensland Branch policy.
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The Mechanism for Control

Although the politically moderate regimes that were secured in office in all branches by
early 1948119 had for the most part obtained their positions through democratic elections, 120
the methods used in the maintenance of that power were not always to be so democratic. These
methods included the banning from office, suspension and expulsion of left-wing critics and
other opponents. Specific measures adopted included the passage of a motion by the Victorian
Branch debarring from office for a three year period any official "found guilty of either working
for or assisting in anyway the return of any person who is not a member of the ALP . " 1 2 1
Although this rule was subsequently held to be invalid by the Commonwealth Industrial
R eg istrar , 1 2 2 123456 a sim ilar rule rem ained on the books in the state-registered Queensland
Branch.12^
Following the failure of its attempts to directly debar communists and their supporters
from office the Victorian Branch was forced to resort to other measures which effectively
secured the same result. Any discussion of broad political issues was banned,12^ while an
old, formerly discarded rule, outlawing canvassing for office was revived and used to
disqualify communist-supported candidates. 120 Meanwhile the NSW Branch attempted to go a
step further, voting in November 1946 to expel leading communists F. Watson, James Doyle
and George Splayford, only to have the expulsions overturned on appeal to the State's
Industrial R egistrar . 1 2 0 The use of expulsions to defend the status quo seems to have been
more successfully used in Western Australia by Oscar Nilsson during the early 1950s as his
long reign entered its twilight years, although Nilsson's victims seem to have been simply
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perceived as rivals rather than as political dissidents. *27 jn their efforts to secure the
'numbers' at TWU meetings it also appears that the incumbent leaderships in some branches
occasionally collaborated with employers to have them truck in numbers of their employees. *28
Throughout their campaign against perceived communist supporters within the TWU,
the branch leaderships in New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland could normally count on
the support of the ALP's Industrial Group organisations, even though no formal Groups were
established in the Victorian and Queensland Branches.
In Queensland the support of the Industrial Groups was guaranteed by the fact that the
branch's anti-com m unist former President, T. Rasey, was elected by the ALP's Labor-in
Politics Convention to the three-man Group Committee responsible for overseeing the activity
of all Industrial Groups within the State. *29 A close working relationship soon developed
between R.J. Bukowski, the Committee's Chairman and State President of the AWU, and the
officials of the Queensland TWU. The TWU Branch Secretary, Bemie Hough, subsequently
attended lectures at the AWU's Dunstan House headquarters on methods for blocking
communist influence, and was advised that "experts" would be made available to the TWU "to
discuss tactics and methods for checking and controlling communist propaganda." 130

An Intelligence Service Connection

One o f the consequences of the moderate political stance adopted by the TWU during
the late 1940s and early 1950s was that it came to be regarded as a 'safe' union by sections of
Australia's intelligence services who were seeking to counter communist union power in
strategic sectors of the economy. As a result the TWU was able on at least one occasion to
utilise the active support of the intelligence services to advance its own geographical and
industrial expansion.1278930
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During the late 1940s Australia saw a dramatic expansion in the amount of international
air traffic between itself and the rest of the world; a process which transformed the previously
insignificant Darwin airport into the major refuelling point for all aircraft entering or leaving the
country. The strategic implications of this were dramatically demonstrated during the course of
the 1954 Federal Election campaign when Mrs. Petrov, wife of the Russian defector Vladimir
Petrov, was dragged from the arms of her Russian guards when her plane stopped at Darwin
for refuelling.
Unfortunately for Australia's security services, while the TWU had since December
1947 gained coverage of airport refuellers elsewhere in Australia, in the Northern Territory
such workers remained members of the communist-dominated North Australian Workers'
Union (NAWU).131 in January-February 1949 the TWU's Federal Secretary, J.P Horan, and
its Assistant Secretary, Bill Cheney, began campaigning in Darwin for the transfer of these
workers to the TWU. Cheney subsequently reported back to the TWU's Federal Committee of
Management that on arrival in Darwin he had promptly contacted Lieutenant Scrivener, Naval
Intelligence Officer for Darwin, to co-ordinate the union's campaign. Scrivener presented
Cheney with "a dossier on all people in the territory that are worth tabbing . . . and also their
politics, which is [sic] in direct opposition to the Federal Labor Government." 132
The Communist Party responded to this threat to its strategic interests by seconding to
Darwin one o f its leading Queensland activists, Ron Brown. 133 Besides being a research
officer for the Queensland Trades and Labour Council (QTLC), Brown was also the head of the
Queensland Branch of the Com m unist Party's internal Control Commission unit. 134
However, despite Brown's efforts, the NAWU subsequently lost coverage of the Territory's
airline refuellers, with the Commonwealth Arbitration Court registering an industrial agreement
between the TWU and employers of airport refuellers in the Northern Territory.1324
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5:

THE RIGHT ASCENDANT

The victory of the Labor right in the union's post-war factional battles directly shaped
the way in which it sought to advance the interests of its members for the following decade.
The identification of communist manipulation as the cause of a number of strikes undertaken by
the union during 1945, particularly in New South Wales, had, as we have seen, played a major
part in the initial outbreak of factional fighting within the union. The TWU leadership remained
suspicious that such disputes within the industry were still largely communist inspired. Platt,
for example, informed the Federal Council in 1947 that much of the industrial disputation
occurring within his branch was "irresponsible" and "engineered by political bodies with a
foreign outlook." 135
Rejecting direct action, the TWU remained firmly committed to the advancement of its
industrial interests through the mechanisms of the arbitration system. Its strategy was summed
up by Bill Cheney when he declared on one occasion that "the policy of the union is for
increased rates whilst the members are still working." 136

Employers in the industry

appreciated that the industrial moderation of the TWU gave them major advantages in their
competition with other transport modes. The President of the ARTF, F.H. Stevens, noted
during 1953: "The industry is fortunate in that it works with a union which has never lost the
original Australian outlook, and this is a big asset to the industry." 137
While the TWU's renewed commitment to arbitration brought it public accolades from
employers it failed to bring the union substantial industrial rewards. The failure of the federal
TWU to gain any increases in award margins between December 1944 and August 1948—
when it was granted an interim three shilling increase 138— led to the union's federal parent
award becoming once again one of the laggards of the Australian industrial relations system.135678
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By 1948 even senior right-wing TWU officials were declaring their federal parent award to be
"antiquated" 139 while in 1949 the Commonwealth Arbitration Court noted that "it was
abundantly clear that the margins fixed by the Transport Workers (General) Award had lagged
behind . . . other comparable awards." 140
Despite these expressions of concern from the Commonwealth Arbitration Court the
only subsequent federal margin increases received by the TWU in this period were to occur in
May 1949 and January 1955 when the union benefited from a flow-on of increases previously
granted to metal trades workers. These increases lifted the margin for a driver of a twenty-five
hundred weight vehicle from 24s.6d. in 1948 to thirty-six shillings in 1955.13914014114235 This margin,
however, compared poorly with the margin of seventy-five shillings being received by metal
tradesmen in 1955, corresponding instead with that fixed for a third-class machinist. *4^

The Possibilities for Collective Bargaining and Industrial Militancy

The poor industrial returns that stemmed from the TWU's arbitration-oriented strategy
left the union's officials with an acute sense of grievance, witnessing as they did the
considerable gains being won by more militant unions with striking metal workers gaining a
sixteen shilling increase during early 1947.143 By July 1948 the TWU's Federal Committee of
M anagement was told that members were "seething with discontent" and "not paying their
contributions because of their dissatisfaction with the present awards . " * 44 To add insult to
injury members began defecting to more militant unions such as the WWF and the Builders
Labourers' Federation (BLF) where award rates were higher for certain driver classifications
such as crane drivers and fork-lift operators. *4^
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Reflecting the increasingly desperate industrial position of the federal TWU, J.P. Horan
unsuccessfully appealed to the Transport Employers' Committee (TEC) in March 1949 in
search of concessions for drivers and other road transport workers. Horan warned:
. . . our members are not satisfied, and our officers find it very hard to keep
them at work. We are finding many who say to us: 'See what the militant
unions are getting for their members,' but we are not interested in that sort
of thing . . . We want parallel wages right throughout Australia and it is
going to make us very powerful. If we do not do this we are finished. 146
In announcing to transport employers the intention of the TWU to continue to abstain
from industrial action despite the dire position of the union Horan was accurately assessing the
political and industrial conjuncture in which the right-wing TWU leadership found itself.
Leaders such as Horan had come to power through their opposition to what they saw as
com m unist attem pts to underm ine Australia's social order through industrial action.
Throughout the late 1940s and early 1950s the TWU leadership continued to ask its
membership not only to reject strike action themselves but to actively break the strikes of other
workers, with the TWU ferrying non-paying passengers in a Victorian transport strike during
early 1947,147 breaking ranks with other unions during the 1948 Queensland rail strike, 148
and removing vital amounts of coal from stockpiles during the 1949 Coal strike. 149 For the
TWU leadership to begin advocating strike action under these circumstances would involve an
incalculable political and industrial risk, there being every chance that any road transport strike
would get out of control and allow the revival of the 'progressive' factions that still survived in
Melbourne, Sydney, Newcastle and Brisbane.
The tragedy of the situation for the TWU was that it was highly probable that a greater
reliance on collective bargaining backed by industrial action would have won greater industrial
gains for the federal TWU— gains that would have strengthened its support within the industry
and eased the development of subsequent tensions between the federal and state branches over
award differentials.146789
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„Despite rejecting the TWU's appeals for greater industrial benefits the Transport
Employers' Committee was itself deeply divided on how to respond to the union's claims
during the late 1940s. Master carriers, represented on the TEC by the Victorian Road Transport
Association (VRTA), continually appealed to other transport employers covered by federal
awards to accede to what it called the "reasonable" claims of the TWU even if this involved
some collective bargaining outside arbitration . 1 50 In making these appeals the VRTA called
upon ancillary transport operators to recognise that: "Our industry was losing men to other
industries because o f greater rem uneration . " 1 5 1 15234 It also warned that all road transport
employers had gained benefits from the TWU's leadership not being a militant one and that the
time had come to reward them with sufficient industrial concessions to ensure their survival in
office.15^
Unfortunately for the master carriers they possessed only two votes amongst the
twenty-two employers' associations represented on the TEC, despite their standing as the most
significant section of the road transport industry . 1 5 5 Rather than winning support for their
proposals they came under vehement attack from representatives of other road transport
employers, with the Employers' Federation's Mr. Boykett warning: "I do hope that in the
future none of us . . . will enter into any agreement with the union which will upset any other
industry concerned."15^ Fearful that any lapse into collective bargaining would result in
increases for drivers that would disturb wage relativities amongst their other employees,
ancillary operators on the TEC banded together to block any concessions to the TWU outside
arbitration, passing a motion in August 1948 that declared:
That in future no negotiations would be entered into with the Transport
W orkers' Union on wages or working conditions without first consulting
the Employers' Transport Committee . 1 5 5
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While the passage of this motion temporarily papered over divisions within employer
ranks it is likely that any concerted campaign by the TWU directed at master carriers would
have detached them from the TEC, allowing the union to win substantial increases in this sector
before picking off the other twenty-one associations covered by the TEC at will. Even without
any industrial pressure from the TWU master carriers were increasingly questioning the value
of their alliance with other road transport employers. By December 1954 the VRTA was
contemplating splitting employer ranks by striking a separate deal with the TWU for "a special
industry award for Hire and Reward Carriers . " 1 5 6 Unfortunately for the federal TWU its
commitment to arbitration meant that no industrial pressure was placed on employers at this
time and the opportunity was missed. In consequence a further sixteen years were to pass
before a separate award was established for the hire and reward sector— an award that became
the pace-setter for substantial industrial gains that would eventually spread throughout the
union's awards.
Throughout the late 1940s and the early 1950s the only section of the TWU to achieve
any substantial gains outside arbitration were oil tanker drivers. An elite sector of road
transport, these drivers functioned as a virtually autonomous unit within an otherwise
industrially conservative union,15^ exploiting their strong bargaining position to negotiate
over-award and incremental payments that gave them effective wage margins of between
86 s. 6 d.

and 105s.9d. per week by 195515^— higher than that received by metal tradesmen.

Significantly, many of the leading figures in the TWU after 1956 were to come from this
section of the industry.

Further Failures of Federal Arbitration

With the federal TWU proving incapable of achieving substantial industrial gains
through its parent award the union also found itself unable to make serious advances through15678
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federal arbitration in areas where it was traditionally weak or in areas of recent expansion.
Amongst the most significant failures of the TWU in the field of federal arbitration was its
inability to secure awards for either passenger drivers or interstate freight drivers. The TWU's
failure to obtain a suitable federal passenger aw ard159 ieft the

tw u

without any award

coverage for passenger drivers in Victoria, where they remained the responsibility of the
MT&CA. In Queensland the TWU lost its previously shared coverage of Brisbane City
Council bus drivers under state awards to the Tramways’ U n io n ,160 while in 1956 the WA
Branch also faced losing its seven hundred members employed by private bus companies when
a state government take-over threatened to place them under a Tramways' aw ard.161 Even in
New South Wales, where Platt described an award secured for omnibus drivers and conductors
in 1946 as "the best award of the type in the C om m on w ealth " ,1 62 the branch had to share
coverage with the rival Motor Omnibus Employees' A sso cia tio n .163
One of the most significant failings of the TWU's reliance on arbitration during the
1940s and early 1950s was revealed in its handling of owner-drivers. During World War II the
TWU, under the influence of the 'progressives', had embraced the task of organising these
drivers with considerable enthusiasm. By February 1946 it was claimed that there were over
2,000 owner-drivers enrolled in the NSW Branch, with another 1,000 in Victoria and 1,200 in
Queensland. A section for owner-drivers was also established in South Australia in May 1945
after encouragement from Platt. ^ 4 Unfortunately owner-drivers, as non-employees, were not
covered by the union's constitution !65 and remained beyond the scope of federal awards.
With suitable awards or agreements also being unobtainable for owner-drivers in most states15960234
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support for the union amongst these new recruits rapidly waned. Organisers were soon
reporting difficulties in collecting dues from owner-driver members who felt the TWU was
doing nothing for them. 166 One official summed up the situation when he declared simply:
"Owner-drivers are our big problem." 167
By the mid-1950s only the NSW Branch had managed to maintain a substantial
following amongst owner-drivers, reflecting the fact that the 1943 amendments to the state
Industrial Arbitration Act had made NSW arbitration a superior system for the application of
arbitration-oriented approach to owner-drivers. Even here the TWU suffered a major reverse
when the NSW Industrial Court ruled in 1948 ruled that taxi-drivers were not employees,
despite the amendments to the Act, and thus not entitled to award protection. 168 This ruling
cast doubt on the validity of the union's other awards covering owner-drivers— which were
proving in any case to be of dubious value for regulating owner-drivers, being subject to
widespread evasion. 169 Attempts by the NSW Branch to agitate for further amendments to the
act were frustrated in 1953 by a successful court challenge from taxi owners. *70
Despite these legal set-backs the NSW Branch could still claim 4,609 'contributing
members' amongst owner-drivers in 1957, most of whom worked as contractors for public
sector organisations, including the Department of Main Roads, the Department of Railways and
the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Board. 171 in private industry, however, the branch was
to have less success, with Mark Bray observing: " . . . the TWU's attempts to [bring] . . .
owner-drivers within the coverage of the arbitration system achieved gains which proved to be
more apparent than real." 172
The unwillingness of the TWU leadership to mobilise either owner-drivers or the
union's em ployee members in m ilitant campaigns to force employers to accept TWU
membership for all owner-drivers and grant them regulated employment conditions, with fixed1678902
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payments to cover wages and vehicle costs, meant the union found itself largely excluded from
many areas of employment in road transport that came to be dominated by owner-drivers__
areas which included the haulage and delivery of bricks, earth and gravel, coal, eggs, pies,
newspapers and cement. *73 Outside New South Wales TWU strength amongst owner-drivers
in the early 1950s seems to have been largely restricted to those carting for newsagents in
A d e la id e 174 anci brick carters in Canberra and V ic to r ia .1 75 \n Western Australia and
Queensland coverage of unionised owner-drivers largely reverted to the AW U 1 7 6 whilst the
Tasmanian Branch simply decided to dissociate itself from the task of organising ownerdrivers.1^
Perhaps the most significant failure of the TWU with regards to owner-drivers was in
the field of long-distance and interstate road transport, where employers were able to thwart
union organising attempts amongst employee drivers by switching to owner-drivers, with one
director of a major transport firm noting: "The owner-driver . . . helps to preserve long
distance transport from the curse of militant unionism."178 The failure of the TWU to make
serious inroads into long-distance transport meant that by the mid-1950s it remained a union
covering workers engaged in local cartage at a time when road transport was being dominated
by national firms offering an integrated range of long-distance, interstate and local services.

Federal Organisational Reform

By 1947 the inability of the TWU to advance its industrial interests through federal
arbitration had become a matter for considerable concern within the union's leadership. As in
1944-45 it was New South Wales' Barney Platt who emerged as the primary advocate for a1734568
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process of internal reform within the federal union that sought to address these problems.
Abandoning the NSW Branch's traditional hostility to federal awards between 1948 and 1952,
Platt saw in stronger federal awards not only a more effective means of dealing with industries
involving interstate transport such as the airline industry, but also a mechanism for
safeguarding the benefits already achieved under state awards.
In a reflection of his 'progressive' political past, Platt's answer to the TWU's award
problems was organisational reform rather than a re-evaluation of the effectiveness of the
union's arbitration-oriented strategy. Speaking to the TWU's Federal Council in early 1947
Platt observed that: " . . . if the federal office had been up-to-date the federal award would not
be a menace to the whole union." 179 So seriously did Platt regard the problem that he declared
that power in the union had to be shifted from the state branches to the Federal Council, and
that the NSW Branch feared for the future "if the Federal Council does not become the
dominating factor." 180 The trouble with Platt's analysis was that it failed to consider a strategy
for overcoming the employer opposition around the TEC to any federal award increases for
road transport workers. This guaranteed the ultimate collapse of the reform programme despite
a number of organisational advances that helped boost the union's membership during the late
1940s and early 1950s.
Platt found a valuable ally for his proposed reform programme with the election of Jack
Horan as Federal Secretary on 15 March 1948.

Although industrially and politically

conservative Horan was— like many M ovement or Group supporters— a dynamic and
committed union activist who was unwilling to endorse the previous inaction of the TWU's
'old guard' laborist leadership. Together Platt and Horan were to dominate the TWU's internal
affairs between 1948 and 1952, seeking to transform the union into an organisation that was,
while politically conservative and committed to arbitration, nationally co-ordinated and
organisationally dynamic.

To supervise this proposed federal co-ordination a regularly

functioning Federal Committee of M anagement was established in March 1948 on Platt's
suggestion. ^
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„With the renewed commitment to federal unionism went a growing awareness within
the TWU that sections of the ever-growing road transport industry could no longer be dealt
with on a state basis. In 1948 the TWU's Federal Council resolved that oil company drivers
and TWU members in the airline industry would be catered for by federal awards in all states,
with federal awards also being sought for passenger drivers, timber carters, and sanitary and
garbage carters. 182
Following the formation of the Federal Committee of Management in March 1948,
Horan and Platt sought a more interventionist role for the federal TWU in branch affairs.
Horan warned that "if it was necessary and a state was not obeying and carrying out the
decisions of Council, rather than have Council's decisions overlooked . . . Federal Council
would go into that state and see that the job was done." 183
The first example of this new interventionist role was to come in Queensland, where the
Queensland Branch had long been calling for federal assistance in its attempts to recruit
members in the AWU stronghold of north Queensland. In May 1948 Platt and Horan led a
federal delegation into the state to co-ordinate a joint federal-state campaign against the AWU,
with recruits in north Queensland to be enrolled directly into the federal branch so as to be
covered by the TWU's federal award. 184
Unfortunately, by this stage the Queensland Secretary, Bernie Hough, had lost his
previous enthusiasm for the task of taking on the AWU, partly it seems because his own
factional position within the branch was being bolstered by AWU support. Despite further
visits by H oran, continued inaction by the Queensland Branch eventually led to the
abandonment of the project, with north Queensland remaining an AWU preserve.
The lack of support shown by Hough for the-expansion of TWU influence in north
Queensland was a demonstration of the continued power of the union's laborist 'old guard'
leadership outside New South Wales and Victoria. While sharing the industrially moderate
views of Horan and Platt, leaders such as Nilsson in Western Australia, William Simons in18234
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South Australia and Hough in Queensland were used to running their branches as they saw fit,
unchallenged by either the union's rank and file or its federal leadership.
Although Hough proved sufficiently alert to adopt many of the new organisational
techniques being advocated by the federal office, establishing the Queensland Branch as a
growing force within the union with a fleet of six cars and a staff of ten servicing over

7,000

members by 1956,185186790this could not be said of his colleagues in South Australia and Western
Australia. By 1956 both branches were admitting to serious problems, with the SA Branch
declaring that its financial resources were exhausted, while in Western Australia the branch
organisers found themselves having to provide their own cars for organising work. 186 $uch
was the state of affairs in South Australia that a later branch secretary has recalled that during
the Simons era much of the running of the branch devolved on the female office staff, with
Simons and the other officials preferring to spend their time fishing. 187
Despite the poor performances of their respective branches, Simons and Nilsson
maintained a tenacious grip on power. Although replaced as South Australian Secretary by
V.B. Taylor in March 1956, Simons was back in the saddle by June. 188 Nilsson emulated this
success. Despite age forcing him to step aside as Secretary early in 1955,189 Nilsson
continued to act as a union trustee 190 from where he remained a major power-broker within the
union.
If Horan and Platt's reform programme had little influence in Western Australia and
South Australia, the organisational effectiveness of the smaller Canberra and Tasmanian
Branches also continued to depend more on the dedication of a handful of officials and activists
rather than on federal direction and support. The survival of the small Canberra Branch during
the 1940s and 1950s was largely dependent upon the part-time efforts of M.F. Macdonald,
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whose "availability for union work was restricted by his duties as a government driver. 191
Despite his best efforts the Canberra Branch remained small, with less than three hundred
members. 192
The Tasmanian Branch also continued to suffer from a shortage of resources. Although
a Sub-Branch was re-established in Hobart on 10 November 1942 under the leadership of H.J.
Large , 1 9 3 it remained largely ineffective until a fusion was brought about in 1946 with the
H&MDU, which had previously broken from the TWU in 1939.194 A period of expansion
followed under the leadership of H.T. McGee, who replaced Large as Tasmanian Branch
Secretary in March 1947.193 Membership expanded from 127 Launceston-based members in
1939 to a peak o f 1,856 in 1952, with Sub-Branches established throughout the state.
Financial problems, however, soon re-emerged, and between 1952 and 1956 the branch rapidly
went backw ards, m em bership falling to 1,192.19^

Growing dissatisfaction with the

performance of the physically ailing McGee, culminating in his replacement by C. McKenna in
November 1955,19^ also added to the branch's problems.
Although the reform process advocated by Horan and Platt was never fully supported
by the union's leadership outside New South Wales and Victoria, the gradual adoption of more
efficient organisational and administrative methods within the organisation helped the TWU
substantially increase its membership following in road transport. Between 1947 and 1952
effective national membership rose from 20,234 to 36,399 despite the lack-lustre performance
of the union's awards.

By 1952, however, vital NSW Branch support for a further

strengthening of the TWU's federal structure had begun to wane. In large part this reflected
emerging political differences between Platt and his former right-wing allies. But it was also a19234567
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product of a growing realisation within the NSW Branch that internal organisational reform in
itself had been insufficient to revitalise the union's federal awards.
W hile NSW award margins for road transport workers had remained consistently
higher than those existing under federal awards during the 1940s, reflecting the presence of a
Labor government eager to win union support after the bitter political feuding in the state during
the 1930s between Jack Lang and his opponents, 198 differentials increased as Chief Justice
Kelly sought to restrain any rises in either federal award margins or the basic wage. 199 jn
addition workers under NSW state awards were granted long service leave in 1951 under state
legislation— thirteen years before federal award workers received similar benefits. By contrast
margins for road transport workers under Queensland and West Australian awards continued to
lag behind those set down in the union's federal awards, as the following table demonstrates.

Table 4.1:

Comparative Trends in TWU Parent Awards 1940-1955:

Margins

(Note: Rates compared are those for the lowest classifications in each Award)

1940

1945

1948-49

1952

1955

11s.

17s.1

27s.6d.

31s.6d

36s

14s. 6d.

14s.6d

23s

31s.6d2

36s.

Queensland

9s.

9s.

18s.

25s.

36s.3

New South Wales

18s.

23s.

33s.

33s.

47s.

Federal
Western Australia

(Sources: Commonwealth Arbitration Reports; Western Australian Industrial Gazettes; NSW
Industrial Gazettes; Queensland Government Gazettes.)
1
2
3

198
199

Federal margin includes three shilling war loading.
March 1952 WA parent award formally tied to federal award with regards to margins.
Novem ber 1955 Queensland parent award tied to federal award with regards to
margins.198

Ken Turner and Jim Hagan, A History of the Labor Party in New South Wales, (Manuscript, 1991)
pp.245-46.
, .
.
In a highly controversial episode in January 1951 Kelly persuaded Commissioner Galvin to abandon his
planned fifteen shillings increase in metal trades margins— an increase that would have flowed on to most
other workers under federal awards. See Blanche D'Alpuget, Mediator: A Biography of Sir Richard
Kirby, (Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 1977), pp. 139-40.
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So dismal was the performance of the laborist 'old guard' leadership in securing wage
increases for their members through state arbitration that by March 1952 the WA Branch had
successfully applied for margins in its state parent award to be tied to those in its federal
counter-part, with the Queensland Branch adopting a similar course in November 1955.200
These actions signified a gradual return of these branches to the federal award system that they
had abandoned in the wake of W orld W ar I— actions that were to eventually culminate in a
common five-state award application in 1968.
As the Western Australian and Queensland Branches began to link their own industrial
advancement with the union's federal awards, so the industrial course pursued by the NSW
Branch began to increasingly diverge from that being undertaken by the rest of the union even
though all branches remained committed to arbitration. Higher margins, improved industrial
legislation, and limited award coverage for owner-drivers all convinced the NSW Branch that
its local arbitration system was superior to the federal alternative—the possibilities of which the
federal TWU had been unable to develop through its inability to overcome the opposition
presented by the TEC.
In a move that signified its disenchantment with the union's federal awards, the NSW
Branch applied to the union's Federal Council for exclusion from the federal Transport
W orkers (Oil Companies) Award.

Although this request was rejected the application

demonstrated that the TWU's common commitment to arbitration had not brought with it a
united approach to industrial problems. While federal-state award tensions in themselves need
not have proved fatal to the development of industrial and institutional unity within the TWU,
these tensions came to be inextricably entangled with wider political struggles within the union,
eventually leading to a formal, if temporary, split between the New South Wales and federal
unions in 1956— a split that was to be a precedent for a more prolonged schism in 1969.20
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6:

THE RIGHT DIVIDES

Although the pursuit of an arbitration-oriented strategy during the late 1940s and early
1950s had failed to either lift wages for road transport workers from their position at the lower
end of the award scale or achieve a united approach to industrial problems by the TWU,
improved organisational techniques and internal stability helped to raise national effective
membership to a record 36,255 in 1952— three times higher than the 1939 figure. In the
following four years, however, this growth first stalled, and then started to move in reverse,
with national membership for 1956-57 standing at 35,112— below that for 1952.201
The fall in membership was but one sign of new fissures that emerged within the ranks
of the union. Between 1948 and 1952 the stability of the union had in large part rested on an
alliance between Platt, the Federal President, and Horan, the Federal Secretary. From 1953
onwards the position of each of them within the TWU began to crumble, as did the internal
unity of the union itself. W hile these new internal divisions involved no questioning of the
effectiveness of the union's arbitration-oriented strategy, being between different factions of the
union's right-wing leadership, they helped delay the application of a more effective industrial
strategy at a national level by leaving a lasting legacy of factional bitterness and by restoring
control of the TWU's Federal Office to the 'old guard' around Bill Cheney.

The Fall of J.P. Horan

The events leading to the declining influence of Horan as Federal Secretary, and to his
eventual departure from the TWU in 1956, are inextricably linked to the defeat of the Movement
and its supporters within the wider labour movement during 1955 and 1956. Following the
denunciation of those associated with the Movement by the ALP's Federal Parliamentary
Leader, Dr. Evatt, in October 1954, Horan found himself, as State President of the Victorian
ALP, in the front line in the ensuing split.

With the pro-Evatt federal ALP Executive

intervening in the affairs of the Victorian ALP, establishing a rival, federally-recognised state201
201
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branch; Horan emerged as one of the key strategists for formulating the response of those allied
with the Movement.202 in January 1955 Horan was entrusted with the vital task of visiting the
Queensland and NSW Executives of the ALP, in an attempt to co-ordinate a united front against
Evatt and his supporters.203 When the show-down came at the Federal ALP Conference held
in Hobart during March 1955, Horan headed the 'rebel' Victorian delegation whose credentials
were rejected by the conference.204 Returning to Victoria, Horan was expelled from the ALP
on 7 April 1955.203
Horan's alignment with those who split off from the official Labor Party effectively
destroyed his base of support within the TWU. The political and industrial ties between Horan
and the union's laborist 'old guard' had always rested more on a shared anti-communism than a
common ideological viewpoint and, with Horan under virulent attack from the ALP the 'old
guard' around Bill Cheney decided to dissociate themselves from him. In April 1955 the
Victorian Branch— Horan's former stronghold— issued a press statement declaring "that Mr.
J.P. Horan is not in any way expressing the opinion of the TWU in his support of the bogus
branch of the ALP."20^ It is an indication of the mistrust with which Horan was regarded by
his fellow officials during his last two years in office that from May 1954 Federal Council
denied him the authority to spend more than fifty pounds without the endorsement of two other
federal officers.2°7
Fortunately for the TWU, Horan was to be removed from office without a major
factional brawl. Amendments to the Commonwealth Arbitration Act during 1956, which saw
the replacement of the Arbitration Court by the new Conciliation and Arbitration Commission,
created vacancies for three Conciliators. On 17 September 1956 Horan accepted appointment to
one of these positions, being promoted to Commissioner the following year.20^20345678
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„Horan's departure allowed the 'old guard's' Bill Cheney to occupy the vacated position
of federal secretary, taking up the mantle laid down by his father twelve years before.209
Cheney's election represented the restoration to power of the TWU's least dynamic faction, one
which, while sharing Horan's anti-communism and his support for arbitration, had shown little
interest in his attempts to revitalise the union. It was a leadership that was to prove lacking in
either the ideas or the organisational abilities necessary to adapt the federal TWU to the
demands being placed upon it by an expanding and changing road transport industry.
W hile Horan's eventual departure was secured without any major blood-letting, the
crisis in the federal leadership between 1954 and 1956 was one that had profound
consequences, severely diminishing Horan's authority and eventually seeing his replacement by
a leadership lacking in organisational drive. Unfortunately for the federal TWU these events
occurred at a time when resolute leadership was required to deal with a major crisis within the
NSW Branch— a crisis which saw the emergence of a legally separate, state-registered union
counterposed to the federally registered body.

The Manoeuvres of Barney Platt

If the TWU were to escape relatively unscathed from the events which led to the demise
of J.P. Horan, it was not to be so fortunate with Barney Platt, whose complex manoeuverings
to defend his position were to undermine the institutional integrity of the TWU, while placing
Platt him self at the forefront of a growing, and ultimately successful, opposition to the
continued existence of industrial groups within the Australian labour movement.
The alliance between Platt and his former 'grouper' allies had begun to sour as early as
1948, when the original Road Transport Group was dissolved by the ALP at Platt's request,
leading to a public break between Platt and his previous allies during the branch's 1948 election
cam paign.210 W hile Platt's official TWU Group was dissolved, it appears a second ALP
Group" continued an informal existence, running the branch's President, W. Melville, against2091
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Platt during the branch's 1950 biennial election.211 Although this challenge was unsuccessful,
as was another by the branch’s Assistant-Secretary, Dick Carling, in 1953, Platt's position
began to deteriorate from late 1952.
In the course of 1952 Carling discovered that Mackenzie's Garage, which had been
allocated the servicing of the branch's fleet of cars, was secretly owned by Platt and Miss P.
Herbert, the branch's senior clerk.212 This discovery seemed to substantiate allegations
running back to the branch's 1945 financial crisis about Platt's impropriety with the union's
funds. The scent of corruption around Platt grew stronger when, in two separate judgements
delivered in November 1953 and February 1954, Justice De Baun of the NSW Industrial Court
declared the 1953 election of Platt and six of his supporters to be invalid, having ascertained
that large-scale "forgery and falsification of records had taken place."
The revelations about Platt's corrupt financial and electoral malpractices confronted the
leadership of the Movement with a major dilemma. Should it mobilise its full resources behind
the campaign to oust Platt, seeking official ALP support for an Industrial Group to unseat him?
Or should it forget the issue and concentrate on targeting communism? According to the
Movement's lay leader, B.A. Santamaria, this debate caused the Movement more internal
trouble during the early 1950s than any other trade union issue.214
For Santamaria and Platt's former TWU Group rival, Jack Kane— now Assistant
Secretary of the NSW Branch of the ALP— the campaign against Platt became a matter of high
principle, their views being articulated by Newsweekly when it later declared: "Can the ALP
Groups mobilise the workers against Communist corruption in one trade union, and refuse to
take similar action against corrupt officials of another union simply because they are members
of the ALP."215 Opposing this view Sydney's Bishop Carrol argued that as a practising
Catholic and anti-communist Platt was entitled to the protection of the Catholic Church and the

Movement.216 Although by late 1953 the views of Santamaria and Kane had prevailed over213456
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those of Bishop Carrol, the issue heralded the beginning of a lasting breach between Bishop
Carrol and the Movement's lay leadership that was to culminate in Carrol's decision to advise
Movement members in New South Wales to stay within the ALP, rather than form a separate
party as they had done in Victoria.217
W ith Santam aria and K ane’s views prevailing within the NSW Movement, the
campaign against Platt was officially endorsed by the NSW Executive of the ALP in December
1953 when it accepted a request from the President and Secretary of the Sydney Sub-Branch of
the TWU for the reformation of the Transport W orkers' ALP Industrial G ro u p s 18 This
decision left Platt in a perilous position, with it being later alleged that Kane offered the TWU
Industrial Group "unlim ited money and thousands of workers" to aid in the removal of
Platt.219

Platt Counter-Attacks

Under attack from both within and outside the TWU, Platt counter-attacked. To deal
with his external enemies Platt began to exploit concerns within the labour movement that the
ALP Industrial Groups had exceeded their charter by targeting an ALP official rather than a
communist. This sentiment was felt particularly strongly by the Federal Secretary of the AWU,
Tom Dougherty, who feared that Groups were about to be formed within the AWU.220
By January 1955 Platt had built up a powerful countervailing force to the State ALP
machine when Dougherty and a number of other union leaders joined Platt in establishing the
Combined ALP Unions Steering Committee; a body which was to provide Evatt with an
industrial base for his struggle against the Groups and their supporters.221 As
N ew sw eekly later ruefully commented: "The case of Barney Platt built up the explosive
triggered by Evatt and Dougherty. "222217890
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W hile Platt's objective of securing the dissolution of the Industrial Groups was
effectively achieved at the ALP’s Hobart Federal Conference, his final victory over his enemies
within the State ALP machine came in April 1956 with his selection to present the case against
the NSW State Executive to a Federal ALP inquiry.223 Following the inquiry, another Special
Federal Conference decided to reconstruct the NSW Branch. Kane was sacked as Assistant
Secretary, with he and his remaining supporters being subsequently driven out of the ALP,
leaving Platt's factional enemies within the NSW Branch of the TWU bereft of outside support.

The TWU Splits

While Platt was by 1956 able to secure a decisive victory over his opponents within the
NSW Labor Party, his success within the TWU itself was to be less conclusive. Platt's tactics
within the union were initially dictated by the possibility of his being defeated in the new
election scheduled by Justice De Baun for 1954. To avoid the consequences of this possible
defeat, Platt decided to exploit a problem which had been troubling the TWU for a number of
years.
In early 1949 the TWU's Federal Committee of Management had taken legal advice
from Messrs. Brady and Fraser that discrepancies existed between the federally registered rules
and those registered in W estern Australia, Queensland, and New South Wales, with Brady
warning that "as far as the New South Wales Rules are concerned . . . they are not a branch of
the federal body."22^ To overcome this defect the WA Branch Secretary, O. Nilsson, was
delegated to draw up a new, uniform set of rules for all branches.223 However, by 1953 the
NSW Branch rules had still not been amended to accord with the new federal rules.22^ In
February 1954 Platt used this discrepancy to reject calls from the TWU's Federal Committee of
Management that he stand down from his position as Secretary of the NSW Branch of the
223
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federaf union so as to allow for simultaneous elections under state and federal rules. Platt
instead reiterated that whatever the consequences of De Baun's ruling he remained the Secretary
"pursuant to the federal rules.’"227 Horan summed up the TWU's predicament when he stated
that "the union was now in a very embarassing position", adding that the TWU faced the
possibility of having two NSW Secretaries, and two governing bodies in the state, one set
elected under the federal rules and the other under state rules.228
Although Platt was spared a contest for his state position as Secretary following a
successful appeal against De Baun’s February 1953 judgement,229 5 y April 1956 the scenario
presented by Horan in 1954 had eventuated. Following joint elections held under both sets of
rules Platt found him self defeated as Secretary of the federally registered branch by E.A.
'Ernie' Wilmot, while maintaining his position under the state registered rules, thus reversing
the position of 1954. As well, Platt's supporters maintained their majorities on both the state
union's State Council and the federal branch's Committee of Management.230
After years of having sought to build the federal TWU between 1945 and 1952, Platt
now found that factional considerations were forcing him to move in the opposite direction. To
deny W ilmot the resources to function effectively as Secretary of the federally registered
branch, Platt declared that all the assets and property of the TWU in New South Wales were
owned by the state body rather than the federal union.231 Federal intervention on Wilmot's
behalf proved futile, as did subsequent legal action, and by September 1956 the TWU's Federal
Council had been forced to accept a compromise settlement which called on the two parties "to
solve the difficulties in New South Wales by harmonious co-operation" ;232 a settlement which
left Platt in effective control of the New South Wales TWU for the following three years. The
settlement also implicitly accepted the supremacy of the state registered union with regard to the
ownership of the TWU's assets within New South Wales— a precedent that helped guide the
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Commonwealth Industrial Court when it held in the 1969 Moore v. Doyle case that the federal
and NSW branches of the TWU were distinct and legally separate unions.233

Conclusion

Between 1939 and 1956 the expansion of Australian road transport opened up
considerable opportunities for the TWU as the industry finally shed its previous status as an
auxiliary to rail and sea services. The pioneering of new organisational techniques by the
'progressives' during the early 1940s provided the union with one means of responding to
these opportunities.

At no point, however, did any TWU faction seriously review the

appropriateness of the union's arbitration-oriented strategy.

During World War II the

communist-led 'progressives' were preoccupied with curtailing industrially militant policies,
while at the war's end they were swiftly evicted from power by a resurgent Right. Throughout
the rest of the 1940s and the early 1950s the union's conservative leadership remained more
concerned with the broader political implications of any industrial disputes than with harnessing
such industrial militancy to advance the union's own interests.
The TWU's continued reliance on an arbitration-oriented strategy during the 1940s and
early 1950s seriously affected its ability to cover Australia's growing road transport industry
and improve the working conditions of its members. The failure to place concerted industrial
pressure on employers meant that major divisions within employer ranks were not exploited,
leaving wages for employee road transport workers at a level that did not adequately reflect the
increasingly skilled nature of their work, corresponding instead with the lower classifications of
the metal trades award. Similarly owner-drivers discovered that the union's reluctance to
engage in collective bargaining backed by industrial action left the majority of them without any
industrial benefits from their union membership. Even in New South Wales, where awards
were obtained for owner-drivers, such awards proved to be of dubious effectiveness.
233
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The lacklustre performance of the TWU's federal awards meant that by 1952 the
powerful NSW Branch had withdrawn its earlier support for a greater concentration of power
in the union's federal office. Although any real institutional unity would have been difficult to
sustain given the depth of political divisions within the TWU during the early 1950s, the failure
of the Horan-Platt reform programme demonstrated that organisational changes alone would not
resolve the union's problems if they failed to address the continued appropriateness of an
industrial strategy that relied virtually entirely on arbitration. By 1956 the union was once again
stagnating, with the air poisoned by factional divisions, and with a newly elected Federal
Secretary who represented the least dynamic section of the TWU.
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CHAPTER 5

A PERIOD OF TRANSITION
1956-1966

THE GROWTH OF INDUSTRIAL MILITANCY AND THE
DEMISE OF REVOLUTIONARY POLITICS WITHIN THE
TWU

INTRODUCTION
The factional conflict which had brought the TWU to the edge of institutional
disintegration in the early 1950s was a battle waged not between Left and Right, or between
supporters and opponents of industrial militancy, but rather a conflict fought out between
former right-wing allies who had earlier combined to safeguard the union's position as a
bastion of arbitration. Although the TW U’s small left-wing remnant played little or no part in
this factional conflict, the open breach within the union's leadership nevertheless brought with
it a diminution of the mechanisms established to contain the Left, leading to a resurgence in left
wing 'progressive' factions within the union during the late 1950s and early 1960s. This left
wing resurgence ensured a new bout of factional conflict within the union, this time between
Left and Right.
Except in Brisbane, where the Brady-led 'progressives' had survived factionally intact
from the early 1940s, the TWU Left of the late 1950s and early 1960s differed markedly from
their predecessors of the 1940s. Although committed to socialism the leading figures in most
'progressive' factions between 1956 and 1966 were members of the Labor Party, not the
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Com munist Party, seeing political change coming through a laborist rather than through a
revolutionary model.

In a further departure from the conduct of their 'progressive'

predecessors, who had been swiftly evicted from power at the end of World War II, the TWU
'progressives' of the late 1950s and early 1960s consciously sought to direct the union in a
more industrially militant direction. However, unlike earlier union militants such as John Gunn
and Fred Katz, they did not seek the complete destruction of the centralised wage fixing
system. Instead they sought to use industrial pressure to make the existing arbitration system
more amenable to the interests of their members, supplementing award benefits where
necessary with collective bargaining backed by industrial action. Through its preparedness to
move outside the formalised industrial relations system the TWU enhanced its ability to secure
regulated employment conditions for owner-drivers, consolidating support for the union in this
sector and making it more difficult for road transport employers to ignore the union's authority
in the industry.
Targetting the ageing and industrially conservative 'old guard' administrations within
the TWU, the Left had won effective control of the Western Australian, South Australian,
Canberra, Victorian and Queensland branches by 1962. Federally, however, the Left found
itself thwarted by an alliance between the remnants of the union's laborist 'old guard' around
Bill Cheney and a new right-wing administration in New South Wales under Ernie Wilmot.
The heirs to the anti-Platt Industrial Group of the early 1950s, the Wilmot leadership lost little
by comparison with their left-wing adversaries when it came to industrial militancy. For with
the Communist Party rapidly declining as a serious political and industrial force, industrial
militancy lost much of its earlier political significance within the union, allowing the more
dynamic sections of the TWU's right-wing to undertake industrial campaigns without having to
fear that they were adding to the destruction of the social order.
An emerging consensus between both Left and Right about the need to evolve more
effective industrial tactics by combining elements of an arbitration-oriented strategy with
collective bargaining supported by industrial action unfortunately did little to bring about unity
in action. On the TWU's Federal Council the Left and the Right continued to regard each other
with deep suspicion, seeing in their opponents either disguised communists or groupers. The
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result was that the increased militancy and industrial effectiveness of the TWU's branches was
not fully reflected in the performance of the union at a national level, leaving it with only a
limited ability to combat the power of the national transport conglomerates who were coming to
dominate the industry.

1:

CONTEXT—THE VICTORY OF LABORISM

Throughout the first half of the twentieth century the internal debate within the TWU
and its predecessor organisations over support for either an arbitration-oriented strategy or
collective bargaining backed by industrial action had been as much a political as an industrial
issue, reflecting wider divisions within the organised labour movement. With support for
arbitration having become a key component of the dominant laborist ideology within the trade
union movement around the turn of the century, the opponents of laborism within the union—
radical socialists, the IWW, and the CPA— had all at various times sought to challenge its
political hegemony by mobilising the union's members around more industrially militant
policies, attempting to directly link industrial militancy with revolutionary change. By the late
1950s, however, this link between industrial militancy and revolutionary socialism was being
effectively destroyed by rising prosperity and declining support for communism, fundamentally
altering the context in which industrial relations occurred.
While the Communist Party managed to stage a solid recovery in the early 1950s after
its crushing defeat in the 1949 Miners' strike, with national membership rising from around
6,000 in 1948-50 to 8,000 in 1955,1 Krushchev's revelations about Stalinism and the Russian
•
* o
invasion of Hungary in 1956 decimated the party's ranks, sending it into terminal decline.
Although the trade union movement, and the Labor Party itself, remained broadly divided
between Left and Right, these divisions reflected differences within laborism rather than
1
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alternatives to it, narrowing the parameters for the political and industrial debate about the
purpose and direction of unionism.
If the Left continued to see the achievement of socialism as the ultimate objective of
organised labour, and tended to support industrial militancy more readily than the Right,3 those
within its ranks who saw socialism coming through a cataclysmic industrial upheaval became
progressively fewer, with even the CPA expressing support for a democratic, parliamentary
road to socialism by 1966.456 At the same time the Right, despite its avowed support for
arbitration, showed an increasing tendency to engage in collective bargaining and direct
industrial action, blurring past industrial differences between them and their left-wing
opponents.

For with the effective defeat of the Communist Party the Right's room to

manoeuvre increased, allowing it to implement industrially militant tactics without having to
worry that it was playing into the hands of communist militants within organised labour's
ranks.
In the TWU the adoption of more aggressive industrial tactics by sections of the union's
right-wing as well as by a revived Left was to be the major feature of the union's history
between 1956 and 1966. Such developments were by no means peculiar to the TWU. Robert
Murray and Kate W hite have observed that the industrial tactics pursued by Laurie Short and
his former Group supporters in the FIA during the mid-1950s was "not so different" from that
of their communist predecessors.3 Similarly in late 1961 Joe Riordan, the right-wing secretary
of the FCU, launched his union in a new, industrially militant direction, forcing Australia's
motor vehicle manufacturers to accept the unionisation of their white-collar workforce.3
W ithin the TWU the industrial militancy demonstrated by the right-wing Wilmot
leadership in New South Wales during the early 1960s emphasised the increasing irrelevance of
political labels when it came to strictly industrial issues. This is not to suggest, however, that
political divisions lost their importance within either the TWU or the wider labour movement.
The bitterness of the battles between communists, laborists and the Movement in the late 1940s
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and early 1950s was not easily forgotten, with Left and Right remaining deeply divided over
the question of direct union involvement in political issues.
W hile the Right continued to see a clear distinction between political and industrial
issues, arguing that politics was the preserve of the ALP, left-wing union activists believed that
they had a social duty to their members to take a stand on issues such as peace, disarmament,
and apartheid in South Africa. A particularly divisive issue was left-wing support for the
exchange of trade union delegations between Australia and socialist nations. For the Right
such connections seemed to confirm the communist sympathies of their opponents. Within the
TWU it was divisions over these political issues, rather than the question of industrial strategy,
that emerged as the major barrier to institutional unity in the early 1960s. Yet as important—
and divisive— as this debate was, it nevertheless reflected a narrowing of the parameters in
which the labour movement saw itself acting. For in the future unions would continue to
engage in militant industrial actions, sometimes even for specific political purposes rather than
for industrial benefits. But rarely, if ever, would such industrial actions be seen as a stepping
stone for revolutionary change.

Economic Growth and Arbitration

If the collapse of any serious political alternative to laborism after 1956 had a decisive
impact on the way in which Australian trade unions approached industrial problems, this
outcome was itself largely a reflection of the way in which social change and rising prosperity
were destroying working-class support for radical political experiments, be it socialism or the
rural arcadia advocated by the Movement. Despite wage's share of GNP remaining virtually
static during the late 1950s and the early 1960s,^ the continuation of the 'long boom meant that
total real household income per head in Australia rose by almost thirty per cent between 1956
57 and 1966-67.78
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^While rising living standards helped convince trade unionists that their personal needs
could be met within the existing economic order, the manual working class which had long
provided the base for the organised labour movement began to disintegrate as a cohesive social
force.9 Abandoning their inner city communities for life in the su b u rb s,^ manual workers
steadily declined as a proportion of the workforce. Between 1947 and 1971 the white-collar
work-force rose from one million to 2.4 million, overshadowing employment in manufacturing
which peaked at 1.3 million in 1966.11 Particularly hard hit by technological change were
traditionally militant unions such as the miners, seamen, and waterside workers, where support
for socialist and communist ideas had long been strong.
As technological change eroded the membership of many of Australia's more militant
and politically conscious trade unions, the continuation of full employment and strong
economic growth did much to take the edge off industrial conflict. Even the conservative
Menzies government proved more amenable to the interests of the trade union movement than
pre-W orld W ar II anti-Labor governments had been, with this government actively seeking
ACTU support or at least acquiescence in its policies for economic management. 12 Concerned
that the federal arbitration system under Chief Justice Kelly was alienating the trade union
movement through an effective freeze on the federal basic wage, the Menzies government used
a successful legal challenge by the Boilermakers' Union in 1956 against the judicial powers of
the Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Court as an opportunity to restructure the
institutions and personnel of federal arbitration. 12 The Arbitration Court was replaced with the
Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Commission under Chief Justice Kirby, while
Kelly was transferred to a new Commonwealth Industrial Court entrusted with judicial matters
but with no direct role in conciliation and arbitration.91023
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Although the restructuring of federal arbitration brought no immediate change in its
approach to wage fixation, palpable evidence of changing sentiments within the new
Commission became evident during the 1959 basic wage case when a fifteen shilling increase
was awarded, bringing the basic wage to a level two shillings above the sum it would have
been had quarterly indexation been continued. 14 A twenty-eight per cent increase in margins
for metal workers in November 1959,15 that flowed through to most other workers, seemed to
confirm a new liberalism within federal arbitration. When the Commission announced a new
formula for basic wage adjustments in 1961, based on annual reviews to maintain purchasing
power with further triennial reviews to consider increases according to changes in productivity
and capacity to pay, the ACTU Executive warmly applauded the judgement as "the most
significant handed down by the Commission since the 1953 decision abolishing quarterly
adjustments." 16 Besides receiving National Wage Case outcomes that compensated them for
any increases in prices and productivity between 1961 and 1964, employees under federal
awards were also granted a third week's annual leave in 1963 and long service provisions in
1964.
The ACTU's hopes for a sustained increase in real wages through federal arbitration
were frustrated, however, by growing divisions within the Commission itself over the future
principles of wage fixation. Although Chief Justice Kirby continued to support the formula
advocated by the Commission in 1961, he was by 1965 in a minority on the Bench, with a
majority of his colleagues sharing employer concerns that increases in both the basic wage and
margins on the same economic grounds would destroy industry's 'capacity to pay

In 1966

the Commission formally endorsed the employer-advocated total wage concept, which was to
see the incorporation of margins and the basic wage into a single wage, although
implementation of the new system was delayed until June 1967 pending a work value inquiry
into the metal trades award. ^
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Arbitration and Over-Award Payments

Despite a more sympathetic hearing of union claims by the Commission between 1959
and 1964, the Commission found itself increasingly resorting to the penal clauses in the
Commonwealth Arbitration Act to maintain its authority, with fines totalling more than thirty
thousand pounds being imposed in 1964— roughly equal to the total imposed between 1959
and 1963.19 During the 1965 National Wage Case the Commission reaffirmed its intention to
restrain any union attempts to exploit full employment in the labour market to win wage
increases outside arbitration, warning that it would not "register gains won by force."20
Unlike the 1940s, however, when the Curtin-Chifley Labor governments and the Industrial
Groups had both acted to restrain industrial militancy, the Commission's calls for strict
adherence to arbitration procedures fell on increasingly deaf ears within the trade union '
movement.
As early as 1959 the Commission was forced to concede the widespread existence of
over-award payments as employers were forced to compete for available labour.21 Even
though the conservative leadership of the ACTU continued to support the centralised wage
fixing system, showing little interest in campaigning against the use of penal powers, such
views failed to reflect the industrial practices of wide sections of the trade union movement. By
1965 Chief Justice Kirby was observing that over-award payments were "prevalent" and that
"in some cases the amount of over-award payment would be double and in others more than
double the amount of the margin prescribed by the award."22
For the TWU the gradual erosion of the arbitration system's ability to restrain market
forces in the labour market gave it new opportunities to obtain industrial gains through direct
industrial action and collective bargaining, coming at a time when political differences within
the union over the social consequences of such a strategy were beginning to lose their earlier
force. Conversely, for the TWU to continue its rigid application of an arbitration-oriented 1920
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strategy at this time would ensure that the benefits won by the union for its members would
rapidly fall behind those being obtained by more militant unions, leading to a renewed drain of
membership to other unions covering transport workers. For the union as a whole the years
between 1956 and 1966 therefore became ones of transition and experimentation, in which it
gradually abandoned its strict adherence to the principles of arbitration to follow a strategy that
included elements of both an arbitration-oriented strategy and collective bargaining backed by
industrial action. Unfortunately for the TWU it continued to lack the internal unity and
cohesion necessary to fully co-ordinate the application of these new tactics, being hindered by
political divisions and disharmony over the suitability of federal and state awards.

2:

DEVELOPMENTS IN ROAD TRANSPORT 1956-1966

Despite a three-fold increase in national membership between 1939 and 1956, the TWU
during these years failed to effectively respond to many of the opportunities and problems
presented by the expanded role of road transport within Australian society. Hindered by both
internal political divisions and a continued over-reliance on arbitration procedures to solve its
industrial problems, the union had still made few inroads amongst long-distance transport
workers or owner-drivers by 1956— twenty years after the United States Teamsters had turned
these sections of the industry into strongholds of American unionism. By the mid-1950s the
TWU's support within the industry was stagnating, being sapped by internal divisions at a time
when the ownership and control of road transport firms was being concentrated in ever fewer
hands.

The Impact of New Technology

Throughout the late 1950s and early 1960s the Australian road transport industry
continued to achieve growth rates well in excess of those being experienced elsewhere in the
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economy, with the industry expanding at an average annual rate of eight per cent between 1960
and 1965 compared to five per cent for the economy as a whole.2^ The basis for the industry 's
continued advance was the increasing sophistication, capacity and speed of trucks, with one
industry journal observing:

. . . in a labour-intensive industry such as transport . . .

economics in the industry are primarily economics of vehicle scale."23242567 By the early 1960s the
standard truck driven by the average truck driver was no longer a small, light truck or utility
but a larger, three to six ton capacity vehicle, requiring considerably greater skill and
responsibility on the driver's part.2^
As the size of trucks increased a veritable revolution occurred in the performance of
large, articulated vehicles following the invention of the Maxidyne engine by MACK in 1952;
an invention that gave articulated vehicles high torque or pulling power at low engine
revolutions.2^ With further improvements to performance coming through turbocharging and
intercooling of engines, the 'big rig' had become the very symbol of the industry by the 1960s,
accounting for fifty-six per cent of all tonne-kilometers performed by road transport by the
decade's end.22 To supplement improvements in vehicle performance came advances in dock
handling and the development of new containers such as 'piggy-back' containers and flexi-vans
for rapid transit of goods between sea, rail, and road modes—developments that foreshadowed
the full containerisation of international freight in the late 1960s.
Such were the improvements in the efficiency of road transport during the late 1950s
and early 1960s that significant sections of Australia's manufacturing industry began to
restructure their operations to take advantage of these developments, further increasing the
demand for road transport services. In assessing the reasons for their growth during the 1960s
IPEC, a pioneer in the field of interstate express freight, notes:
As national distribution by road became more cost effective, a number of
manufacturers built central factories and warehouses from which their goods
could be dispatched promptly and cheaply to their interstate branches. This
increased their freight costs but substantially reduced their overall
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distribution costs . . . It was really a snowball effect. For, as industries
..grew, so too did the flow of manufactured goods from State to S t a te d
W hile helping to create new markets for its own services, improved technology also
enabled road transport to make severe inroads into the more profitable cargoes carried by rail
and sea transport. As early as 1957 transport commentators were observing that "the railways
are attracting the high-priced tariffs and leaving the heavy, dirty cargoes to shipping and, to a
lesser extent, railways."29

Oligarchic Control and Owner-Drivers

Although the deregulation of interstate road transport in 1954 had brought a flood of
what seasoned industry observers described as "get-rich-quick Johnnies" into road transport,^
leading to a number of years of fierce competition, the long-term advantage continued to lay
with the larger established firms.

For the key to survival in modem road transport is

guaranteed loading, with expansion being dependent not so much on one's ability to build up
fleet's of vehicles as on success in finding the necessary work for such vehicles. As transport
magnate Sir Peter Abeles has since observed: " . . . there is no money in owning a truck. It is
only the business you can build around the truck which is important."^*
In late 1961 twelve of Australia's largest transport companies came together to reassert
and extend their control of the interstate freight industry through the formation of the National
Freight Forw arders' Association (NFFA).32 The primary purpose of the NFFA was to
guarantee its members a 'reasonable' profit margin of fifteen per cent by "facilitating the
concentration of the industry into fewer hands."33 By the mid-1960s these goals were largely
achieved. Even before the formation of the NFFA a wave of take-overs was sweeping away289301
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the traditional local carrying firms that had previously dominated the industry, with 135 take
overs occurring between 1960 and 1967.34 W hat was being sought by these take-overs was
not so much the vehicles and premises of the companies concerned, which were frequently run
down, but rather their business and clients.35
Although the effects of economic concentration were felt most strongly in interstate
transport, with the top eight companies handling 67.7 per cent of all interstate freight in 1967
whether transported by road, rail or sea,36 there were few aspects of the road transport
industry that were unaffected by the take-overs of the early 1960s. By the mid-1960s the
gradual elim ination of local cartage firms was consolidating the position of the freight
forwarders as the purveyors of a wide range of integrated transport services, with Australian
businesses discovering that virtually any transport need from interstate transport to heavy
haulage could be met by a phone call to their local TNT, Brambles or Mayne Nickless office.
As the process of economic concentration continued within road transport during the
early 1960s even the members of the NFFA began to find themselves swallowed up by their
larger rivals. With the incorporation of the large Rudders and Mercury fleets into the TNT
empire in late 1966 effective control of the hire and reward sector of Australia's road transport
industry was vested in five conglomerates— Ansett, TNT, Mayne Nickless, Brambles and the
rapidly expanding Alltrans/Comet group owned by Peter Abeles and George Rockey.37
The domination achieved by these conglomerates provided an almost insurmountable
obstacle for TWU branches under state awards during the late 1950s and early 1960s. Even
such simple union tasks as inspecting wage books became impossible when these were kept at
head-offices in another state, causing the TWU's Queensland State Secretary to complain
plaintively in 1964 "that when the award was made it was not contemplated that this sort of
thing would happen."38345678
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-If award enforcement became a major problem for TWU branches under state awards
following the domination of road transport by interstate transport companies, a more disturbing
developm ent was the undermining of the traditional relationship between employers and
employees in the industry. One tactic interstate firms used to avoid regulated conditions of
employment was to recruit drivers from the rural areas through which their routes passed, and
which were less exposed to TWU organisers, in preference to city drivers.

Interstate

employers believed, as one medium-sized operator notes, that "the country town still fosters
attitudes of hard work, respect for the boss and his equipm ent."^ The TWU was to see the
matter somewhat differently, with one branch secretary concluding in 1958 that country drivers
faced poor employment prospects in their home towns, leaving them little option but to accept
below award wages and long hours of work.40
Although the TWU could eventually offset employer use of country drivers by
improved country organising, a more intractable problem was posed by the displacement of
employee drivers by owner-drivers employed on a sub-contractual basis for whom the TWU
possessed no legal right of enrolment. Despite having originally built up their operations by
using their own vehicles and drivers, by 1960 firms such as TNT, Brambles and Mayne
Nickless were beginning to sell their trucks off.41
Like their counter-parts in other industries, road transport employers were by the early
1960s facing growing problems in attracting suitable labour, with many transport firms offering
over-award payments of between fifty cents and eight dollars per week by 1966.42 Transport
operators, however, were able to at least partially offset these labour shortages by increasing
their utilisation of owner-drivers. Attracted into the industry by the prospect of financial
independence only to find themselves unable to secure loadings and clients of their own,
owner-drivers competed amongst themselves for sub-contracts handed out by the established
operators, with some large hauliers cynically observing that "it has been proved that there are394012
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always more 'mugs' ready to take the place of those who 'go broke' and who will take loads at
piece-work which show they have no idea of their true operating cost."43
If the use of owner-drivers in both long-distance and local cartage allowed employers to
often meet their haulage requirements at a fraction of the cost of doing it themselves, freeing
them from the expense of purchasing and maintaining their own vehicles, the use of ownerdrivers was seen as also providing protection from a resurgent TWU. By the early 1960s road
transport employers were becoming increasingly wary of the militancy being demonstrated by a
new generation of TWU leaders, with the 'ideal fleet’ being seen as one composed of half
employee drivers, half owner-drivers.44 W hile employee drivers using company trucks
provided a core workforce, owner-drivers could be used to respond to the inevitable ebb and
flow of work in road transport, fulfilling a role once met by casual employee drivers. By
playing the two groups of drivers off against each other transport employers could minimise the
effects of any industrial trouble, with it being widely conceded by employers that they would be
"very vulnerable to strike action" if the TWU was able to recruit extensively amongst ownerdrivers. 45
For the TWU to respond effectively to the changes in road transport between 1956 and
1966 necessitated a review of both its national organisational structure, in which real power
rested with the state branches rather than the federal office, and of its arbitration-oriented
strategy. Although Platt and Horan had unsuccessfully tried to assert an enhanced role for the
federal union between 1948 and 1952, few efforts had been made to review the appropriateness
of the union's industrially moderate policies. Paradoxically events within the TWU during the
late 1950s and the early 1960s were to see the reverse of this earlier process, with the adoption
of more militant tactics by state branches not being fully reflected in a unified, nationally co
ordinated response to industrial problems.435
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3:

EACTIONAL CHANGES AND INDUSTRIAL MILITANCY

Although the departure of Jack Horan as Federal Secretary and a rapproachement
between the federal and New South Wales Branches had saved the TWU from a major internal
split during 1956, factional divisions continued unabated within most state branches of the
union between 1956 and 1962, with the union's effective membership continuing to stagnate as
a result.46 While long-standing ideological differences contributed to this internal strife in a
number of branches, factional divisions also reflected growing dissatisfaction at the gains being
secured by the union's virtual total reliance on arbitration. By the early 1960s a new generation
of leaders had emerged within the TWU's state branches who, while politically divided, shared
a common determination to pursue the interests of their members more aggressively, being
prepared to go outside the arbitration system and engage in industrial action where they felt the
need.

Queensland—Progressive Victory, Communist Disintegration

Of all the factional conflicts within the TWU during the late 1950s and early 1960s none
had deeper roots than that which occurred in the Queensland Branch, where the Brady-led
'progressives' had been unsuccessfully attempting to unseat the branch's conservative 'old
guard' leadership since the early 1940s. Having come into the leadership of the union, during
the early 1920s, Bemie Hough, the Queensland Branch Secretary, epitomised the TWU's
traditionally conservative approach to industrial problems. Even in the early 1960s Hough
would allow no deviation from the formal practices of arbitration by his organisers. New
organisers were confined to their offices until they had full mastery of award details and were
expected to report any award breaches to Hough for redress through the Queensland Industrial
Court. Any organiser daring to support direct industrial action by the branch's membership
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could expect a severe dressing down from Hough, and removal from office if he continued
such indiscretions.47
A tough and authoritarian figure, Hough had managed to keep his opponents at bay
during the late 1940s and early 1950s, although his chief factional opponent, Ed Brady, was
elected Brisbane organiser in March 1953.48 From late 1956, however, Hough's position
began to deteriorate.

In Novem ber 1956 a communist bread-carter, Stan Tapper, began

circulating The Transport Worker, the first regular journal issued in the branch's history.49
Although officially non-political, and receiving the endorsement of the Brisbane Sub-Branch,
where another com m unist, Bert Nord, held the presidency, the journal allowed the
'progressives' a forum to campaign for a more militant industrial direction for the branch.
Initially the journal concentrated its attention on the need for the re-establishment of yard
committees amongst drivers, which had largely lapsed under Hough's leadership, arguing that
"the only virile and effective unions are those whose rank and file members take a lively and
active interest in their union's affairs."50 As in the early 1940s, the Brisbane 'progressives'
also sought active TWU recruitment amongst owner-drivers, calling on Hough to campaign for
annual leave, workers' compensation and award rates for labour for owner-drivers.^^
By September 1960 the 'progressives' had some sufficient support within the Brisbane
Sub-Branch for them to receive endorsement for a stoppage of Brisbane TWU members in
protest against a State of Emergency being declared by Premier Nicklin to force striking metal
workers back to work. In emphasising the significance of the TWU's involvement in the
stoppage The Transport Worker observed:
.. . the Union has taken no part in activity of this sort for approximately 40
years . . . the part played by the Transport Workers' Union in this stoppage
will do much to convince the employers that they are faced with an
organisation capable of fighting and not the 'tame cat' union they fondly
imagine us to be.5247895012
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"The decisive battle between Hough and his left-wing opponents came in March 1961
when Ed Brady defeated Hough's candidate, Fred Brown, for the newly created position of
Industrial Research Officer (IRO), with the election being regarded as a contest to decide a
successor for the ageing Hough.53 Although Hough continued in office until his resignation in
December 1964,54 he played a progressively diminishing role in the affairs of the branch, even
allowing Brady to replace him as the branch's representative on the TWU's Federal Committee
of Management.555678 On winning his position as IRO, however, Brady rapidly began to distance
himself from his former communist allies. Like Barney Platt, the former 'progressive' leader in
New South Wales, Brady was no communist, his long alliance with communist activists being
more a reflection of a common opposition to Hough's conservative industrial leadership than
the product of a shared ideology.
As Brady distanced himself from his former allies, he built up an alternative power base
amongst a number of left-wing ALP members including Bryan Davis, Len Ward and Arch
Bevis, all of whom were elected as organisers between November 1964 and March 1965.55 It
was these officials, rather than Brady's former CPA allies, who were to dominate the future
history of the branch. Bevis in particular was to have a meteoric rise through the branch's
ranks, being elected IRO when Brady finally replaced Hough in February 1965 before
succeeding Brady on the latter’s death in February 1967.5?
Although opposing the communist ideology of Brady's former allies, Bevis, Ward and
Davis were prepared to work with them to build a more militant union, supporting efforts to
establish a network of yard committees that would be the basis for future industrial campaigns.
Such efforts were necessarily slow, involving numerous petty disputes that required support
from union organisers.5 ^ By April 1964, however, the branch's Brisbane membership was
sufficiently well organised for Brady to announce the successful implementation of an over
award campaign amongst the city's transport firms to the Queensland BCOM, observing:
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^There are a number of firms paying well over the award due to the activities
of the organisers on the job. Where they found that the firm was dragging
their toes they would put on a lighting stoppage or a succession of
stoppages, and the employer is then glad to bargain and agree to the over
award payment.59
Although the Queensland Branch's over-award campaign was effectively limited to Brisbane
hire and rew ard operators, where the branch possessed its greatest bargaining power, it
nevertheless demonstrated a new m ilitant direction within the branch, a preparedness to
combine the use of arbitrated awards with collective bargaining backed by industrial action.
To consolidate their work amongst employee drivers the Queensland Branch also
established its own owner-driver section in July 1963.60 In April 1965 the previously
independent Lorry Owner-Drivers' Association (LODA) placed itself under the branch's
direction in recognition of its campaign to force employers to pay owner-drivers according to
Part II of its parent award, which stipulated that payments for owner-drivers engaged as
employees must cover both labour and vehicle costs.61 This campaign, however, seems to
have limited impact, with the Queensland Industrial Court ruling in October 1964 that "in
general, owner-drivers were independent contractors,"62 and thus not capable of receiving
award protection.
Although the Queensland Branch under Brady slowly shed the 'tame cat' image that had
largely characterised it since its formation by George Lawson in 1907, the branch's inability to
regulate interstate transport companies brought with it a realisation that any efforts that it took
on its own behalf were merely short-time palliatives to problems that could only be fully
addressed by national industrial campaigns and a strengthened federal award that included the
Queensland Branch.63 Even Bemie Hough, in one of his last speeches to the branch, advised
that the TWU's organisational structure, where real power rested with the state branches rather
than the federal union, was "outmoded" and that the time had come to support a strengthened5960123
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federal union.64 Echoing such sentiments the Queensland BCOM in February 1965 endorsed
the principle of the state's inclusion in the TWU's federal parent award. 65
One o f the most parochial and conservative branches of the TWU in 1956 the
Queensland Branch had by 1962 become a bastion of the Left, sending solidly left-wing
delegations to the TWU's Federal Council to advocate that the federal union follow at a national
level the example of the Queensland Branch in adopting more militant policies. Although the
victory o f the 'progressives' in 1961 had seen the disintegration of the former communistdominated alliance, the Brisbane Sub-Branch remained the only place where the CPA could
have a direct impact on the TWU's direction, with its presence being boosted when the former
Brisbane-district Secretary of the CPA, Warren Bowden, joined the branch in 1966.66
Unfortunately for the CPA its faction within the Brisbane Sub-Branch began to rapidly
lose its cohesion during the mid-1960s, reflecting the general disintegration of the Communist
Party itself, with Tapper and Bowden supporting the left-wing Labor leadership of the branch,
while Bert Nord issued leaflets denouncing its 'reformist' nature.67 The disintegration of the
comm unist faction within the Queensland Branch, after nearly a quarter of a century of
continued existence, helped ensure that the political and industrial future of the TWU would be
in laborist rather than communist hands, bringing to an effective end a long, if fitful, tradition
of revolutionary politics within the union.

Victoria—A New Laborist Leadership

If in Queensland the emergence of an industrially-militant but laborist leadership after
1956 was the product of a break-up of an earlier communist-dominated opposition, in Victoria
the challenge to the incumbent conservative leadership owed nothing to the Communist Party6457
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but rather reflected the emergence of a new generation of industrially militant and left-wing
Labor activists within the branch.
The first of these to win an official position within the Victorian Branch was Ivan
Hodgson, a former bus-driver and Shell Company oil tanker driver, who was elected Trustee in
the reshuffle that accompanied Cheney's election as Federal S e c r e t a r y . Elected as an
Organiser in November 1957, Hodgson subsequently encouraged other like-minded activists to
stand for office, being joined by William 'Bill' Burke in 1960, Eric Boulter in 1961, and Jack
Thompson, Tom Benjamin and Clem Frost in 1964.69
Politically this new leadership was of the Left, with Hodgson remaining a firm
supporter of socialism,?*9 but it was a more moderate variety of 'Left' than that of either Fred
Katz in the first decade of the century or of the CPA in the 1940s. Hodgson and his supporters
remained committed ALP members, seeking political reform within the system unlike their
more radical predecessors who had sought to channel industrial militancy into a force for
revolutionary change.
Together the new leadership around Hodgson actively sought to move the Victorian
Branch away from its previous identification with Labor's right-wing, with the branch by 1961
becoming a major supporter of the left-oriented Trade Union Defence Committee;? 1 a group
which became the focal point for opposition to the conservative policies of the Victorian THC.
In addition the group supported sending delegates to peace congresses,?2 organised opposition
to the apartheid system in South A frica,?3 and supported the exchange of trade union
delegations with the USSR and China. For Hodgson himself this latter policy was highlighted
when he joined the Queensland Branch's Arch Bevis in a trade union delegation to China in
1965.68697012374
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.A s the 'progressive' faction around Hodgson attempted to consolidate its position
within the Victorian Branch it found itself facing only intermittent opposition from an
incumbent leadership showing signs of organisational disintegration. Unable to find sufficient
right-wing members to fill vacancies for official positions, the conservative Victorian leadership
was forced to acquiesce in the election of left-wing activists such as Hodgson through their
simple inability to offer alternative candidates.75 The Right's long hold on the branch was
further weakened by the fact that Bill Cheney's replacement as Victorian Secretary in September
1956, Gordon 'Roy' Hill, was by the time of his election a very sick man. Constantly ill until
his eventual departure from office in June 1964, Hill was replaced in his frequent absences by
Tom Doyle. Briefly a 'progressive' leader during 1945, Doyle soon began to ally himself with
the younger group of industrially militant and politically conscious union activists around
Hodgson.
By the early 1960s the Left's gradual consolidation of power within the Victorian
Branch, culminating in the election of Doyle as State Secretary in June 1964,7^ placed it in a
position to seriously challenge the branch's traditional passive reliance on arbitration. If any
single factor differentiated the new industrial policies of the Victorian Branch from those
pursued by the union in preceding decades it was the increasingly active involvement of the
membership in award settlements, rather than a simple reliance on compulsory arbitration
procedures. This strategy found expression not so much in over-award campaigns,77 as in the
use of direct industrial pressure to hasten settlements before the Commission on a favourable
basis to the union, with all three of the major federal award adjustments between 1956 and
1966— 1959, 1963 and 1965— being accompanied by widespread stoppages. These stoppages
represented the first occasion since the handing down of the union's federal parent award in
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1917 that the union had attempted to use industrial pressure to effect federal award outcomes,
exploiting divisions within employer ranks in the process.
Initially these tactics were greeted with considerable scepticism by the Victorian
Branch's 'old guard', with Hodgson being warned by Hill before the first mass stoppage in
March 1959 that the members would not respond, only to find six thousand attending the stopwork meeting.78 In October and November 1962 stop-work meetings were once again held at
a yard level to endorse a federal claim for an extra week's leave and increased margins, 7 9
although an attempt by Hodgson and his supporters to secure a general stop-work was blocked
by Doyle and Hill.80
By Decem ber 1964, however, Hill had been replaced, while Doyle was cautiously
endorsing the new approach. When it appeared that the union's federal claim for increased
margins in late 1964 faced long delays before the Commission a campaign of stop-work
meetings was again mounted. This campaign was to be historically important in that it set a
precedent for a strategy that was to be applied at a national level after 1969, with concessions
being initially sought from hire and reward operators before being generalised through the
award system. The stoppages directed against master carriers soon had their desired effect,
with the VRTA negotiating a five point settlement with Doyle. This involve the VRTA
collaborating with its sister organisations in Tasmania and South Australia to secure an early
settlement of the union's claim before the Commission.81 When ancillary operators later
objected to the terms of the award the union showed its displeasure at their appeal to the
Commission by staging a twenty-four hour stoppage of all Victorian TWU members on 12
April 1965.82 However, even at this stage many within the branch still felt that such strikes
were too radical a break with past practices and a motion for a further twenty-four hour
stoppage on 3 May 1965, supported by Hodgson, Burke and others within the branch's left
wing was defeated.789012
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TWU (Victoria) BCOM Minutes, 26 October 1962.
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„The tactics followed by the Victorian Branch in 1965 represented the integration of a
collective bargaining strategy within the overall framework of the arbitration system, securing
gains for the weaker sections of the industry as well as for those who were in a strong
bargaining position. But it also meant an acceptance of the existing industrial relations system;
an attempt to reach an accommodation with capital on the most favourable terms rather than
seeing industrial action as providing the basis for a challenge against capital.
A major complement to the industrial strength of the Victorian Branch during the mid1960s was its ability to secure a substantial base amongst owner-drivers for the first time,
which until the early 1960s had been largely restricted to brick carters. The turning point was
the signing of an Agreement in July 1965 for improved cartage rates for the hundreds of ownerdrivers employed by a number of Melbourne pie manufacturers. 83 An Agreement covering
owner-drivers employed by IPEC was also signed at this time.84 These victories encouraged
further activity amongst owner-drivers, with efforts in the ensuing months being concentrated
on ready-mixed concrete-drivers and owner-drivers employed by Taxi Truck firms.85
Despite the industrial gains secured by the Victorian Branch at a state level it remained
particularly vulnerable to any deficiencies in the TWU's Federal Office, being dependent as it
was almost entirely upon federal awards. In addition, the militant approach of the branch had
caused it to frequently fall foul of the penal clauses of the Commonwealth Arbitration Act86
causing the branch to advocate strong federal union action against these clauses.87 Like their
counter-parts in Queensland, the new Victorian Branch leadership came to believe that any
industrial actions that it undertook were mere substitutes for a more effective federal union,
with the Victorian BCOM passing a motion in March 1965 calling for an "extension of federal
office sta ff’ to enable the federal TWU to deal with the union's industrial problems.88 in834567
83
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The major firms involved were Herbert Adams' Pies and Noon Pies. See TWU (Victoria) BCOM
Minutes, 29 June 1965 and 24 August 1965. Previously these owner-drivers had been represented by the
VRTA.
TWU (Victoria) BCOM Minutes, 24 August 1965.
Ibid.
The Victorian Branch’s most severe penalties were incurred when it had one thousand, two hundred and
forty pounds in fines and costs awarded against it in 1962 after a dispute with Liquid Cartage plus three
thousand, eight hundred pounds incurred in 1965 after a sympathy strike at Commonwealth Industrial
Gases. See ibid, 13 February 1962. Also TWU (Federal Council) Minutes, 6-16 April 1964, p. 14.
Ibid., 20 October 1964.
Ibid., 16 March 1965.
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issuing such a call the Victorian Branch was reflecting growing support within the TWU for a
more assertive and militant federal union.

Western Australia—The End for a Conservative Bastion

As support for a more industrially militant direction grew within the TWU the WA
Branch remained a major force for conservatism, resolutely defending the union's traditional
arbitration-oriented strategy. Dominated by Oscar Nilsson since his election as State Secretary
in 1918, the branch had long been the most conservative and authoritarian within the union, and
it would remain so as long as Nilsson wielded effective power.
Although theoretically Nilsson's long reign came to an end when he resigned the
secretaryship in February 1955,^9 to be replaced by Cyril Francis 'Frank' Petitt,90 in fact
Nilsson's resignation seems to have been merely a ploy to circumvent the TWU's rules, which
provided for mandatory retirement at age sixty-eight. Nilsson continued to serve in a paid
capacity,91 signing industrial agreements on behalf of the branch,92 while being publicly
described as the branch's 'assistant-secretary'.93
In February 1959 Nilsson and Petitt's domination of the WA Branch was shaken when
they lost an election for positions in the branch's state-registered body, the Transport and Motor
Operators' Union (T&MOU), to a team headed by Don Culley and the branch's President,
Gordon H ockley.94

Although supported by prominent communist Paddy Troy,93 and

generally to the left in their political opinions, Culley and Hockley were more concerned with
the failure of the branch's conservative arbitration-oriented industrial policies than with politics,
declaring that their primary goal was to end the "industrial picnic" enjoyed by Western
Australian transport employers for over fifty years.96890123456
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Ibid, File 179/237.
TWU (Federal Council) Minutes, 11-21 September 1961, p.l (ANUABL, Z181/Box 107).
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„While N ilsson and his supporters managed to maintain control of the federallyregistered branch of the TWU— in a situation reminiscent of the schism in the NSW Branch in
1955-56— the factional struggle soon proved to be a one-sided affair as members defected from
the federally-registered union to Culley's T&MOU, reducing the federal branch's membership
from 2,433 in September 1958 to 679 in early 1962.97 Recognising their imminent extinction
while Nilsson retained effective power, the federally-registered TWU Branch voted to dispense
with his services in June 1960, ending his forty-two year control of the branch.98 with
Nilsson's departure the Queensland Branch's Ed Brady was able to successfully undertake the
reconciliation of the two legally separate WA unions on behalf of the TWU's Federal Council,
although formal reunification of the WA Branch under Culley's leadership was not achieved
until 19 June 1962.99
Although lacking the committed political beliefs or the well-formulated industrial
strategies of many of their counterparts in the eastern states, with the WA Branch failing to
make any serious attempts to organise owner-drivers, the Culley leadership was in broad
accord with those within the TWU seeking to modify the union's conservative use of
arbitration. Once in power Culley also discovered that changes in the road transport industry
were making ineffective many of his branch's efforts to regulate conditions of employment
through state awards, even when the branch attempted to mobilise shop committees to defend
the union's interests. 1^0 By March 1964 Culley was adding his voice to those calling for a
stronger and more assertive federal union, warning:

"With the constant take-overs by

monopolies and combines . . . the days of the small state registered union is numbered."*
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WAIG, Vol.40 (I960), p.929.
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"WA Branch Report to Federal Council, 8 September I960', attached to TWU (Federal Council)
Minutes, 12-22 September 1959. (ANUABL, Z181/Box 106).
TWU (FCOM) Minutes, 21-22 June 1962, p.3 (ANUABL Z181/Box 111).
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South-Australia—The Rise of Ted Harris

Although factional changes within the Queensland, Victorian and Western Australian
Branches fundamentally altered the balance of power within the federal TWU during the early
1960s, it was the South Australian Branch that provided the eventual leadership for those
seeking a more cohesive and industrially militant federal union.
Once the most militant road transport union in Australia, the SA Branch was by 1956 an
industrially conservative backwater. An admission by long-serving State Secretary, Bill
Simons, in November 1956 that the branch was "insolvent" 102 clearly demonstrated the need
for a change in direction. After a period of considerable confusion, in which three secretaries—
Simons, V.B. Taylor and J. Bursil— replaced each other in rapid succession between March
1956 and February 1957, the branch finally found a more decisive leadership with the election
of veteran left-wing activist George Fisher in December 1957.103
On his election to office Fisher's policies were to be dominated by dismay at the TWU's
inability to respond to the changes that were occurring in the industry as the result of the
expansion of interstate transport, with Fisher warning the union's Federal Council in 1960 that
the problem "could annihilate the union unless solved forthwith . . . The development of road
transport has definitely eliminated any restricted area of operation with the result that any one
individual state branch is powerless to organise and effectively police awards or working
conditions." 104
The particularly vocal concerns of the SA Branch about the problems of interstate
transport reflected the State's peculiar geographical position, with the close vicinity of the
Victorian border to the State's population centres making it vulnerable to border-hopping
operations. Despite Fisher's attempts to highlight the problems posed to the TWU by interstate
transport it was to be the man whom he appointed as SA Branch country organiser in 1959,
Edward 'Ted' Harris, who was to lead the way in formulating a response. By December 196110234
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TWU (SA Branch) Pamphlet, 1 November 1955, p.l (Held TWU (SA Branch), Adelaide).
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Harris had replaced Fisher as SA Branch Secretary,

setting the stage for his emergence as

the key figure in the TWU's history between 1962 and 1976.
A former interstate driver, Harris possessed a fierce determination to assert what he saw
as the interests of the TWU over any adversary, whether internal or external, with his major
employer opponent later commenting: "Harris was the most uncompromising individual I have
ever met." 106 Politically well to the Left despite a lack of formal political connections, Harris
provided the major focus for the emerging left-wing majority in the TWU's Federal Council,
although his often abrasive personality ensured that his support was built more on respect than
on personal affection. 107
W ithin his own branch Harris was determined to use a combination of improved
awards, collective bargaining, and industrial militancy to enforce the union's authority,
relentlessly driving non-TW U members out of the industry by placing bans on any firm
em ploying non-union labour. 108

Such tactics proved highly effective, with branch

m em bership rising from 2,900 in 1960 to 5,176 in 1966.109

By 1963 Harris was

campaigning for the federal union to adopt a similar approach to industrial problems, preferably
under his leadership. This campaign was greeted with considerable ambivalence and even
hostility not only by the TWU's Federal Secretary, Bill Cheney, but also by the powerful NSW
Branch, the largest in the federation. For although the NSW Branch had developed more
m ilitant and industrially flexible industrial tactics during the early 1960s, its political and
industrial evolution continued to place it at odds with its counterparts elsewhere in the union.

New South Wales—The Emergence of an Industrially Militant Right

Although Platt had been successful in forcing the withdrawal of official ALP support
for his Group opponents by 1955, his position continued to deteriorate throughout the1056789
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remainder of the decade. This was despite the fact that he was able to secure the replacement of
his chief rival, Ernie Wilmot, as State Secretary of the Federal Branch of the TWU on 3 August
1958110— W ilmot's successor being Bert Clancy, a Platt supporter who was to hold the
position until 4 October 1959.111
W ilmot’s supporters retained a strong basis of support within the union despite Platt's
manoeuvrings, and as elections for positions on both the federal and state registered unions
neared in 1959 the battle between the two camps intensified. Threats were made against the life
o f the R eturning Officer, P.J. M ansell, after he rejected nominations from the Platt
supporters, 11^ while in February 1959 a meeting of the Branch Committee of Management
was broken up by fifty W ilmot supporters during which the sixty-three year old Platt was
physically assaulted. 113 In the subsequent elections, held for the state union in June 1959 and
for the federal branch in August, Platt's supporters suffered overwhelming defeat.!!^ The
ensuing replacement of Bert Clancy by Wilmot as Secretary/Treasurer pro tern of the federal
branch on 4 October 1959 effectively brought to an end more than a decade of factional strife in
New South W ales, uniting in practical terms the federal and state registered unions under a
common leadership. 115
Although it had broadened its base considerably during the late 1950s with the
recruitm ent o f form er Platt loyalists such as H.V. Henry, Gordon Cooper and Harry
Quinn, 116 the victory of the Wilmot faction brought to power a group of activists who had
evolved from the Movement-influenced Transport Workers Industrial Group. Throughout the
late 1950s Platt's supporters had continued to depict the Wilmot group as "a faction which .. .
is controlled and directed from outside the TWU." 11^ While it appears that such views were
false, with B.A. Santamaria stating that the NCC was unable to maintain an organised presence1023456*
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in the TW U after the 1955-56 split, 1 1 ^ the accusations left suspicions as to the ideological
credentials of the new NSW leadership amongst other TWU branches. Certainly the politics of
the W ilmot leadership proved to be, as Bray and Rimmer note, "largely conservative",H9
opposed to support for peace congresses, 120 or trade union delegations to communist countries
and when informed that a TWU delegation had been invited to the USSR a motion was passed
declaring "this Branch opposes the visit to Russia under any circumstances."! 21 The
subsequent decision by the Victorian Branch to accept this invitation 122 highlighted the political
differences between the NSW Branch and the TWU Left, as did Hodgson and Bevis' visit to
China in 1965.
Despite its identification with Labor's right-wing the new New South Wales leadership
differed from the 'old guard' TWU Right in its more pragmatic approach to industrial relations,
being prepared to undertake militant campaigns in the workplace to establish its authority in the
industry. The preparedness of the New South Wales leadership to adopt industrially militant
tactics represented a significant blurring of past divisions within the union over its attitude
towards compulsory arbitration and collective bargaining, where the Right had normally
supported the former and the Left the latter. In their ability to link the more conservative
political ideas of the laborist tradition with an industrially militant form of unionism the Wilmot
faction represented a new breed of right-wing labour activists; activists who were to create far
more formidable union structures than their more traditional predecessors on the Right.
The new militancy of the New South Wales Branch was publicly demonstrated during
1962 when, in seeking an upward revision of award rates before the State Industrial
Commission, it called for a twenty-four hour stoppage within the Sydney area. The stoppage
was highly effective, with industry commentators noting: "The strike resulted in an almost
complete stoppage of goods transport in Sydney .. . The back-up of goods lasted well into the18920
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following week." 123 The subsequent award review confirmed the success of the tactic, with
rises of between eight and ten shillings being won. 124
During 1964 and 1965 the New South Wales Branch also campaigned strongly for
over-award payments to supplement award rates, with the MCA complaining: "The union's
campaign was a form of collective bargaining which was contrary to the system of conciliation
and arbitration." 125 After a substantial industrial conflict during late 1964,126 the branch
finally accepted a twenty-five shilling award increase from Commissioner Cahill in April 1965
in return for calling the campaign off. 122
The increased militancy of the New South Wales Branch during the early 1960s was
reflected in its dealings with private bus companies. Although the TWU (NSW) had long
shared an award for this industry with the MOEA, it was the latter organisation which
possessed the bulk of the employees so covered. The branch was able to make its first major
inroads into the industry when it adopted a more militant attitude than its rival to the
introduction of automatic ticket machines on Wollongong buses during 1962.128 When private
bus drivers were granted only three shillings per day for using these machines, as against seven
shillings for G overnm ent drivers, the TWU organised a general stoppage of Sydney,
Wollongong and Newcastle private bus drivers during October 1962.129 The following month
Roy Corrigan, General Secretary of the NSW Omnibus Proprietors' Association, warned his
members that their past ability to avoid meeting award rates and conditions was coming to an
end, noting:
An intense drive for new members is now being made by the Transport
W orkers' Union, which is a very powerful union with field organisers
travelling through most parts of New South Wales. 1^0
The industrial militancy of New South Wales Branch during the early 1960s helped
reassert the union's authority in the industry, which had waned during the factional disputes of*65
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the late 1950s. Effective branch membership rose as a result from 14,564 in 1959 to 22,526 in
1964.131 g u t by

1955

the branch was reviewing this industrial strategy. In November 1964

the State Industrial Com m ission warned of "a lack of control by the union over its
members." 132 This assessment seems to have corresponded with that made within the branch
itself. Bray and Rimmer note that following the 1964-65 over-award campaign "a number of
the leaders were disturbed at the rapid escalation of the dispute and the disruption it
caused." 133 They go on to conclude that this factor, combined with the difficulty in spreading
over-award payments to all members, caused the branch’s leadership "to abandon over-awards
and instead advocate a greater commitment to arbitration." 134 The adoption of a more
conservative approach to industrial problems after 1965, however, represented more a shift of
emphasis than a reversion to the industrially conservative tactics that had previously
characterised the TWU. Indeed the NSW Branch remained prepared during the 1960s to shut
down the whole of the state through its industrial actions in instances where it felt that its
authority was threatened.
If differences over industrial tactics cannot be seen as a source for institutional disunity
between the NSW Branch and its more left-wing counterparts in other states between 1960 and
1966, the NSW Branch was also unable to argue as it had done in the past that wage rates paid
under federal awards were a threat to the working conditions of its members. Despite the
militancy of the NSW Branch during the early 1960s wage margins prescribed under the federal
Transport W orkers (General) Award advanced more rapidly than those in the NSW parent
award between 1959 and 1965, reflecting a reluctance of the NSW Industrial Court to pass on
all the increases in margins being obtained under federal awards at this time. As a result the gap
between the TWU's federal and New South Wales' parents awards was, at least temporarily,
substantially reduced or even eliminated. (See Table 5.1) Indeed Bray and Rimmer see these
"set-backs within the [state] arbitration system" as a prime cause of the militancy of the NSW
Branch at this time. 13513245
132
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134
135
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Table 5.1
A Comparison of Margins Received Under the Federal Transport Workers
(General) Award and the NSW Carters and Motor Wagon (State) Award 1957
1965
Federal
1957
1960
1963
1965

State

25 cwt

3-6 tons

20-40 cwt.

40-60 cwt.

36s.
4 9 s. 6 d.
5 4 s. 6 d.
78s.

55s.
76s.
84s
108s.

45s.
52s.
60s.
85s.

63s.
72s.
82s.
107s.

(Sources: Commonwealth Arbitration Reports, NSW Arbitration Reports)

Although federal-state award differentials temporarily lost much of their traditionally
divisive role in defining the relationship between the federal TWU and its NSW Branch during
the early 1960s, the NSW Branch refused to endorse the call being made by other TWU
branches for a common series of federal awards to regulate the Australian road transport
industry. Instead the NSW Branch informed the TWU's Federal Committee of Management in
1965 that "if New South Wales could have all state awards, it would be pleased." ^ 6
Fiercely protective of its own autonomy within the union, the NSW Branch was
unwilling to give ultimate control of its industrial future to a federal body whose politics were
increasingly at odds with its own. In addition, despite the erosion of the gap between state and
federal award margins, the NSW Branch continued to see its state arbitration system as being
superior to the federal alternative. In particular the branch saw in amendments to the NSW
Industrial Act in 1959 a mechanism for securing award coverage for owner-drivers. Under
Section

88 E

o f the amended Act certain categories of workers— including taxi-drivers, milk

vendors and lorry owner-drivers— were declared to be 'deemed employees and thus liable to
the protection o f NSW awards and industrial agreements . 1 ^7 For the NSW Branch the1367
136
137

Dick Carling at Joint Meeting of New South Wales BCOM and Federal Committee of Management, 21
September 1965, p.7 (ANUABL, Z181/Box 111).
"The Industrial Arbitration (Amendment) Act, 1959", in The Statutes of New South Wales ( 1959),
pp. 162-192 at pp. 179-83.
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certainties offered by its state arbitration system, which it could supplement by its own
industrial campaigns, continued to be preferred to the uncertain prospects involved in federal
arbitration and national industrial campaigns.

Canberra and Tasmania

Throughout the late 1950s and early 1960s the small Canberra and Tasmanian Branches
remained largely untouched by the factional conflicts and increasing industrial militancy that
characterised the TWU's larger branches. Too small to engage in any significant industrial
campaigns of their ow n, 138 both branches remained heavily dependent on the efforts of their
local leaders for their survival and advance. While both experienced a number of leadership
changes, with Dave Lucas replacing C. McKenna in Tasmania during December 1956,139 and .
long-standing Canberra Branch Secretary M.F. M acdonald being replaced by first R.
M cDonnell and then D.D. D oug’ Carpenter, 140 none of these changes effected their basic
political or industrial orientation. The Canberra Branch remained aligned with the Left while
Tasmania identified with the Right.
Despite being relatively untouched by the wider process of factional conflict and internal
change within the TWU, the fate of the Tasmanian and Canberra Branches remained bound up
with developments occurring elsewhere in the union. More than any other branches their
survival depended on the commitment of greater resources to the federal union; resources which
could be reallocated to allow them to build up the membership base necessary for the pursuit of
more militant and effective tactics.138940
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4:

COMMON STRATEGIES AND NATIONAL DISUNITY

Despite the continuation of factional divisions within the TWU between 1956 and 1966,
the increasing militancy shown by the TWU's state branches was bound to have an impact on
the union s federal awards, where sustained advances in working conditions had been hindered
since 1917 by the union's inability to break up an industrially conservative alliance of transport
employers. Traditionally regarded as a semi-skilled occupation, margins for drivers had since
1940 roughly approximated those being received by second or third class machinists under the
Metal Trades Award. By 1965, however, margins being paid to the driver of a 'standard' three
to six ton truck under the federal Transport Workers (General) Award were within four
shillings of the margin being received by a fitter. (See Table 5.2)

Table 5.2
A Comparison of Margins Received Under the Federal Transport Workers
(General) Award and the Metal Trades Award, 1954-55-1965 (by shillings)
Metal Industry

Drivers
Vears

25 cwt.

3-6 tons

Fitter

2nd Class
Mach.

3rd Class Mach.

1954/55
1959/60
1963
1965

36s.
49s. 6 d.
54s. 6 d.
78s.

55s.
76s.
84s.
108s.

75s.
96s.
106s.
1 1 2 s.

50s.
64s.
70s.
76s.

35s.
45s.
50s.
55s.

(Source: Commonwealth Arbitration Reports)

The ability of the TWU to close the gap between the margins set for drivers and those
stipulated for fitters hinged on the outcome of two work-value cases and their accompanying
appeals in 1959-60 and 1965— cases in which the TWU benefitted from both a genuine
recognition by the Commission of the changed nature of work in road transport and a concern
felt by hire and reward operators that it was no longer feasible to deny their increasingly militant
workforce substantial wage increases.
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„In granting road transport workers covered by the Transport Workers (General) Award
a twenty per cent margin increase in February 1959 after a work-value inquiry Commissioner
Austin based his judgem ent on a recognition of the way in which technological change had
transformed the skills required by drivers, commenting: "I know of no other industry where ..
. employees . . . perform the work for which they are paid without constant supervision .” 141 1423
If road transport employers were alarmed by the size of the increases awarded, they were
further dismayed when on 29 January 1960 Austin granted TWU members under federal
awards a full-flow on of the twenty-eight per cent margin increases awarded to metal trades
employees in November 1959,14^ giving a total margin increase of forty-eight per cent in less
than twelve months.
The increases awarded by Commissioner Austin between February 1959 and January
1960 were particularly disturbing for the ancillary operators, upsetting as they did the traditional
wage relativities between road transport workers and their other employees, with employers'
appealing to the Commission's Full Bench on 26 February 1960 in an attempt to have Austin's
second increase disallow ed.14^ The Full Bench, however, showed little interest in the
employers' case, merely advising Commissioner Austin to review his findings . 1 4 4 145 When
Commissioner Austin proceeded to announce virtually unchanged margins the Commission
decided to abstain from further intervention.14^
In effectively rejecting the employers' appeal against the increases awarded by
Com m issioner Austin, the Full Bench was showing an astute appreciation of the likely
consequence of their overturning Austin's judgements. Stoppages by the TWU's Victorian and
South Australian Branches during both the initial work-value case and the subsequent appeal
indicated that a rejection of substantial increases for road transport workers at this time would in
all likelihood lead to a prolonged transport stoppage, involving at least Victoria and South
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Ibid, p.420.
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margins for drivers of heavy and articulated vehicles were increased even further.
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Australia and perhaps Queensland as well.14^ Nor were transport employers likely to present a
solid front against the TWU in the event of a major conflict. Under the continuing pressure of
conflicting industrial interests the forty-year old alliance between ancillary and hire and reward
operators in the Transport Employers' Committee collapsed 1464 7 148950removing one of the major
industrial barriers to the TWU's advance.
The breach between hire and reward and ancillary operators was fully revealed when
Commissioner Gough awarded road transport workers under the TWU's federal parent award
increases of up to twenty-two shillings on 22 M arch 1965 after his own work-value
inquiry. 14& When the Victorian Chamber of Manufacturers led an appeal on behalf of ancillary
operators covered by the TW U’s federal awards the Victorian, South Australian, and
Tasmanian Road Transport Association's dissociated themselves from this action, indicating
their willingness to pay the recommended increases.14^ Recognising the industrially isolated
position of the appelants, the Full Bench not only rejected their appeal but awarded further
increases of between two and three shillings to reflect additional adjustments in the metal trades
award. ^ 0
The 1965 work-value inquiry and its subsequent appeal represented a historic moment
for the TWU. For the first time since the union's federal parent award had come into being in
1917 the two major employer groups in the industry had gone into an industrial hearing arguing
opposing positions, with the refusal of hire and reward operators to endorse an appeal
effectively undermining employer opposition to the TWU. The TWU's victory, however, was
dependent on a peculiar conjuncture of forces that would not necessarily be repeated. No
form ula was established for further adjustments of wages outside the formal processes of
arbitration, with any industrial pressure on federal-award transport employers being largely
dependent on the balance of factional power within the Victorian Branch rather than on a still
largely ineffective federal TWU.
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A Divided Federation

If the wage gains secured by the TWU through its federal parent award between 1959
and 1965 were achieved more despite the federal TWU than because of it, the reasons for the
continued ineffectiveness of the federal union were not difficult to discern. Many of the failings
of the federal office between 1956 and 1966 must be attributed to the Federal Secretary, Bill
Cheney, a figure who proved incapable of welding together the diverse factional groupings
within the federation. Always overshadowed by the long career of his father before him,
Cheney left behind him an impression of easy-going inaction with contemporaries recalling
how his days were often spent simply reading the new spapers . 1 5 1

Even employer

representatives found Cheney's performance frustrating, with the VRTA's Executive Director
from 1961 to 1984, A.P. Beamish, recalling that attempts to contact Cheney often evoked no
response. 152 Cheney's award applications to the Commission were widely regarded as sub
standard by both his union colleagues and employers, requiring frequent correcting and
prom pting from Com m issioners Austin and Gough— figures who fortunately showed
themselves to be sympathetic to the TWU's cause. 155
While Cheney's personal failings impaired the federal TWU's performance, it must be
conceded that he was never given the resources or support necessary to carry out his duties.
Throughout Cheney's term in office the position of the federal TWU was continually described
as "desperate " , 1 5 4 with Cheney being expected to carry out his duties without any research
staff or even office equipment. 1 5 5 In its final analysis the financial plight of the federal Branch
under Cheney was a reflection of its continued deep-seated factional divisions, with branches
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being unwilling to surrender their own resources to a federal office which could fall into the
hands of their political opponents.
Although the TWU as a whole progressively moved away from a passive reliance on
arbitration between 1956 and 1966 to develop more effective industrial tactics that involved
combining elements of an arbitration-oriented strategy with collective bargaining backed by
industrial action, it did so in a largely unco-ordinated fashion. If the Victorian Branch
concentrated on using industrial pressure to effect federal award outcomes, than the New South
Wales and Queensland Branches sought over-award increases built on top of a state award
structure. W hile New South Wales and Queensland sought to use industrial legislation to
regulate employment conditions for owner-drivers, South Australia and Victoria relied solely on
collective bargaining and direct industrial action.

These different applications of more

industrially militant tactics demonstrated that industrial militancy was in itself no more effective
in bringing about a common basis for union action than an arbitration-oriented strategy.
By the early 1960s the left-wing leaderships of the W estern Australian, South
Australian, Queensland and Victorian Branches had all come to recognise the limitations of their
attempts to regulate the Australian road transport industry on a purely state basis. Attempts to
achieve greater national co-ordination, however, were frustrated by the polarisation of the
TWU's Federal Council around a Left-Right division. This polarisation occurred despite the
fact that the substantive issues separating the Left and Right within the union were probably
less than they had been at any time in its history. Both the CPA and the Movement had been
destroyed as significant forces within the union, while the use of industrial militancy as a tactic
to supplement arbitration was no longer an issue as it had been in the late 1940s. Nor was there
any attempts to argue for the destruction of the arbitration system as a whole or to link industrial
militancy with revolutionary change as John Gunn had done in 1910. Both the TWU s Left
and Right tended to share a common membership of the ALP, seeing political change coming
through a democratic and parliamentary path. Nevertheless, differences over the union s
involvement in political issues and support for socialism as the final objective of organised
labour were sufficient to convince each faction that the goals of their opponents were
fundamentally opposed to their own. Both factions met and caucused before Federal Council
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meetings, with any new representatives being quickly sounded out to establish their likely
political allegiances. 156
Although the Left-Right division became the prime means by which the members of the
TWU leadership defined themselves in this period, it was underlaid by a further division
between those who wished to extend the power of the federal union and those who wished to
maintain the autonomy of the state branches.

This issue tended to unite the Left, who

supported the strengthening of the TWU's Federal Office as a pre-condition for a stronger,
more assertive union. By contrast it tended to divide the Right, with its supporters in Victoria
and Tasmania, who operated under federal awards, at odds with the state-award orientation of
the powerful New South Wales Branch.
Until 1961 the Right was able to maintain its majority on Federal Council, with the
Right's Bemie Hough holding the Federal Presidency between 1957 and 1959, and New South
Wales' Ernie W ilmot securing the post in 1961.157 from this point, however, the position of
the Right deteriorated and by 1962 Cheney was allegedly complaining that "this union was
being taken over by communists". 158 While such comments exaggerate the politics of the
TWU's left-wing, it is nevertheless true that from 1962 the Left was able to secure a majority
on the TWU's Federal Council which enabled it to increasingly dictate the union's direction,
with Queensland's Ed Brady successfully contesting the Federal Presidency on behalf of the
Left between 1962 and 1966.159
As the Left's power in the federal TWU increased the relationship between the Federal
and NSW Branches steadily worsened. Serious disagreements emerged over the passage of a
motion condemning Australia's involvement in the Vietnam War, 160 while the NSW Branch
resolutely opposed an attempt to expand the finances of the Federal Branch by increasing state
branch contributions .1611567890
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"The growing tensions between the Federal and NSW Branches were to explode during
1964 and 1965. At the commencement of the TWU's 1964 Federal Council meeting the NSW
Branch linked its continued participation in the union to a change in the method of
representation to Federal Council by granting branches an extra vote for each one thousand
members over nine thousand . 1 6 2 16345 Previously branches were limited to a maximum of four
votes, a system which favoured the smaller branches. The NSW Branch's claim for a change
in the method o f representation possessed considerable merit.

In 1964-65 the Branch

possessed forty-five per cent of the TWU's national membership, yet it held only four of the
seventeen Federal Council positions.

For the TWU to concede the justice of the NSW

Branch's demands, however, was to guarantee it, and its more conservative brand of politics,
control of the federal union. In consequence the New South Wales demands met with a fiery
response, revealing considerable division between the New South Wales Branch leadership and
their left-wing counterparts in other states. The Victorian Branch's Tom Doyle stated that "he
hoped the Federal Council would not hand up their principles to pressure from a very strong
branch of the Federation , " 162 while Queensland's Arch Bevis insisted that "the Council should
not be black-mailed into agreeing to the wishes of the New South Wales Branch".16^
Although the New South Wales Branch was persuaded to remain part of the Federal
Union in 1964 the issues raised remained unresolved. At a joint meeting of the Federal
Committee o f Management and the New South Wales Branch's Committee of Management,
held in September 1965 at the insistence of the New South Wales Branch, veteran New South
Wales activist Dick Carling bluntly warned his Federal counterparts: "The representation to
Federal Council must be altered, or the New South Wales Branch would have to make up its
mind where it was going in future . " 166 Carling's implied threat to disaffiliate, however, failed
to have the desired impact, with delegates from other branches accusing the New South Wales
Branch of being "a DLP show" and stating that they "had never seen anything very militant
coming from New South Wales to the Federal Council. " 1 66 The failure of the joint meeting to
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resolve the issues raised by the New South Wales Branch highlighted the political differences
between the two camps, it becoming clear that both sides were seriously contemplating an
institutional breach.

Federal Industrial Action—An Interstate Drivers' Award

Factionally divided though the TWU was between 1956 and 1966, there were
nevertheless a number of industrial issues that proved so important to the union's interests that
factional divisions were temporarily over-ridden. This demonstrated the TWU's emerging
consensus on the need to combine an arbitration-oriented strategy with collective bargaining
backed by industrial action.
One issue that all sections of the TWU were forced to address, whatever their factional
allegiances, was interstate road transport— a growing and intractable problem for the union's
state branches. Despite the fact that the interstate transport of both passengers and freight by
road had been a major industry since 1945, the TWU's first award in this field did not occur
until April 1963 when Commissioner Gough handed down the Transport Workers (Passenger)
Award— an award effectively restricted to interstate passenger drivers employed by one
company, A nsett/Pioneer.167 important as this award was in giving the TWU a toe-hold
amongst interstate coach drivers, it did nothing for the union's ability to regulate the much
larger and industrially more important interstate freight industry.
In March 1963 the SA Branch's Ted Harris decided to highlight the TWU's lack of
award coverage in this vital industry by placing a ban on a company called Blue Freight for
their use of contract labour in interstate transport. 167168 169 Receiving legal advice that Blue Freight
drivers had all signed written contracts and were thus non-employees and beyond the scope of a
federal aw ard,16^ the TW U’s Federal Committee of Management decided to deal with the
matter by national industrial action rather than through compulsory arbitration. A resolution
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was agreed upon that from 31 May 1963 the TWU would "declare a national ban on any firm
which continues to use labour . . . designed to avoid award wages and conditions of
em ploym ent . . . on interstate work . " 1 7 0

Although the TWU was forced to call off the

proposed ban two days before its planned implementation due to pressure from the ACTU , 1 7 1 1723456
the campaign nevertheless represented the first occasion in the union's history in which it had
endorsed national industrial action to achieve an industrial objective.
In practical terms the threatened National Stoppage seems to have impressed upon the
major interstate transport employers that serious negotiations with the TWU over an Interstate
Drivers' Award could no longer be postponed. Negotiations between the TWU and the ARTF,
the Australian Hauliers' Federation and the National Freight Forwarders' Association were
successfully completed on 15 July 1963.17^ A month later a Consent Award, the Transport
(Interstate) Drivers' Award, was granted by the Commission, covering interstate drivers in all
States and Territories.17^ For the first time in its history the union had an award covering the
interstate transportation of goods by road.
The award the TWU had secured, however, could not but reflect the union's
organisational weakness in the field. Indeed Ted Harris—who had initiated the original dispute
with Blue Freight— was so disgusted with the final Agreement that he stormed out of the
negotiating m eeting.17^ Under the terms of the award interstate drivers were allowed to work
twelve hours per day and 120 hours per fortnight.17^ The worst feature of the award from the
union point o f view was its acceptance of a clause that deemed an hour's work to be equal to
"thirty miles actually travelled".17^ This meant that, in practice, drivers would be paid on a
mileage or piece-work basis, rather than at an hourly rate . 1 7 7
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Increasing Federal Militancy

Despite the failings of the Interstate Drivers' Award its achievement through the threat
of national industrial action seems to have acted as a boost for those seeking a more industrially
assertive federal union.

In April 1964 the TWU's Federal Council voted for a national

stoppage in protest over the issue o f penal powers, the use of which was proving the major
legal barrier to the union’s implementation of more industrially militant tactics. The problem
was forcibly highlighted when the TWU found itself fined £3,300 in early 1964 following a
dispute involving the Victorian Branch. 178
Although ACTU intervention once again saw the planned national campaign called off,
subsequent events were to confirm a new industrial orientation within the federal TWU. At a
Federal Union’s Conference held by the ACTU on 28-29 April 1964 as part of the deal for the
TW U’s postponing industrial action, the TWU called for a national strike of all unions on 17
June 1964 in protest against the use of the penal powers. 179 w hen this resolution was rejected
the TWU decided to go it alone. A national strike was set for 5 May 1964.180 Faced with
direct action by the TWU, industry employers, were forced to enter into negotiations with the
union and agree to the removal of a bans and limitations clause previously inserted in the
TWU's federal parent award!81— a concession which saw the union abandon the planned
strike.
Although the concessions granted by the employers fell far short of ending penal
clauses, it demonstrated that employers could be forced to abstain from applying these clauses
if they feared the industrial consequences. As such the campaign represented a major victory
for the TWU, bringing it accolades from other unions, 182 and heralding a new ability by the
union to combine elements of both an arbitration-oriented strategy and collective bargaining
supported by industrial action to advance its interests.
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Concjusion

For the TWU the period between 1956 and 1966 was largely one of transition, years in
which it went from being one of the most industrially and politically conservative unions in
Australia to one which was a force to be reckoned with by employers. By 1962 the 'old guard’
laborist leadership which had long dominated the union's history, committing it to a strict
observance o f arbitration processes, had largely been displaced. In their stead was a new,
industrially militant generation of officials, with Bill Cheney becoming almost a relic of a by
gone era in his position as Federal Secretary. Reflecting the more aggressive industrial tactics
pursued by these new leaderships, the TWU began to renew its institutional advance after a
period of stagnation dating back to the break-up of the Horan-Platt leadership in 1952, with
effective national membership increasing from 36,213 in 1960 to 52, 838 in

1966.^ 3

The major factor in the union's advance after 1960 was the ability of both left and right
wing officials to implement an industrial strategy that combined an arbitration-oriented approach
with collective bargaining and industrial militancy, with a consequent blurring of past political
differences over the use of industrial tactics. The common acceptance of more militant tactics
within the TWU in large part reflected the decline of a revolutionary Left within the union who
had hoped to link industrial militancy to radical social change, with the TWU's factional
leaders— whether of the Left or the Right— coming to share a commitment to laborist rather
than communist values. At the same time the possibilities of the pursuit of more industrially
militant tactics at a national level was made increasingly viable by the disintegration of the
Transport Employers Committee, ending united employer opposition to the TWU's federal
claims.
The common acceptance within the TWU of a strategy of combining arbitrated awards
with collective bargaining and industrial militancy, however, did not bring institutional or
industrial unity to the organisation. Despite the narrowing of the substantive issues separating
the Left and Right within the TWU, differences over political matters, rather than over the
183
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question of industrial strategy, remained the major barrier to internal unity within the union
during the early 1960s. As the Left increased its power within the union the powerful NSW
Branch, representing almost half of the TWU's total national membership, began to make it
clear that it was contemplating a breach with the federation if its level of representation on the
TWU's Federal Council was not increased. With the federal TWU remaining polarised around
a Left-Right division, instances of national co-operation and co-ordination between all of the
union's branches proved rare, despite the common application of more militant tactics at a
branch level. For if the majority of TWU branches were by 1966 seeking to combine industrial
militancy with an application for a unified federal award, so the NSW Branch was seeking to
maintain a militant approach to industrial problems with continued support for state awards.
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CHAPTER 6

TOWARDS WAGE LEADERSHIP 1966-1975

INTRODUCTION

Throughout the first fifty-six years of the twentieth century the history of the
TWU and its predecessor organisations had been fundamentally shaped by a strict
commitment to arbitration. The primary benefits of this strategy were those of security,
both for the membership in terms of legally enforceable conditions of employment and
for the union itself through legal recognition and guaranteed rights of enrolment amongst
road transport workers. These legal rights were vital for the union's very survival under
Australia's peculiar industrial relations system— a system that the union could ignore only
at the cost of seeing other unions win the right to represent and enrol transport workers.
W ith the continued existence of the union dependent on the maintenance of its
legal rights to represent and secure awards for road transport workers, the only feasible
tactics for advancing the interests of the union and its members within the existing
industrial relations framework were ones that incorporated at least some elements of an
arbitration-oriented strategy. While some elements of such a strategy were necessary for
the union's existence under Australia's system of compulsory arbitration, the rigid
adherence to it led to the stagnation rather than the dynamic advance of the union. As the
TWU's leadership relied on arbitration procedures rather than on the actions of its
members to achieve improvements in working conditions amongst road transport
workers, so the union's internal structure became increasingly bureaucratised and
undemocratic, while its industrial strength atrophied. By concentrating on winning
uniform employment conditions for all transport workers through arbitration the union
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failed to exploit real differences within employer ranks, with the union's members
sharing wages that reflected the industrial power of the weaker rather than the stronger
sections of the industry.
If the rigid adherence to an arbitration-oriented strategy was a recipe for
stagnation rather than dynamic advance, then the attempts to revitalise this strategy by
combining it with collective bargaining and industrial militancy proved to be as much
political as an industrial issue. For while supporters of an arbitration-oriented strategy
invariably supported the dominant laborist tradition of the Australian labour movement,
so the advocates o f industrial militancy tended to come from an organised revolutionary
Left that sought to directly link struggles for improved working conditions with
revolutionary social change.
While this threat from the revolutionary Left existed, the supporters of laborism
continued to believe that any shift away from an arbitration-oriented strategy would only
play into the hands of their ideological enemies. Only after 1956, with the effective
defeat o f the CPA, did both left and right-wing sections of the TWU begin to revitalise
the industrial tactics used by the union. Yet even at this point the national co-ordination
of this more m ilitant industrial strategy to counter the growing power of Australia's
transport conglomerates remained hindered by continuing divisions over state and federal
award preferences and divisions between Left and Right—even though both factions
shared a common commitment to Labor.
In 1966 the TWU found itself at a critical conjuncture in its history. Over thirty
years after the United States Teamsters had used industrially militant tactics to become
one of the dominant forces of American unionism, the TWU remained an organisation
incapable of fully transforming the potential involved in the expanded role of road
transport into industrial reality. In retrospect it is clear that the late 1960s and early 1970s
was an ideal period in which to have implemented more industrially militant campaigns
that could have enforced the TWU's authority within the road transport industry, with the
penal provisions of the Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Act being rendered
ineffective following massive industrial action over the jailing of Clarrie O'Shea in 1969.
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Frofh 1969 to 1975, when the power of the centralised wage fixing system was restored
with the introduction of wage indexation, Australia's industrial relations system operated
under conditions that amounted to partial deregulation, allowing unions with industrial
muscle to effectively exploit continued shortages in the labour market.
The TWU was not to let the industrial opportunities present in the late 1960s and
the early 1970s slip by. The election of Ted Harris as Federal Secretary and Ivan
Hodgson as Assistant Federal Secretary in 1966 brought together a leadership that was
intent on forging a militant and cohesive federal union. If the often uncompromising
stance adopted by the Harris leadership exacerbated the long-standing conflict between
the TW U's Federal Council and the more politically conservative NSW Branch,
contributing to a formal breach between the two following the 1969 M oore v.
Doyle judgement, it is also true that Harris had a unifying effect with regard to the other
TWU Branches, convincing them that the TWU existed as a federal organisation, rather
than as a sum of state parts. Waging nationally co-ordinated industrial campaigns that
sought to maximise the benefits obtained from centralised federal awards, rather than
seeking their destruction, the TWU under Harris rapidly surpassed Australia's metal
unions as the trade union movement's industrial leader when it came to securing wage
increases.

1:

THE COLLAPSE AND RESTORATION OF
CENTRALISED WAGE FIXING

By 1966 many of the objective factors that had once restrained the development of
trade unionism amongst road transport workers had disappeared. Since the end of World
W ar II road transport, not rail and sea links, had provided Australia's major system of
transportation. The development of a modem, industrialised economy during the post1945 'Long Boom' had removed the pools of unemployed or seasonal workers that had
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once characterised the industry. Federal road transport employers were no longer united
in their opposition to the TWU's claims by a common membership of the Transport
Employers' Committee. At the same time the collapse of radical political alternatives to
laborism had acted to depoliticise the use of direct militant action when it came to strictly
industrial issues. With the union less encumbered by political divisions over the use of
industrial tactics, it was Australia's centralised system of wage fixation that stood as the
major institutional barrier to the TWU's use of more militant industrial tactics. Between
1966 and 1969 even this barrier was to collapse.
In announcing the results of a work-value inquiry into the Metal Trades Award in
December 1967 the Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Commission explicitly
declared its intention to bring to an end union campaigns for over-award payments
outside the centralised wage fixing system, emphasising: " . . . the increases which we
would grant would apply to existing award wages and it should not be assumed by
employers that over-award payments cannot or will not be offset against them ."1 This
attempt to reassert the authority of the centralised wage fixing system was to end in abject
failure. Massive industrial unrest in the 'absorption battle' of early 1968 forced a public
back-down by the Commission with an admission in February 1968 that: "It appears to
all of us that substantial absorption in over-award payments . . . had not been . . .
practicable in the existing circumstances."^
The 'absorption battle' of early 1968 represented a fundamental turning-point in
Australia's post-war industrial relations system. It demonstrated that even the extensive
use of penal powers by employers and the Commission could no longer prevail against
unions prepared to use their industrial muscle in an economic environment which was
highly favourable to them. This new industrial reality was confirmed when nationwide
industrial stoppages against the gaoling of Clarrie O'Shea for contempt in May 1969 left
the penal clauses as a virtual dead letter.12
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In the five years after 1969 collective bargaining backed by industrial action

became the primary mechanism through which Australian trade unions achieved wage
increases,^ with industrial relations becoming characterised by rising levels of strike
activity culminating in a record 6,292,500 working days being lost in 1974 as unions
sought to maximise their bargaining power. Such was the shift away from centralised
wage fixing in the early 1970s that E.A.Boehm has commented: "For a time it appeared
that compulsory arbitration had become an ancillary part of Australia's industrial relations
system ."^ For the TWU the movement towards a more decentralised system of wage
fixation could not have come at a more opportune time, as an industrially militant federal
leadership under Ted Harris sought to use a more flexible mix of industrial tactics to
assert its authority and win substantial benefits for its members.

Social Radicalism and Organised Labour

The adoption of more industrially militant tactics by Australian trade unions after
1966 reflected a process of social radicalism common to all Western industrialised
societies during the late 1960s and early 1970s^— a process which saw the emergence of
a New Left that challenged many of the conservative assumptions that had developed
during the Cold War between communism and capitalism. Although the Australian New
Left proved to be, in the words of some of its own writers, "fragmented and highly
changeable" ,6 and without an organised presence within the Australian working class, its
ideas nevertheless helped highlight the fact that sustained economic growth had failed to3456
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address many of Australia's underlying social equalities, with the top twenty per cent of
the population still holding seventy-one per cent of the nation's wealth in 1972.7
Rather than posing a coherent alternative to Labor the ideas associated with the
New Left acted to revitalise it, bringing it new supporters amongst white-collar and
professional groups concerned with such issues as social justice, improved education and
health, and the environment. Intellectually exhausted after twenty years in office,
Australia's conservative federal government found its electoral base substantially eroded
in the 1969 General Election, proving largely incapable in the ensuing three years of
imposing its authority over the nation's political or industrial agenda.
Following the election of the W hitlam Government in 1972 the benefits for
organised labour of previous ideological and political changes became more tangible. To
increases in social welfare programmes and a national health scheme was added a more
sympathetic attitude towards union demands for improvements in pay and conditions.
Throughout its first two years in office the Labor government's own public servants
became pace setters in winning improvements in working conditions, with a fourth
weeks annual leave and a 17.5 per cent annual leave loading first granted to public
servants flowing through to most other workers.
Throughout the late 1960s and the early 1970s the gradual shift to the Left within
Australian society was reflected within the trade union movement itself, with Bob Hawke
replacing the politically more conservative Albert Monk as ACTU President in 1969.8
Not only did the new ACTU leadership actively encourage a union shift towards
collective bargaining backed by industrial action, with Hawke pointing out to the
ACTU's 1971 Congress "the inadequacies of complete reliance on the Arbitration
Commission",^ it also sought to foster union involvement in wider issues of political and
social concern. Australian trade unions placed themselves at the forefront of campaigns
to redress perceived social or political injustices, supporting equal pay for women,789
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placing 'green bans' on inner-city development, and using industrial action in an attempt
to stop a planned visit by South African rugby union players as part of an on-going
campaign against apartheid.
While union involvement in political and social campaigns was fiercely opposed
by Labor's traditional Right, these campaigns indicated not the displacement of laborism
but its revitalisation, not an attempt to overthrow capitalism but an effort to civilise life
within its structures. For the TWU the union's strategic industrial position and the
continued strength of more traditional laborist elements within its ranks ensured that
support for the concept of greater union involvement in political and social issues would
involve more than token motions of endorsement. Between 1966 and 1976 divisions
over political rather than industrial issues once again posed the greatest threat to the
TW U's institutional integrity.

Such divisions, however, revolved around different

concepts of laborism rather than alternatives to it, obscuring the growing consensus
within the union in favour of social democratic rather than revolutionary politics.

Inflation and the End of the Boom

The use of more industrially militant tactics by Australian trade unions during the
late 1960s and the early 1970s depended on the continuation of a peculiar combination of
circumstances— continued economic growth, full employment, and a shift to a more
decentralised system of wage fixation.

Between 1968-70 and 1974-75, however,

consumer prices in Australia increased by fifty-seven per cent,10 while economic growth
slowed perceptibly, advancing at an annual rate of only 1.1 per cent between 1973-74
and 1975-76.11 While spiralling inflation initially strengthened trade union militancy, as
workers attem pted to protect the real value of their wages, inflation and slowing
economic growth heralded an imminent end to the post-war economic boom, with the
Australian economy sliding into recession from the June quarter of 1974.

10
11

Commonwealth Year Book, No.61 (1975/76) p.251.
Boehm, op.cit., Table 2.1, p. 18.
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As unemployment reached a post-1945 high of 4.6 per cent during 1975-76,

Australian trade unions discerned the dilemma involved in basing their conduct on a
laborist model of action. By attempting to civilise capitalism rather than change it, using
collective bargaining supported by industrial action as a vehicle for maximising their
gains within the system, trade unions made the advance of their own interests dependent
on the continued profitability and growth of the existing economic order, with J.E. Isaac
observing in 1973 "the incompatibility of the overall claims of pay and profits in relation
to the national income." 12
In April 1975 the Commission announced the implementation of a scheme—
supported by both the ACTU and the Whitlam Government— whereby wages would be
indexed to inflation in return for promises of industrial restraint by unions. 13 The
introduction of wage indexation brought to a sudden end the relative independence that
trade unions had experienced during the period 1969 to 1974. In accepting restraint of
their wage claims the unions no doubt hoped that they were helping to ensure the
maintenance in office of the Whitlam Labor Government while contributing to a gradual
return to conditions of full employment.

In both these hopes they were to be

disappointed, with Labor being summarily dismissed from office by Sir John Kerr in
November 1975 and the economy failing to recover its earlier vitality. For the TWU the
return to a centralised wage fixing system brought to an end the most industrially
successful period in its history, years in which it established itself as one of the major
forces in the Australian trade union movement.123

12
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J.E. Isaac, "Incomes Policy: Unnecessary? Undesirable? Impracticable?", Australian Economic
Review, First Quarter, 1973, p.72.
167 CAR p p .l8 ff.
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2: „ DEVELOPMENTS IN ROAD TRANSPORT 1966-1976

If Australia's more decentralised industrial relations environment between 1969
and 1975 allowed the TWU an unequalled opportunity to flex its industrial muscles, the
source of the union's power rested on its ability to harness the continued expansion of
Australia's road transport industry. For despite a slowing in the overall rate of economic
growth between 1970-71 and 1975-76 road transport was hardly affected, expanding at
an annual rate of 6.1 per cent. *4 As in the past, the precondition for road transport's
success was to be found in an accelerating process of technological change, enabling it to
steadily erode rail and sea transport's share of the profitable non-bulk freight industry,
leaving them to carry the heavier and less profitable items such as coal, iron ore, and
grain. By 1975-76, of Australia's 75.1 million tonnes of non-bulk freight transported
either interstate or intrastate, road transport was responsible for 53.3 million tonnes. 15
Although the total transport task performed by road transport in both local and
long-distance haulage increased from 27,991.1 million tonne-kilometres in 1971 to
36,702 million tonne-kilometres in 1976 the number of trucks involved in carrying this
increased workload hardly varied, expanding from 419,500 to 423,000 vehicles. 16 By
contrast, the average load per truck almost doubled in the same five year period, from 2.1
to 4.1 tonnes, while average vehicle length increased by over a quarter from thirty-eight
to forty-nine feet. 17
This virtual doubling of driver productivity between 1971 and 1976 hinged on the
steady expansion of the number of high-powered, multi-axled (bogie-rigged) vehicles
engaged in the Australian road transport industry— vehicles that were to be responsible
for seventy per cent of all tonne-kilometres performed by Australian road transport by
1981-82.18 Although such machines gave the road transport industry a new capacity for1456
14
15
16

Bureau of Transport Economics, Overview of the Australian Road Freight Industry, p.61.
National Road Freight Industry Inquiry Report, Table E .l 1, p.408.
Ibid, p.392.
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Bureau of Transport Economics, Overview of the Australian Road Freight Industry, pp.26-27.
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volume transport, their purchase was to prove an expensive business. In 1970 it was
estimated that a bogie-axled semi-trailer cost around $22,000, at a time when a federal
award three to six ton truck driver was earning approximately $2,600 per year.19201 The
cost of this equipment and the skill required to manoeuvre such vehicles in heavy traffic
brought a fundamental reappraisal of the value of drivers' skills by employers. As one
leading industry identity noted:

"Today's equipm ent is too expensive and too

sophisticated to hand over to untrained drivers. "20 The obtaining and holding of such
skilled drivers became a major problem for employers during this period with the ARTF,
the major employer organisation in road transport, commenting in 1969: "A constant
complaint from truck and bus operators concerns the shortage of competent, reliable
drivers."^1 In these two related facts—the higher degree of skill required by drivers and
the difficulty of finding such skilled drivers— lies the key to the subsequent success of
the TWU's industrial campaigns.
Although the growing economic and industrial importance of road transport, the
increasingly skilled nature of a driver's work, and the difficulty faced by employers in
finding such skilled labour all contributed to the TWU's industrial potential, there were a
number of countervailing factors that acted to restrict the union's power. The most
important of these factors was the continued concentration of ownership and control of
the road transport industry into the hands of a few conglomerates, and the ability of these
conglomerates to exploit the existence of a pool of owner-drivers to undermine the
TWU's position.
Throughout the late 1960s and early 1970s the major threat to the long-term
viability o f union organisation within road transport came from an acceleration of the
process of economic concentration that had characterised the industry since the early
1950s, with a series o f take overs ensuring that effective control of the hire and reward
19

20
21

Evidence o f Mr. Williams, Assistant General Manager of Brambles, cited in Industrial
Commission of New South Wales, Report to the Honourable EA. Willis . . . on Section 88E of
the Industrial Arbitration Act (Hereafter S.88E Inquiry Report) (Sydney, 1970), para. 18.3,
pp.417-18.
George Yates, LDTRA Official, cited in Truck and Bus Transportation, Vol.33, No.7, July 1969,
p.35.
"ARTF Viewpoint", ibid., p.36.
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sector o f the industry passed into the hands of the ’big four'— M ayne Nickless,
Brambles, TNT and Ansett. The most important merger/take over was to occur in April
1967 w hen Peter A beles’ A lltrans/Com et group seized control o f Ken Thomas'
financially embattled TNT to create the largest transport conglomerate in A ustralia.2 2 2345
U nder A beles' leadership TNT's financial woes were quickly rem edied, with
TNT/Alltrans taking over the large Kwikasair fleet the following year, 23 before securing
a 23.5 per cent share in Ansett in March 1972.24

By 1975 TNT was a highly

sophisticated operation with over one hundred subsidies, employing eleven thousand
people and owning over four thousand vehicles.2^ While TNT was consolidating its
economic position, undertaking forty corporate take overs between 1965 and 1975, its
two m ajor business rivals relentlessly pursued a similar course of action, with Mayne
Nickless engaged in sixty-eight takeovers in the same period while Brambles undertook
forty-nine takeovers.26
Despite the industry domination achieved by the 'big four' during the early
1970s, road transport continued to be characterised by a large number of small operators,
with eight-eight per cent of the 18,889 truck fleets operating in Australia's five mainland
states in 1976 containing only one or two trucks.2227 The survival of the small operator in
road transport depended not on their ability to compete with the national conglomerates,
but on those conglomerates consciously choosing to sub-contract haulage work to ownerdrivers and small fleet operators.
While in part the use of owner-drivers by the transport conglomerates was a ploy
to underm ine the TWU's growing industrial power, it also provided a mechanism
through which larger operators could avoid meeting increased vehicle purchase, repair
and maintenance costs. Between 1957 and 1967 vehicle repair and maintenance costs
rose by 150 per cent, yet sub-contract rates fell by twenty-five per cent.28 Throughout
22
23
24

Ibid, Vol.31, No.6, June 1967, p.104.
Ibid, Vol.32, No. 10, October 1968, p.32.
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the late 1960s and early 1970s sub-contractors in road transport were squeezed ever more
tightly, with freight forwarders increasing their payments to sub-contractors by only
forty-five per cent between 1973 and 1977, despite the fact that operating costs rose by
110 per cent.29
Often lacking any sense of business acumen, with TNT's General Manager
estimating in 1969 that ninety-seven per cent of interstate owner-drivers were enmeshed
in hire-purchase o b lig atio n s,^ owner-drivers increasingly discovered that individually
they lacked any bargaining power when it came to negotiating cartage rates with the large
prime contractors. In consequence growing numbers of owner-drivers were forced to
put aside their individualistic orientation during the late 1960s and early 1970s, allying
themselves with the organised labour movement as self-employed carriers had done
during the 1880s and 1890s. Unlike the 1880s and the 1890s, however, there was no
longer any room for a plethora of small, independent carriers' unions. Sub-contractors
rather than independent businessmen, self-employed drivers seeking to improve their lot
by collective bargaining had little option but to seek the support of the only serious
industrial force counter-posed to the transport conglomerates— the TWU.

Employer Power and Profits—The Benefits for the TWU

If the size and economic power of transport conglomerates such as TNT,
Brambles, Ansett and Mayne Nickless posed an immense challenge to the TWU,
particularly given their ability to circumvent the union's power by employing ownerdrivers under sub-contract, the economic concentration within the industry nevertheless
possessed potential benefits for the union. In the past the hire and reward sector of the
industry had normally been more prepared than ancillary operators to grant road transport
workers improvements in wages and working conditions, although between 1917 and the
late 1950s hire and reward operators bound by federal awards were effectively vetoed by2930
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Bureau of Transport Economics, The Long Distance Road Haulage Industry, p. 15.
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the Transport Employers' Committee from granting any increases outside arbitration. By
the 1960s, however, the large hire and reward firms were no longer prepared to take their
industrial marching orders from organisations such as the Employers' Federation and the
Chamber of Manufacturers who represented the interests of ancillary operators. In 1967
Australia's Road Transport Associations— in which the large transport conglomerates
possessed a decisive voice— accepted a VRTA proposal to form a Federal Industrial
Relations Committee to handle industrial problems and union claims on a uniform basis,
with the VRTA's Executive Director, A.P. Beamish, becoming Convenor of the new
body.31 The formation of this Committee indicated a widening of the public breach
between hire and reward operators and ancillary firms that had become evident in the
early 1960s, a prelude to hire and reward firms striking a separate deal with the TWU.
The reasons for A ustralia's large hire and rew ard transport operators
contemplating a separate deal with the TWU, even if this involved considerable economic
cost, were to be found in the extraordinary profit rates being secured within the industry.
With their control of the industry enabling them to pass on any wage increases through
higher cartage costs, the after tax profits of Ansett, Brambles, Mayne Nickless, and TNT
persistently remained at a level almost double that being returned by ten-year bonds
between 1971 and 1976.32 Even in 1975, when most industries were reeling from the
effects of the 1974-75 recession, road transport companies continued to report "record
profit achievements",33 with Ansett and TNT both securing a twenty-one per cent after
tax profit in 1976.34 With these sorts of profits being maintained Australia's large
transport conglomerates were prepared to buy industrial peace rather than see thenoperations curtailed by industrial disruption.3124
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3:

A NEW LEADERSHIP—DEFEATS AND DIVISIONS
1966-1971

Throughout the period 1956 to 1966 the industrial advances secured by the TWU
had occurred despite the federal leadership of Bill Cheney, rather than because of it.
W hile the TWU's branches had implemented a more militant approach to industrial
problems, Cheney continued to concern himself solely with the formal procedures of
federal arbitration, carrying out these duties without any marked degree of competence.
By May 1966 the leadership of Bill Cheney was no longer acceptable to a
majority of his peers on the union's Federal Council. As with his father, who was prised
from office by the promise of a life pension, Cheney's removal was achieved through "a
gratuitous paym ent'.35 His departure enabled the Left to seize control of the TWU's
Federal Office, not only through the election of South Australia's Ted Harris as Federal
Secretary in May 1966,36 but also through the appointment of Ivan Hodgson as the
union's first full-time Assistant Federal Secretary on 3 October 1966.37
The election of Harris immediately resulted in an expanded role for the TWU's
Federal Office.

In his first report to Federal Council Harris informed it: "Quite

unhesitantly, I now forecast that the Federal Office of this union must 'in our time'
extend considerably . . . Otherwise, the union must be relegated to a sphere of
functioning completely abhorrent to our present day thoughts."38
Securing a levy of twenty cents per effective member to finance this expanded
federal role,39 Harris found himself able to build on growing sentiments in the Western
Australian and Queensland Branches that their state awards were no longer sufficient to
m eet the changed circumstances in road transport.

By 1967 both branches were 356789
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expressing themselves in favour of an extension of the federal Transport Workers
(General) Award to their respective states,'40 a move which would restore an industrial
unity that the union had not possessed since the early 1920s by bringing five of
Australia's six states under a single General Award. The growing support for federal
awards within the TWU was to find substantive form when in November and December
1968 logs were served on employers in all states except New South Wales for a new
Transport Workers (General) Award.^l
Although the submission for a common award claim by five of the TWU's state
branches suggested a new cohesion within the union, the years between 1968 and 1971
proved to be amongst the most turbulent and divisive in its history, with break-away
movements occurring in both the NSW and WA Branches. Between 1968 and 1970 the
TW U also suffered a num ber of m ajor set-backs in the industrial arena as the
Commission rejected the union's claims in a number of key award hearings.

The Split with New South Wales

Between 1961 and 1965, as we have noted, factional tensions between the New
South Wales Branch and the new majority on the TWU's Federal Council had strained
relationships to breaking point. In 1968-69 the relationship collapsed entirely. Although
it was to be the Moore v. Doyle judgements that provided the final breach, the possibility
of effective unity between the New South Wales Branch and the federal union had
already been destroyed prior to this case by a bitter wrangle over the handling of a strike
by New South Wales petrol tanker drivers.
Once the highest paid drivers in road transport, tanker drivers had seen their
relative position deteriorate throughout the early 1960s and by 1967 wages for tanker401
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drivers were less than those for equivalent classifications in the federal Transport
W orkers (General) Award.42 in addition, tanker drivers found their employment
threatened by increased use of contractors by Oil Companies, leading to a stoppage by
New South Wales tanker drivers in 19614243 and a wider, national stoppage over the same
issue in May and July 1967.44 456789 At the same time New South Wales tanker drivers had
continually demanded a greater say in the negotiation of their award— a demand that was
rejected by the federal union.4^
On 4 July 1968, while negotiations were continuing between the Federal TWU
and Oil Company representatives, a strike began of 600 New South Wales tanker
drivers.4^ Despite requests from the Federal Branch that the stoppage be called off due
to the completion of negotiations,4^ the strike continued for a further twelve days. As
the strike progressed, causing a swift depletion of petrol supplies in New South Wales
and major industrial dislocation, relations between the Federal and New South Wales
Branches deteriorated rapidly. A motion passed by New South Wales tanker drivers, and
endorsed by the New South Wales Branch, condemned Harris and the federal union for
their "unreal attitude",4&while the Federal Committee of Management declared the strike
"to be against the objects of the union."4^
Although theoretically directed against employers the strike was widely
interpreted to be the product of an internal union brawl, and there seems to be
considerable justice in this conclusion. An elite group of workers, the New South Wales
tanker drivers had the industrial power formerly possessed by their State's coal miners,
but with a narrower vision. As one commentator at the time noted: "They are a detached,
42
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largely autonomous little group. The big union is not their representative."^ More than
any other episode the 1968 petrol strike demonstrated that industrial militancy could
divide as well as unite the TWU, its use posing a potentially greater threat to the union's
organisational cohesion than an arbitration-oriented strategy would have done if sectional
and factional elements within the union undertook strike action without regard to the
wider interests of the union.
The 1968 tanker drivers' strike highlighted long-running dissatisfactions within
the New South Wales Branch with the federal union. Conversely, it left the federal
branch determined to resist any further attempts at what they saw as efforts by the New
South Wales Branch to hijack control of the union. In July 1968 the Federal Committee
of M anagement issued a resolution declaring that the tanker strike "had been directed
solely against the union and its officers",51 going on to warn that in future it would "take
every action within its power to prevent the destruction of the union."5^ it was in this
context of hardened internal divisions that the Moore v. Doyle judgement was delivered.

M o o re v. Doyle

On 30 April 1968 hearings began in the Commonwealth Industrial Court to halt
the New South Wales Branch from enrolling persons other than employees.53 Although
the action against the New South Wales Branch was taken by two of its own members,
Joseph Murray and Kevin Moore, it seems highly probable that their action was taken
with the connivance and support of the Australian Taxi Council and other employers
seeking to block the impending success of the New South Wales Branch's campaign to
enrol such non-employees as legal members under Section 88E of the New South Wales
Industrial Arbitration (Amendment) Act of 1959.54 With some 4,239 owner-driver 501234
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members in 1967,55 the legal right to enrol these members, previously rejected by the
State C o m m issio n , 56 seems to have been of such importance for the branch that it was
prepared to jeopardise its already strained relationship with the federal union.
W ith the commencement of the hearing the arguments presented by Moore's
Counsel were directed against the Federal TWU under its then President, Tom Doyle,
stressing the point that as a branch of a federal union the TWU (New South Wales) could
not validly enrol owner-drivers as such enrolm ent conflicted with the eligibility
provisions of the Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Act.57 The officers of the
New South Wales Branch countered these arguments by claiming that their actions were
taken not as officers of the federal union, but as members of a legally distinct stateregistered union. The Court agreed with this latter argument, ruling that the TWU (New
South Wales) was not a branch of the federal union but rather a separate union registered
under New South Wales law with its own distinct legal personality.58
The Moore v. Doyle judgement created a clear legal breach between the TWU
(New South W ales) and the federal union. In itself it would not have stopped de
fa c to unity continuing, but by 1969 the goodwill to overcome the legal obstacles
presented by the judgement no longer existed. A TWU (New South Wales) proposal that
the state and federal unions "work as parallel, but separate bodies"59 Was rejected by
Harris who declared that "the federal union . . . cannot any longer afford the luxury of
'marriages o f c o n v en ien c e'."^ In May 1969 the TWU's Federal Council formally
dissolved the New South Wales Branch for alleged failure "to carry out the Rules of the
organisation."61 5678901
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The schism with the TWU (New South Wales) was without doubt a catastrophic
blow to the Federation's claim to speak for all Australia's road transport workers. The
departure of the New South Wales Union's 23,000 members from the TWU's ranks saw
national membership plummet from 53,922 in 1967, the last year New South Wales
subm itted a return to the federal union, to 31,988 in 1968. Continuing antagonism
between the federal union and the TWU (New South Wales) was to provide a major
source of industrial conflict in the early 1970s, to the detriment not only of the TWU but
of the wider community.
Disputation between the two unions was to be centred on coverage of federal
award workers in New South Wales, with the TWU (New South Wales) discovering that
if its legal breach with the federal union had helped to secure it the legal right to cover
owner-drivers it was at the cost of losing award coverage for interstate drivers, for tanker
drivers, airport employees and Commonwealth government drivers. These workers
remained the responsibility of the federal TWU. In an attempt to counter the federal
TWU coverage the New South Wales union from May 1972 unsuccessfully sought
registration as a federal union, 62 while on 31 October 1972 the Federal TWU established
a rival Branch in New South Wales under Geoff Grimshaw to cover these w orkers. 63

a

twelve-day strike by New South Wales tanker drivers in January 1973 over the exclusion
of TWU (New South Wales) officials from award negotiations brought the dispute
forcibly before the public, with an oil industry spokesman complaining: "The cause of
the trouble .. . was not the oil industry, but a 'fractured union'."64
Despite its damaging consequences, the Moore and Doyle judgement was not
without unintended beneficial results for the federal TWU. As a result of the 1973 tanker
drivers dispute the Federal Government decided to act unilaterally to remove the legal
obstacles to the reunification of the federal and state u n io n s. 66 The result was the
establishment of a Committee of Inquiry headed by John Sweeney to advise on means of 62345
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overcoming the legal problems raised by Moore v. D oyle,66 along with the passage of
amendments to the Conciliation and Arbitration Act during 1973 which provided for
persons other than employees to be enrolled by unions on the condition they represented
sim ilar workers who were em ployees.67 In consequence, on 16 January 1975, the
Commonwealth Industrial Registrar granted the federal TWU rights to legally enrol
owner-drivers similar to those already possessed by the TWU (New South Wales).686970

Industrial Set-Backs

Throughout the late 1960s and early 1970s the federal TWU found that the
schism with the TWU (New South Wales) was but one of a number of obstacles that it
had to overcome. Between 1966 and 1970 three major industrial judgements were to go
against the union, affecting its award coverage amongst bus and coach drivers as well as
in the growing field of containerised transport while limiting the number of respondents
to the union's new General award claim.
While the Commission was to grant the TWU a federal award covering interstate
bus and coach operations in 1968,6^ an earlier decision in 1966 had excluded from the
terms o f the award the great bulk of private bus drivers who operated on local or
intrastate routes thus leaving the TWU's traditional weakness in this field unchanged.7^
Only in Canberra, Tasmania and southern Queensland did the union possess a significant
presence amongst bus drivers, while in Victoria it remained excluded by its old rival, the
MT&CA.
If the 1960s was a time of great technological and organisational change for
A ustralian transport, nothing sym bolised that change more than the growth in
66
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containerisation.

Although containers had been used in Australia since 1936,71

A ustralia's international trade had rem ained untouched by this innovation.

The

announcement in 1966 that two major consortiums intended to introduce containerised
shipping into Australia by 1968, however, heralded a revolutionary change, with one
transport journal warning "that the writing is on the wall for the small wharf-hopping
terminal carrier."72 Faced with this impending change the TWU, like all unions engaged
in transport, manoeuvred to maximise the advantages of containerisation for itself while
minimising the loss of traditional work.
Initially events seems to go in favour of the TWU. In a hearing of a demarcation
dispute between the TWU and the WWF during August 1968 over the palletisation of
cargo on the waterfront Justice Moore reaffirmed the TWU's right to engage in such
w aterfront a ctiv itie s.73

M oore's subsequent decision to accept an employer

recom m endation to fix demarcation lines for the introduction of containerisation,
however, dealt a crushing blow to the TWU's hopes. Under the terms of the Container
Depots Dem arcation Award handed down on 3 March 1969 the TWU found itself
excluded from all container terminals and depots except for one in West Melbourne and
another in Fremantle. 74
The TWU's attempts to overturn Moore's judgement through an appeal to the
High Court75 and through the use of industrial action proved equally unsuccessful. In
reporting the containeration defeat to the TWU's Federal Council in 1969 Harris
concluded: "This matter .. . has caused more dissipation of the Union's resources, both
financially and otherwise, than any other factor of our activities.76
Admidst the defeats and divisions of the late 1960s the TWU's application for a
new Transport Workers (General) Award embracing five states became the principal flagbearer of the union's industrial hopes. In February 1970 these hopes suffered a severe7123456
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rebuff when Com missioner Gough rejected the union's application.

While Gough

indicated that he was prepared to add workers employed by master carriers in Western
Australia and Queensland to the revamped award, he would not accept those employed by
Government Departments or Instrumentalities or by ancillary operators.777890 Although it
appears H am s and the federal union were already preparing to accept a separate
agreement with hire and reward operators, Gough's decision destroyed the chance of one
federal award covering all workers previously employed under the TWU’s parent awards
outside New South Wales.

Turmoil in Western Australia

Although differences over industrial tactics had lost much of their earlier
significance in the TWU by the 1960s, divisions remained as to the political role that
trade unions should play in society. While the TWU's left-wing saw the ALP as the
major mechanism for social change, they also believed in taking an active role in specific
political issues. To Ted Harris political issues were as much a part of the union's
concerns as industrial concerns, and state branches which failed to actively involve
themselves in support of the federal TWU's declared opposition to the Vietnam war
found themselves taken to task.7^ To right-wing activists within the TWU, however, the
use of the union's resources for such purposes was an anathema, with the TWU's (New
South Wales) Ted McBeatty condemning those "not prepared to observe the lawful acts
of society."7^ When the Federal TWU decided in May 1971 to endorse a call by the
ACTU's Bob Hawke for a ban on all services and facilities to a planned visit by South
African 'Springbok' rugby union players^O it found itself faced by another internal
rebellion— this time by the Western Australian Branch.
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Even before the arrival of the Springboks the Western Australian Branch was in a
state of turmoil. In April 1971 the Acting Secretary of the branch, George Brown, was
forced to resign after allegedly attempting to rape one of his female office staff.81 In the
reshuffle that accompanied his departure Robert "Robbie" Cowles was elected as Acting
Secretary/Treasurer, and Terry Farrow as President. 8 2 Both were to prove to be
controversial characters, but while Cowles was prepared to co-operate with the federal
union Farrow was not.
An English migrant whose declared purpose in coming to Australia was "to
escape the grip which unions were getting on workers in Britain",83 Farrow was in the
perfect position to oppose the TWU's efforts to block the arrival of the Springboks in
Australia.

Through his employm ent at Perth airport Farrow as able to mobilise

opposition to the ACTU ban and on 24 May 1971 the TWU's sixty members at the
airport announced their intention to refuel the S p rin gb ok s. 84 When the Springboks
arrived in Perth on 25 June 1971 Farrow and his fellow rebel airport workers duly
serviced the flight, surrounded by large numbers of police and security men. 85
The TWU had discovered that once again different conceptions of the proper
functions of trade unions in society had played a divisive role in its internal affairs.
Farrow's stand, along with a similar refuelling carried out by the TWU (New South
W ales), became a focal point for right-wing opposition within the wider labour
movement to the more politically active role adopted by the ACTU since the election of
Bob Hawke as its President in 1969. Commenting on the refuelling carried out by the
Western Australian Branch and the TWU (New South Wales), leading NCC activist, J.P.
Maynes, declared: "Political strikes and bans threatened the whole future of unionism in
Australia and the time had come to call a halt."868123456
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Farrow's refusal to carry out the directions of the Federal TWU was thus more
than a public blow to the union's prestige. It became a test for the ACTU's wider vision
of the role of organised labour in Australia's political affairs. In early July 1971 the
TW U's Federal Com mittee of M anagem ent responded forcefully to the challenge,
disbanding the W estern Australian Branch Committee of Management and dismissing
Farrow as Branch President.87 Unfortunately for the federal TWU leadership these
decisions were overturned on appeal to the Commonwealth Industrial Court88 and by late
August 1971 the pro-Farrow forces, including the former Secretary, George Brown, had
secured a narrow m ajority on the W estern A ustralian Branch Com m ittee of
M anagem ent.89 By early October 1971 Robbie Cowles had been sacked as Acting
Secretary, being replaced by a Farrow supporter, John Relf, while Farrow and Brown
became organisers.90
The federal TWU was thus in October 1971 faced with a split in Western
Australia sim ilar to that which had occurred in New South Wales, with the branch
controlled by officials whom the federal union was incapable of working with. While the
Federation had survived a breach with one state, the defection of a second would reduce
the remaining TWU to a rump. A major difference between the events in Western
Australia and those in New South Wales however, was that, while the New South Wales
Branch leadership presented a united front against the federal union, in the West there
existed a major internal opposition to the Farrow group around deposed Acting Secretary
Robbie Cowles.
On the night of 13 October 1971 a commando-style operation led by the TWU's
Federal President, Arch Bevis, and Cowles— both large, burly individuals—resulted in
the physical reoccupation of the Western Australian Branch Office. Repeated attempts by8790
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Farrow and his supporters to evict them throughout the following day were repelled.^ 1
Reinstated as Acting Secretary of the Federal Committee of Management, Cowles'
position was to be confirmed when he defeated Farrow in a ballot of members during
August 1971.92 Although a number of Farrow supporters such as Brown remained in
the W estern Australian Branch leadership, adding to internal tensions, relations between
the W estern Australian Branch and the federal union returned to normal during 1972.
The W estern Australian Branch under Cowles was to subsequently display a new
aggression in its dealing with employers, while Cowles himself was later to be described
as "one of Western Australia's most militant unionists."93

Enhanced Federal Branch Power

The departure of the powerful New South Wales Branch and the forcible
reinstatement of the Cowles leadership in Western Australia could not but have an impact
on the power relationships within the TWU. Following Cowles' reinstatement the
federal leadership under Harris and Bevis was able to undertake a more interventionist
role in the affairs of the various branches. When long-time Tasmanian Branch Secretary,
Dave Lucas, resigned in February 1972,94 Harris and Bevis intervened in the branch's
affairs, condemning its past failure to hold regular meetings of members and declaring its
internal administration to be "unconstitutional."95 in doing so they spelt out a new
supervisory role for the federal union in state branch affairs, with Harris declaring that
"some branches appear to think anything they do matters to nobody but themselves, but
this leaves the doors open to someone to come in and start proceedings against the
union."96 9123456
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In settling the Tasmanian Branch's affairs Harris and Bevis endorsed the
installation o f an outsider, John Rolph— a former Canberra Branch owner-driver and
organiser— as Branch Secretary. Like Cowles in Western Australia, Rolph was to prove
a controversial character who eventually fell foul of Tasmania's more conservative trade
union structures. 97 B u t between 1972 and 1976 he was to provide the branch with its
most militant leadership since the departure of Fred Katz in 1914.
By early 1972 the power of the Federal Branch of the TWU, while not absolute,
was incom parably stronger than at any previous time in its history. Most Branch
Secretaries shared common left of centre political beliefs and were either active supporters
of federal unionism or dependent upon it for their installation in office. Paradoxically the
only serious obstacle remaining to the Harris leadership came from Victoria, where a
resurgent Right under Mark Windram had evicted the Doyle-led Left in May 1968.98 Yet
while W indram was unhappy with the politics of the federal TWU, with relations
between him and the federal leadership remaining frosty, as Secretary of a branch almost
entirely dependent on federal awards he could not afford a formal breach with the federal
union. Despite his political conservatism, Windram also proved— like his right-wing
counterparts in New South Wales—quite willing to endorse militant industrial tactics.

4:

TOWARDS WAGE LEADERSHIP

By the early 1970s the TWU found itself in a position to reverse the institutional
disadvantages under which it had previously operated, with the union emerging as a
cohesive, centrally directed force. In organisational terms the TWU possessed resources
which eclipsed any other industrial organisation representing road transport interests.
W hereas, for example, the Victorian Branch in 1973 employed fourteen full-time 978
97
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organisers, and the Queensland Branch ten , 99 the major employer organisation in the
industry, the ARTF, remained without a single full-time Industrial Officer, with one
industry commentator observing in 1975: "The paltry, shoestring finances of the ARTF
. . . has to be seen to be believed. There is no money for research, . . . there is no
money for publicity. ^
In addition to the large number of organisers and other officials at its disposal, the
TWU had also by the end of the 1960s built up a substantial presence at most major
transport yards and depots, with state branches actively building up and training a layer
o f job delegates.

Unlike in the metal industry where shop committees developed

considerable independent power, job delegates within the TWU remained integrated into
the existing union structures. As one Yard and Depot Delegates Manual issued to
delegates to instruct them on their responsibilities emphasised:
Delegates should bear in mind that job or shop committees are not a
substitute for . . . the trade unions . . . If a dispute cannot be settled
by a conference with the employer, it is necessary for the Delegate to
contact his area Organiser or Union Office and the matter will be
handled from thereon by the Union. 101
The development of a strong yard and depot presence was to make the loading
dock the front line in the union's battles. The effective implementation of the policy of
"No financial card, no loading" 102 made it almost impossible for non-union drivers to
operate in the industry, particularly when reinforced by periodic membership 'blitzes' by
organisers.
In May 1969 the TWU's Federal Council, frustrated by delays to its claim before
the Com m ission for a new General Award, unanimously decided to mobilise its
expanded industrial presence in the industry, instructing all branches "to support the
union's present Log of Claims by a vigorous campaign that will include job and mass9102
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m eetings . .

and that where thought necessary by the Federal Com mittee of

Management action be taken on a national basis." 103

Employer Attitudes

W hile the basis for the success of the Federal TWU's industrial gains in the early
1970s lay in its own enhanced industrial power, it is clear that a number of factors
beyond the TWU's control were conducive to a more militant approach. On the very day
that the TWU's Federal Council endorsed a more m ilitant strategy, word came to
delegates of the imprisonment of Clarrie O'Shea 104— an event which was to result in the
effective demise of the hated penal powers. Although some employers attempted to
compensate for their demise by taking civil actions against the TWU during the early
1970s these actions failed to achieve their purpose. In the most celebrated case Jack
Nyland, the South Australian Branch Secretary who had succeeded Harris, was jailed in
July 1971 for contempt of court after ignoring a civil injunction, only to be freed after a
six-day strike of all transport workers in South Australia. 105
Although the demise of the penal powers removed a major obstacle to industrial
militancy, the key to the subsequent success of the TWU was to be found in the road
transport industry. Boom conditions in road transport in the early 1970s increased driver
shortages 106 and made employers reluctant to engage in industrial disputes that would

only see them lose business to competitors.

As one representative to the ARTF

Conference in 1970 declared: "A company could win a prolonged battle with the unions
and simultaneously put itself out of business." 107
By 1970 it was not only the TWU that was expressing dissatisfaction with
compulsory arbitration within the road transport industry. Employers were coming to the1034567
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same conclusion. Speaking to the Australian Financial Review in October 1970 Ken
Thom as, Executive Chairm an of TNT, declared him self in favour of collective
bargaining, noting that his firm was "in favour of paying a bit more and having stability
rather than the present system." 108 Although most ancillary operators would not have
shared Thomas' views, the preparedness of the big professional carrying firms to do a
deal with the TWU split employer ranks and made effective resistance to the TWU's
campaigns impossible.
With the federal TWU growing in power and applying for a five-State award that
was liable to face prolonged delays in the Commission, hire and reward carriers realised
that they would bear the brunt of any TWU campaigns. Unlike other employers, the
large transport companies were well placed to pass on any costs incurred by higher
wages. For such employers the growing power of the TWU was seen as posing no
m ajor problem, as long as they could strike a deal with it. 109 The large employers
represented by the Road Transport Associations had to pay award wages anyway, and
under Harris the TWU was better placed to impose such award conditions on their
smaller competitors. Tim Beamish, who was the Convenor responsible for negotiating a
separate Transport Workers Award on behalf of Road Transport Associations, believes
that industrial peace and a common industry rate were the major concerns amongst
transport companies. Beamish states that transport industry representatives realised that a
separate deal would "cost us", but they were prepared to accept that cost. 110
The deal the Federal TWU was to strike with the representatives of hire and
reward carriers was to bring its members unparalleled benefits in wages. But it also
revealed the ability of powerful sections of capital to accommodate themselves to militant
unionism. No longer as in the days of John Gunn and Fred Katz did industrial militancy
necessarily lead to heightened antagonism between capital and labour. Rather collective
bargaining, even when backed by militant campaigns, was just as likely to result in a
mutual accommodation as had long been the case with collective bargaining in the United1089
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States.

W ith the negotiation of the Transport W orkers 1970 Award it becomes

increasingly difficult to apply a simple capital versus labour analysis to industrial relations
in the road transport industry. Instead the large professional carriers and the TWU found
they could come to a common accord to the detriment of other employers of transport
workers and even of capital as a whole.
Throughout the early 1970s the leaders of Australia's large transport companies
were to make extraordinary efforts to come to an accord not only with the TWU, but with
the leadership of organised labour generally. In addressing a meeting of TWU State
Secretaries at the opening of a new Kwikasair depot during late 1974 TNT's Sir Peter
Abeles assured them that he had "laid down a policy of complete co-operation with the
u n io n s " , m

while in W estern Australia Robert Holmes a Court, in taking over the

leading transport company of Bell Bros., similarly declared: "I don't think a company
can hope to operate properly with a division between labour and management."! 12
For the general public the closeness of the relationship between the large transport
companies and organised labour was highlighted by the friendship that developed
between ACTU President Bob Hawke and Alltrans/TNT bosses Sir Peter Abeles and
George Rockey, with the ACTU and TNT launching a joint venture travel company in
early 1 9 7 3 . Whi l e the TWU's federal leaders, Harris and Hodgson, failed to share
these close feelings towards Abeles and Co., the union was later to have its public image
dented by press allegations— legally unsubstantiated though they were— of corrupt
dealings between some state branch officials and some transport operators.

The 1970 Award Break-Through

Although negotiations for a separate award for TWU members employed by hire
and reward operators commenced in 1969, impetus was given to these negotiations by123
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Com m issioner Gough's decision in February 1970 to exclude ancillary operators in
W estern Australia and Queensland from the union's new award claim. 114 The break
through for the TWU came on 2 July 1970 when representatives of Australia's hire and
reward operators outside New South Wales signed a Memorandum of Agreement for a
12 1/2 per cent wage increase for their employees, 115 lifting the wage of a three to six
tonne driver to $57.15— a rate above that set for a fitter.1 16 Eight days later this
Agreement was duly registered in the Commission as a consent award, the Transport
W orkers 1970 A w ard.H 7 Rather than face TWU industrial action some of the more
powerful ancillary operators, represented by the Metal Trades Industry Association, the
Victorian Chamber of Manufacturers, and the Victorian Timber Merchants' Association
also agreed to come to terms with the TWU, becoming parties to a second consent award,
the Transport Workers (Mixed Industries) Award. 118 The payment of the increase to
drivers working for manufacturing establishments made it inevitable that gains won by
transport workers would flow through the Australian wages system.
The agreement by employers now covered by the Transport Workers and Mixed
Industries Award to pay the 12 1/2 per cent increase left the remaining employers
industrially isolated, exposed to a rolling campaign of stoppages by the TWU. Although
the remaining employers did not give up without a fight, it soon proved an unequal
contest. Amongst the most significant stoppages to occur were an eight-day general
stoppage in Canberra,! 19 a similar seven-day stoppage in Tasmania, 120 and a strike by
over two thousand state award workers in Brisbane. 121 With the passage of each day132*5
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the employers' position deteriorated as more and more individual employers defected to
agree to the union's claim. 122
Faced with widespread industrial unrest and the spread of the higher wage rate the
Commission was forced to intervene to concede the inevitable. As a result of a decision
by Com m issioner Gough on 3 February 1971 all workers who remained under the
union's old parent award, the Transport Workers (General) Award, were granted the full
12 1/2 per cent increase, 123 a decision which was replicated in the Western Australian
and Queensland Industrial Courts. 124 jn granting the increase Gough attempted to
maintain decorum by maintaining that the rise was due to changes in work-value but he
was forced to admit: "The new level of wage rates is higher than would have been
awarded on the usual work-value grounds alone . . . This case had been unique in the
Commission's experience of the road transport industry." 125

The 1972 and 1974 Wage Campaigns

As a result of the TWU's wage campaign during 1970 a considerable change
occurred in the union's award structure. In the place of the old parent award, the
Transport W orkers (General) Award, there were now three 'parent' awards— the
Transport W orkers Award, the Transport Workers (Mixed Industries) Award, and a
rump Transport Workers (General) Award. In addition, as a result of the extension of
the T ransport W orkers and Mixed Industries Awards to W estern Australia and
Queensland, it appears as if a majority of TWU members in these two states now came
under federal rather than state awards, with Queensland Branch Secretary, Arch Bevis,
estimating in 1973 that seventy-two per cent of Queensland members were under federal

awards. 126123456
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For the TWU the 1970 campaign was of particular importance in that it set a
precedent for wage campaigns that were to follow in 1972 and 1974, with increases
granted to workers employed under the Transport W orkers Award as the result of
collective bargaining flowing to other transport workers. In 1972 the TWU was able to
secure a $13 flow-on relatively peacefully, with employers under the Transport Workers
(General) Award and under Queensland state awards agreeing to consent variations after
the increase had earlier been negotiated with employers under the Transport Workers and
Mixed Industries Awards.127 An attempt by Western Australian employers to block the
flow-on to their state awards was undermined when significant numbers of employers
broke ranks and agreed to the union's claim when Western Australian Branch Secretary,
Robbie Cowles, threatened them with industrial action. 12&
In 1974, however, the TWU was to discover that its claims were to meet stiffer
resistance. In part this was due to increasing concern amongst both the Federal Labor
Governm ent and the Commission with inflation, with M inister for Labour, Clyde
Cameron, publicly condemning trade union "anarchy".12^ But the major focus of
opposition centred on the sheer size of the TWU's claim, with the union demanding that a
$25.40 increase already negotiated with representatives of hire and reward carriers and
registered in a Consent Variation on 1 July 1 9 7 4 ^ 0 be paid to all transport workers.
Such an increase would not only see the wages for a three to six tonne driver rise by
almost a third to $109, it would also lead to a second round of pay increases in the wider
wages system, with a $15 rise granted to metal workers in April 1974 already having
flowed on to most other workers. In attempting to isolate other transport workers from
the $25.40 already won by their counterparts under the Transport Workers Award,
Deputy President Gaudron declared on 6 August 1974 that "an increase of the magnitude1278930
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o f $25.40 would distort and destroy relativities between transport workers and
employees in other areas." 131
G audron’s efforts to lim it the spread o f the $25.40 increase were to be
unsuccessful. The initial Agreement of the employers party to the Transport Workers
Award to pay the $25.40 irreparably damaged the employers cause.

Even before

Gaudron announced her decision other employers were agreeing to the increase,
particularly in Queensland where a general stoppage in July had led to substantial
employer compliance with the union's demands. 132 Following Gaudron's decision the
industrial pressure on employers mounted rapidly. On the day after her decision seventyfive thousand transport workers stopped work, 133 w jtj1 thirty thousand TWU members
in Victoria voting to stay out until Monday 12 August 1974.134
Confronted with major industrial disruption, and with the employers' front
collapsing, the full-bench of the Commission decided to grant the TWU's claim in full on
11 Septem ber 1974.135

The TWU's victory was completed when the Western

Australian and Queensland Industrial Courts decided to follow the example of their
Commonwealth colleagues and grant the full $25.40 increase. 136

The 1970-1974 Wages Campaigns:

An Assessment

The four years from 1970 to 1974 were undoubtedly the most industrially
successful in the union's history. Between July 1970 and September 1974 wages for
three to six tonne drivers more than doubled from $51.65 to $109. While consumer
prices rose by approximately fifty per cent in the same period, 137 transport workers were
still left with a real wage increase of up to fifty per cent. These increases helped attract a
flood of new recruits into the union, with effective national membership rising from 1324567
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39,799 in 1970 to 57,579 in 1975. The increases won by transport workers in 1974, as
E.A. Boehm noted at the time, "set a new standard", 138 with metal workers joining
other workers in applying for an additional $9 increase to match the gains won by the
TWU. Even after metal workers secured this additional payment, however, the wage for
a fitter still lagged $2.90 behind that received by a three to six ton driver. 139
In assessing the TWU's success it must be stressed that despite the collective
bargaining that accompanied the establishm ent of Transport W orkers and Mixed
Industries Awards the union had always remained within the arbitration system. The
Agreements arrived at through collective bargaining were registered as Consent Awards
by the Com mission and it was always the expectations of both the union and the
employers party to those agreements that the rates negotiated would become the new
industry norm.

This combination of aspects of both collective bargaining and

compulsory arbitration guaranteed both the TWU and the larger industry employers a
common industry rate.

5:

CAMPAIGNS AMONGST OWNER-DRIVERS:

1970-1975

An essential complement to the TWU's campaigns for higher wages for employee
drivers was the necessity for it to short-circuit employer attempts to avoid awards through
increased utilisation of owner-drivers. In this regard the large carrying firms were
undoubtedly playing a double game, on the one hand ensuring industrial peace by
agreeing to higher wages for their drivers while simultaneously seeking to minimise wage
costs by switching much of their work to owner-drivers. As early as June 1970 the
TWU's South Australian Branch Secretary, Jack Nyland, was warning the federal TWU:1389
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The big transport companies in an effort to offset wage increases have shown no
compunction in extending the use of owner-driver sub-contractors." 140
Initially the TWU's response to this development was to negotiate with the ARTF
m an attempt to secure from prime contractors a promise that they would in future reduce
their use of ow ner-drivers. 141

a

break-through in the Queensland Branch, however,

whereby TNT was forced to recognise owner-drivers on perm anent contracts as
'employees' — paying them entitlements such as sick pay, annual holidays, and award
rates of pay with an additional payment for the hire of the v eh ic le 142 — seems to have
helped prom pt a changed approach from the TWU.

In July 1972, following this

development, a Queensland Branch motion was passed by the TWU's Federal Council
endorsing a campaign for all owner-drivers to be regarded as 'employees', with similar
entitlements to those won by TNT drivers in Q ueensland. 143
Follow ing the passage of this resolution road transport employers found
themselves facing industrial campaigns by TWU-led owner-drivers that often exceeded
the militancy of the union's employee drivers. Once again the Queensland Branch under
Arch Bevis played a prominent role, with a state-wide campaign being launched amongst
owner-drivers during March 1973.144 But whereas the Victorian, Queensland, and to a
lesser degree the South Australian Branches at least had substantial followings amongst
owner-drivers upon which they could build, 145 this was not the case in the smaller
Canberra, Tasmanian and Western Australian Branches. Yet even in these branches the
TWU was able to make often spectacular gains amongst what had previously been a
virtually unorganised workforce.140235
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The TWU's gains amongst owner-drivers in both Canberra and Tasmania were
both largely attributable to one man— John Rolph. A founder of the Concrete Carriers'
Owner Drivers' Association in Canberra which affiliated with the Canberra Branch of the
T W U ,146 Rolph led an eleven-day strike by ready-mix concrete operators in the ACT
during July 1971.147 jn the settlement of this dispute an Agreement was negotiated with
industry employers which provided minimum rates, and even penalty rates, for ownerd riv ers.148 W hen Rolph transferred to Tasmania to take up the position of Branch
Secretary— a position he was not technically eligible for as an owner-driver— he sought
sim ilar gains for owner-drivers in that state. His efforts were crowned with success
when he signed a M emorandum of Agreement with the Tasmanian Road Transport
Association (TRTA) on 3 September 1974, guaranteeing owner-drivers on contracts with
TRTA members minimum contract rates, sick pay, paid overtime, and annual leave
entitlements.149
The most dramatic evidence of the TWU's new-found presence amongst ownerdrivers was perhaps to be found in Western Australia. In that state serious organisation
amongst owner-drivers only commenced in March 1973,150 yet by September 1973 it
was estimated that eighty per cent of the state's owner-drivers were in the TW U.1^ 1 The
poor conditions of employment for owner-drivers in the state, with sub-contract rates per
tonne mile lower than they had been in

1 9 4 6 ,^ 2

provided a hot-bed of discontent that

the W estern Australian Branch under Robbie Cowles was able to exploit, with up to one
thousand Perth owner-drivers striking from 28 August to 10 September 1973; a strike
which brought much of the city's commerce to a halt. ^ 3
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147
148
149
150
151
152
153

"Transcript of Proceedings", J.C. Rolph v. TWU of Australia, No.ACT 2 of 1983, pp. 154-5.
TWU (Canberra Branch) BCOM Minutes, 3 August 1971 (ANUABL, Z269/Box 6).
Copy of Agreement between Lorry Owner-Drivers and Manufacturers and Vendors of Ready-Mixed
Concrete, ACT, 1971 (Held by TWU (Tasmanian Branch), Launceston.
Memorandum of Agreement between TRTA and the TWU (Tasmania), 3 September 1974. (Held
by TWU (Tasmanian Branch), Launceston).
TWU (Western Australian Branch) Special BCOM Minutes, 15 March 1973. An earlier attempt
to organise owner-drivers in 1970 had failed. See Wheel, July 1973, p.5.
West Australian, 3 September 1973.
Ibid
Ibid., 31 August-8 September 1973.
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The growing industrial strength of the TWU amongst owner-drivers evoked a
historic policy reversal from the ARTF on 18 September 1973, when it submitted to
H arris a plan "for the rem uneration of Owner/Drivers who are permanently sub
contracted to a hire and reward transport operator." 154 The pian offered to cover such
owner-drivers for all costs involved in running their vehicles, including depreciation, as
well as payment for labour based on the Federal Transport Workers Award. While the
Agreements subsequentiy negotiated between state TWU branches and the relevant Road
Transport Association in accordance with the plan provided no benefits for itinerant
owner-drivers, they nevertheless represented an acceptance by transport employers, as
one Road Transport Association admitted, that they were no longer "in a position to
prevent the efforts of the union in obtaining the membership of sub-contractors,
particularly those engaged by transport companies on a permanent basis and who mainly
operated in the local cartage." 155

Although the Agreements concluded by TWU

branches to cover owner-drivers lacked legal force, it is the opinion of federal TWU
officials that they were as effective in regulating those owner-drivers covered as the more
formal system developed in New South Wales after 1980.156 Both systems were
subject to evasion, but they nevertheless brought the benefits of regulated conditions of
employment to growing numbers of owner-drivers. By 1974 most, if not all, TWU
branches would have been able to say what the Victorian Branch said when it declared:
"Most firms' sub-contractors are now financial members of the union." 15*7

154

"Correspondence A.P. Beamish to Ted Harris, 18 September 1973", reproduced in TWU (Federal
Committee of Management) Minutes, 9-12 October 1973, pp. 11-12. (ANUABL, Z181/Box
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Cited Truck and Bus Transportation, Vol.38, No.3, March 1974, p.107.
Interview with Hodgson, February 1990.
TWU (Victorian Branch) BCOM Minutes, 4 February 1974.
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6:

THE LIMITS OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

The combined use of collective bargaining and industrial action to generalise
negotiated Agreements to arbitrated awards served the TWU well between 1970 and
1974. But in early 1975 the bubble burst abruptly, with the Commission demanding
'substantial compliance' to the principle of wage indexation a condition introduced with
the endorsement of both the ACTU and the federal ALP government. This commitment
of organised labour as a whole to wage indexation made impracticable the TWU's
continued pursuit of a highly independent policy characterised by liberal use its industrial
muscle.
Even prior to the introduction of wage indexation there were indications that the
TWU's continued ability to combine elements of a collective bargaining approach within
the framework of the arbitration system was being restricted. The willingness of the
larger employers represented by the ARTF to concede increases in wages had largely
been a product of their oligopolist domination of the industry which allowed them to pass
on any wage increases to consumers. On 2 August 1974 an attempt was made to close
this loop-hole in the wages system when the Prices Justification Tribunal (PJT)—
established by the W hitlam Government in 1973 to control prices— refused Mayne
Nickless an eighteen per cent increase in interstate freight charges to cover the cost of its
$25.40 wage increase to drivers,with PJT arguing that the Company should not have
paid more than a $16 increase. 1^8
While the direct effects of the PJT decision should not be exaggerated— it only
applied to interstate cartage rates and former VRTA Executive Director, Tim Beamish,
believes that the twelve per cent eventually granted to Mayne Nickless compensated them
for the $25.40 increase anyway, the eighteen per cent request being an 'ambit
claim' 159__the decision nevertheless cast a shadow over future negotiations between the

158
159

Prices Justification Tribunal, First Annual Report, 1973-74, (AGPS, Canberra, 1975), p.31.
Interview with Beamish, op.cit.
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TWU and hire and reward operators. At the TW U’s 1975 Federal Council meeting the
PJT was roundly condemned, with its Federal President for the year, Jack Nyland,
warning: "This usurption of the functions of wage tribunals by that body . . . does not
augur well for our 1975 Award negotiations and for our continued use of the Transport
Award as a 'pace setter' for other transport Awards." 160
Despite the worsening economic situation and the decision of the PJT, the TWU
endorsed a return to a centralised system of wage fixation with some reservations. In
describing the principles involved in wage indexation Harris cautioned his colleagues that
they were "complex" and likely to lead to "divisiveness" within the trade union
m ovement. 161 Harris' caution was well founded, with the return to centralised wage
fixation seeing an erosion of the relative position of transport workers, particularly of
those employed by hire and reward operators. At the 1976 Federal Council Jack Nyland
complained on behalf of the South Australian Branch:
The . . . position is that members employed by the hire and reward
section of the industry, in what is virtually a 'paid rate' section of the
. industry, now find, despite the 1974 struggle for uniformity of wage
rates . . . they have fallen, in respect of take home pay, almost
hopelessly behind the Mixed Industry section, once regarded as the
Cinderella section of the transport industry. 162
The introduction of wage indexation thus served to demonstrate the limits of the
TWU's power. Despite the success of its wage campaigns between 1970 and 1974 it
now found that it lacked the ability, as did all other sections of organised labour, to follow
an independent course in a time of unfavourable economic and political circumstances.

160
161
162

TWU (Federal Council) Minutes, 14-23 April 1975, p.5, (Uncatalogued. Held at TWU Federal
Office, Carlton, Melbourne).
"Federal Secretary's Report to Federal Council, 14 April 1975," p. 13, attached to ibid.
"South Australian Branch Report to Federal Council, 13 May 1976", p.2, attached to TWU
(Federal Council) Minutes, 18-21 May 1976 (Uncatalogued. Held TWU Federal Office).
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Conclusion

Although the schism with the TWU (NSW) remained a continued institutional
problem for the federal TWU during the 1970s, the national application and co-ordination
of an industrial strategy that combined an arbitration-oriented strategy with collective
bargaining backed by industrial action proved effective in solving many of the industrial
problems that had previously bedevilled the history of the TWU and its predecessor
organisations. In a highly fragmented industry, the TWU under Ted Harris was able to
use federal arbitration as a conveyor belt for transferring increases won through collective
bargaining in areas where the union was strong to other sections of the industry, with
selective industrial stoppages being staged whenever opposition from employers or the
Com mission threatened to delay the process. By supplementing this strategy with
formalised collective agreements outside arbitration to regulate employment conditions for
owner-drivers, the TWU was able to thoroughly entrench its position in the road transport
industry, making it virtually impossible for employers to circumvent its authority.
The implementation of this dynamic and industrially militant strategy not only
exploited divisions within employer ranks, it also revitalised the union's own internal
structures. TWU members were called upon to take an active rather than a passive part in
award advancement as a powerful rank and file presence was cemented in the workplace.
No longer, however, was there any attempt to link this mobilisation of the rank and file
with the achievement of revolutionary social change, as the advocates of collective
bargaining backed by industrial action had attempted to do between 1910 and 1912, and
then again during the late 1940s.

Instead, following the effective demise of a

revolutionary tradition in the TWU during the mid-1960s, the union sought to use
industrial militancy to civilise rather than change capitalism.
By civilising rather than changing capitalism the TWU was limiting rather than
destroying the power of Australia's transport conglomerates, its industrial campaigns
seeking to increase its members' share of the industry's profits rather than to expropriate
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those profits altogether. For the great bulk of the TWU's membership the union's ability
to civilise capitalism would have undoubtedly seemed a fulfilment of almost one hundred
years of struggle by road transport unionists.

Yet the danger existed that, having

restrained capitalism within road transport, the revitalised federal union forged in the
industrial struggles of the early 1970s would decay, with future generations of officials
and members losing a sense of being part of a wider labour movement with its own
distinct social and political objectives that were opposed to the dominant ethos of
capitalism— an ethos that stressed individual rather than collective advancement.
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CONCLUSION
W hile reliance on unilateral or collective bargaining backed by industrial action was a
key factor in the collapse of Australia's pioneer road transport unions in the late nineteenth
century, it is the contention of this thesis that between 1901 and the late 1950s the major
obstacle to the creation of a single union covering all road transport workers was to be found in
tensions between an arbitration-oriented strategy and collective bargaining backed by industrial
action. The tensions created between these two alternative industrial models for action can be
seen as hindering the development of the union in two ways— firstly through disagreements
over industrial strategies leading to internal factional divisions within the union itself, and,
secondly, through the inadequacies inherent in each model limiting the union's advance. Only
when these tensions were resolved during the 1960s, with the TWU combining elements of an
arbitration-oriented strategy with collective bargaining backed by industrial action, was the
union able to fully develop its industrial potential.
The major reason why the debate over industrial tactics had such a divisive impact on
the development of the TWU and its predecessor organisations was to be found in the fact that
this conflict became a political as well as an industrial division. As the events of the 1890
Maritime strike had demonstrated, and as Billy Hughes and later the Industrial Groups realised,
control of Australia's road transport sector was potentially decisive for deciding the overall
political and industrial direction of the Australian labour movement. For if unions covering
road transport workers could be persuaded to abstain from supporting wider trade union
struggles than those struggles could be isolated, and dealt with in arbitrated settlements.
Conversely, if road transport unions supported industrially militant actions then such support
could lead to them playing a major role in any wider political and industrial struggles to
overturn the existing social order. In consequence support for an arbitration-oriented strategy
tended to be linked with support for laborist policies, while the advocates of collective
bargaining backed by industrial militancy were identified with the revolutionary Left. In this
situation the supporters of laborism were particularly reluctant to undertake industrially militant
action for fear that they were playing into the hands of their ideological enemies.
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Until 1966, when a left-wing leadership won control of the federal TWU, the history of
the union was largely dominated by a conservative brand of labor politics. Only on two
occasions prior to the early 1960s was the Right's control of the union seriously threatened—
first by a group of radical socialists during the period 1910 to 1912, and then by the
Communist Party in the 1940s. Even when the Left won control of the federal TWU in 1966,
this victory was secured by a left-wing laborist rather than a revolutionary leadership.
Much of the Right's long domination of the union can be attributed to the fact that the
deficiencies of collective bargaining backed by industrial action were more obvious than those
relating to arbitration. These deficiencies were first revealed during the 1880s and 1890s. In a
highly fragmented industry collective bargaining backed by industrial action proved incapable
of winning common employment conditions for all road transport unions, with Australia's
pioneer road transport unions collapsing entirely during the 1890s in the face of industrial
defeat and economic depression.
Compulsory arbitration helped overcome many of the problems inherent in organising
road transport workers.

It made a common rate for drivers a legal requirement for all

employers who came under the union's awards, whether ancillary or hire and reward operators,
and it gave the union formal recognition as the major industrial representative of Australia's
road transport workers.

But this strategy also possessed a num ber o f deficiencies.

Institutionally it fragmented the union. As Australia had a number of industrial relations
systems— both federal and state— support for arbitration manifested itself in an institutionally
divisive form. While Victoria, Tasmania and South Australia came to be covered by federal
awards secured by the federal union, the other states opted for state awards. For these state
branches the federal union often had little real industrial significance. Nor did arbitration
guarantee it coverage of all drivers, with the awards of other unions also covering drivers.
Indeed it would appear that until 1939 there were more road transport workers in the AWU than
there were in the TW U’s predecessor organisations. Arbitration also did little for the regulation
o f owner-drivers, who had emerged as a major force in the late 1880s under collective
bargaining.
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Perhaps the greatest failing of an arbitration-oriented strategy, however, was that it
placed an excessive emphasis on Arbitration Court procedures to the detriment of active
organisation by the union itself. This led to a bureaucratisation of the union, with little
emphasis on workplace organisation. Consequently the union's awards reflected the union's
weakness in the workplace, with the union remaining an industrial laggard in terms of wages
and conditions until the 1960s.
The emergence of the TWU as a major industrial force during the 1960s and the early
1970s was dependent upon it overcoming the previous dichotomy that had existed in its
approach to industrial relations. The solution to this problem can be seen as coming through
the integration of elements of a collective bargaining strategy within the framework of
arbitration. This expressed itself in the development of a strong workplace organisation, bans
on non-union drivers, the use of industrial pressure to maximise award gains and the effective
coverage of significant numbers of owner-drivers through collective agreements. The ability of
the union to apply industrial pressure selectively to all industry operators meant that gains won
through collective bargaining with hire and reward operators were forced upon other operators
as well. This resulted in gains well in excess of those that could have been expected from a
simple reliance on arbitration procedures.
In large part the TWU's ability to marry elements of a collective bargaining strategy
within the framework of arbitration was conditional on two factors. The first of these was the
willingness of the large hire and reward transport companies to accommodate the union and its
demands. O f at least equal importance with this was the fact that the previously counterposed
strategies of arbitration and collective bargaining backed by industrial action lost their earlier
political significance. With the decline of the Communist Party from the early 1950s support
for collective bargaining and industrial militancy no longer implied support for revolutionary
change. This is not to say that political divisions within the union lost all meaning, with
considerable differences remaining as to the proper place of unions in society. The factional
divisions between Left and Right which had emerged in the 1950s continued to divide the
union, contributing to the split between the federal TWU and its New South Wales Branch
during 1969. However this political division had lost much of its earlier historical significance
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with the demise of a revolutionary current within the union, and the disappearance of the link
between industrial militancy and social radicalisation.
The successful combination of elements of both collective bargaining backed by
industrial action and an arbitration-oriented strategy saw the TWU secure its place as the
representative of Australia's road transport workers, welding a union of considerable industrial
power out of the industry's highly fragmented workforce. Yet in doing so its role can best be
described as one of restraining' or 'civilising capitalism' rather than seeking its replacement.
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Notes on Sources
The sources used in this thesis, both primary and secondary, are extensive.
Primary sources used include the reports and minutes of evidence of royal commissions
and other official enquiries, published parliamentary papers, state and commonwealth
arbitration reports, industrial gazettes, newspapers and periodicals.
The sources which require the most comment are the minutes and other records of
the TWU and its two main predecessor organisations— the FCDIU and the ARTWU.
The problem s involved in using these records include both ones of scarcity and
overabundance.

Unfortunately no federal records exist prior to 1915, although a

surviving volume of minutes from the Melbourne FCDIU covers the years 1908-1912,
giving some indication of the issues involved in holding of the first federal conferences in
1909 and 1911. Nevertheless, despite this surviving volume, the history of the union
prior to 1915 has had to be reconstructed largely without the use of union records.
A set of federal minutes covering the years 1915 to 1974 are held at the ANU
Archives of Business and Labour. Also held at this location are the Canberra Branch
minutes, a range of material from the NSW Branch, and the surviving minutes of the
Tasmanian and Victorian Branch's minutes prior to 1945. Victorian and Tasmanian
Branch records after 1945 are both held in an uncatalogued form by the respective
branches concerned, as are the minutes of the South Australian, Queensland and Western
Australian Branches. While the South Australian and Queensland records contain an
almost complete collection of minutes dating back to 1912 in both instances, only a single
volume survives in Western Australia prior to 1968— covering the period November
1918-December 1921. All other Western Australian minutes seem to have disappeared
during a factional struggle in 1971.
W hile the TWU's records were generally made available with the fullest
assistance possible, difficulty was experienced in securing access to the minutes and
records of the NSW Branch, previously granted to Mark Bray and Malcolm Rimmer.
This obstacle was partly overcome by obtaining access to a number of the original, hand
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written NSW Branch minutes held by the ANU's Archives of Business and Labour.
This was supplemented by use of NSW Branch reports to Federal Council and extensive
use of newspaper accounts. Only as a last resort was Bray and Rimmer's account of the
history of the union in New South Wales used as a primary source.
In addition to the minutes of the TWU and its predecessor organisations access
was also obtained to the records of two employer organisations— the NSW Road
Transport A ssociation (formerly the NSW M aster Carriers' Association) and the
Victorian Road Transport Association (formerly the General Carriage and Cartage
Contractors' Association and then the Victorian Master Carriers' Association). While the
former provides a valuable supplement to the study of the history of the NSW Branch of
the union, the latter is particularly useful in that the VRTA's minutes record federal
employer attitudes and responses to the union's industrial conduct.
Despite the many gaps in the union's records— where its history had to be
reconstructed from newspaper accounts— the mass of surviving records are nevertheless
so extensive that only a fraction of the detail combined within them can find expression in
the subsequent history. The selection of material requires an organising principle,
provided in this instance by the central question delineated in the introduction to this
thesis.
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